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O
NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER

This document was prepared by General Electric Company solely
in response to questions the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
submitted to operating plant licensees and those applicants whose
operating licenses are imminent, requesting additional information
to supplement that provided by the licensees and applicants in
their responses to Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin 79-08.

The information contained in this report is believed to be an
accurate and true representation of the facts known, obtained
or provided to General Electric and the individual contributors
to this report at the time this report was prepared. The only
undertakings of General Electric Company respecting information
in this document for operating plant licensees and those applicants
whose operating licenses are imminent are contained in the contracts
between those utilities and General Electric Company, and nothing
contained in this document shall be construed as changing such

contracts.

The use of this information by anyone other than such utilities
or for any purpose other than that for which it is intended, is
not authorized; and with respect to any unauthorized use, General |||Electric Company and the contributors to this document make no
representation or warranty, and assume no liability as to the
completeness, accutacy, or usefulness of the information contained
in this document, or that the use of any information disclosed in
this document may not infringe privately owned rights including
patent rights.
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ABSTRACT

This report responds to the questions presented in the NRC Staff's
requests of July,1979 to all operators of General Electric Boiling
Water Reactor-equipped power plants, for information to supplement
that provided in Inspection & Diforcement Bulletin 79-08. Revision 0
of this report included all information required to be provided by
August 17, 1979. This revision (Revision 1) includes the remainder
of the information, with r.he exception of the BWR Dnergency Pro-

r
cedure Guidelines, which are published separately. It also incor-

parates Supplanent 1 uhich extended the original issue to include
six additional near-term operating license units.
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1. INTRODUCTION

On April _,, 1979, the USNRC issued Inspection & Enforcement Bulletin 79-08

(Reference 1*), requiring owners of operating nuclear power plants equipped

with Boiling Water Reactors (BWR) to respon._ to the immediate implications

of the March 28, 1979, accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2. Each BWR

owner in the United States responded individually to this bulletin. After a

period of review, NRC's Bulletins and Orders Task Force (B&OTF) formulated a
list of additional requests for information to evaluate the safety of BWR-

equipped power plants in light of TMI experience (Reference 2). These

requests, as refined by joint discussions among NRC, GE, and the owners of
GE reactors (Reference 3), will provide sufficient information for defini-

tive findings by the NRC and the issuance of a Safety Evaluation Report (SER)
confirming the continued safe operation of those GE reactors.

At the encouragement of NRC, the owners of all domestic operating GE-BWR's,

() together with the owners of four GE-BWR-equipped plants whose operating
licenses are immin(nt (La Salle Units 1 & 2, Shoreham, and Zimmer), formed the

BWR Operating Plant Owners' Group. The purpose of the Owners' Group is to
simplify the process of responding to References 2 and 3 and to f acilitate
regulatory review. General Electric coordinated the responses. A list of
members and of the power plants covered by this report, is presented in
Appendix D. This report is expanded in Revision 1 to include six units not

included in the original issue. Appendix D is expanded to include these plants.

Revision 0 of this report responded to those NRC requests which were to be
provided by August 17, 1979. Supplement-1 of this report (Reference 4) pro-
vided supplemental information for the six pending operating license units
not included in Revision 0. This revision (Revision 1) includes the remainder
of.the information requested by References 2 and 5, with the exception of the
BWR Emergency. Procedure Guidelines, which are published separately. Most of

* References 1, 2, 3, and 4 are included as Appendices A, B, C, and E,
. f- y respcctively.

O
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the material added in Revision 1 was transmitted to the NRC in prepublication

form as various parts of the work were completed (References 6-14). Further,

Revision 1 incorporates all of the Supplement 1 material directly in the text.

A few minor typographical and editorial corrections have also been made in

Revision 1.

Margin bars appear in the right--hand margins of NEDO-24708 Revision 1 to !

denote the following changes:

(1) Changes to the August, 1979 version to incorporate Supplement 1

(Reference 4);

(2) Technical changes to the August, 1979 version;

(3) Technical changes to newly incorporated material (References 6, 8,

9, 10, 12, 13, 14) made since submittal of that material in

prepublication form.

Minor typographical and editorial corrections to the August, 1979 version, to

Supplement 1, and to newly incorporated material are not denoted by margin bars.

There are astantial changes of type (2) above. The only substantial

changes u .ype (3) above are the following:

(1) Expansion of Section 3.2.1 to include BWR/6;

(2) Clarification of Section 3.5.2.3 regarding fuel-zone

instrumentation;

(3) Elimination of certain paragraphs of Section 3.5.2.3 in response

to an NRC suggestion (Reference 15).

Since the B&OTF and their requests are organized into a Systems Group and an

Analysis group, the format of this report also follows those divisions.

Specifically, Chapter 2 responds to the requests labeled " Additional Informa-

tion - Bulletins & Orders Systems Group" in References 2 and 3. Chapter 3

likewise responds to " Additional Information - Bulletins and Orders Analysis

Group." Chapter 4 comprises tables and figures for Chapters 2 and 3.

1-2
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The material in this report has been prepared with primary emphasis on,

\ ,/ simplifying the regulatory review process. Wherever possible. advantage hass

been taken of the essential similarity of all GE-BWR's and a wholly generic
response is provided. In many cases, design evolutions do not permit a com-
pletely generic response, but a generic response for each BWR product line is
possible. This approach has also been taken to the greatest possible extent.
In a few instances, neither generic approach is possible. In these cases,

plant-unique information provided by individual owners is consolidated in
this report.
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2. USNRC " Additional Information Required for NRC Staff Generio Report on
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2. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - BULLETINS 6 ORDERS SYSTEMS GROUP

This Chapter provides a complete response to the requests of the B&OTF
Systems Group in References 2, 3, and 5. Its organization is parallel to

the organization of the requests, for easy reference. As explained in

Chapter 1, maximum advantage has been taken of BWR-generic or product-line-

generic characterists to simplify the response and to facilitate review.

Plant-unique responses are provided only where absolutely necessary.

To respond to these requests, the Owners' Systems Group was organized into

six subgroups as follows:

BWR/1

BWR/2

BWR/3 equipped with isolation condensers3

BWR/3 without isolation condensers and BWR/4 without KilR
steam condensing mode

BWR/4 with RilR steam condensing mode

BWR/S

In most cases, each owner in each category compiled all requested infor-
mation, and the subgroup chairman consolidated all data into a product-
line generic response. These were then consolidated into BWR-generic
responses where possible. In a few cases, General Electric prepared a

generic response, or plant-unique responses are provided. All members of
the Owners' Group reviewed the final product, ensuring its completeness
and currency. Supplement 1 material was compiled by individual utilities
and consolidated into this report by General Eltetric with Owners' Group
review.

O
V
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O 2.1 INFORMATION ON SYSTEMS CAPABLE OF PROVIDING
POST- ACCIDENT AND TRANSIENT CORE COOLING

This section provides information on all systems capabic of providing

reactor coolant inventory make-up following a postulated accident or

operational transient in GE-BWR's. It is organized, like the NRC requests,

in six major sections:

(2.1.1) General System Design Information

(2.1.2) System Activation

(2.1.3) Water Sources

(2.1.4) Power Sources

(2.1.5) Instrumentation and Control

(2.1.6) Testing and Technical Spectilcations

Table 2.1-1, " Systems Applicable to Plants," provides a list of the systems
applicable to each plant in the scope of this document.

2.1.1 General System Design Information

2.1.1.1 Safety Classification and Seismic Category. (Plant-unique
submittal),

2.1.1.2 Plant Steam Bypass capacity. (Plant-unique submittal).

2.1.1.3 Potential of Systems and Component Flooding. See Table 2.1-2 a/b,

Column 1.

.

2.1-1
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2.1.1.4 Normal Position of Valves, Indication Iocation, Direct or

Indirect Indication. See Table 2.1-2 a/b, Column 2; and

Figures 2.1-1 tVough 2.1-13, which show normal valve
positions for power operation for typical confie,urations.

2.1.1.5 Failed State of Each Valve. See Table 2.1-2 a/b Column 3.

2.1.1.6 Normal Power Sources for System Operation.

See Table 2.1-2 a/b , Column 4.

2.1.1.7 Normal Power Sources for Support System Operation.

Included under 2.1.1.6

2.1.1.8 Systems and Components Shared Between Units. (Plant-unique submittal).

2.1.1.9 Air Sources for Pneumatic Valves, Cycling Capacity and
Alternate Sources. See Table 2.1-2 a/b, Columns 5c and 5d.

O
2.1.1.10 Mumber of Safety and Relief Valves and Relieving Capacity.

See Table 2.1-3.

2.1.1.11 Relief and Safety Valve Setpoints. See Table 2.1-3.

2.1.1.12 Methods of Cooling System Components. See Table 2.1-2 a/b,

Column 8.

2.1.1.13 System Trips, Interldeks, Diversions, and Possible
Degradations: see following discussion.

Tables 2.1 4a through 2.1-4n provide a description, in matrix form, of the
emergency and control initiations, permissives and degraded conditions of the
nuclear steam supply coolant inventory systems provided in General Electric
Boiling Water Reactor plant series BWR/l through BWR/5. Each matrix provides
a summary of system initiations, permissives, trip conditions, and degraded
operating conditions.

2.1-2
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O The following points should be considered in reviewing Tables 2.1-4a through

2.1-4n:

1. All control logic circuits which change the state of valves are

assumed to perform their intended control function.

2. All controllers and indicators are assumed to perform their

intended function.

3. There are some plant unique differences. The major plant differ-

ences are listed in the " comments" column of each table.

4. Additional valves installed by the Architect Engineers are not

included.

The following criteria apply in the interpretation of each column of system

performance variables:

System Initiating Signals

The initiating signals are those that start the system. The initiation

signals are process variables such as high drywell pressure or low

water level. The systems can also be initiated by operator action by

means of remote manual switches.

Some systems, like the feedwater control system, are in continuous

operation and do not have any automatic initiating signals.

System Permissives

The permissives are other process or system variabic conditions that
must be satisfied for the particular system to start or. continue to

operate. For example, a core spray pump or residual heat removal

- (-~x
system pump running is needed for the Automatic Depressurization

\- System to initiate its operation.

2.1-3
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O
Trip Conditions

Tie trip conditions are the proces< variables that stop a particular

system from operating. These variables can be manual switches, other

system initiating signals, or the presence of other process variables.

Conditions of Degraded Performance

Conditions of degraded performance may be either those which cause the

system to operate below its normal capacity, or those which render the

system completely inoperable. Thus, for a redundant system, loss of

redundancy results in reduced capacity, while complete loss of power

f rom both redundant power systems is defined as an inoperable condition.

A malfunction of a valve is a reduced capacity condition, while conciete

flow blockage is an inoperable condition.

Generic Applicability

The data tables are generically applicable to all plants where the

systems are applied. Valve numbers shown in the data table column

" Degraded Conditions" are specific to reference plants selected in preparing
the table and have no generic applicability. .Significant differences from

plant to plant are discussed in the " Comments" column.

O
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O
2.1.2 System Activation

2 .1. 2 .1 Automatic Startup Logic and Power Source.

See Table 2.1-2 a/b, Columns 9a and 9b.

2.1.2.2 Automatic Sequencing Back onto Diesel Following Reset.
Information was provided in utility responses to IE

Bulletin 79-08.

2.1.2.3 Auto Initiation Overriding Capability. Information was
provided in utility responses to IE Bulletin 79-08.

2.1.2.4 Auto Initiation Built In Time Delay. See Table 2.1-2 a/b ,

Column 10.

2.1.2.5 Manual Initiation Capability, Procedure, Time Required,
O Locations, Manpower Required. See Table 2.1-2 a/b,b

Column 11. All manual actions can be accomplished from
the control room, so procedures, time required, and manpower
required are not relevant.

2.1.2.6 Potential Commonalities with Control Systems. Column 12

of Table 2.1-2 a/b indicates whether cr not the ECCS
initiation signals override all other modes of operation

of the subject systems.

2.1.2.7 System Interlocks and Diversions. This information is

provided in Subsection 2.1.1.13, " System Trips, Interlocks,
Diversions, and Possible Degradations."

2.1.2.8 Operator Actions Required for System Operation and Control.
Column 13 of Table 2.1-2 a/b indicates operator actions
required within two hours-following a system initiation

,

p signal.

U
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2.1.3 Water Sources

2.'.3.1 Safety Classification and Seismic Classification.

(Plant-unique submittal). |

2.1. 3. 2 Primary Water Source. Total and Dedicated Capacity, Time
Available. See Table 2.1-2 a/b, Columns 15a, 15b, and 15c.

RCIC, llPCS, llPCI, LPCS, and LPCI (that is, all of the safety

injection systems) can take suction from the suppression

pool in pressure suppression containments, effecting a closed

cooling loop within the primary containment. The " time

available" is thcrefore effectively infinite.

2.1.3.3 Secondary and Backup Water Sources, Automatic / Manual. Procedure,

Time Required. See Table 2.1-2 a/b, Column 16a, 16b, and 16c.

2.1.3.4 Strainers in System and Location. See Table 2.1-2 a/b,

Columns 17a, 17b, and 17c.

2.1.4 Power Sources

2.1.4.1 Number of trains. See Table 2.1-2 a/b, Column 18.

2.1.4.2 Pumps Connected to Diesel-Generators. See Table 2.1-2 a/b,

Column 4.

2.1.4.3 AC E DC Bus Arrangement for Trains. See Tabic 2.1-2 a/b,

Column 4.

2.1.4.4 loss of Offsite Power. See subsection 2.3.1 and 3.2.1, which

provide descriptions of system response and operator actions

for a loss of feedwater; and subsections 3.1.1.1 and 3.1.1.2,

which provide analysis of the system response to a small break

LOCA.

O
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2.1,4.5 Loss of on-site AC Power. Same as 2.1.4.4

2.1.4.6 Loss of all AC Power. Same as 2.1.4.4.

2.1.5 Instrumentation and control

2.1.5.1 Safety Classification and Seismic Category. (Plant-unique

Submittal).

2.1.5.2 Automatic and Manual Control from Control Room. See

Table 2.1-2 a/b, Column 22.

2.1.5.3 Alarms Located in Control Room. See Table 2.1-2 a/b,

Column 23.

2.1.5.4 System Indications Located in Control Room. See Table 2.1-2 a/b,

Column 24.

2.1.5.5 Remote Control Panels, See Tabic 2.1-2 a/b, Column 25.

2.1.5.6 Methods for Detecting Leaky Safety / Relief Valves. See
Table 2.1-2 a/b, Column 26. The question was intended to

cover only main steam safety / relief valves.

2.1.6 Testing / Technical Specifications

2.1.6.1 Limiting Conditions for Operation. Tables 2.1-Sa through

2.1-5v provide the requested information plant-specifically.

2.1.6.2 Frequency of System and Component Tests. (Plant-unique submittal) . |

2.1.6.3 System Testing Lineups. Intent of question responded to in

2.1.2, " System Activatlon."

v)(,

,
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2.1.6.4 System Bypass and/or Test Loops. Intent of question responded

to in 2.1.2, " System Activation."

2.1.6.5 Method of Verification of Correct Test Lineup and Restoration

to Normal Condition. See Tables 2.1-2 a/b, Columns 28a and b.

2.1.6.6 Allowable System Outage Times. Intent of question responded to

in 2.1.6.1, 2.1.6.2.

2 .1. 6 .7 System and Component Testing Following Maintenance. See Tables

2.1-2 a/b, Calumn 29.

2.1.6.8 Components Not Periodically Tested. See Tables 2.1-2 a/b,
Column 30.

2.1.6.9 Auto Override During Tests. Information was provided in uti 'ity

responses to IE Bulletin 79-08.
O

2.1.6.10 Other Components or Systems .'.ffected by Tests. See
Tables 2.1-2 a/b, Colwnn 12.

O
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[)\' 2.2 INFORMATION NEEDED FOR CONTAINMENT ISOLATION SYSTEM

This section provides information on the containment isolation system in

CL-BWR's. It is organized, like the NRC request, in six major sections:

(2.2.1) General Design Information (question I)

(2.2.2) Design Requirements for Isolation Barriers (question II)

(2.2.3) Provisions for Detecting Leakage (question III)

(2.2.4) Provisions for Testing (question IV)
>

(2.2.5) Codes, Standards, and Guides (question V)

(2.2.6) Normal Operating }bdes and Isolation Modes (question VI)

p
k# 2.2.1 General Design Information (question I)

2.2.1.1 Scope. With the exception of subsection 2.2.1.2, all general

design information was provided in plant-unique submittals.

2.2.1.2 Diversity of Isolation Signals, Identification of Lines Carrying

Potentially Contaminated Materials. Tables are provided for

representative plants in each plant group (see the introduction

to Chapter 2) providing the requested information. These tables

are as follows:

Table Plant Group

2.2-1 BWR/l

2.2-2 BWR/2

2.2-3 BWR/3

2.2-4 BWR/3-4

2.2-5 BWR/4
''

/l 2.2-6 BWR/5V
2.2-7 BWR/6 |

2.2-1
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2.2.2 Design Requirements (Question II)

2.2.2.1 General

Design requirements are presented for the isolation valves. Detailed technical
requirements are given for BWR/3 and BWR/4, followed by exceptions for otner

BWR product lines.

Information is provided for isolation valves supplied by General Electric. For
isolation valves supplied by the Architect Engineers or by the ouning utility,
specifications and requirements may dif fer, although the same general philosophy
was applied.

Isolation valves are grouped into four basic classes. A general description
of the classes of isolat_on valves is provided below, although most G.E.

supplied valves are Class A valves (some plants use a Class I-IV designator,
but the definitions are the same).

2.2.2.1.1 Class A (I) valves are on process lines that communicate directly with

the reactor vessel and penetrate the primary containment. These lines gener-
ally require two valves in series - one inside the primary containment and
one outeide the primary containment. Both valves close automatically on an
isolation signal.

2.2.2.1.2 Class B (II) valves are on process lines that do not directly communi-
cate with the reacter vessel, but penetrate the primary containment and com-
municate with the primary containment free space. These lines generally
require two valves in series, both of them outside the primary containment.
Both valves close automatically on an isolation signal.

2.2.2.1.3 Class C (III) valves are on process lines that penetrate the primary

containment but do not communicate directly with the reactor vessel or with

the primary containment free space and are not on lines that communicate

O
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('m)' with the environs. These lines require one valve, outside the primary con-
tainment, that closes automatically by process action (reverse flow, etc.)

or by remote manual operation.

2.2.2.1.4 The fourth class of valves are exceptions to the above definitions.

2.2.2.2 Quality Standards and Seismic Classification (Plant-unique submittals) .

2.2.2.3 Assurance of Operability

Operation of the valves in the normal operating and postulated accident

environments is ensured by the requirements of the purchase specifications,

review and approval of equipment design and vendor drawings, extensive con-

trol of mater.tals, fabrication procedures, fabrication tests, nondestructive

examinations, shop tests, preoperational and startup tests of the installed

valves, and prescribed periodic inspections and tests during the plant life.

("') The normal and abnormal conditions specified below were used for design of
'''' the equipment.

Normal Conditions

.

Normal conditions were defined as those conditions existing during routine

plant operations.

Abnormal Conditions

Abnormal conditions are those which deviate from the conditions as described

above. The most significant abnormal condition is the environment during and

following postulated design basis accidents. Other ambient conditions,

including small continuous steam leaks which generate high temperature and/or~

high humidity and test or operator-controlled conditions, were also considered.

p
w/
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2.2.2.3.1 Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIV)

2.2.2.3.1.1 BWR/4 The BWR/4 environmental requirements for MSIVs are

typically as follows:

Normal Environment

Du ra tion Pressure (psig) .cmperature (*F) Relative Humidity (%)

Continuous 0 to 2.0 150 Maximum 100

Abnomal Environment

Duration Pressure (psig) Temperature (*F) Relative Humidity (%)

> 60 Sec 65 (maximum) 340 100

3 hours 45 (maximum) 340 100

24 hours 25 (maximum) 250 100

g100 days 20 (maximum) 200 100

Incident Radiation Continuous for Design Life

Gamma 15 r/hr
Gamma & Neutron 25 r/hr

Valve shall close during abnormal steam flow conditions, following rupture

of the main steam line downstream of the valve. Steam flow rate will

increase to 200 percent of rated flow, and internal parts of the valve will

be subject to impact by a mixture of water and steam at the fellowing

conditions:

a. Mass velocity of impacting fluid : 2400 lb/sec ft2,

b. The oncoming fluid mixture consisting of 95 percent water and

5 percent steam by weight at nominally 925 psig and 540*F.

O
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p
V

c. At impact, the internal pressure in the valve will increase

instantly to 1145 psig and will rapidly decay from this peak
pressure to a steady state system pressure of approximately
955 psig. At subsequent valve closure, pressure will increase
to 985 psig.

d. Valve position at the time of impact is estimated to be between

10 percent and 45 percent open.

Over and above these conditions, expected pressure and temperature cyclic
duty, including abnormal (emergency and faulted), were specified and accounted
for in the design of main steam isolation valves. Piping loads were also con-

sidered so as to assure full circumferential seating of the valves.

The above design requirements were met by:

{'' a. Meeting the applicable codes and standards, including industry
'

practices available at the time of manufacture of the valve.

b. Inspection and test requirements.

.

b.1 Radiograph thickness limits,

b.2 Manufacturing / fabrication sequencing.

b.3 Notification of defect and repair.

b.3.1 Repair of defects in base material other than pressure boundary.

b.3.2 Repair of defects in pressure boundary casting.

L.3.2. Recording and repair of major defects.

_q
U
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b. The valve should be capable of being closed within 3 to 10 seconds

for any of the following c ditions of line pressure and steam

flow;

b.1. Zero psig line pressure and zero steam flow,

b.2. 1000 psig line pressure and zero steam flow,

b.3. 1000 psig line pressure and rated steam flow.

b.4. 200% rated steam flow with upsteam pressure of 1000 psig.

The valves shall be capable of opening with a 200 psi differentialc.

across the plug. This may be done with a small bypass valve around
the plug, provided the bypass valve also meets all requirements of
this specification.

d. The valve closing time shall be adjustabic between 3 and 10 seconds.

Valve operator systems shall be designed with a locally storede.

energy source, such as springs or pressure accumulator.

f. The valve operator shall be provided with dual solenoid control
valves arranged so that electrical failure of either solenoid coil
will not cause closure of the main valve. One coil shall be a-c,

and the other coil shall be d-c. Loss of both a-c and d-c power or

loss of station air pressure shall result in closure of the valve.

g. Each valve operator system shall be capable of exercising the valve
from 100% open to closed in 45 to 60 seconds, and 100% open to 90%

open at the same speed. The latter feature is not present on some
BkT/4 and/or BkT/5 and 6 plants. The exercising operation shall be
remote manual controlled.

O
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O h. In addition to the minimum valve wall thickness required by
applicable codes, a corrosion allowance of 0.0888 inch minimum for
carbon steel shall be added to provide for 40 years' service.

i. The valve shall function smoothly without sticking, rubbang,,

vibrating or scouring on opening and closing.

j. The pressure drep at rated flow with the valve wide open shall not
exceed 6.0 psi,

k. The design objective shall be to design the valves and operators
'

for a minimum of 40 years' service at the specified operating
conditions.

,

The above iiesign requirements werc met by design analysis, as follows:

/~5 a. Calculatiens.U

Complete operator-valve calculation, including curves of displace-
-ment, velocity, accelerations and cylinder pressure versus time
shall be provided for each of the following conditions:

a.1 Valve closing with zero psig line pressure and zero steam flow.

|

a.2 Valve closing against 1000 psig line pressure and zero steam
flow,

;

i

!
'

a.3 Valve closing against 1000 psig line pressure and steam flow
equal to rated.

a.4 Valve closing against 1000.psig line pressure and steam flow
equal to 200% of rated.

(~%*)N-
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b. ASME Code calculations shall be provided if valves are other than

USASI (formerly ASA) Standard rating for conditions of 1250 psig
pressure and 575'F temperature.

2.2.2.3.1.3 BWR/5. Requirements similar to those outlined for BWR/4.

2.2.2.3.1.4 BWR/1

No specific values for abnormal events were listed in the FSAR for the oper-
ation of MSIVs. The design of Isolation valves was based on then-existing

engineering practices, similar to BWR/2 requirements.

Operation of the valves in the normal operating conditions and postulated
accident environments was ensured by the review and approval of equipment

design, preoperational and startup tests of the installed valves, and pres-
cribed periodic inspections and tests during plant life.

2.2.2.3.1.5 BWR/2

The valve 7 were designed to the requirements of ASA B 16.5 as covered by
Section VIII of the ASME boiler code, ASA 31.1 and ASME Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code, Section 1. A basic design pressure of 1250 psig at 575*F was

used, This is an interpolated ASA design, but all of the calculations '.ere
based on a minimum design rating. The valves were designed for a hydrostatic

shell test. The above design requirements are met by factory testing and

startup tests, and periodic tests after startup. ,

2.2.2.3.2 Other Isolation Valves

2.2.2.3.2.1 BWR/3

The llPCI system is used as an example in the following paragraphs.

O
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O
a. Valves used for high temperature and pressure service, 12 inches

and larger in size, shall be provided with drains in the valve

bonnet or in the bottom of the valve body.

b. Valves used for high temperature and pressure service, when fully

closed and under hydro test pressure, shall have, as a design

objective, a valve seat leak rate less than 2 cc/hr per inch of
diameter across the valve seat.

c. For high temperature and pressure service, check valves shall be of
the swing type,

d. Valves shall be provided with a back seat to prevent leakage into

the gland chamber when the valve is in the fully opened position.

On motor-operated valves, torque switches shall be provided and
set to assure back-seating. On instrument lines, the back seat

requirement shall be applicable only on the first isolation valve.

c. High temperature and pressure stem valves four inches and larger

'in size shall have a stem stuf fing box with two complete sets of

packing; each of which shall be able to withstand the design con-

ditions without visible leakage. A leakoff connection shall be

provided between the two sets of packings.

f. Valves for drain pots shcIl be sized to pass any sludge accumulated

in the drain pot.

g. The valve, motor operator assemblies, and valve seals shall be
designed to withstand a minimum integrated gamma dose.

h. Typical environment criteria are as follows:

Temperature (*F) Relative Humidity (%)

I~'
, ( -) Normal Plant Operation 60 - 100 95
i-

Accident 148 100

.
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|f2.2.2.3.2.2 BWR/4

The lipCI system is used as an example in the following paragraphs.

All valves 4" size and larger shall have a stem seal stuffing boxa.

with two complete sets of packing with a lantern ring between the
packings. Each set of packing shall be capable of withstanding
the full Jesign pressure without visible leakage. A leakoff con-
nection, with female pipe thread and a pipe plug, shall be
provided between the two sets of packing opposite the lantern ring.

b. All flange connections between the primary containment penetrations
and the first external shutof f valve shall have double gaskets and

provisions for intergasket leak checking without requiring pressur-
izing the primary containment.

Typical valve design criteria include:c.

O
Back seated Yes

Fluid Water

Pressure Normal Operating

Design

Temperature Normal Operating

Design

2.2.2.3.2.3 BWR/5

The HPCS system is used as an example in the following paragraphs.

All motor-operated valves shall be equipped with a remote-manuala.

functional test feature, with interlocks supplied as required to
ensure proper sequence of operation in the test mode. These

valves shall be testable from the control room.

O
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O b. I!PCS System Check Valves in the reactor building exterior to the

primary containment shall be manually testable to verify f ree

movement of the valve disc.

c. The check valve in the discharge line which is located in the

primary containment shall be testable by a remote-manual air

actuator during normal plant operation.
,

d. A check valve shall be provided in the suction line from the sup-

pression pool to prevent transport of condensate to the suppression

pool.

A testable check valve shall be provided in the HPCS Discharge Line inside the

primary containment to prevent loss of primary coolant outside of the primary

containment in the event of a break in the HPCS line. The check valve shall

provide with double packing on the valve stem with provisions for steam leak#

detection.
'

It is recommended that a maintenance valve be provided between the check valve

and the reactor vessel nozzle. If this valve is provided, a position indi-

cating light shall be provided in the control room.

Typical. design criteria include:

Maximum aP Across
Valve During

Actuator Operation, Maximum Temperature
Valve Location psi 'F

Condensate Storage 90 212

Tank, Suppression Pool

First Valve Outside 1500 575

The Primary Contain-

/'~3 - ment,IIPCS Pump Outlet
\, /
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2.2.2.3.2.4 BWR/1/2 g

No specific values for abnormal events were listed in the FSAR for the oper-

ation of other isolation valves. The design of isolation valves was based

on then-existing engineering practices. Operation of the valves in the normal

operating conditions and postulated accident environments was ensured by the

review and approval of equipment design, preoperational and startup tests of

the installed valves, and prescribed periodic inspections and tests during

plant life.

2.2.2.3.2.5 BWR/6

BWR/6 is similar to the BWR/5 except that the HPCS line is isolated by a motor-

operated valve outside of the containment building and a testable check valve
inside the drywell.

2.2.2.4 Qualification of Closed Systems and Components inside and Outside
The Containment as Isolation Barriers e

One of the basic purposes of the primary containment system is to provide a
minimum of one protective barrier between the reactor core and the environ-
mental surroundings subsequent to an accident involving failure cf the piping
components of the reactor prir.ary system. The primary containment is designed
to remain intact before, during and subsequent to any design basis accident of

the process system either inside or outside the primary containment.

Since a rupture of a large line penetrating the containment and connecting to
the reactor coolant system may be postulated to take place at che cortainment
boundary, the isolation valve for that line is required to be located within
the containment (Fbrk III drywell). This inboard valve in each line is required
to be closed automatically on various indications of reactor coolant loss.
Additional reliability is added if a second valve, located outboard of the con-
tainment and as close as practical to it, is included. This second valve also

closes automatically if the inboard valve is normally open during reactor oper-
ation. By physically separating the two valves, there is less likelihood that
a failure of one valve would cause a failure of the second. The two valves in
series are provided with independent power sources.

2.2-12
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!

O
System requirements were imposed for design regarding flow, pressure, tem-

f

perature, and power requirement of the components of the closed systems.

The mechanical requirements for primary pumps, isolation valves, and heat

; exchangers were based on the occurrence of a maximum design basis accident. ;

,

Systems design as isolation barriers inside containment was assured, basically,
1

I by designing the system for pressure integrity using accident conditions. For
1

system breaks outside containment, an isolation barrier is achieved by either

check valves or other isolation valves in the system.

4

For the case of systems / components outside of containment as isolation bar-
riers (i.e. cxtensions of primary containment), piping and components were
designed for pressure integrity for the most severe of normal operating or
accident conditions in accordance with applicable codes and standards.;

Operation is assured under normal conditions and postulated accident condi-

(} tions by the review and approval of equipment design and analysis, preoper-
ation and startup tests of the installed components, and prescribed periodic

inspection and tests during plant life.

: 2.2.2.5 Required Isolation Valve Closure Times
>

2.2.2.5.1 tiain Steam Isolation Valve

2.2.2.5.1.1 BWR/4
i

i

Valve shall close within 3 to 10 seconds, depending upon position of the

speed control adjustment for full valve stroke for any of the following
conditions of line pressure and steam flow.

a. Zero psig line pressure and zero steam flow.

b. 1000 psig line pressure and zero steam flow.

O
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c. 1000 psig upstream line pressure with steam flow varying from

rated flow to zero; valve pressure drop increasing from nominally

5 psi to 75 psi, respectively, for full open and full closed

positions.

d. 100 psig to 1000 psig upstream line pressure with steam flow vary-

ing from 200 percent of rated flew (f ollowing a pipe rupture) to

zero; valve pressure drop increasing from nominally 5 psi to 1000

psi, respectively, for full open and full closed positions.

2.2.2.5.1.2 BWR/5,6

Same an BWP/4.

2.2.2.5.1.3 BWR/1

The closure of the isolation valves is required to be fast enough to limit

leakage to the atmosphere to acceptably low levels.

2.2.2.5.1.4 BWR/2

Same as BWR/4.

2.2.2.5.1.5 BWR/3

Same as BWR/4.

2.2.2.5.2 Other Isolation Valves

2.2.2.5.2.1 BWR/3 and BWR/4

Opening and closing rates were specified in the plant unique design require-
ments for each application.

O
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2.2.2.5.2.2 BWR/5 and BWR/6 |

Similar to BWR/3/4.

2.2.2.5.2.3 BWR/l

The closure of isolation valves was required to be fast enough to limit

leakage to acceptably low levels.

2.2.2.5.2.4 BWR/2

Required closing times for automatic isolation valves were typically <60 sec.

as required by Technicc1 Specifications.

2.2.2.6 Mechanical and Electrical Redundancy to Preclude Common Mode Failures

/~' 2.2.2.6.1 BWR/2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Main Steam Isolation Valve
\_.

Redundancy is provided by two isolation valves in each steam line so that

either can perform the isolation function. The inside valve and the outside

valve and their control systems are separated physically by the containment.

Considering the redundancy, the mechanical strength, the closing forces, and

the leakage tests previously discussed, the main steam isolation valves

satisfy safety design bases and would limit the reactor coolant or radioactive

materials, within the permissible margin.

2.2.2.6.2 BWR/1 MSIV

A single motor operated valve is used inside the containment or double motor
operated valves outside the containment. Redundancy for single valve units is

provided by turbine stop valves and bypass valves outside the containment.

N... /
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2.2.2.6.3 Other Isolation Valves

In general the same criteria centioned above for MSIV's, in terms of nechanical

redundancy, applies to other isolation valves. The BWR/1 relies en operational

valves out side containnent (as cpposed to separate isolation valves) for nech-

anical redundancy.

2.2.2.6.4 Electiical Redundancy

Where two power operated v .lves are provided for redundancy, the valves are

powered by in 2 pendent energy sources.

2.2.2.6.5 Diversity of Isolation Signals

The isolation system consists of valves and logic components. There are

inboard isolation and outboard isolation valves which are controlled by inde-

pendent inboard and outboard logic systems. The isolation systen is designed

as follows:

a. Inboard and Outboard logic is separated into independent divisions,

b. Inboard or Outboard logic will each perform its function in the

event of a single failure.

c. Inboard or Outboard logic will meet the plant seismic criteria

for safe shutdown corthquake.

d. The logic elements are environmentally qualified.

Figure 2.2.2-1 shows typical isolation valves for lines that penetrate the
containment boundary. These lines are:

a. Pipelines that go f rom the containment (Mark III drywell) atmosphere
to the redundant standby gas treatment system.

O
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O
b. Pipelines that go from the sumps in the containment (Mark III drywell)

to the radwaste building,

c. Pipelines (which are normally open during operation) that go from
penetrations on the reactor pressure vessel through the containment

to syr.tems in the reactor building or auxiliary equipment building.

The signals which close the pipeline penetration types are shown below:

DIVERSITY OF ISOLATION SIGNALS

Pipeline Type Isolation Signals

a. Containment (Mark III drywell) 1. Reactor vessel water level
Atmosphere to Reactor Building 2. High drywell pressure

3. High radiation in ventilation duct

b. Containment Sumps to 1. Reactor vessel water level
Radwaste Building 2. High drywell pressure |

c. Reactor Vessel to Systems in 1. Reactor vessel water level
Reactor Building, Turbine 2. Leak detection system to which

!

Building, or Auxiliary Building pipeline is connected.

t

|

|
All three containment penetration schemes have diverse signals for isolation.
The diversity is provided by drywell pressure, backed up by vessel water |

j, level for the pipes that penetrate into the containment atmosphere and con-
tainment sumps. Normally open pipelines that travel through the containment
from the pressure vessel to systems outside the containment through the isola-

,

I tion valves have diverse isolation signals from low water level which is

diverse from the leak ' detection system downstream from the outboard isolation
| valve.

i

{ \ '.t

.()

i
.
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The isolation system on BWR/l was designe 1 to close automat ical ly , initiated from

diverse signals, to limit the offsite release of radioactivity. Diversity of

isolation signals is provided by isolation on either low reactor water level,

high containment pressure, loss of normal AC or (llumboldt Bay only) main steam

line rupture outside containment.

The diversity that is provided by the above schemes is considered adequate

and sufficient for the BWR.

2,?. 2.7 Primary & Secondary Modes of Yalve Actuation

2.2.2.7.1 Main Steam isolation Valves - BWR/2 through BWR/6.

The MSIV's are pneumatic (primary) spring leaded (secondary), piston-operating
valves which are designed to fail closed on losa of pneumatic pressure to the

valve operator. Some BWR/2 have motor operated inboard MSIVs.

2.2.2.7.2 Main Steam 1 solation valves - BWR/l

The MSlV's are motor operated. They can be closed manually from the control
room or locally when accessible.

2.2.2.7.3 Other 1 solation Valves.

The automatic isolation valves are air or motor operated or they are check

valves. The air operated valves are designed to fail safe in the closed
position. Motor operated valves can be closed remote manually from the
control room or manual locally when accessible.

The check valves close automatically by reverse flow.

O
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\s-) 2.2.3 Provisions for Detecting Leakage (Question III)

2.2.3.1 Cencral Description

Provisions f or detecting leakage outside of the primary containment are

discussed for the following systems:

a. Residual Heat Removal (RHR)

b. High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI)

c. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)

d. Shutdown Containment (Reactor) Cooling (SCC) ,

e. High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS)

(~i'r\_ f. Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS)

g. Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU)

h. Isolation Condenser (IC)
,

i. -Feedwater (FW) 6 Feedwater Coolant Injection (FWCI)

j. Main Steam (BWR/6)

'2.2.3.1.1 BWR/2 through BWR/6

Reactor and auxiliary system leak detection instrumentation is designed to
detect, annunciate and isolate (in certain cases) leakage, outside of the

primary containment, that may occur in the above mentioned systems. Isolations .

and/or alarms of the affected systems are summarized in Table 2.2.3-1.

,9

(_) 'In general, the leak detection instrumentation type and location rely on

local air space temperature sensors and/or flow monitoring pressure switches
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for high temperature fluid leakage. Leakage of low temperature fluid in the

equipment areas and pipe routing areas is detected by monitoring the flew in

equipment area drains and/or sump levels and the reactor building floor drain
sumps. In some systems, process flow rate is monitored.

Reactor coolant leakage outside of the primary containment can be detected

using a combination of the following:

a. Equipment area and steam pipe routing area temperature monitoring,

b. Drain sump and/or sump pump monitoring.

c. Process fluid flowrate monitoring:

1. High flow (RHR, RCIC, HPCI, RWCU*, IC)

2. High A flow (RWCU)

*Some plants isolate the RWCU on high flow rather than on a flow.

Small high temperature leaks can be detected by area temperature changes and

drain pump activities. In addition, large leaks can be detected by changes

in the amount of flow in the process line.

The leak detection system design requirements specify the instrumentation

listed in Table 2.2.3-2. The temperature sensors have individual alarm set

points adjustable over a range of temperatures corresponding to leakage up
to 35 gpm.

A sump system is provided in the reactor and auxiliary buildings to collect
drainage from the equipment areas. Each equipment area is equipped with a
sump monitoring system capable of detecting coolant leakage in that area.
In the case of BWR 5's, a leakage of 5 gpm is annunciated in the main
control room. When a drain sump collects drainage from equipment, the drain
connection is instrumented (in some cases) to identify the leakage source (s).

O
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() Differential temperature measurements and ambient temperature elements are

provided to measure temperature rises due to high temperature coolant leak-
age. High air space ambient and differential temperatures are annunciated in

the main control room. Areas monitored are:

a. Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) System

b. Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System

c. Isolation Condenser (IC) System

d. Shutdown Containment Cooling (SCC) System

e. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System

f. High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCl) System

(v'') The various methods for detecting leakage in the above mentioned systems,

plus the HPCS, LPCS and feedwater systems are discussed in Subsections 2.2.3.2

through 2.2.3.6.

2.2.3.1.2 BWR/1.

~ The BWR/l was not covered by a specific leak detection design specification,;

but means of detecting leakage within containment and leakage from system

components outside of containment can be detected in several ways. Method s
of detection can be:

a. Radiation monitoring (area monitoring, process flow monitoring
and emergency condenser vent monitoring)

b. Area temperature monitoring

c. Dewpoint monitoring

/~~
L)T .

d. Pressure monitoring
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Most of these detection methods provide either annunciation in the control

room or automatic isolation of the system. Other wthods such as tank levels

and flow indications also provide a means of leak detection.

2.2.3.2 Reactor Water Cleanup System (RWCU) and Residual
Heat Removal (RHR) System

Leakage in the high temperature process flow of the RWCU system and the RHR

system external to the primary containment can be detected by temperature
sensing elements. Temperature sensors are located in compartment ventilation
ducts to measure temperature differences. Local ambient temperature sensors

located in all compartments containing equipment and piping for theseare

systens. Alarms in the main control room are set to annunciate a temperature
rise corresponding to a leakage as specified in the plant unique design
requirements. In addition to annunciation, a high cleanup room temperature

rise will actuate automatic isolation of the cleanup system in some plants.

Leakage in the BWR/4-5 cleanup systen, in addition to the temperature detec-
tion, can be detected by means of a flow comparison between the cleanup system

inlet and outlets. If the inlet flow rate exceeds the outlet flow rate by |||
20 percent, an alarm is actuated and the cicanup system is automatically
isolated in some plants. A bypass timer is provided to override the isola-
tion signal during any pump and valve surge conditions. The BWR/3 cleanup
will isolate on either the excessively high system flow rate or a high A

flow.

The RHR system, in the BWR/5, will isolate on excessive flow.

On BWR/6 plants, the RWCU system will also isolate on high ambient and
differential temperature in the main steam line tunnel (Subsection 2.2.3.7a).
The RWCU and RHR equipment space is provided with a drain sump and sump moni-

toring instrumentation to identify excessive system leakages. Leakages into
the sump in excess of 5 gpm will annuniciate in the control room. No automatic
system isolation will occur as a result of sump monitoring; however, the system
can be remote manually isolated from a control room.

O
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2.2.3.3 Isolation Condenser (IC) System

t

Leaks in this system can be detected by:
!

a. Differential pressure switches and/or|
i
;

b. Area temperature monitors.
;
4

Gross leaks in the IC system can be detected by sets of two dif ferential

pressure. switches located in the first elbow of the steam supply line leaving

; the reactor vessel and a similar set of differential pressure switches located

i on'the condensate return line. Excessive flow will isolate as well as alarm.

t;
-

ExcessiveTemperature detectors are located in the IC system equipment areas.

temperature will indicate- a leak and actuate an alarm and isolation. Alarm

set points were determined at the.startup operational test. Normal operating4

temperatures were observed and form the basis for the alarm set points.'

.A>

\m / 2.2.3.4 Shutdown / Containment Cooling (SCC) System

i

High temperature leaks in the SCCS external to the primary containment can be-
'

detected .by temperature sensing elements. Local. temperature detectors-are

located in' compartments and/or in ventilation-ducts from compartments contain-
,

. ing equipment andEpiping. .The temperature. detectors have remote readouts with
'

-independently adjustable set . points and alarm switches. Alarm set points were
determined in the field'during the startup tests.

2.2.3.5 LReactor' Core. Isolation Cooling (RCIC) and High Pressure Coolant
'

Injection. (HPCI) Sys'tems

1

~ Leaks,in the RCIC or HPCI systems can' be . detected by pressure and differential
'

. pressure. switches and by_ local temperature de.ectors. Cross leaks in the steame

~

side of the'. systems can be detected by two sets of' differential pressure
^ switches that sense pressure differentials across elbows. -Flow in excess of-

j ~ 'specified limits will isolate' and alarm. Gross leaks upstream of the differ-.-

.f
,_ - \_,) . ential| pressure elements will be detected by a set of four pressure svitches.t

}. The primary reason -for these switches is 'to detect low- reactor pressure and' to-
* - provide HPCI and RCIC turbineLisolation-signals.-
,
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gTemperature sensors are located in the inlet and outlet of the ventilation duct

of the equipment area and the inlet to the emergency coolers for measuring

temperature difference rise ind rocm ambient temperature in the event of steam

leakage. liigh temperature and temperature difference (AT) are annunciated in
the main control room. In addition to annunciation, high AT and high tempera-

ture will isolate the leaking system in some plants. An alarm is activated

by the temperature rise corresponding to a steam leakage as specified in the
plant unique design requirements.

To detect leakage in the RCIC/IIPCI piping routing area, temperature elements

are located in the inlet and outlet of the ventilation ducts of the RCIC/IIPCI
pipe routing area. High temperature and temperature dif ference (AT) are
annunciated in the main control room. High AT and high ambient temperature

will also activate a timer in most plants. If the temperature is not reduced

before the timer runs out, the RCIC system will be automatically isolated

first, then the HPCI will be isolated. The alarm and the timer are activated
by the temperature rise corresponding to a steam leakage as specified in the

gplant unique design requirements. The timers are used only in the event that
leakage from either system cannot be readily identified due to the arrange-
ment and separation of the RCIC and HPCI steam piping.

2.2.3.6 High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) and Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS)
Systems

The primary means of detecting leakage in the core spray systems equipment areas
and pipe routing areas is drain sump monitoring. A leakage of 5 gpm (BWR/5) is
annunciated in the main control room. This system is normally isolated; leakage

indication could be used for manual isolation.

2.2.3.7 Feedwater (FW) System and Feedwater Coolant Injection (WCI) System

Feedwater leakage in the main steam line tunnel can be detected by area ambient

temperature sensors and differential temperature measurement. Leakage in the
reactor building is detected by sump pump high flow or in some plants by the

rate of change of sump level. 9
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' 2.2.3.7a Main Steam System (BWR/6)
I

i Leakage of.high temperature fluid from the main steam lines can be detected by
$ temperature sensing elements. Temperature sensors are located in the main steam

line tunnel and in the area of the main steam line in the turbine building.
,

i

.

Main steam line tunnel temperature sensors are located in the ventilation ducts

so as to monitor the temperature difference between the inlet. and outlet air
' temperature. Temperature sensors are also located in the main steam line tunnel

j and inithe vicinity of the steam line in the turbine building to monitor ambient

! temperature conditions. Both ambient and differential temperature monitors will ,

;

l- alarm in the control room and cause isolation of the main steam line should a
' leak occur. Temperature monitoring alarm and isolation setpoints are set to4

correspond to the plant unique design requirements.

. Temperature monitoring in the main steam tunnel, in addition to main steam line
isolation, will also cause isolation of the RWCU and RCIC systems since they-

:

it -share the same pipe routing area. However, in order to preclude premature
isolation of the RCIC system, a preset time delay is provided.to ensure that

,

the main steam.line and RWCU system are isolated first. If tunnel temperature .E

|
does not decrease with RWCU and main steam line isolation, the RCIC system will

be. automatically isolated.-
I
F

|
. Large leaks in ' the main steam line can be detected by differential pressure
transmitters monitoring system flow through flow venturies inceach main steam

,

? line. -High flow conditions are annunciated in the control room and at a. preset
|' value will csuse main steam line isolation. High flow setpoints are set to

[ icorrespond to the: plant unique design requirements.
i
;

Main condenser vacuum is monitored by pressure'trausmitters to detect leaks.in:

the condenser and to protect the condenser from overpressure and possible damage..
~ ~

Low condenser vacuum is annunciated in the control room and will cause main :

steam line isolation'at a preset'value. Condenser vacuum setpoints are set to'

'

correspond to'the plant; unique design requirements.
,

('\;'

:tsg/

,

4
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High radiation in the main steam lines is monitored by radiat ion monitors near

the steam lines just downstream of the outboard isolation valve. These moni-

tors are provided to detect gross fuel failures and will cause main steam line

isolation when radiation levels reach a preset value. High main steam line

radiation is annunciated in the control room. liigh radiation setpoints are

set to correspond to plant unique design requirements.

The main steam lines will also isolate on low steam line pressure if the

reactor mode switch is in RUN. This is to protect against a rapid depres-

surization due to the turbine control valve failure or a steam line break.

2.2.3.8 System and Component Test

Tl:e design requires that periodic inspection, calibration and testing be per-

formed to verify that each component in the system is capable of performing its
intended function, both individually and in conjunction with other components.

2. 2. 3.9 Summary / Conclusions g
Plant design requirements across the product lines included provisions for
detecting system / component leakage outside primary containment. Parameters
sensed can be used for the purpose of isolating a system or a system train.

2.2.4 Provisions for Testing (Question IV)

Material not already provided in utility responses to IE Bulletin 79-01 has
been furnished in plant-unique submittals.

2.2.5 Codes, Standards, and Guides (Question V)

Material not already provided in utility responses to IE Bulletin 79-01 has

been furnished in plant-unique submittals.

2.2.6 Normal Operating-Modes and Isolation Modes (Question VI)

This material was covered in utility responses to IE Bulletin 79-08.
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2.3 ADDITIONAL SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONAL INFORMATION REQUIRED

This section provides descriptive information requested by the B60TF Systems
Group in two subject areas: a synthesis of existing plant emergency procedures
for loss of feedwater (which encompasses postulated small pipe breaks), and a

description of the BWR reactor water level measurement systems.

2.3.1 Operating Procedures For Loss of Feedwater and Small Break LOCA

Reference 2 (Appendix B), Attachment 3, Item I was restated in Reference 3

(Appendix C) as follows:

Do procedures exist for loss of feedwater and small break LOCA for
the cases of (1) all a.c. power available, (2) loss of offsite power
and (3) loss of all a.cl power?

() Not all plants have procedures for all of the cases, the most notable exception
being case (3) .

Figures 2.3.1-la and b present an " operator action scenario" for a loss of
feedwater with a stuck-open relief valve, which includes actions typical for
all the cases in the question.

.

\.

(s. ,!
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2.3.2 Reactor Water Level Instrumentation

2.3.2.1 Scope

This subsection describes on a generic basis the reactor pressure vessel water

level instrumentation for the General Electric Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)

plants.

The types, uses and factors af fecting performance of reactor vessel water level

indication (or recording) under normal anc abnormal (small break accident) con-

ditions are addressed. Application to automatic and manual initiation of Nuclear

Steam Supply System (NSSS) safety systems, non-safety related level control, and
operator information instrumentation are discussed for BWR/1,2,3,4,5, and 6 plants.

The results of the investigation show that the reactor water level measurement

technique provided on the General Electric BWR's will perform satisf actorily
for all modes of normal operation, anticipated transient conditions and credible

accident conditions. Discussions in subsequent paragraphs support this conclusion.

2.3.2.2 Instrument Description

Reactor vessel level is measured by dif ferential pressure devices. Condensing
,

chambers connected to the steam space in the reactor vessel are used as the

reference leg. Pressure taps at different levels in the water space of the

reactor vessel are used as the variable leg sensing taps for narrow and wide

range instruments.

Except as noted below for the reactor feedwater system level control, reactor
water level measurement on BWR/1, 2, 3, and some BWR/4 plants, are equipped with

Yarway temperature compensating reference columns. The reference leg in each
column is heated by condensate drainage from its condensing chamber.

O
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The water level measurements for some BWR/4 plants, and all BWR/5 and 6 plants,

use only non-heated referer.ce columns, which are maintained full of condensate by
condensing chambers. In addition, reactor water level instrumentation used by

the reactor feedwater system for reactor vessel level control, and control room

indication (or recording) on all BWR plants, is equipped with ambient (non-heated)
reference columns maintained by ambient type condensing chambers.

2.3.2.2.1 Level Ranges

Figures 2.3.2.2-la,b,c, and d show the schematic composite reactor water
level range coverage available to the control room operator for the various
types of BWR plants.

BWR/l

IIUMBOLDT BAY

O
r%.,)

Humboldt Bay (BWR/1) has reactor water level indication in the control room,
which covers an overall range from approximately 7 feet above the top of
the activ- fuel (TAF) to the top of the reactor vessel. This water level

range is covered by a combination of wide range (10 and 18 foot Bailey
columns) and narrow range (5 foot Yarway columns) instruments and there

are four water level indicators in the control room including the two in

.the feedwater control system.

BIG ROCK POINT

Big Rock Point (BWR/1) has reactor and reactor steam drum level indication in

the control room. The ranges for the steam drum level feedwater control are

25 in. and 40 in, from center line of the drum. The low drum level trip is

p;s_
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at 8 in. below center line and the low level alarm is at 4 in. below center
line. The ranges for the reactor vessel level which provide RPS indication

are 2 ft. to 3.5 ft. above TAF, reactor low level trip is at 2 ft.-9 in, above

TAF. instrumentation for the Reactor Depressurization System (RDS) is 112 in,

from the .
' ".

DRESDEN-1

Dresden-1 (BWR/1) level indicator locations are shown on Table 2.3.2.2-1.

BWR/2

The BWR/2 plants have reactor water level indicction in the control room, which
covers an overall range from approximately 7 feet above the top of the active

fuel (TAF) to the top of the vessel. This water level range is covered by

a combination of wide range and narrow range instruments and typically there
are six indicators or recorders, including those in the feedwater control system.

Additionally, another reactor water level measurement, which is useful only when
the recirculation pumps are not running, covers a range from approximately
4 1/2 feet above the top of the active fuel inside the core shroud, up to 11 feet
above the top of active fuel inside the steam separator standpipes. This
level does not indicate in the Control Room but provides a low level alarm

and an ADS trip permissive in the control room at a water level of approxi-
mately 4 feet above the top of the active fuel.

BWR/3, 4, 5, and 6

The BWR/3, 4, 5, and 6 plants have reactor water level indications in the con-

trol room which cover a range from approximately the bottom of active fuel to

the top of the vessel. Typically, there are 10 or 11 reactor water level indica-

tors or recorders, including those in the feedwater control system, on the main
control room front panels. These readouts for the various ranges and functions
are in addition to the indicators on ths crip units for plants having trip

units in the main control room.

O
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2.3.2.2.2 Operator Interfaceg-s
%,.))

Figures 2.3.2.2-4 and 4a depict simplified control room arrangements for BWR2-5
and BWR/6 plants, respectively. The general location of the reactor water level
indications in relation to the normal position of tre reactor operator is shown.

BWR/l

HUMBOLDT BAY

For Hui,oldt Bay there are two indicators (one narrow and one wide range)

and one recorder for water indication associated with the feedwater control
system. There are two narrow range (Yarway) indicators associated with the
reactor safety system and ADS.

The Yarways provide automatic safety system trips, reactor isolation and
provide ADS initiation with a coincident high drywell pressure signal. The

g-) Yarways are arrenged in redundant arrays such that one level instrument from
\J cach stilling well is in each of the two independent safety systems. A low

level condition in either column will initiate the required safety functions.

BIG ROCK POINT

Big Rock Point has five separate reactor water level indicators, including
four on the Reactor Depressurization System (RDS) panel and one on the main

control panel in the control room. Indication on the main control panel is
good only when the reactor is shutdown and cold. There are two drum level

,

indicators on the control panel. They are slaves to the indicators inside
containment.

DRESDEN-1

The Dresden-1 level indications are shown on Table 2.3.2.2-1.

(iv
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BWR/2 O
For the BWR/2 plants, there are six separate reactor vessel water level
indications and recordings in the control room including two wide range
reactor water level indicators associated with the safety system reactor water
level neasurement, 2 narrow range indicators, one level recorder associated
with the reactor feedwater and vessel level control system, and one shutdown

wide range 1cvel indicator, which uses a separate reference chamber located
so that water level indication is available all the way to the top of the vessel.

Those monitors which provide automatic safety initiation trips are arranged in
redundant arrays such that at least two instruments for each water level range
are in each of two independent divisions. A level trip in either division will
initiate the required safety function.

BWR/3 and 4

There are typically nine or ten separate reactor vessel water level indications
provided in the control room for the BWR/3 and 4 plants. The indications and
recordings in the control room include two wide range indications associated
with the safety systeu reactor water level measurement, tw; or three narrow
range indicators and one narrow range recorder associated with the feedwater
control system level measurement, one or two indicators and one recorder asso- |

ciated with the level measurement inside the core shroud (fuel zone), and one
shutdown wide range indication, which uses a separate reference column of water
located so that water indication is available all the way to the top of the vessel.

Those monitors which provide automatic safety equipment initiation are arranged
in a redundant array such that at least two or more instruments for each water
1cvel range are in each of two or more independent divisions. A level trip in
any division will initiate the required safety function.

BWR/5 and 6
l

There are typically eleven reactor vesael water level indications provided in
the control room for the BWR/5 and 6 plants. The eleven indications in the
cont.ol room includes two wide range level recorders and one wide range level
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()f ind ica tor , three narrow range level indicators and one narrow range recorder,
,

one fuel zone level indicator (and one fuel zone level recorder), ou upset

range level recorder and one shutdown wide range level indicator. On those
plants which are provided with level transmitters and indicating analog trip
units in lieu of level switches, 23 additional level indications are provided

in the control room (but not on front panels).

Those monitors used to provide automatic safety equipment initiation are
arranged in a redundant array such that at least two or more instruments
for each level range are in each of two or more independent divisions. A
level trip in either division will initiate the required safety action.

2.3.2.2.3 Reactor Vessel Instrutent Taps

The following reactor vessel water level instrument taps are provided and are
located to obtain spatial diversity (see Figures 2.3.2.2.la, b, c, d, and e,
and 2.3.2.2-5 and Sa).

f~')
'w./

BWR/l

HUMBOLDT BAY

The Humboldt Bay reactor vessel level instrumentation lines are attached to
two stilling wells. Both stilling well lower taps are in the vessel down-

i

! comer region outside the ten foot core shroud extension (chimney). One
steam tap is just below the vessel flange and the other is in the vessel
head. All of the water level instrument lower taps are located approximately
7 feet above the TAF on the stilling well. The steam taps and condensed water
source for the reference legs tap off at various positions along the stilling
well depending upon the instrument's range. Since Humboldt is a natural
circulation BWR, these icvel instruments reflect the level of water in the
downcocer region during power operation and can be ef fective in determining
the water level in the core and chimney when significant steam production is
not occurring due to the direct connection between the core and downcomer.

O
\_J
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BIG ROCK POINT

There are four reactor water level instrument taps which are above the

thermal shield area in the reactor vessel. In addition, there are also

four instrument tapo, two on each end of the steam drum. Other pressure and

level indications for the reactor and drum are shared with these Laps.

BWR/2

There are 4 steam space taps which sense the steam annulus outside the dryer
support skirt. Two are used for the feedwater level control reference leg

and two are used for the safety system level measurement and trip instru-

mentation reference legs. There are 4 lower taps (water zone) which sense
the water variable leg inside the vessel annulus outside the core shroud at

approximately 6 feet above TAF. There are 2 taps (one in each core spray

header) which sense the water variable leg inside core shroud above a level

of approximately 4 1/2 feet above TAF. These taps are ef fective for water

1cvel inside shroud only when reactor recirculation pumps are stopped and g
core spray pumps are not delivering water to the core spr'y spargers.

BWR/3

There are 2 steam space taps which sense the steam annulus outside the steam
dryer. These taps are shared by feedwater level control system instrumentation
and reactor safeguards water level instrumentation and are used for the reference
legs in both sets of instrumentation.

There are 2 lower taps (water zone) which sense the water annulus outside the
core shroud at approximately 6 feet above TAF. These taps are shared by the

feedwater level control system instrumentation and the safeguards water level
instrumentation and are used as the variable Icgs for both sets of instrumentation.

There ara 2 taps (one on each of 2 jet pump dif fusers) which sense the level as
follows: with reactor recirculation pumps stopped, the level variable leg is

sensed in the vessel water annulus outside the core shroud above the jet pump

dif fuser tap, which is located approximately 5 feet below the bottom of the
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active fuel. This also reflects the mixture level (collapsed liquid level mass,,s

(_,/ equivalent) Inside the core shroud above the variable leg taps. When level is

below the top of the jet pumps (approximately 2/3 core height), the taps sense

level inside the jet pumps above the diffuser tap and inside core shroud rather

than the vessel annulus level.

BWR/4 With Yarways and Later BWR/4 Plants Without Yarways

There are 2 upper steam space taps, similar to BWR/3. There are 2 intermediate
(water zone) taps w31ch sense the water variable leg inside the vessel annulus

approximately 13 feet above top of active fuel. There are 2 lower taps which

sense the water variable leg inside the vessel annulus outside the core shroud

at above approximately 1/2 foot above the top of the active fuel.

There are 2 lower taps which sense the water variable leg inside the jet pump

above the jet pump diffuser tap, similar to BWR/3.

Later BWR/4 With Cold Reference Chambers Only, and BWR/5
(m'

w

There are 4 upper steam space taps which sense the steam annulus outside the

dryer skirt used for reference legs for reactor water level measurements.

There are 2 intermediate water zone taps which sense the water variable leg

inside the vessel annulus above approximately 13 feet above top of active fuel.

There are 4 lower water zone taps which scuse the water level inside the vessel

annulus above approximately 1/2 foot above top of active fuel. There are 2

lower taps which sense the water level inside the vessel annulus above the jet

pump diffuser taps, similar to BWR/3.

BWR/6

The following reactor vessel water level instrument taps are provided und are
located to obtain spatial diversity (see Figure 2.3.2.2-Sa).

There are 4 upper steam space taps (one'in each vessel quadrant) which sense
the steam annulus outside the dryer skirt and are used for reference legs for

(~s
'

\.
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reactor water level measurements. There are 4 intemediate water zone taps

(one in each vessel quadrant) which sense the water variable leg inside the

vessel annulus above approximately 13 feet above top of active fuel and are
used for narrow range level measurements. There are 4 lower water zone taps
which sense the water variables inside the vessel annulus above approximately

1/2 foot above top of active fuel and are used for wide range level neasure-

ments. The narrow and wide range IcVel instrument in each quadrant share the

reference condensing chamber which connects to the steam tap in that quadrant.

In addition, there are 2 taps (one on each of 2 jet pump dif fusers) which sense

the level as follows: with reactor recirculation pumps stopped, the level

variable leg is sensed in the vessel water annulus outside the core shroud

above the jet pump diffuser tap, which is located approximately 4-1/2 feet
below the bottom of the active fuel. This also reflects the mixture 1cvel

(collapsed liquid level mass equivalent) inside the core shroud above the

variable leg taps (see Section 2.3.2.4).

2.3.2.2.4 Power Suprly g
The power supplies used for the fuel zone wide range and safety trip reactor

level instrumentation and their indicators are derived from the safety

related power huses of the appropriate electrical divisions. A minimum of

two divisions ot power are provided so that readout and trip functions are

available should there be a single division power failure. The manufacturer

specifies power supply for the indicating unit in the control room to be

115V t 107. 50 or 60 Hz a.c. The Yarway instrument manufacturer has stated that
remote indicator in the control room will vary less than 3% over the 10%

variation in voltage. The local safety-related reactor water level indication

and trip setting are not af fected by voltage variation because they are mechani-
cally actuated.

2.3.2.2.5 Yarway (Heated Reference Column) Instrument Description

Figure 2.3.2.2-6 is a schematic sketch of a typical Yarvay temperature compen-

sated constant head chamber (CHC) with heated reference leg located within
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'')(G the drywell and connected by piping to a dif ferential pressure (d/p) cell out-
side the drywell. The d/p cell serves as a local reactor water level indicator

and has an integrally mounted retransmitter section for transmitting a signal
proportioned to the dif ferential pressure to a remote indicator in the control

The d/p cell also has a control module which is integral with the localroom.

d/p cell indicator. The control module provides the means to electrically
initiate external functions such as activate alarms, initiate emergency core
cooling, etc. Each control module typically has 4 switches for this purpose.
Each 4-switch control module is furnished with magnetically activated switches.

Safety control and information f unctions provided by the Yarway instruments
typically include scram, containment isolation, ECCS initiation, RCIC initia-

tion, ADS initiation (contribution), recirculation pump shutoff, MSIV closure,

and readout and alarm functions in the control room (normal and post-accident).

The reference leg and the variable leg of the Yarway column are surrounded by
a reflective metal shield to provide a stagnant air space around the legs in

/~N order to assure uniform heat transfer between the hot variable leg and the
\~J

cooler reference leg and between the stagnant air space and the surrounding
drywell atmosphere. Reactor steam continuously enters the condensing chamber,
condenses and drains back to the reactor through the variable leg, thus main-

taining the variable leg at near reactor operating temperature (approximately

546*F at full power). The variable leg heats the reference leg to a tem-
perature higher than drywell ambient temperature but lower than the reactor

vessel temperature, thus providing partial temperature compensation in the

reactor water level measurement. Analysis and tests of the Yarway columns

have verified that reference leg temperatures assume a temperature proportional

to the difference between drywell temperature and the temperature of the vari-

able leg.

The Yarways are typically calibrated to give correct indicated reactor vessel

water level when the drywell ambient temperature is approximately 135'F and
reactor operating temperatures is 546*F (corresponding to approximately
1000 psig reactor pressure). The manufacturer's calculations show an average

('j] temperature of 264*F (with an ambient temperature of 70*F) for the reference
%

.s
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column of the Yarway for purposes of calibrations. Additional factory tests

by Yarway and G.E. analysis shows that a higher reference leg operating tem-
perature of approximately 300*F is expected when the ambient temperature is at
135 F. Calculations show that operation at 300*F when calibrated for 264 F

will introduce a positive zero shift error of less than 2% so that the indicator

on a 210 inch Yarway scale will read approximately 5 inches higher than it

would for the calibrated conditions (see paragraph 2.3.2.3.3).

Figure 2.3.2.2-7 shows a typical piping configuration for a Yarway installation.
In each case, this design is determined by the manufacturer who issues the

piping drawing for use by the constructor.

2.3.2.2.6 Cold Reference Columns Instrument Description

Water level is sensed by the differential pressure produced between two columns

of water: (1) a cold (ambient temperature) reference Icg and (2) a variable
leg of reactor water. The cold reference leg is filled and maintained full by
a condensing chamber at its top end which continuously condenses reactor steam g
and drains excess condensate back into the reactor vessel in the upper level

tap connection to the condc'dng chamber. Figure 2.3.2.2-8 illustrates the
cold reference column instr aent piping installation. Tap and penetration

locations are selected to limit level measurement inaccuracy effects introduced

by large drywell temperature changes. Piping is sloped to avoid traps for non-
condensibles and to provide high point venting of the water-filled instrument
lines.

Differential pressure sensors include d/p cells with electrical transmitters
and d/p switches locatei on instrument racks outside the drywell.

Safety control and information functions provided by the cold reference column
level instruments include scrum, containment isolation, ECCS initiation, RCIC

initiation, ADS initiation (contribution), feedwater control, recirculation

pump shutoff, MSIV closure and readout and alarm functions in the control
room (normal and post-accident).

O
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U'~%
2.3.2.2.7 Fuel Zone Range Level Measurement

All plants using jet pumps (BUR /3, 4, 5, and 6) have fuel zone range level indi-
cation and recording using a cold reference column system with a condensing
chamber shared with the narrow range level instruments (narrow and wide range
on BWR/5 and 6) and a lower tap connected into the jet pump dif fuser several
feet below the bottom of the reactor core support plate (Figure 2.3.2.2-5 and Sa).
In most plants, this range overlaps the wide range under all operating conditions.
The function of this measurement is primarily for information purposes, except

on earlier plants where it serves as a bypassable permissive for containment
spray initiation.

This instrument is calibrated to read the correct vessel water level when the
vessel is depressurized and with recirculation pumps shut off. With the
reactor in this condition, the instrument accuracy is comparable to the narrow

range level cold reference column instruments. The inaccuracy introduced by
natural circulation and ECCS flow through the jet pumps is discussed in

('') !?ction 3.5.2.3.1.1.
N_-

2.3.2.2.8 Shutdown Wide Range Level Instrumentation

All BWR/2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 plants and some BWR/ls have a single wide range level
indicator using a cold reference column system with a condensing chamber located
above the top of the reactor head and a lower tap shared with the narrow range
vessel level instrument. This range overlaps the narrow range level instru-

ments and provides level indication only (no recording). The function of this
measurement is primarily monitoring of vessel level when the vessel is cold
causing high reading on the narrow range and when the condensing chambers for
the narrow range.are flooded by vessel high level after shutdown and during
cooldown prior to removal of the vessel head.

The instrument is typically calibrated to read correct vessel water level
when the vessel is depressurized and the drywell is at 80*F and it reads
lower than actual vessel water level when the vessel is at normal pressure.

~s

(J
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Correlation between readings of this instrument and those of the narrow range

is influenced by vessel pressure (temperature) and, to a lesser degree, by
drywell temperature.

For the BWR/4, 5, and 6 reasonable agreement of the narrow range and shutdown

wide range scale zeros is obtained at 1000 psig as a result of the lower

instrument nozzle being slightly (%10 to 12 inches typical) below the bottom I

of the scale zero of both instruments. When the narrow range is reading 45"

(75% of scale) the shutdown wide range instrument will read about 30". If,

under this condition, the vessel were to be depressurized (without changing

actual vessel level or drywell pressure) the shutdown wide range instrument

reading and the narrow range readings would increase about 15" (making the
shutdown wide range instrument read %45" and the narrow range read 60"). Then,

reducing drywell temperature to 80*F would decrease readings of both by about
3 inches.

For the BWR/2 and 3, the correlation is similar except the scale zeros do not

agree because the lower tap location is about five feet below instrument scale g
zero. Because of this, the shutdown wide range level indicator (calibrated for

depressurized cold conditions) will be at approximately scale zero when the
narrow range scale reading is at about 15". Depressurization of the reactor

without changing actual vessel level or drywell ambient would cause both the

shutdown wide range level indication and the narrow range indication to increase

about 18 inches. Reducing the drywell temperature from 135*F to 30*F, will
decrease the reading on both instruments by about 3 inches.

2.3.2.3 Factors Affecting Measurement Accuracy

2.3.2.3.1 Fluid Density Effects

The differential pressure method of measuring vessel water level senses the
weight of fluid above the lower instrument tap and is calibrated in terms of
water at a predetermined density. Therefore, its reading is a collapsed
liquid level measurement (the equivalent level of single-phase liquid). The

O
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( reading is thus a representation of the mass of water above the sensing tape

rather than an indication of the actual fluid surface, which will be higher

; than indicated if steam is present in the reactor water.

J

The specific volume of water depends on its temperature. Subcooling of
,

20 BTU /lb in the-annulus below the narrow range middle instrument tap on

BWR/4, 5, and 6 plants is accounted for. This subccoling is accounted for in

'the calibration to be effective in the reactor water below the middle instru-.

! ment tap and to have no effect above the tap. The subcooled water introduces

approximately 1.8%' density increa e in the reactor water at the normal oper-
;

'
ating pressure of 1000 psig. This results in an indicated level of approximately

1.8% of distance between the lower wide range tap and the narrow range (middle

tap). For a ' typical plant, this would result in a higher level indication on

! the wide range instrument of about 3 inches of reactor water.

The subcooling also exists on BWR/1, 2 and 3 plants, but has not been factored
.

into the calibration. The subcooling in the BWR/1, 2 and 3 vessels introduces
.

I'') -an. insignificant error because the lower tap is not far below the feedwater2

1,/
sparger. The. error is estimated-to result in a maximum of 1 inch higher
level indication..

!-

:The effect|of. fluid density variation with prescure is small due to the near-
,

. incompressibility of water. It in discussed in 2.3.2.3.2. The effect of carry-

under of steam into the vessel annulus water has a small ef fect on sensed-water
i

level. estimated at-(-) 2 inches (i.e., instrument reads lower than actual) and

has zero effect below the dryer skirt level. The effect of carryover of water

into the main steam -is :to: increase the pressure drop across the dryer assembly

:slightly because of the mass flow increase and thus depress the water level-

,

I inside slightly,-resulting in an indicated level slightly higher than actual.

. The effect' of carryunder. is to reduce the density of the water outside and'

above the' dryer skirt level, resulting in an indicated level slightly lower

than actual. The.overall.effect on vessel level measurement.resulting from.the

fluid density effects ofi subcooling (approximat'ely [+] 3 inches), carryunderJ
e

. (approximately .[-] 2"), and compressibility (approximately [-] 2") is negligble.

d(Wd

.

%
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The effect o) dryer d/p (carryover ef fect included) is taken into account in
vessel level trip set points above the bottom of the dryer skirt but has ne

effect for trip settings or level indication for levels below the skitt.

2.3.2.3.2 Process Conditions Effects

Presaure/ Temperature Effects on Density

The vessel pressure and the temperature profile of the water leg in the reactor
annulus are the strongest factors affecting the density of the water in the
vessel annulus and as such, are accounted for in the calculation for scale

end point.

As actual vessel pressure increases from the calibration pressure, the water
density decreases, and for pressure decreases the density increases, in accordance
with saturated conditions. During normal operation the vessel pressure may vary

approxirately 100 psig (typically from about 920 psig to about 1020 psig). Since
this pressure variation is small there is no need to compensate for annulus
density variations. Vessel water density variations with pressure are small
because of the near-incompressibility of water, but also because pressure is
held constant by the main steam pressure regulating system and because power
level changes are relatively slow, especially on typical base loaded BWR plants.
For the BWR/l plants which have their lower tap slightly below the feedwater
sparger the effect is smali.

The pressure variation from zero power to 100% power is approximately 100 psi
(worst case) and results in a vessel water density change of about 1.8%.
This translates into a mid scale (narrow range) effect of less than 0.5 inch,

r

which is not significant from a control point of view.

Subcooling of water in the annulus region below the feedwater sparger by
introduction of feedwater af fects the water enthalpy to the extent described

in 2.3.2.3.1. This subcooling is considered to be constant for purposes of

wide range level instrument calibration. Above the feedwater sparger the

reactor water is saturated. Since the narrow range lower tap is above the g

.
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("'g feedwater sparger except for some BWR/1 plants, subcooling has no effect on
~

the narrow range instruments used for feedwater or manual level control.

RPV Water Level Effects

The actual level of water affects the absolute accuracy of measurement because

density-dependent inaccuracies are proportional to the actual head of fluid

above the lower instrument tap. Percentage-of-indicated-differential-pressure

inaccuracles for levels at scale-zero and above, and percentage-of-differential-

pressure-range inaccuracies below scale zero, are accounted for in the span and

zero adjustments of the instrument.

Jet Pump Flow Effects (BWR/3, 4, 5, and 6)

The reactor jet pump flow in the annulus region outside the core shroud and past

the lower tap of the wide range level instruments, has a significant velocity

head and some friction loss which reduces the pressure on the variable leg to

('') the differential pressure (level) instrument, resulting in an indicated level
i'''' lower than actual. The effect of recirculation flow on RPV level measurement

is limited to the wide range configuration in which the level instrument nozzle

is near the top of the fuel. Accordingly, no effect on RPV level measurement

for control (narrow range) level measurement exists, or for any measurements in

the BWR/2 and 3 plants, where the level instrument nozzle is well above the
shroud head. The inaccuracy introduced by this flow varies approximately as

the square of the reactor recirculation flow (velocity head) . The f riction '
component, which is small, varies approximately linearly with the flow rate.

The combined inaccuracy from these factors depends on recirculation flow rate,
area of the annulus, and location of the lower instrument tap. Its range over

all. reactor types to which it applies is 4 to 18 inches.

This inaccuracy does not affect the low pressure (e.g., low pressure core spray)
ECCS initiation set point because the recirculation pumps are tripped before
the level reaches the low pressure ECCS set point. Scram set pointe are not

af fected because they are taken from the narrow range instruments, whose lower

(% taps are above the influence of jet pump flow. Set points for HPCI/HPCS and
V
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RCIC initiation have been established taking the recirculation flow effects g
into consideration. Because the effect results in a lower-than-actual indi-
cated level, the HPCI/HPCS and RCIC will be started at higher actual levels

with higher recirculation flows.

Steam Flow Effect (Dryer Differential Pressure)*

The pressure drop through the steam dryer assembly causes a depression in the
level of water inside the shroud with respect to the water outside the shroud.

This difference is a function of main steam flow squared and reaches a magnitude

of from 7 to 21 inches of reactor water (depending on plant product line) at

full steam flow. This predictable level relationship is taken into considera-

tion in the setting of the reactor level control (feedwater control) set point

and the alarm and safety trip set points above instrument zero.

The principal effects of power level on RPV level are results of varying dryer

and separator pressure drop and feedwater flow dependent sub-cooling ef fects.

O
The effect of dryer pressure drop is to depress the water level inside the

dryer skirt 7 to 21 inches below the water outside the skirt. This elevated

level (outside the dryer skirt) is seen by the level sensors, but the differ-

ence to the level inside the skirt is allowed for in the water level control

range and the alarm and trip set points.

The steam separator pressure drop has no direct effect on level measurement
because under normal operation, the separators are completely filled and
dominated by recirculation flow. The interface between water and steam only
exists outside the separators. This interface assumes a crowned configuration
which varies somewhat with recirculation flow and power level (steam flow) .
This interface is not seen by the RPV water level sensors because they sense
in the annulus region. Appropriate allowance for this difference is factored

into the feedwater level control and the alarm and trip set points.

The various process conditions affecting vessel instrumentation have been

described above and individually addressed. Where applicable, they have been g
*Not applicable to BWR/1.
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} taken into account in set points (e.g., HPCI/RCIC), scale end point calcu-
lations (pressure and temperature density effects), or instrument span adjust-
ments (vessel inventory) and hence are not operational concerns.

2.3.2.3.3 Ambient Conditions Effects

Drywell Temperature

A drywell temperature different from that for which the cold reference leg
level measurement system is calibrated, has a predictable effect on the indicated
level as a result of reference column density changes. Drywell ambient
temperature changes during normal operation are small and are not expected to
increase by more than approximately 60*F above normal. The effects of such

changes are small and do not affect plant operation. The magnitude of the
effect is determined by the temperature change (density change from calibrated
value), the vertical height of the reference column subjected to the tempera-
ture change, and the type of reference column used. For increases in drywell

(J'') ambient temperature up to the temperature at which high drywell pressure will
cause scram and other engineered safety feature initiations (max. of about 60"

to 100* increase from normal 135*F), the density changes are small. This
reference column density change, causes an indicated level change of about

2.2% which, for a 200 inch column, will give an inaccuracy of less than

5 inches upscale (i.e. , indicator will read higher than actual), or less,

depending on the geometry of instrument line piping.

|

For the Yarway reference column, the reference column average temperature is
,

| intermediate between ambient and vessel temperature. The Yarway manufacturer

| suggests 300*F as a nominal average temperature for the reference column. At
this temperature, the density changes with temperature at a rate of 0.062%/*F.
'For an ambient temperature change of 60*F, the reference column temperature

changes less h.an 30*F, which gives a density change of less than 2%. The

i resulting density, which is approxitately 120% of vessel water density, causes

an indicated level increase of app oximately 2.4%, which is less than 5" on a
210" scale instrument. This indicated change affects all the trips by the same

f''N amount, and trips will occur at lower actual water levels than indicated.
| O
|

r

I
|
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Temperature Changes Outside Drywell

Ambient temperature changes outside the drywell have a small effect on the
density of water in the sensing lines. Loss of non-essential cooling of

local instrument racks can be assumed to increase the local temperature from

a normal ambient condition. The net change in hydraulic head associated with

this density change will be greatest for cold reference leh instrument piping
installed per Figure 2.3.L-8 and negligible for Yarway instrument piping
installed per Figure 2.3.2-7. The mag. itude of the change for the cold reference

column installed will be less than 3%. Thus, for the narrow range instrutent,

the change would not exceed 2 inches, anc for the wide range (210" to 220"
scale), it would not exceed 7 inches in indicated level for increasing

temperatures.

Radiation Effects

Radiation has negligible effect on the RPV level measurement systems because
the instrument piping is the only portion of the system potentially exposed gg
to high radiation in the primary containment. Gamma and beta heating effects
have been calculated to have negligible effect on pipe temperature relative to

heating from other sources.

In summary, tmbient changes resulting from normal operating conditions (upset
and LOCA effects are discussed in paragraph 2.3.2.6.4) cause indication errors
of less than 5 inches of reactor water on the wide range instruments. Level

indication increases for increasing temperature and decreases for decreasing

temperature. Since thic error is within the allowable instrument error of t3%,

it is not of operational significance.

2.3.2.3.4 Instrument Error

Inaccuracies in level measurement can be postulated to result from the following
factors, which are common in concept to measurement systems of all types.

O
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h)v Improper' Calibration

a. Calibration to dif ferent operating conditions than actual sereice

(e.g., use of inapplicable procedure).

b. Error in calibration by technician performing the calibration

(e.g., poor workmanship, use of unchecked calibration standard,

misconnection of test instruments, improper valving, use of

incorrect procedure).

c. Trip set point not calibrated with respect to desired setting.

d. Lack of attention to parallax in reading scales.

Mechanical Faults

a. Improper maintenance of instrument (e.g., distortion of mechanism

d or presence of foreign bodies in mechanism).

b. Leaks 2 equalizing valve in instrument manifold valve.

c. Mechanical failure of instrument sensing diaphragm.

f

| d. Misadjustment of linkages.
!

e. Vibration effects (e.g., wear).

f. Indicating pointer sticking (bent pointer).

|
l

g. The force required to move trip mechanism at trip point.

| h. Static electricity effect on pointer position.

i. Set point trip mechanism drag.
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O
Hvsteresis

This is defined as the maximum difference in level indication between an upscale-

going differential pressure and a downscale-going differential pressure corres-

ponding to a given water level. This phenomenon, which is controlled in design

but which may be exaggerated by f aults as discussed above, results in larger

apparent dead band and lower resolution when level is fluctuating.

Drift

This is defined as the gradual shif t in level indication aver a periu c f i lme ,

due to a change or aging of instrument co=ponents. In practice, the nominal trip

set point value is offset from the intended value by an amount equal to the drift

expected between surveillance test inte rvals .

Actual observed drift may differ from plant to plant due to environmental factors,

||gmaintenance procedures and trip set point surveillance f requencies. Also, the

actual observed drift characteristic may include a statistically significant

bias. Consequently, as actual drift data is accumulated, including confirmed,

statistically significant bias data, the nominal trip set point can be adjusted
to reflect the instrumentation performance.

In summary, the factors causing instrument error discussed in this section have
been positively addressed in the instrument system design through proper selection
of instruments for the application, through proper calibration techniques and
procedures, and recommended surveillance intervals; hence they are not opera-

tional concerns. The effects of those factors which cannot be addressed in
design (e.g., miscalibration) are minimized by careful field practice.

2.3.2.4 Relationship Between Levels Inside and Outside Core Shroud

For all BNR's with jet pump configurations (B'JR/3 onward), there is a simple,
fully-open lit.., setween water level outside the core shroud and the coolant
mixture directly in and above the c>re itself. Figure 2.3.2.4-1 shows the
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'

basic configuration of such a plant. The only exceptions are those units with.

natural circulation (no jet pumps or external loops) with an even stronger,
simpler communication around the shroud to the core; and those units with com-

munication through multiple-loop, external recirculation pumps.,

4-

4

In the jet pump design shown in Figure 2.3.2.4-1 the external water level is
i

usually maintained (as indicated) about midway along the steam separator height.'

: The fluid outside the shroud has very little steam content. Its relative

density, together with the forced recirculation flow, keeps the inner core,
plenum, standpipe, and separator regione tilled with coolant mixture. Since

there is some positive pressure drop across the steam dryers, especially at
high power operation (about 7 to 21 inches of hot water), the water level at the j

,

very inner ' edge of the vessel (betwee the vessel and the dryer skirt) is actually
higher by about this amount. The vessel instrument nozzles and 'their d/p sensing

| devices are mounted approximately as shown in Figures 2.3.2.2-1, 2.3.2.2-5, and
2.3.2.4-1 sensing between the dome region (downstream of'the dryers) and the
water column in the reactor annulus. Most reactors have wide and narrow range
nozzles as shown,. but BWR/2 and 3 plants have only one set of lower varir.ble'

leg nozzles at a location about midway between the nozzles in the two-nozzle
i

; scheme. The-level indications by these instruments can be conceived to be similnr

to equivalent columns.of water. They are shown to be slightly below the mixture
level outside the dryer skirt because they have higher density (without the small ;

- carryunder steam fraction'in the actual annulus region). Actual electronic read-

; out on many of these instruments is often calibrated so that the readings given
'

- by both wide and narrow range instruments are identical to the reactor operator
ander prescribed operating conditions (normally approximately 1000 psig) .

_

As a transient event which reduces ~ level progresses, . scram occurs before the
,

actual mixture reaches the bottom of the dryer-skirt. If level decrease below

I the dryer skirt occurs, the dryer pressure drop bias:is . eliminated, and the

sensors drop to read'more directly the annulus level itself. Since the most
;

' likely cause ~ of such a low-level reactor transient- would be the less of part or
all of the normal feedwater supply, the level.in the annulus may continue to drop

.
toward the set point:which would initiate the RCIC and HPCI/S. The trips-for

{
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these systers are initiated about a third of the way down from the narrow range

sensor nozzle to the wide range nozzle. The narrow range instru ent will not

indicate below its lower limit (scale :ero) but the wide range instru ents con-

|tinue to provide indication and autocas c protection to (-) 150 to 160 inches.

In all cases, the density of the annulus water re=ains high (essentially single-

phase liquid), while the core /plenu=/ standpipe region is in a two phase condition

and the inner region remains full, up and over the standpipes, providing a con-

tinuous recirculation path as well as core coverage.

Forced circulation is reduced to about 25% pump speed either fro a lew feed-

water condition or as the level drops to the dryer seal region, and the purps are

co=pletely tripped if level continues down to the initiation level for the HPCI/S

and RCIC.

Prior to initiation of the HPCI/S and RCIC, the mixture inside the core shroud

is full through the separators. Steam created by decay heat reduces the density

in this region as it passes upward through all the standpipes, free to separate

and cove into the reactor done and out the steam line. This density head differ-

ence (outside versus inside) taintains a high natural circulation flow. The

liquid drops down from the separators into the bulkwater region and conpletes
the loop.

For plants with HPCI systems (which usually enter the vessel in the outer, bulk-
water region), the initiation of this systen in addition to the RCIC introduces

a large liquid replenishment outside the shroud, raising the single phase outer
region, promoting the core flow even core, and filling the vessel up to the

normal level region where it is caintained. Only in postulated cases with addi-

tional f ailures dces level drop further, potentially toward the low, wide-range

sensor nozzle. Even if only the RCIC is available, the level will remain above

those very low level set points. In tiis situation, it is expected that the
~

density differences of the inner / outer " legs" of fluid will not be enough toi

provide cortinuous flow over the separ ttors, but will instead maintain a balanced
"U-tube" code with lighter fluid still higher inside and free surf ace stea

O
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separation taking place in the separators and/or standpipes. Since the lowest

level will be above the lowest nozzle, and since that nozzle is above the top

of the fuel, thu top of the inner mixture (which is well above the outer mixture)

will be~ known to be well above the top of the active fuel even in this extreme

case. Core inlet flow will always be available from the outer annulus, replacing

the steam being formed, and the steam always has a free path up through the

separators into the dome.

For plants with the HPCS system (which injects into the plenum above the core,
while the RCIC still injects outside the shroud), the liquid replenishment more

directly quenches the steam still being formed by decay heat so that less inventory
is passed out the steam lines. Normal functioning of these systems also will

restore normal levels, although there is a reduced natural circulatio tendency

due to the lower quality mixture in the plenum above the core. Should the case

be degraded by assuming HPCS failure, the result is identical to that of the
previous discussion. Should RCIC be failed, level will again be restored with-

out interacting with the very low level (Level 1) set points, however, the balance
of the two legs of the "U-tube" will be more equal (inner vs. outes) . Some

downward flow inside the shroud may occur, especially in the leakage region and
peripheral active regions of the core. Full core coverage will be maintained

even at tht instrument minimum point, and the wide range level indicators will
continuousi monitor the situation as transmitted.between the inner and outer
regions through the open paths through the vessel lower plenum and the jet
pumps to the bulkwater annulus.

In summary, it is concluded that the technique and broad coverage used for the

|
measurement of water level in the vessel annulus outside the core shroud pro-

vider., on accurate indication of the availability of water to cool the core

either by ratural or forced circulation. It is also concluded that, with theI

communication paths that exist beteen the core area inside the shroud and the
vessel annulus outside the shroud and the redundancy of systems that provide

water replenishment, that circulation through the core area will be maintained.
'Even with water level at the minimum point, the wide range level indicator will
continuously accurately monitor the situation.

,

! V
l
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2.3.2.5 Static / Dynamic Measurements

Calib ration

Figures 2.3.2.2-la, b, c, and d show that the vessel is divided into several

zones of water level measurement for providing necessary reactor level informa-

tion to the operator and for providing the required interlocks or initiation

signals to engineered safety feature systems and other nuclear steam supply

systems for reactor safety and operation. These level measurement signals are

summarized in a general way in Table 2.3.2.5-1. The general areas covered are:

Fuel Zone _: Covering the area from the bottom of the active fuel to > 4 ft.

above top of active fuel on BWR/3, 4, 5, and 6 jet pump plants. The instruments

are typically calibrated for saturated water and steam conditions at 0 psig

in the vessel and the drywell with no jet pump ficra (or core spray flow in

BWR/2 plants). Water level indication uncertainty is 6" of water level at

calibration conditions.

O
Wide Range: Covering the vessel area from the lower instrument tap to 100 to
210 inches above the lower tap depending on plant product line. This measure-

ment provides the trip instrumentation for the safeguards functions and in some
cases the reactor scram function. The instruments are typically calibrated for

1000 psig in the vessel,135*F in the drywell and 20 Btu /lb s- t 4 ing (BWR/4,

5, and 6 plants only) below the middle water level nozzle with :t pump flow.

Water level trip uncertainty is 6" of water level at calibration conditions.

Narrow Range (Safety Systems and Feedwater): Provides level measurement for

reactor feedwater control system and safety related level trips as applicable
to the type of BWR (e.g., BWR/2 and 3 plants have safety system trips on the
wide range Yarway instruments).

The instruments are typically calibrated for saturated water and steam conditions
at 1000 psig in the vessel and 135"F in the drywell. Water level trip uncertainty
is 1.5" of water level at calibration conditions.

O
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f%G Shutdown Wide Range: Covering vessel area from intermediate taps (BWR/4, 5)

or lower taps on (BWR/2 & 3) to top of vessel and used primarily for level
information during shutdown and refueling. The instrument is typically

calibrated for 120*F water at 0 psig in vessel and 80*1 in the drywell.

2.3.2.5.2 Time Constants of Instruments and Piping

The actual differential pressure cell used in measurement is located some

distance from the reactor vessel. The response time of the instrument lines

from the vessel to the differential pressure cell and the dynamic response of

the differential pressure cell itself both affect the level response indication.

The instrument lines respond with acoustic speeds due to the pressure wave travers-

sing along the instrument line. The time delay expected in the instrument response

.is 25 to 50 milliseconds. At the highest expected level response rates of

8-10 inches /second due to pressurization transients, the instrument line error

fw is about 0.5 inch water column and is accounted for in the transient simulation
\ i''' of sensor dynamics. Verification of this response time for typical plant instru-

ment lines can be obtained from " Transient and Stability Tests at Peach Bottom

Atomic Power Station Unit 2 at End of Cycle 2", EPRI NP-564, June 1978. By com-

paring the natural frequency of the reactor pressure measurement in Table B-7 of

the above reference with the fundamental mode response of a single closed end

tube resonator (f=C/4L where C is sonic speed and L is tube length), it is possi-

ble to compute C=3860 ft/second which is in good agreement with measured or
theoretical sonic speeds at these conditions. This allows verification of the

time delay in_ the sensor lines which further corroborates the 0.5 inch error.

Further testing has been done by General Electric to span the rate of level

response blowdowr rates of up to about 125 psi /second which yields level rate
response of 8-10 inches /second. This rate is typical of BWR observed and
expected level transient. response rates during severe transients. In this.

range of testing, the level indication showed the transient response of the

pressure transducers to be within 1 inch of the expected level. This response

3 is accounted for in the transient simulation analysis.

J
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In su==ary, the level instrument lines and transducers are expected to yield

uncertainties well within the range of other reasurenent systen errors. These

effects can be shewn to have negligible error contribution to the total level

uncertainties.

2.3.2.6 Operational Performance and Operator / Control Systets Influences

2.3.2.6.1 Startup From Cold Shutdown Conditions (Vessel at 212'F)

The reactor water level instruments which are used to centrol level and provide

safety-related trips, are calibrated to accurately indicate water level at nor-

mal plant full power operating conditions. At cold conditions, this instrumenta-

tion will indicate high (i.e. , there will be less water inventory in the vessel

than indicated). However, other instrucentation such as wide range shutdown

level indications, will be accurate because of calibration f or cold conditions.

There will be disagreement between the Yarway type instruments with high tempera-

ture reference columns and the other instruments using cold reference columns

(i.e., the latter instru:ents will indicate higher than the Yarway instrucents).

As the vessel is brought up to operating temperature, the level indications will

become more accurate so that at full power (or hot standby at normal operating

temperature), the narrow range and wide range water level instrumentation should

agree an2 show accurate indications of vessel water level.

Assuming reactor water level is at normal operating level (* 30"), some of the

typical differences are:

a. The E'JR/2 Yarway narrow range (0-100") instrument will indicate
approximately 8 inches (8% of full scale) high.

b. The Yarway wide range (0-210") instrument will indicate
approxicately 15 inches high (7% of full scale).

c. The narrow range cold reference column (0-60") instrument will

indicate approxitately 9 inches higher than actual level (15%

of full scale).
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k_g) d. The wide range 210" cold reference column instrument will indicate

off-scale high at reactor cold water conditions and will continue

to decrease as the reactor pressure / temperature increases and dry-

well increases to the normal operating temperature, at which time

the instrument will read 30 inches of reactor level and should

agree with the narrow range f eedwater level control instrumentation.

Where safety trips and alarm trips are located on different instruments,

sufficient operating margin must be allowed in the level control to maintain

level between the trip points without causing reactor scram or turbine trip.

Since automatic control of feedwater is not usually in operation during heatup

or cooldown, there are no adverse effects to the control system as a result of

the level indication mismatch and inaccuracies.

2.3.2.6.2 Normal Operation

n
(j The level instrumentation performance during normal operating conditicas has a

controlling influence on plant operation because it determines feet.ater flow,

and provides input to alarms and trips to turbine and reactor. The various

effects on measurement accuracy discussed in 2.3.2.3 are taken into account in

the selection of scram and turbine trip points, and permit operation within

specified limits with a high degree of confidence that inadvertent trips w?ll
not occur during normal maneuvers.

2.3.2.6.3 (peration Under Upset Conditions

i
Upset conditions, such as loss of off-site-power, can have consequences that
affect level measurement accuracy. -Decreasing level will start the RCIC and
HPCI/S systems to maintain vessel-inventory. Level. instrument inaccuracies

;

;m
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that result from vessel level changes, drywell temperature changes, and vessel

pressure changes, will be delayed sufficiently that initiation of these water

makeup systems will not be impaired.

However, during recovery from the upset conditions vessel level indication mis-

matches will develop as a result of variations in process conditions. The

major effect will be from changes in the density of the water in the reactor

vessel (variable leg). As the vessel water cools from operating conditioas to

colder conditions the density will increase causing the wide range Yarways and

cold reference instruments to indicate higher levels than actual when at high

level conditions and lower than actual levels when at low level conditions near

the top of the active fuel.

At normal operating levels, as discussed in Paragraph 2.3.2.6.1, the mismatches

are maximum at the cold shutdown condition und therefore the operator should

use the narrow range instrument for level control at levals above instrument

zero.

At the intermediate levels below instrument zero and in the vicinity of the

level 2 trips where the high pressure coolant injection systems start to

function, the wide range instruments will be accurate within 3% instrument

error at vessel hot or cold conditions.

Thus, accurate level indications are available to the operator during upset

conditions from levels well below instrument zero up to full scale above

instrument zero.

Although drywell temperatures may change during the upset condition, it is not
ext .ted that temperatures will increase more than 60 to 100 during the condi-
tion so that the maximum of 5 inch error discussed in paragraph 2.3.2.3.3 would

not be exceeded

.

O
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2.3.2.6.4 Small Break Accident (SBA) Condition

BWR reactor water level instrumentation has been designed to perform effectively

over the entire range of postultted pipe breaks in the design basis, in the

functions of safety system actuation and control room status indication.

This section discusses system effects which could affect level measurement

following reactor system pipe ruptures. Particular emphasis is given to

small-break conditions.

2.3.2.6.4,1 Coolant Density Effects

Under a small break accident condition, depressurization does not occur before

ADS actuation. Therefore, prior to actuation of ADS or HPCS/HPCI, the vessel

water density remains relatively constant, but may decrease somewhat as RPV

pressure increases to the relief valve setpoints if main steam line isolation

occurs. The effect on level measurement is to cause a slight (approximately

/~T 2%) reduction in indicated level. During depressurization, the vessel water
(_/

density increases above that assumed in instrument calibration. However,

because the inaccuracy which results is proportional to water leiel. the effect

is small at the low end of the instrument scales.

This density effect is accounted for in safety evaluations. The approved ECCS

system performance model (SAFE) calculates the time of trip realistically (i.e.

based on the hydraulic head on the instrument as a function of pressure and

temperature as well as level in the vessel). Therefore, the effects of vari-

able coolant density on the time of water level trip signal is accurcrely

accounted for in the SAFE model and, therefore, in FSAR analysis.

2.3.2.6.4.2 Drywell Ambient Temperature Effects

Af ter a small break accident, the drywell may-be at a relatively high temper-

nture for some time, during which those RPV level indications which are
affected by drywell temperature will be higher than actual. The ECCS trip

(~T points, correspondingly, will be effectively lower than intended.
L}
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The ef fect of this trip point shift has been shown by calculation (whose g
results are stated in a subsequent paragraph) to be inconsequential from a
safety standpoint, Mit under circumstances beyond the design basis it could
result in a reduction in redundancy of the initiating signals of the Emergency
Core Cooling System (ECCS) and lead to some misinterpretation of actual reactor
vessel water level by the operator.

The Yarway remote liquid icvel instruments for both the short column instru-
ments used on BWR/l's (18 in. and 66 10. scale lengt hs) , on most BWR/2's and

/3's (100 to 1?O inch scale length), and on some BWR/4 (210 to 215 inches)
have reference columns which are heated (see Figure 2.3.2.2-6) . Large changes

in ambient temperature can result in changes in the temperature of this heated

reference column and result in differences between measured and actual reactor
vessel water level.

Other instruments used far BWR vessel water level measurements and trips have
cold reference columns. The cold reference leg instruments include the

Lo-Lo-Lo level switches for ADS initiation in certain BWK/2's, all the narrow ||h
range level instruments for feedwater control,* the fuel zone level indicators
and for some BWR/4's the scram (level 3) and high level trip switches (level 8).
BWR/5's and 6's and some late BWR/4's are required to have their sensing lines |
routed out of the drywell as shown in Figure 2.3.2.2-8. Instruments with such

routing are not affected by varying dryweil temperature, since the vertical
lengths of the sensing lines within the drywell are approximately equal.

Evaluations have been made of the ef fects of high drywell temperature on the

BWR/4 scram and high level trip functions for plants not having installations
in accordance with Figure 2.3.2.2-8. There would be little or no impact on

the scram or high level trip functions since 1) scrim initiation will occur

quickly af ter the initiating event and there will be little time to cause any
significant level discrepancy; and 2) IIPCI/RCIC system shutoff will not
affect overall system performance.

* Bailey feedwater control on some BWR/l plants use a saturated ref erence
column and are thus an exception.
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|

0
(,,/ Large incrcases in drywell temperature, such as those that could occur during

a pipe rupture in the drywell, would cause the referet.cc leg of the Yarway

instrument to heat up. As the reference leg water temperature increases, the

reference leg water density will decrease causing the sensed d/p to d: crease,
even if the variable leg level and temperature were to remain unchanged. This

decreasing d/p would register as an increasing vessel level on the d/p cell
indicator and the remote indicator.

The magnitude of the level indication change depends upon the temperatur.
transient in the drywell, the thermal response time constant of the Yarway
reference leg and the length of the reference leg water column. If it is

conservatively assumed that 1) the drywell is maintained at the maximum
temperature which would result from a small steam line break; 2) the Yarway
reference leg has reached its equilibrium teuperature; and 3) the variable
leg level is low, the indicated reactor vessel water level can be l igher than
the true level by 12.7% of the reference leg's total length (scale .ength + 6"
top suppression + 6" bottom suppression). This raans a Yarway instrument with
a 210 inch scale length could, given the foregoirg assumptions, experience a; ,

maximum inaccuracy of + 12.7% of 222 inches, or + 28 inches in the indicated
reactor vessel water level. Actual level indication changes due to increasing

dryvell temperature can be expected to be smaller than this, and will occur
rather slowly since the thermal 'l'e constant of the Yarway reference leg is
calculated to be 20 to 30 minutes.

| Civen the conservative assumptions described above, true reactor vessel water
level on (for example) a BWR/4 with 210 inch Yarway scale length could fall

,

| to belov' the lower level tap elevation with the instrument still indicating a
water tevel of 23-inches above the lower tap elevation. Once true level falls
below the lower tap, the instrument will not sense further level decrease.

.

Since the " level 1" trip point for. BWR/4s is 13 inches or less above the lower
tap, there exists the potential that level trips will not occur at the pre-

[. scribed setpoint. In addition the operator could believe the water level is
stable at some level when in fact the true level could be lower. A similar

f situation could occur'in BWR/2's and 3's. .The ef fects of this potential level

,- s,

(j inaccuracy are discussed below.
,

,

'
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EWR/3s and 4s_

With the exception of Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) and ADS all ECCS

start as a result of a low level or a high drywell pressure signal. The RCIC

systet starts as a result of low level only and ADS initiates on low level

and high dryvell pressure. Since all loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA) inside

the containment will result in high drywell pressure before low level is

reached, High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCl), Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS)

and low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) and Low Pressure Coolant Injection 'LPCI)
will all start during a LOCA regardless of te=perature effects na level

instrumentation.

The icpact of high drywell te=perature on the level instrument initiating RCIC

and ADS for the three general categories of steam line breaks, assuming HPCI

failure, is discussed below. (Steam line breaks lead to larger inaccuracies

than liquid line breaks and were therefore selected for detailed study).

21. Breaks Greater than About 0.5 ft

1he reactor vessel depressurization rate is sufficiently fast that

ECCS will start on high dryvell pressure and vessel level will

increase before the ADS level trip is received. Therefore the ADS

trip is not required to function.

22. Breaks Smaller than About 0.1 ft

For BWR/3's and Ver=ont Yankee all expected ECCS level trips will

be received before the reference colurn has an opportunity to heat

up enough to preclude the trips. Therefore, drywell temperature

changes will not impact ECCS redundancy. For all remaining BWR/4's,

RCIC will start and maintain vcesel level before the ADS level
setpoint is reached. Therefon , the ADS trip is neither expected
nor required to function.

O
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's' 3. Breaks Greater Than About 0.1 ft2 But Less Than About 0.5 ft2'

,

- For BWR/3s and Vermont Yankee all expected ECCS level trips will
,

:'

be received before the reference colunn has an opportunity to heat '

up enough to preclude the trips. Therefore, drywell temperature
,

changes will not impact ECCS redundancy. For all remaining BWR/4s,

RCIC will. start and'the combination of RCIC and the break will
.

depressurize the vessel sufficiently fast to cause initiation of

low pressure ECCS before fuel cladding temperature limits are

exceeded. Thus, the ADS trip is not required to function.

- BWR/2's

<

Most BWR/2 plants do not use Yarways for the level 1 ADS trip functions;.
- however, the instrument used is affected by high drywell temperature. LPCS

(and HPCI where applicable) will start on a low level trip (Yarway) or a

;f s high drywell pressure trip. Thus, if a low level trip were precluded, the

( )-', drywell pressure signal would start LPCS.
o

^

BWR/1's

The lower tap is sufficiently-below the trip point to preclude malfunction
,

-- -due to ambient: temperature effects.
~

Although the effects $f high drywell- temperature will-not actually be as great
-

!.

as- calculated ~ in these bounding analyses, - and although ECCS performance will

not be impaired thereby,' operating BWR owners have recently been' advised to
emphasize this--possible effect to their operators,-to take steps-to make it
unlikely to mislead the-operators, and to adjust certain ECCS and related,

trips to compensate for it.

- O'Oi

,

!
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2.3.2.6.4.3 Reactor Depressurization Effects
O

A. Ternerature Ecualized Instruments

1. Introduction

A small break accident has the potential for heating the dry-
well atcosphere to over 212 F. Since the reference leg in

temperature equalized instrenents normally operates at well
abcve the drywell temperature, the possibility of the reference
leg boiling as the reactor depressurizes during small break con-
ditiens was analyzed in de. ail.

2. Analysis Results

The analyses assured the drywell to heat up instantaneously to
340*F, the maximun value it can attain. Following this drywell

heat-up the temperature di e.-ibution in the reference leg is
higher than during normal operating conditions. In order to

bound the condition it was arbitrarily assumed that all level
ir< tru=entation would read high (Level 8) as a result of boiling
as the reactor pressure reached 425 psia (corresponding to the
maximum saturation pressure of the liquid in the reference leg) .
These bounding analyses showed that for all break sizes, the
reactor either depressurizes fast enough to allcw timely initi-
ation of the low pressure system on high drywell pressure, or
the breaks are small enough that (at worst) ECCS functions
occurred before the potential boiling of the reference leg fluid.

In addition the consequences of different rates of =anual depres-
surization were also considered 10 minutes af ter tb event and
following the instantaneous attainment of the peak drywell temper-
ature. These analyses show that the low pressure ECCS systems

will inject independent of any boiling that may occur.

6
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B. Cold Reference Leg Instruments

In instruments with cold reference legs, the reference leg temperature

could increase to the drywell ambient temperature, which will not

exceed 340*F. Thus, under the '=ast favorable possibla conditions,

a cold reference leg will not boil until tio system pressure f alls

to 118 psia (saturation temperature at 340*F). Thus pressure

maintained above about 100 psig is an assurance that boiling of the

cold reference column has not occurred, even under the worst possible

drywell temperature conditions.

C. Refill of Reference Column by Flooding

It the event of very rapid depressurization (such as during ADS

operation) extensive reference column boiling could result in water

level instrumentation readings being off-scale. (This would occur
at low reactor vessel pressures and af ter all ECCS systems performed

their intended safety function following a small line break). This

("} off-scale reading would persist until the reactor vessel water level
'"

returns to near normal following refilling of the reference column.

Refilling of the reference column should occur in a very short time

after LPCI actuation.

2.3.2.7 Testing and Verification

Testing and analysis have been-conducted regarding static and dynamic perform-
ance, calibration verification, accuracy and response requirements and qualifi-

cation of reactor water level instrumentation as follows:

Yarway Calibration Verification Test

Tests have been conducted by the manufacturer to compare calculated calibration

figures for Yarway indicators with actual water level readings determined during
.the test. These tests show that- the Yarway reference leg operates at an average

temperature which is approximately 40% of the difference between drywell ambient
and process temperature versus the assumed 33 1/2% used in some Yarway calcula--m

~

\~# tions. This' introduces an error of approximately 1.5% in the 1ndicated level
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in affected plants. Several of the long Yarway instruments are equipped with

thermocouples for determining actual average temperatJre of the Yarway refer-
ence leg under field operating conditions.

Yarway Depressurization Tests

A full size Yarway liquid level instrument column was tested under simulated
BWR loss-of-coolant accident conditions. The water level indicated by the

Yarway column was compared with the water level measured with test instrumen-

tation. It was found that the Yarway tracks a rapid level drop satisfactorily

during a liquid blowdown situation. In the configuration tested (the test

vessel was a 12" diameter pipe), the steam blowdown caused the Yarway to

oscillate about the correct level as the level decreased in the test vessel.
Instrument performance was not significantly affected by long instrument lines,
flow check valves, additional indicators, and orifices placed in the instrument

lines.

Analysis of Reactor Vessel Inventory Control

O
An analysis was made to determine water level range and accuracy requirements
to accommodate operation of the plant such that separator / dryer performances

are optimized, available inventory is adequate for maximum power operation
capability and to avoid inadvertent initiation of reactor scram, reactor
isolation, re'ctor inventory control system initiation, emergency core cooling
initiation or vessel flood for anticipated normal operating transients.

The results of the analysis was used in the design selection of instrumentation
and set point selection for safe reactor operation.

Computerized Level Calibration Program

A General Electric computer program for determining d/p calibration values is
applied during design of all BWR/5 plants for calculating level instrumentation
calibration data for reactor vessel water level measurements. This program has
also been used for checking calibration of other cold reference column installa-
tions on other plants.
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Environmental Qualification

!
! All General Electric supplied or specified safety related reactor level
,

instrumentation is qualified by test or analysis to function under anticipated

I operating and accident condition environments. |
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(~h 2.4 HISTORY OF OPERATIONAL OCCURRENCES
%./

This section provides a summary of BWR operating experience over the three

years of operation ending August, 1979, for two categories of plant occur-
rences: total loss of feedwater and opening of the main steam safety and

relief valves. For each event, available data on the initiating circumstances,

consequences, and any unusual circumstances are summarized briefly.

2.4.1 Loss of Feedwater

2.4.1.1 Arnold

a. On 8/12/76, at 1166 MW , an EHC malfunction caused a reactor

pressure change resulting in a high flux transient. The feedwater
pumps tripped on high reactor water level (+53 in.). The

pumps were manually restarted.

(~h b. On 11/1/77, at 1593 MW , an erroneous high water level signal
tR) during instrument calibration caused turbine trip and feedwater;

pump trip which resulted in reactor scram, group 1 isolation,
and S/RV activation.

<

c. On 1/10/78, 600 MW , a feedwater regulating valve response

; problem during a power decrease caused a high reactor water
- level (+53 in. ) . The feedwater pumps were manually restarted.

I

d. On 7/18/79, at 1519 MW , a turbine trip on high exhaust temperature
occured. Due to slow feedwater regulator response, LO LO level,

group 1, occurred, followed by high level (+53 in.), causing
the feedwater pumps to trip. The pumps were manually restarted.

i

A
L G
|
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2.4.1.2 Big Rock Point

O
a. On 4/6/78, at 213.3 megawatts thermal, 66.2 megawatts electric

gross, the reactor tripped on loss of 138 kV line due to a
defective telephone company cable uti~! zed for the tone relaying
transmis-lon system protective equipment. Load rejection was

not effe, tve resulting in condenser loss of vacuum and high

hotwell level. Loss of feedwater occurred due to either reactor
feed pump trip due to low suction pressure during condensate
rej ect or when the station power feed transferred to the 46 kV
Charlevoix Line. Steam drum level fell rapidly. Two drum

level sensors for lav steam drum level at -8 inches below center
line operated within two seconds following the reactor trip on
condensor lov vacuum. One main feed pump was restarted manually

within first few minutes,

b. On 5/31/78, at 206.2 megawatts thernal, 64.4 megawatts electric
gross, the reactor tripped due to wiring errors on protective
relaying at off-site substation. This was essentially a repeat
of the 4/6/78 incident-, nowever, documentation of complete loss
of main feedwater is not available. Repeat of the previous

transient can be assu=ed.
-.

2.4.1.3 Browns Ferry - 1

a. On 2/11/77, at 96% power, RFPT's tripped on high vessel water
level due to control malfunction caused by operator error.

MSRV's lifted. MSlV's closed. HPCl & RCIC initiated.
(Restored normal feedwater flow.

b. On 4/28/77, at 83% power, RFPT's tripped false high water level
signal due to electrical power loss. Restored normal feedwater
flow ( )

(1)Feedwater normally restored within 3-5 minutes.
O
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- c. On 6/7/78, at 85% power, RFPT's tripped on false high vibration
signals, due to low volta p. MSIV's closed. MSRV's opened.

(}Operator. restored feedwater flow.

d. On 7/9/78, at 94% p0wer, RFPT's tripped on false high vibration
signals due to low voltage. MSlV's closed. MSRV's opened.
Operator restored feedwater flow.( )

.

e.. On 8/11/78, at 89% power, RFPT's tripped on false reactor high
water level signal due to electrical power loss. MSIV's closed.
MSRV's opened. Operator restored feedwater flow.

f. On 4/29/79, at 99%' power, RFPT's tripped on false high water
level due to electrical power loss. MSIV's closed. MSRV's
opened. RCIC initiated. Operator restored normal feedwater

}' flow.

.. g . In addition, there were two instances where MSlV's closed as
designed upon reactor scram which resulted in momentary feedwater
interruption which was restored in 3-5 minutes. These are not
tabulated ... separately.

2.4.1.4 Browns: Ferry - 2-

-a.. On 10/17/77,~at 93% power,.RFPT's tripped on false high vibration
signal (low voltage). -.MSRV's lifted. MSlV's closed. HPCI, RCIC
maintained water level. . Normal feedwater flow,( restored.

.

b.: On 7/9/78,-atT58% power,~RFPT's. tripped on. false high. vibration signal
:(low voltage).. Re' stored normal feedwater flow.( }

.

In a'ddition,.-there were three: instances where MSIV's' closed asc.

designed upon reactor scram which resulted in momentary feedwater

(1)Feedwater normally' restored within 3-5 minutes.

u

..

/
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interruption which was restored in 3-5 minutes. These are not

tabulated separately.

2.4.1.5 Browns Ferry - 3

a. On 6/26/78, at 96% power, RFPT's tripped on false high reactor
water level signal. MSRV opened. MSIV's closed. Restored

(1)normal feedwater flow.

b. In addition, there were 18 instances where MSIV's closed as

tiesigned upon reactor scram which resulGd in momentary feedwater
interruption which was restored in 3-5 minutes. Thtse are not
tabulated separately.

2.4.1.6 Brunswick - 1

a. On January 17, 1977, with reactor power at 66%, the station battery
chargers were placed on equalize mode to raise specific gravities.
The DC to AC topaz ! 2rters, which supply control power for the
feedwater control, HPCI, RCIC, and steam leak detection systems,

tripped on high DC voltage from the batteries. Two control
rod drive pumps were utilized to maintain reactor vessel water
level. It was found that the DC voltage setpoints on the

inverters had 1.een improperly set.

b. On Septet 5ar 10, 107/, with reactor power at 99.8%, repacking IC
condensate pump was started with the suction valve open. When
the last ring of old packing was removed, air was sucked in to
the condensate pump suction header (30" main condenser vacuum).
This caused the two running condensate pumps to cavitate. The
condensate booster pumps tripped on low suction pressure and

the reactor feed pumps tripped on low suction pressure. The
reactor scrammed on low level and normel recovery procedures

were followed.

(1)Feedwater normally restored within 3-5 minutes. h

2.4-4
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c. On April 30, 1978, with the reactor power at 100%, the reactor(
f eed pump 'B' lube oil strainer were being shif ted. When the

shift was performed, an air pocket went through the oil piping
and the feed pump tripped on low oil pressure. Normal scram

recovery procedures were followed.

2.4.1.7 Brunswick - 2

On November 2, 1976, with reactor power at 6% with a reactora.

startup in progress, Radwaste was placing condensate filters
and demineralizers in service when the condensate booster pumps

tripped on low suction pressure. The condensate discharge
pressure had been normal; therefere, restriction of flow due to
a valve drift in Radwaste was suspected. Several attempts were

made to st <rt RCIC but high exhaust pressure trips prevented

it from operating. HPCI was started and the subsequent cold
slug caused a scram on APRMs at 15% power.

O
\ /

b. On December 18, 1976, with reactor power at 63% with 2A reactor' ' '

feed pump running and 2B under clearance for maintenance, 2A
RFP oil strainer plugged causing the feed pump to trip on low
oil pressure followed by a scram from reactor low level,

c. On February 23, 1977, with reactor power at 64%, in the process
of bringing on the second reactor feed pump (2B), 2A RFP
tripped on low suction pressure. A scram followed due to

reactor low level. Investigation revealed the low suction
180# instead of 30#pressure trip setpoint on 2A RFP was at

as called for by calibration data.

-d. On April 5,1977, with reactor power at 70%, the Radwaste
instrument air header was shif ted over to be supplied from

Unit No. 2. The Unit No. 2 supply header check valve was

.jr3
N ,0'
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stuck. The Unit No. 2 CFD and CDD valves cycled closed and

the condensate booster pu=ps and feed pu=ps tripped on low ||h
suction pressure. The reactor scra==ed on low vessel level.

e. On May 7, 1977, with reactor power at 30% with 2A feed purp
on the line in auto, an atte=pt was =ade to bring on 23 feed

pu=p. When 2B feed pu=p was placed in auto, vessel level
stcrted decreasing. The reactor scra=ned on low level. in-

vestigation revealed the condensate deep bed de=ineralizer

caster f3cw controller was in nanaal. This would cause the
differential pressure to increase and open the bypass valve,
but the bypass valve controller was found to be in =anual-
shut. The increased flow from placing the second RFP in service

caused the delta pressure to increase which neant a lower
suction pressure on the condensate booster pu=ps and feed

pu=ps causing then to trip.

f. On June 14, 1977, with reactor power at 83%, a power increase
had just been completed and oscillarions in FW heater levels and ||h
heater drain deaerator level were observed. The condensate
deep bad de=ineralizer outlet valves failed and tripped
the booster pu=ps and feed pu=ps on low suction pressure.
The reactor scra==ed on low level,

g. On March 23, 1978, with reactor power at 962, a high reactor
level alar = and a spike increase in FM flow was noted. 23 RTP

was at 3000 RPM and 2A RFP was at 6000 RPM. This was actually

a failure of 2A RFP control in the high direction rather than

a loss af FW. The high level tripped both feed pumps and the

reactor then scracaed on low level.

O
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('''s 2.4.1.8 Cooper

d
On 8-9-79, at 992 power, the condensate pump suction boota.

failed. The condensate booster pump tripped, causing both
reactor feed pumps to trip. The reactor scrammed and MSIV's
closed on low water level. Two SRV's lifted automatically,
3 were later lif ted to control pressure.

2.4.1.9 Dresden - 1

Dresden - 1 has experienced no events resulting in a complete loss of
feedwater in the last three years of operation.

2.4.1.10 Dresden - 2

Dresden - 2 has experienced no events resulting in a complete loss of
feedwater in the last three years of operation.

( ~i\
' '' 2.4.1.11 Dresden - 3

Dresden - 3 has experienced no events resulting in a complete loss of
feedwater in the last three years of operation.

2.4.1.12 Fitzpatrick

a. Dec. 12, 1978 - When transferring from single element feedwater
control to three element, the feed pump went to runout and

subsequently tripped on high reactor water level. The cause
of feed pump going to runout was improper replacement of
leads on three element controller following maintenance.
With loss of feedwater to reactor vessel, a reactor scram
occurred at the low water level trip point. Initial power
level was 133 MWe or 15.8% of rated. RCIC and HPCI systems

' initiated at low reactor vessel level and procedures for

,,.

U
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scram were carried out. Leads on three element controller
were placed on proper terminals and all superintendents were cautioned
by the Resident Manager to insure all electrical leads removed are
properly marked and operability or visual checks are performed prior
to returning equipment to service.

b. April 29, 1978 - React;or scram f rom 100 MWe due to loss of feed
flow, while operating with one feed pump. After discovering
water in the discharge pressure switch of the nonoperating

feed pump, the suction pressure switch of the operating
feed pump was vented by mistake ir_ stead of the discharge pressure

switch. Actions for a reactor scram were carried out and the RCIC
system was initiated to maintain reactor water level.

2.4.1.13 Ilatch -1

a. On 5/22/77, at 217 power, one reactor feed pump stopped due to a
loss of electrical power to the 4160 V Bus ID while transferring
house loads to the main generstor on 1C-4160 V Bus. This resulted

in a reactor low water level scram without a llPCI or RCIC initiation,

b. On 5/24/77, at 39% power, a condensate booster pump tripped
due to a clogged pump suction strainer which caused the re'r or
feed pumps to stop, resulting in a reactor scran without a
llPCI or RCIC initiation.

c. On 8/13/77, at 23% power, the reactor feed pump 1A stopped due
to low suction pressure of unh wn origin. The reactor scrammed

due to low water level without a IIPCI or RCIC initiation.

d. On 8/26/78, at 21% power, one reactoc feed pump 1B tripped while

trying to start pump 1A for unknown reasons resulting in a
reactor low level scram, llPCl was initiated.

O
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2.4.1.14 Hatch - 2,,s

a. On 10/7/78, at 19% power, RFPT tripped due to operator initiated
Turbine trip due to the main turbine rubbing. Condenser vacuum
had to be broken due to high turbine vibration which caused the RFPT
to trip due to a loss of consenser vacuum as required. RCIC tripped
due to unknown reasons after being operator initiated. The
reactor scrammed on low reactor level from the RFPT trip.

b. On 10/21/73, at 34.7% power, RFP 2B tripped on low suction pressure
due to operating personnel valving in the 10th stage heater with
it not being filled completely. The reactor scrammed on a low
water level with no HPCI or RCIC initiation.

On 11/2/78, at 19.8% power, RFP A tripped due to a condensatec.
booster pump trip which was a result of test shop personnel
improperly performing calibration on GEMAC level instrument
2C32-R606A, B, C, while feedpump A was in A level control. There

7-
(/ was a low level scram with no HPCI or RCIC initiation.

d. On 12/8/78, at 66.3% power, placing the Station Batteries on
overcharge caused an overvoltage trip on the static Inverter
feeding B reactor level, Feedwater flow, steam flow, and reactor
pressure instrumentation inputting to feedwater controller.
This caused a RFPT run out and booster pump trip which resulted

in a reactor scram on low level with no HPCI or RCIC initiation.

e. On 2/2/78, at 18.7% power, an inadvertent trip of 2C Condensate
Booster pump tripped the RFP and caused a reactor scram on low IcVel

with no initiation of HPCI or RCIC.

-f. On 2/7/78, at 96.1% power, RFPT 2B was tripped per a startup
test procedure. Condensate booster pump 2A tripped tripping RFPT 2

which caused a reactor scram on low level with no initiation of
HPCI or RCIC.

,

/
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g. On 6/3/79, at 92% power, 2A condensate booster pump tripped on
low suction pressure causing the reactor to later scram on low

water level. RCIC failed to start, HPCI started but the HPCI

stop valve would not come open and the feedwater system was used

to feed the vessel level.

2.4.1.15 Humboldt Bay - 3

In the most recent three years of operation (through July 1976), Humboldt
Bay Unit 3 experienced no complete loss of feedwater events.

2.4.1.16 La Salle Unit 1

La Salle Unit 1 is not yet in operation.

2.4.1.17 La Salle Unit 2

La Salle Unit 2 is not yet in operation.

4

2.4.1.18 Millstone 1

a. On August 10, 1976, the passing of hurricane Belle caused a loss
of normal AC power. At the time the gas turbine was also
unavailable making the feedwater system unavailable. The Isolation
Condenser, Diesel Generator, and the Control Rod Drive systems

were used for heat removal and le"el control The Gas Turbine
was restored in 2 1/2 hours and the feedwater system was then

available.

2.4.1.19 Monticello

a. On 2/23/77, at 1669 MW (100% power), there was a Load

Rejection Scram and RFP trip on less of off-site power.
Started HPCI & RCIC to control pressure & level, restored off-site

power and restarted RFP, shutdown RCIC & HPCI. O

2.4-10
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() b. On 3/28/79, at 1045 MW (62% power), there was a RX scram

due to RFP trip on low suction pressure, recirc valve

linkage problem caused valve to open N25%. Restart RFP to control
level,

c. On 7/20/79, at 1670 MW (100% Power), there was a RX scram

on low level, following loss of FW due to RFF trip on low suction.

Master Controller failure occurred. Restarted one RFP to

control level.

d. On 7/22/79, at 96% power, there was a RX scram on low level due
to Master Controller failing closed. Operated valves in mar"al

from control room.

2.4.1.20 Nine Mile Point - 1

Nine Mile Point - 1 has had no complete loss of main feedwater in the

(') last three years of operation.

2.4.1.21 Oyster Creek

a. On May 2, 1979, at 1895 MW , a pressure spike on reactor high
pressure scram switches caused a reactor scram. A complete
loss of feedwater led to decreasing reactor tater level. Operator

manually initiated MSIV closure and the isolation condenser was
initiated. However, ber.ause of closed recirculation line discharge

valves on all five loops, reactor triple low water level was

reached at about 3 minutes. Reactor level was recovered when a feed
pump and a recirculation pump were restarted at about 40 minutes.

2.4.1.22 Peach Bottom - 2

a. All transients where MSIVs closed resulted in total loss of
feedwater since the feed pumps are steam driven. These are not

I' 3 separately tabulated.
C/
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b. There were no other transients involving a total loss of feedwater
hin the past three years of operation,

2.4.1.23 Peach Bottom - 3

a. On 8-9-78, at 100% power, the Master feedwater cont roller f ailed
causing low level reactor scram. MSIVs closed. Four MSRVs opened
and closed automatically, llPCI and RCIC auto initiated. Recovered
from scram. IIPCI did not deliver full flow during this transient,

b. On 8-24-78, at 100% power, the Master feedw.ter controller failed
causing a low level reactor scram. MSIVs closed. HPCI and

RCIC initiated. Two MSRVs operated. Recovered from scram.

c. On 11-6-78, at 100% power, the Master feedwater controller failed
causing a low level reactor scram. MSIVs closed. RCIC auto
initiated. IIPCI failed to operate. One relief valve opened
automatically and three relief valves were manually operated.

|hRecovered from scram.

d. On 1-28-79, at 100% power, a blown fuse in the master feedwater

controller caused a low level ceactor scram. MSIVs closed.
IIPCI, RCIC, and MSRVs were used to control reactor pressure
and level. Recovered from scram,

Any tratisient where the MSIVs closed resulted in a total lossc.

of feedwater since the feed pump turbines are steam driven,
These are not separately tabulated.

2.4.1.24 Pilgrim

a. On 1/6/76, at 35.6% power (713 MW ), there was a leakage in
the feedwater system thru the startup feedwater regulator

O
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'T which was broken due to violent vibrations caused by malfunctions(d
of the "B" F.C.V. Forced shutdown of all reactor feed pumps. The

unit was shutdown and cooled down. Procedure 2.1.6A. Water

level was maintained using the C.R.D. System and the RCIC System.

b. On 5/1/77, at 100% power (1998 MW ), there was a full load reject
and loss of off-site power, due to forest fire, with consequent loss
of all reactor feed pumps, The unit was shutdown and cooled down.

Procedure 2.1.6B. Water level was maintained using the C.R.D. System

and the RCIC System.

c. On 5/10/77, at 68.5% power (1370 MW ), a violent sleet storm
caused loss of off-site power with consequent loss of all reactor
feed pumps. The unit was shut down and cooled down. Procedure

2.1.6B. Water level was maintained using the C.R.D. System and

the RCIC System.

/''} d. On 11/17/77, at 20% power (399 MW ), there was a reactor low water
v scram due to high AP across the condensate demins, caused by

failure of the internal laterals in the demineralizers, resulting

in forced shutdown of all reactor feed pumps. Recovered from
the scram and maintained vessel level with the C.R.D. System

and the RCIC System. Procedure 2.1.6A.

e. On 11/17/77, with the unit shut down and the reactor at 400 psi,

there was a reactor low water scram due to failure of condensate
demin laterals, requiring shutdown of reactor feed pump. Recovered
from scram and maintained vessel level with the C.R.D. System and the

RCIC System,

f. On 12/9/77, at 3.5%' power (70 MW ) and 750 psi reactor pressure,
there was a reactor low water scram due to plugging of the condensate

pump suction strainers with a resultant low suction pressure trip
of the reactor feed pump. The HPCI System was used to recover the

,,
,

I
*

'

,
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water level. Recovered from scram and initiated cleaning the

condensate pump suction strainers.

g. On 2/6/78, at 25% power (498 FN ), there was a full load
rejection with concurrent loss of off-site power, caused by severe
snow storm, with the consequent loss of all reactor feed pumps.
Recovered from scram, procedure 2.1.6B. Maintained vessel level

using the C.R.D. System and the RCIC System.

h. On 8/6/78, at 100% ps 'r, (1998 FM ), there was a loss of of f-site

power due to violent electrical storm. Lightning struck the
hi lines, triggering protective relay operation. Loss of power

initiates loss of all reactor feed pumps. The unit vas shut
down as per procedure 2.1.6B.

i. On 7/27/79, at 100% power (1998 FN ), there was a loss of power
due to severe electrical storm. Lightning struck the switchyard,
triggering protective relay operation. Loss of off-site power
results in loss of all reac*or feed pumps. Normal scram

recovery. Procedure 2.1.6B. Water level maintained with the

C.R.D. System and RCIC Systems.

2.4.1.25 Quad Cities - 1

a. On 11/6/77, at 1373 MWt, a severe electrical fault caused an
undervoltage on 4 Kv buses and resulted in reactor scram of both

units. RCIC and HPCI were used to maintain reactor water level.
One relief valve wa7 operated manually to maintain pressure.

b. On 2/19/78 at 19:25 a.m. during startup in IRM ranges 8+9, system
voltage dropped to approximately 330kV. Lost transformer feed to
buses - diesel generator started - lost normal auxiliary power -
reactor scrammed. Normal auxiliary power was restored to the

buses at 10:45 a.m. It was not necessary to use RCIC or HPCI to

maintain reactor water level. The CRD Systems provided adequate
hwater. No relief valves lifted,

2.4-14
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2.4.1.26 Quad Cities - 2
(s\-)

a. On 11/6/77, at 1944 MWt, a severe electrical fault caused an

ondervoltage on 4 kV buses and resulted in reactor scram of both

units. RCIC and HPCI were used to maintain reactor water level.

One relief valve opened automatically, and one was operated manually

to maintain pressure.

2.4.~.27 Shoreham

Shoreham is not yet in operation.

2.4.1.28 Vermont Yankee

a. On June 16, 1976, while operating at a normal steady state power

level of 88% (442 MWe), an operator mistakenly opened a reference

leg isolation valve for reactor vessel level instrumentation

_ believing it to b_ supply of demineralized water. The level

') control system responded by ramping shut both feedwater(.

regulating valves and resulting in a low level scram within 12

seconds. Station electrical loads failed to automatically

transfer to the startup transformer and a cotalete loss of narmal

electrical power resulted. In response, HPC:. and RCIC automatically

started 17 seconds after the scram on receipt of a valid low,

low vessel water level signal. Station operators implemented 0.P.

3103, " Loss of Normal Power" emergency procedure. HPCI was

operated in the injection mode until vessel level returned to +10

inches. At that time, a HPC1 flow test mode was implemented to

establish a seat sink for reactor decay heat. RCIC was operated

throughout he transient for supplemental vessel level control.

2.4.1.29 Zimmer

Zimmer is not yet in operation.

,m
_Y
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O2.4.1.30 Fermi - J

Fermi - 2 is ot yet in operation.

2.4.1.'' 'eand Gulf - 1

Grand Gulf - 1 is not yet in operation.
.

2.4.1.32 Grand Gulf - 2

Grand Gulf - 2 is not yet in operation.

2.4.1.33 Hanford - 2

llanford - 2 is not yet in operation.

2.4.1.34 Susquehanna - 1

Susquehanna - 1 is not yet in operation.

2.4.1.35 Susquehanna - 2

Susquehanna - 2 is not yet in operation.

2.4.2 Safety / Relief Valve Operation

2.4.2,1 Arnold

a. On 10/,i/77, at 1586 MW a '.ucbine trip due to high vibration
rer,1 ting in RX scram caused lif ting of S/RV's.

L

9
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i b. On 11/1/77, at 1593 MW , an erroneous high water level signal during
V t

instrument calibration caused turbine trip and feedwater pump trip

which resulted in reactor scram, Group 1 isolation and S/RV
actuation.

c. On 7/18/79, at 1519 MW , a turbine trip on hi exhaust temp.

resulted 1- reactor scram. Lo Lo reactor level resulted in Group 1

isolation and S/RV actuation. HPCI. RCIC started automatically.

2.4. 2 Big Rock Point

a. On 9/5/78, during a plant shutdown, the primary system was

inadvertently pressurized to 1600 psi while filling the drum.

One steam drum relief valve lifted.

2.4.2.3 Browns Ferry - 1

) a. On 9/9/76, at 2% power, functional test (2) of relief valves.

b. On 9/20/76, at 3% power, functional test (2) of relief valves.

c. On 2/11/77, at 96% power, the reactor scrammed due to turbine trip.

Main and RFPT tripped on reactor high water level due to operator
_

error during surveillance testing. MSIV's closed. MRSV's opened
and reclosed. FPCI and RCIC initiated. Restored normal feedwater

(I)
flow. Recovered from sc';am,

d. On 4/21/77, at 96% power, the reactor scrammed due to MSIV closure

during surveillance testing. Lost RFPT when MSIV's closed. MSRV's
opened and one failed to_ resent properly. Restored normal feedwater
flow (D' and recovered from scram. Proceeded to cold shutdswn to

replace defective relief valve.

~( )Feedwater normally restored within 3-5 minutes.

(O (2) Functional test includes one operation of 13 MSRV's and a second operation)
of ADS /MSRV valves.

2.4-17-
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e. On 1/4/78, at 47. power, functional test of relief valves.

f. On 1/22/78, at 36% power, opened relief valves for testing capacity.

g. On 4/5/78, at 97% power, the reactor scratened on low water level due
to malfunction of reactor water level master controller. 2 MSRV's

manually operated and reclosed. Recovered from scram.

h. On 6/7/78, at 85% power, the reactor scrammed on low water level
due to RFPT trip on false high due to low voltage. MSIV's closed.

MRSV's opened and reclosed. Operator restored normal feedwater
flow.( } Recovered from scram.

1. On 7/9/78, at 94% power, the reactor scrammed on low water level

due to RFPT trip on false high vibration signals due to low voltage.

MSIV's closed. MSRV's opened and closed. Operator restored normal
feedwater flow. Recovered from scram.

J. On 8/11/'/8, at 89% power, the reactor scrammed due to turbine trip.
Main and RFPT tripped on false high water level due to electrical

power loss. MSIV's closed. MSRV's opened and reclosed. Operator
restored normal feedwater flow.(1} Recovered from scram.

k. On 1/19/78, at 4% power, functional test ) of relief valves.

1. On 1/25/79, at 54% power, opened relief valves for testing
capacity.

On 4/2/79, at 97% power, the reactor scrarrmed due to turbine tripm.

on false moisture separator high water level signal. MSRV's

opened and reclosed. Maintained water level witt. feedwater system.

Recovered from Scram.

(1)Feedwater normally restored with; * 3-5 minutes.
(3) Functional test includes one operation of 13 MSRV's and a second operation

of 6 ATS/MSRV valves.
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p n. On 4/29/79, at 99% power, the reactor scrammed due to turbine trip.
Main and RFPT tripped on false high water level signal due

electrical power loss. MSIV's closed. MSRV's opened and re..losed.

RCIC initiated. Operator restored normal feedwater flow.

2.4.2.4 Browns Ferry - 2

a. On 8/29/76, at 2% power, functional test ( ) of relief valves,

b. On 10/17/77, at 93% power, the reactor scrammed on low water level
when RFPT tripped on false high vibration signal (low voltage).

MSRV's lifted and reclosed. MSIV's closed. HPCI and RCIC
maintained water level until normal feedwater flow ( } restored.
Recovered from scram.

c. On 12/18/77, at 75% power, the reactor scrammed due to scram discharge

volume high water level when sensing lines were bumped. One
MSRV opened and reclosed. Recovered from scram.-s

d
d. On 2/5/78, at 90% power, manual scram when relief valve opened

and remained open. Recovered from scram. Proceeded to cold

shutdown and replaced relief valve.

e. On 2/13/78, at 88% power, manual scram after one relief valve opened
and stuck open. Recovered from scram. Proceeded to cold shutdown

to replace relief valve.

f. On 6/27/78, at 4% power, functional test of relief valves.

g. On 7/4/78, at.69% power, opened relief valves for. testing capacity.

( Feedwater normally restored within 3-5 minutes.

( }Funtional test includes one operation of 11 MSIV's and'a second
C' , operation of 6' ADS /MSRV. valves.f
Q ,'
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h. On 8/12/78, at 967. power, a manual turbine trip caused reactor

scram. Turbine trip was for testing recirculation pump trip. MSRV's

lifted and reclosed. Recovered from scram.

1. On 4/27/78, at 35% power, manual scram for refueling outage. One

relief valve opened and reclosed. Proceeded to cold shutdown

for refueling.

2.4.2.5 Browns Ferry - 3

a. On 8/22/76, at 5% power, functional test ( ) of relief valves.

b. On 9/23/76, at 35% power, opened relief valves for testing capacity.

c. On 11/9/76, at 79% power, opened relief valves for testing capacity.

d. On 11/23/77, at 98% power, th reactor scrammed due to MSIV
closure during surveillance testing. Lost RFPT when MSIV's closed.
MSRV opened and reclosed. Normal feedwater flow ( } restored and

recovered from scram.

e. On 12/11/77, at 76% power, the reactor scrammed due to MSIV

closure during surveillance testing. Lost RFPT when MSIV's
closed. MSRV opened and reclosed. Normal feedwater flow

restored and recovered from scram.

f. On 2/21/78, at 96% power, the reactor scrammed due to MSIV

closure during surveillance testing. Lost RFPT when MSIV's
Normal feedwater flow (closed. MSRV opened and reclosed.

restored and recovered from scram.

( Feedwater normally restored within 3-5 minutes.

( Functional test includes one operation of 11 MSRV's and a second
operation of 6 ADS /MSRV valves.
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g. .On 4/15/78, at 97% power, the reactor scrammed due to turbine
trip. Turbine trip due to EHC problees. Lost RFPT when MSIV's

closel. MSRV opened and did not prope ly rescat. MSIV's
closed. Normal feedwater flow ( ) restored ard recovered from
secam.

h. On 6/26/78, at 96% power, the reactor scrammed due to turbine
trip. Main and RFPT tripped on false high water level signal.

MERV's opened and reclosed. MSIV's closed. Restored normal feedwater

flow ( ) and recovered from scram.

1. On 7/27/78, at 89% power, the reactor scrammed due to MSIV

closure during surveillance testing. Lost RFPT when MSIV's closed. '

MSRV opened and reclosed. Restored feedwater flow ( } and recovered

from scram.

j. On 8/3/78, at 95% power, the reactor scrammed from turbine trip
due to moisture separator high level signal (plugged sensing line

[s\

\/ in level controller). MSRV's opened and reclosed. Recovered

from scram.

k. On 8/4/78, at 65% power, the reactor scrammed from turbine trip

due to EHC problems. MSRV's opened and reclosed. Recovered from

scram. .

1. On 8/17/78, at 88% power, the reactor scrammed due to turbine trip.
MSRV's lifted and three did not reseat properly. Recovered from

scram. Proceeded to cold shutdown and replaced defective va1.ves.

m. On 8/22/78, at 68% powcr, the reactor s, crammed from turbine trip
on low vacuum during testing of switches. One relief valve

opened and did not properly rescat. Recovered from scram.

(1)Feedwater normally restored. within 3-5 minutes.

O
(_/
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n. On 8/22/78, at 5% power, che reactor scrammed on high neutron flux |||
when one main steam relief valve opened and remained open.

o. On 11/23/78, at 10% power, functional test (2) of relief valves.

p. On 12/2/78, at 55% power, opened relief valves for testing
capacity.

.

2.4.2.6 Brunswick - 1
,

a. On August 7, 1977, with reactor power at 1% and startup in progress,

relief valve 1-B21-F013D tail pipe temperature and torus

temperature were noticed to be creeping up. Reactor temperature

was 334"F. Tail pipe temperature later returned te nortal.

b. On January 12, 1978, with reactor power at 36%, a problem with IB

reactor feed pump caused a scram and a Group I isolation. Relief

valve 1-B21-F013K had experienced erratic tail pipe temperatures ||
which were 30*F higher than others; therefore, its pilot assembly

was replaced.

c. On March 13, 1978, with reactor power at 100%, a main steam line

high temperature Group I isolation and scram occurred. Relief

valve 1-B21-F013F was manually operated to control reactor

pressure. It stuck open and allowed reactor pressure to decrease

to 200 psig.

d. On April 4, 1978, with reactor power at 100%, a stator cooling

runback, reactor scram, Group I isolation occurred. Relief valve

1-B21-F013G experienced higher than normal 0=25*F) tail pipe
temperature; therefore, its pilot assembly was replaced.

(2) Functional test includes one operation of 11 MSRV's and a second
operation of 6 ADS /MSRV valves.
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c. On May 2, 1978, with reactor power at 30% and a plant startup-s ,
in progress, relief valve 1-B21-F013E was noted to be slightly

leaking past its seat. The unit was shut down and the valve

repaired.

f. On May 20, 1978, with a reactor shutdown and an outage in progress,

the pilot on relief valve 1-B21-F013D was replaced as its tail pipe

temperature was running 25'F higher than others.

g. On May 21, 1978, with an outage in progress, the pilot on

relief valve 1-B21-F013L was inspected and ren1. aced due to its

tail pipe temperature running 25'F higher than normal.

h. On April 14, 1979, with reactor pover at 4% and a startup in progress,

relief valve 1-B21-F013J lifted and reseated. Reactor pressure was

570 Psig.'

_q 2.4.2.7. Brunswick - 2

%)
a. On July 15, 1976, with reactor power at 8.3% and a startup in

progrese, relief valve 2-321-F013G started leaking past the seat.
Relief valve 2-B21-F013K then lifted and blew the pressure down

to less than 850 psig which caused a Group I isolation and a

reactor scram.

b. On July 15, 1977, with reactor power at 78.5%, a turbine trip,

scram, and Group I isolation occurred. Relief valve 2-B21-F013E

was manually operated and stuck open until pressure reached 350 psig.
This was traced to a ground in the wiring.

c. On July 17, 1979, with react'or power at 89%, 2-B21-F013E lifted
for five minutes and rescated. Normal operations were continued.

d. On July 19, 1979, with reactor. power at 94%, 2-B21-F013E lifted
for 10 minutes and reseated. The unit was shut down and the relief

/,_) _
(_/ = valve pilot replaced.
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h2.4.2.8 Cooper

a. On 2-21-77, at 96% power, one reactor feed pump tripped. Reactor
scrammed on low water level. MSIV's closed and four safety

relief valves lifted automatically. One safety relief valve was

later actuated manually to control pressure.

b. On 3-26-77, at 92% po.rer, the operator failed to reset a " half
isolation" during surveillance testing. Received Group I

isolation. Four safety relief valves lifted automatically.

c. On 8-1-77, at 94% power, received " half scram". Operator

misinterpreted it as a full scram and tripped the main turbine.
Three safety relief valves lifted automatically, one was

later actuated manually,

d. On 8-31-77, at 89% power, lost power from the No-Break-Power

panel causing both reactor feed pumps to run back. Reactor scrammed
on low water level and MSIV's closed. One safety relief valve

lifted automatically, two were later actuated to control pressure.

e. On 8-9-79, at 99% power, the condensate pump suction boot failed.
The condensate booster pump tripped, causing both reactor feed

pumps to trip. The reactor scrammed and MSIV's closed on low
water level. Two SRV's lifted automatically, 3 were later lifted

to control pressure.

2.4.2.9 Dresden - 1

Dresden - I has not experienced any event resulting in the operation
of the safety / relief valves in the last three years of operation.

O
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() 2.4.2.10 Dresden - 2

a. On 5/24/76, at 15% power, all valves were surveillance tested during

startup. 2-203-3A failed to close due to excessive pilot stage

leakage. The reactor was manually scrammed and shutdown. The

pilot valve was replaced and the valve retested,

b. On 12/7/77, at 1% power, al? valves were surveillance tested during

startup. 2-203-3B failed to open due to misadjusted operating lever
screw. Pilot valve replaced and operating lever screw adjusted and
valve retested.

c. On 5/4/79, at <l5% power, all valves were surveillance tested

during startup. No failures.

2.4.2.11 Dresden - 3

(f a. On 11/9/76, at <15% power, all valves were surveillance tested
during startup. No failures.

,

b. .On 6/12/77, at 1% poner, valves 3-203-3C, 3D, and 3E were tested
following maintenance. 3C and 3D were replaced with modified valves.

During subsequent startup, pilot valve leakage developed en 3D and 3E,
and the pilot valve for 3C was found sticking in the energized-
position. The pilot valves were replaced on 3D and 3E and was
cleaned on 3C. The valves were then tested.

. On 5/11/78, at <15% power, all valves were surveillance tested duringc.

startup. No failures.

2.4.2.12 Fitzpatrick

a. December 24, 1978 - A scram was caused while operating at '60%

-power level (506 MWe) by air injection into the feedwater system

(~') . while placing a condensate demineralizer bed in service.
V
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When the air entered the reactor vessel it displaced a large g|
quantity of N-16 which passed through the steam lines causing a group

|I isolation on MSIV high radiatian. Controlled reactor pressure
with manual operation of two SRV's. RCIC and HPCI system I

initiation occurred and procedures fcr scram were carried out. i

|

Sampled reactor coolant prior to oraning MSIV's for activity and
conductivity and found to be norr41.

b. June 21, 1978 - While searching for a D.C. electrical ground on

the Turbine electro-hydraulic control system, the turbine tripped

causing a reactor scram on low water level. Five SRV's lifted

and the RCIC and HPCI systems initiated to maintain reactor water

level. Initial power level 800 MWe or 95% of rated.

c. November 8, 1977, - While operating at 98% power (826 MWe),

an Instrument Surveillance procedure on reactor low water level

instrument was in progress. A reactor scram and main steam isolation

resulted. RCIC and HPCI systems initiated and automatic lift of gg
a relief valve occurred at five separate times. Manually blev

reactor pressure down with two relief valves to 900 psig.

d. May 20, 1977 - While at 87% power performed the MSIV limit switch
functional surveillante test on one MSIV. Its fast closure caused

a high steam flow on the other steam lines causing a Reactor Scram.
The recirculation pump tripped on either low low reactor water level

or high reactor pressure. HPCI system initiated and five (5) relief

valves each automatically lifted once. Reactor scram recovery
procedurcs were carried out,

e. April 18, 1977 - While operating at 85% power (727 MWe) human

error during performance of surveillance testing resulted in an open

circuit in the feedwater control system. This caused reactor feed-

water pumps to increase reacter water level to the high water

level trip set points for feedwater pumps which resulted in

O
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turbine trip and reactor scram. The recirculation pump tripped

and MSIV closure on low water level. Two relief valves
cycled automatically. Action for reactor scram recovery were

carried out.

f. November 19, 1976 - While at steady state operation at 88% (740 MWe),

power level one relief valve inadvertently opened and began
discharging to the torus. All four RHR pumps were started in the
torus cooling m,de. The reactor was scrammed manually cue to high

torus temperature. HPCI system initiated and transfer of water
from torus to Radwaste commenced. The relief valve closed at
approximately 300 psig. Replaced 4 SRV's and commenced startup.
Subsequently on 11-22-79, during unit startup relief valve E
lifted and would not reset. Relief valve E assembly was replaced.

g. July 21, 1976 - While operating at steady state power at 92% (775 MWe)
rated, spurious opening of a relief valve occurred. Carried

(^]/
out special operating procedure for stuck open relief valve and

A. commenced orderly shutdown. Relief valve shut by itself.
Replaced relief valve and commenced normal operation.

h. June 30, 1976 - Reactor scram due to turbine trip from an initial
power of 90% (760 MWe). Two relief valves opened and one failed
to reset. Torus cooling initiated. Unable to reset relief

valve by cycling manually. Valve shut on pulling fuses. Relief
valve tested before reactor startup.

2.4.2.13 Hatch - 1

On 9/76, at-63.7%, while performing a weekly oil trip test ona.

the. turbine, a reactor scram was received. SRV's opened on

high pressure. One valve stuck open, causing a cool down rate
that exceeded Technical Specs limit. SRV cooled down and rescated

I allowing reactor temperature and pressure to come back up.

n
__
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b. On 1/9/77, at 93.4% power, durin,; steady state operation. SRV

"G" inadvertently opened. Reactcr was scrammed manually before
torus water temperature reached Technical Specs limit. When
reactor pressure reached 120 psig the SRV rescated.

c. On 2/1/77, at 90.1% power, during steady state operation, SRV "E"

inadvertently opened. Reactor scrammed on high pressure. SRV

rescated at pressure of 87 psig,

d. On 2/4/77, at 62.4% power, during steady state operation, SRV "J"

inadvertently opened. SRV "K" may have also opened. Reactor

was manually scrammed at a torus temperature of 110*F. SRV's

reseated ;2t a pressure of 100 psig.

On 8/9/77, at less than 1% power, during scram recovery, SRVe.

"C" failed to cpen. Reactor pressure was 18 psig over SRV set-
point. Valve was later replaced.

f. On 10/6/77, at 89 8% power, following on inadvertent reactor
scram, SRV's "C", "E", "F" and "L" failed to open. Reactor

pressure was 20 psig above SRV setpoint. Reactor was brought
to cold shutdown per Technical Specs 3.5.F. All eleven SRV's

were sent to Wyle Laboratories for analysis,

g. On 6/9/78, at 0% power, during SRV functional test, valves "C"

and "L" failed to operate properly. All eleven SRV's were
removed and inspected.

2.4.2.14 Hatch - 2

a. On 2/14/79, at 95.5% power, dur ing MSIV closr ee test five SRV's

failed to open within setpoint allowance. The other six opened,
but not within 1% of setpoint. Fcur of the s ix that opened
chattered. For all eleven valves,-the pilot seat angle was changed

O
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(~' from 60* to 75*. For all eleven, the blowdown orifice was

V) increased from .20 in. to .34 in.; this resulted in a nominal

blowdown value of 11% which eliminated effects of local pressure

transients.

b. On 6/27/79, at 97.1% power, during a MSIV closure test all
eleven SRV's opened. SRV "G" chattered, so it was later replaced.

2.4.2.15 Humboldt Bay - 3

In the mast recent three years of operation (through July 1976), Humboldt
Bay Unit 3 experienced no lifts of reactor safety valves or ADS valves.

2.4.2.16 La Salle Unit 1

La Salle Unit 1 is not yet in operation.

/~' 2.4.2.17 La Salle Unit 2
V)

La Salle Unit 2 is not yet in operation.

2.4.2.18 Millstone-1

a. .On 2/26/79, at 95% power, one S/RV sputiously opened.

The plant was. shut down,

b. ;0n 3/10/78,_at 25%, S/RV's were manually actuated for testing

purposes.

c. On 11/29/77, at 22% power, S/RV's opened due to an electrical

ground. The plant.was shut down. 4

d. On 11/21/77, at 1% power, one S/RV spuriously opened. The

plant was shut down.

[ ~.v
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e. On 6/17/77, at 1% power, one S/RV spuriously opened. g
The plant was shut down.

NOTE: The Target Rock safety / relief valves installed on the Millstone

1 main steam lines were retrofitted from the Model 67F
configuration La the Model 756F configuration during the

Spring 1979 Refuel Outage. This modification, implemented
to improve valve reliability, consisted of installation of

improved pilot stage and electropnaumatic systems, changing
the valves to 2-stage design and operation.

2.4.2.19 Monticello

a. On 8-10-76, at less than 2% power, A, B, C, D & G SRVs were

tested after maintenance.

b. On 2-23-77, at 100% power, A, D, E, & F opened automatically,
following a load rejection. Later in event B, C, E, F, G, & H |||
valves were opened one at a time manually to control RX Press.

c. On 3-21-77, at less than 2% power, A, B, F, & H SRVs were tested

after maintenance.

d. On 6-14-77, at less than 2% power, E SRV was tested after

maintenance.

e. On 11-10-77, at'less than 2% power, all 8 SRVs were tested

after maintenance.

f. On 11-19-77 and 11-20-77, during special testing at 69 to 85%

power, the following valves were manually operated:

O
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A SRV - 14 times
f-)
-l B SRV - 3 times

E SRV - 8 times

G SRV - 8 times

g. On 12-17-77, at less than 2% power, "A" SRV was tested after

maintenance.

h. On 2-3-78, at less than 2% power, "A" SRV was tested after

maintenance.

i. On 4-28-78, at less than 2% power, H SRV was tested after

maintenance.

J. On 6-4-78, at less than 2% power, D SRV was tested after

maintenance.

k. On 10-7-78, at 97% power, a turbine lockout caused all 8 valvesg-w
'
'/ to lift automatically.

1. On 11-15-78, at less than 2% power, all SRVs were tested after
maintenance.

m. On 11-20-78, during special testing at 82% power, "A" SRV was

manually opened twice.

n. On 3-18-79, at less than 2% power, A & H SRVs were tested after

maintenance.

.

2.4.2.20 Nine Mile Point - 1

a. On July 13, 1979, at 5% power level, all six power operated
relief valves were tested. Valve No. 122 did not open. Valve

was repaired'on July 15, 1977. ?t was retested at 7% of power

7 \.
? /
\%,/
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gand failed again. Maintenance was again done on valve No. 122.

On July 18, 1977, valve No. 122 tested again at 25% power. Valve

opened and rescated properly,

b. On July 22, 1979, at 20% power, all six power operated relief

valves were tested and rescated properly.

2.4.2.21 Oyster Creek

a. On 4/8/79, at 450 W , there were 2 lif ts of "E" ERV for testing.
t

b. On 12/7/78, at 300 W , all 5 ERV's lif ted for testing af ter

refueling.

c. On 12/13/78, at 1850 W , all 5 ERV's were lif ted to rescat valves.

d. On 12/18/78, at 400 W , lif ted "A" & "E" ERV to rescat.

O
e. On 9/4/78, at 1310 W , excessive feed flow caused a reactor scram

on high water level. "A" & "D" ERV lifted on high pressure.

f. On 9/16/78, at 250 W , lif ted "B", "C", & "D" ERV's for

testing and reseating.

g. On 11/14/77, at 175i' W , a pressure transient resulted f rom loss
7

of power to EPR. "A'' & "D" ERV's lifted on high pressure.

h. On 11/22/77, at 1500 W , high pressure resulted from test of

MSIV's. The "A" ERV lifted on high pressure and was manually

reclosed. ,

i. On 11/22/77, at 1500 W , lif ted "A" ERV to reseat.
t

j. On 8/1/77, at about 5% on the IRM, lifted "A", "C", & "E" EP.V

for testing. g
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(Sr;_) k. (M 8/2/77, at 295 to 370 MW , lifted "C" ERV 15 times for

testing. (Burned out coil on "C" ERV).

1. On 8/2/77, at 295 to 370 MW , lifted "B" & "D" ERV for ras.4ng.

2.4.2.22 Peach Bottom - 2

a. On 8-5-76, at 100% power, a hydraulic control line to main turbine

control valve sheared. Loss of EHC fluid caused turbine trip and

reactor scram. MSIVs closed. HPCI and RCIC initiated. MSRVs
opened and reclosed automatically. Reactor pressure and level
were controlled by manual operation of HPCI and the main steam
relief valve while the EHC system was being restored. Reactor

pressure control was transferred to the main steam bypass
valve when the EHC system was restored.

b. On 8-18-76, at 99% power, a hydraulic control line to main
,7_ -

\_) tur bine control valve sheared. Reactor pressure increase

caused by control valve closure caused reactor scram from APRM
high flux trip. MSIVs closed. HPCI and RCIC initiated, 3 relief
valves were manually operated. Recovered from scram,

c. On 9-24-76, at 98% power, a vacuum leak caused reactor scram on

low condenser vacuum. MSIVs closed. HPCI and RCIC initiated.
MSRV operated to control reactor pressure, recovercl from scram.

d. On 10-17-76, at 100% power, a blown fuse in main turbine EHC

power supply caused turbine trip and reactor scram, during
test of thrust bearing wear detector. MSIVs closed. HPCI and
RCIC initiated. MSRVs operated to control reactor pressure.

Recovered f rom scram.

C/
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e. On 11-14-76, at 100% power, one main steam relief valve failed to |||
open. Reduced load and reactor pressure to rescat valve.

MSRV did not close. Reduced recirculation flow to minimum and
manually stammmed. MSRV reseated at 600 psig. Recovered from

scram.
|

f. On 11-25-76, at 150 psi reactor pressure, four relief valves

were functionally tested.

g. On 1-22-77, at 81% power, two main turbine control valves failed

to open. Reduction in reactor pressure caused scram. MSIVs

closed. HPCI and RCIC initiated. MSRV operated to control

reactor presuure. Recovered from scram.

h. On 1-5-77, at 160 psi reactor pressure, all relief valves were

functionally tested.

|hi. On 1-6-77, at IRM range 10, one MSRV failed to open. Reactor

pressure drop caused reactor scram on low level. The MSRV
reseated at 220 psig. Recovered from scram.

j. On 1-9-77, 200 psi reactor pressure, all relief valves were

functionally tested,

k. On 4-24-77, at 61% power, the main turbine was tripped during

end of cycle testing. Reactor scrammed. MSIVS closed. MSRVs

operated to control reactor pressure. HPCI and RCIC initiated.

Recovered from scram.

1. On 9-13-77, at 175 psi reactor pressure, all relief valves were

functionally tested.

m. On 2-27-78, at 146 psi reactor pressure, 5 relief valves were

functionally tested.

O
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(3
'(_) n. On 10-18-78, at 180 psi reactor pressure, all relief valves

were functionally tested.

o. On 7-9-79, at 150 psi reactor pressure, one relief valve was

functionally tested.

2.4.2.23 Peach Bottom - 3

On 12-24-76, at 17% power, one relief valve was functionallya.

tested.

b. On 4-11-77, at 165 psi reactor pressure, all relief valves

were functionally tested.

c. On 5-19-78, at 310 psi reactor pressure, all relief valves were

functionally tested.

.

,

s_/ d. On 8-9-78, at 100% power, the master feedwater controller failed

causing low level reactor scram. MSIVs closed. Four MSRV's opened

and closed automatically. HPCI and RCIC auto initiated. Recovered

from scram. HPCl did not deliver full flow during this transient.

e. On 8-24-78, at 100% power, the master feedwater controller

failed causing a low level reactor scram. MSIVs closed.

HPCI and RCIC initiated. Two MSRVs operated. Recovered from

scram.

f. On 11-6-78, at 100% power, the master feedwater controller failed

causing a low level reactor scram. MSIVs closed. RCIC auto

initiated. HPCI failed to operate. One relief valve opened

automatically and three relief valves were manually operated.

Recovered from scram.

,,

( I
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g. On 1-28-79, at 100% power, a blown fuse in the waster feedwater |||
controller caused a low level reactor scram. MSIVs closed. HPCI,

RCIC, and MSRVs were used to control reactor Dressure and level.

Recovered from scram,

h. On 6-13-79, one main steam relief valve failed to open. Reduced load

and reactor pressure to rescat valve. MSRV did not close. Reduced

recirculation flow to minimum and manually scrammed. Recovered

from scram.

1. On 6-16-79, at 150 psi reactor pressure, one relief valve was

functionally tested.

j. On 6-21-79, at 150 psi reactor pressure, one relief valve was

functionally tested.

2.4.2.24 Pilgrim
,

O
a. On 5-1-77, at 100% power (1998 MWt), there was a full load reject

and loss of off-site power, due to forest fire, with consequent

primary containment isolation, which requires manual operation of
relief valves. Recovered from scram as per procedure 2.1.6B,

which provides for the immediate operation action of manually open-

ing one relief valve for one minute.

b. On 5-10-77, at 68.5% power (1370 MWt), there was a loss of off-site

power, with consequent primary containment isolation. Recovered
from scram as per procedure 2.1.6B, which provides for the immediate

operator action of manually opening one relief valve for one

minute. RV-203-3B failed to open. Unit to cold shutdown and

repairs completed to the failed valve.

O
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(~%
c. On 11-14-77, at 13% power (270 MWt), relief valve 203-3D was( ,)

leaking requiring unit shutdown. During relief valve testing, valve

203-3B failed to open. The unit was taken to cold shutdown, and
repairs made to both valves.

J. On 4-7-78, at 100% power (1995 MWt), there was a reactor scram

and MSlV closure requiring manual operation of a relief valve.

Recovered from scram as per procedure 2.1.6B which provides for
an immediate operator action of manually opening one relief

valve for one minute.

e. On 8-6-78, at 100% power (1998 MWt), there was a full load reject
and loss of off-site power, with consequent primary containment

isolation, requiring manual operation of relief valves. Recovered

from scram as per procedure 2.1.6B, which provides for the
immediate operator action of manually opening one relief valve
-for one minute.

13(>
f. On 10-9-78, at 100% power (1996 MWt), there was a reactor scram and

load rejection. Simulated loss of off-site power and MSlV
closure. Subsequent to the scram, A & C relief valves opened in
the pressure mode, and C relief valve failed to close. The
plant was brought to cold shutdown and repairs made to C relief valve,

g. On 7-27-79, at 100% power (1998 MW ), there was a reactor scram
and full load reject due to a severe electrical storm. Lightning

struck the high lines. Loss of off-site power-required manual
operation of relie.f valves. Recovered:from scram as per procedure
2.1.6B.. A & D ralief valves failed to close, when operated in the

manual mode. The plant was brought to_ cold shutdown and repairs

made to A & D relief valves.

f'N |

( )
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2.4.2.25 Quad Cities-1 g
a. On 11/1/76, at 950 psi reactor pressure, 3 valves were surveillance

tested,

b. On 11/7/76, at 500 psi reactor pressure, 2 valves were post-

maintenance tested,

c. On 3/20/77, t 500 psi reactor pressure, 4 valves were

surveillance tested,

d. On 5/10/77, at 400 psi reactor pressure, 5 valves were

surveillance tested. -

c. On 11/6/77, at 1378 MW , the reactor scrammed due to an

electrical fault (see 2.4.1.25). One relief valve was operated

manually to maint.lin pressure.

O
f. On 11/16/77, at 95% power, there was a reactor scram and group one

primary containment isolation. Two valves lifted automatically,

one was opened manually.

g. On 11/16/77, at 690 psi reactor pressure, operae_an of 2 valves

was tested. 1-203-3B failed to open.

h. On 11/17/77, at 400 psi reactor pressure, 1-203-3B (which failed

to open on 11/16/77) was tested for operation.

1. On 1/4/78, at 1000 psi reactor pressure, instrument mechanics were

performing a pressure controller surveillance test with valve switch

in AUTO, causing one valve to open inadvertently for a short time.

j. On 2/6/78, at 300 psi reactor pressure, the operation of 3 valves
was tested.

O
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D)( k. On 2/18/78, at 300 psi reactor pressure, one valve was post-
maintenance tested (pilot was replaced).

.

1. On 4/24/78, at 300 psi reactor pressure, 5 valves were surveillance

tested. 1-203-3C failed to open.

On 4/26/78, at 460 psi reactor pressure, 1-203-3C (which failedm.

to open on 4/24/78) was tested for operatir. .

n. On 10/26/78, at 940 psi reactor pressure, 5 valves were surveillance
tested.

o. On 1/17/79, oat 940 psi reactor pressure, 5 valves were surveillance
tested.

p. On 2/27/79, at 950 psi reactor pressure, 5 valves were
E

surveillance tested (refueling outage startup).
A
V

q. On 2/28/79, at 850 psi reactor-pressure, one valve was post-

maintenance tested (pilot valve),

r. On 3/2/79, at 920 psi .eactor pressure, one valve was post-

maintenance tested (replaced valve).

2.4.2.26 Quad Cities-2

a. On 11/1/76, at 950 psi reactor pressure, 5 valves were tested

in accordance with Tech Specs (HPCI out of service).'

b. . On 10/31/76, at 950 psi reactor pressure, 3 valves were

surveillance tested.

c. On 11/3/76, at 450 psi reactor pressure, one valve was post-

maintenance tested.
p,
V
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d. On 11/4/76, at 450 psi reactor pressure, one valve was post- h
maintenance tested.

c. On 12/6/76, at 400 psi reactor pressure, 2 valves were post-

maintenance tested (valves were replaced).

f. On 3/23/77, at 920 psi reactor pressure, 5 valves were

surveillance tested.

g. On 3/26/77, at 500 psi reactor pressure, 4 valves were surveillance

tested.

h. On 3/28/77, at 500 psi reactor pressure, one valve was post-

(v lve was replaced.)maintenance tested. a

1. On 5/23/77, at 500 psi reactor pressure, 4 valves were surveillance

tested.

O
j. On 9/26/77, at 400 psi reactor pressure, one valve was post

maintenance tested. (Valve was replaced.)

k. On 11/6/77, at 1944 MW the reactor scrammed due to an electrical
fault (see 2. 4.1.26) . One relief valve opened automatically,

and one was operated manually to maintain pressure.

1. On 11/8/77, at 400 psi reactc r pressure, one valve was post-
maintenance tested (valve was replaced), and the operation of

3 other valves was tested.

On 1/15/78, at 500 psi reactor pressure, operation of 5 valvesm.

was tested,

On 3/10/78, at 600 psi reactor pressure, 5 valves were surveillancen.

tested (refueling outage startup).

O
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( ) o. On 9/29/78, at 980 psi reactor pressure, 5 valves were surveillance
tested. 2-203-3A failed to open.

p. On 10-1-78, at 200 psi reactor pressure, 2-203-3A (which failed
to open on 9/29/78) was tested for operation, and one valve was
post-m<intenance tested (valve was replaced).

q. On 2/10/79, at 980 psi reactor pressure,4 valves were surveillance tested.

r. On 2/18/79, at 980 psi reactor pressure, one valve was
surveillance tested.

s. On 4/30/79, at 900 psi reactor pressure, one valve was post-
maintenance :ested (valve was replaced) .

2.4.2.27 Shoreham

,

q, Shoreham is not yet in operation.

2.4.2.28 Vermont Yankee

a. On February 3, 1978, while operating at 99.7% power (543 MWe),

a maintenance electrician was visually checking relays in the

120/240 VAC vital FK; set control cabinet per NRC bulletin 78-01.
Upon completion of the inspection, he attempted to close the

door. When closing the door, it is necessary to use a rod to
,

position the remote breaker actuator handles on the door to

the breaker handles mounted in the cabinet. When everything

was lined up and rod removed, the rod came~in contact with a

potentiometer causing it to become shorted. The MG Set

generator output voltage, because of the short, increased to

the trip point of the overvoltage relay.

.
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This removed power to vital AC loads, two of which are the

electric hydraulic pressure regulator (EPR) and the feedwater

control valves. When Et'R was lost , control switched to the

mechanical pressure regulator (MPR) which was set at a higher

pressure. The increase in pressure caused a high flux spike
resulting in a neutron monitoring scram. The feedwater control

valves failed in their last known position and caused a simultaneous

turbine trip due to high vessel water level. Responding to the

turbine trip, the turbine bypass valves ramped open dropping vessel
pressure below 850 causing a main steam isolation valve closure
due to <850 in RUN mode. At this time, relief valve "B" lifted

once on high pressure.

In response, operators proceeded with scram procedure 0.P. 3100.
Within two minutes, it was determined that Vital AC had been lost

and the alternate supply was selected, restoring power to vital

instruments. As a precautionary measure, a thorough inspection was

gggmade of the torus and main steam lines, including the Turbine

Building, steam tunnel and drywell areas with no abnormalities
noted,

b. The last relief valve actuation occurred December 15, 1978. The

plant was at 99.4% power (549 MWe) normal steady state operation
and with the mechanical pressure regulator (MPR) controlling

reactor pressure. A routine MSIV exercise was being conducted.
Using the slow closure pushbutton MSIV's 80B, 86B, and 86A had

been stroked. Since the intermediate position indication on

MSIV 80A had failed several weeks earlier, it was necessary to

allow this particular valve to shut further until the RPS relays

energized. Approximately seven (7) seconds after the relays
operated, the SCR0 released the test button. The reactor simul-
taneously isolated due to high steam flow in the other steam

lines and a full reactor scram occurred. Subsequent to the

isolation relief valve "B" actuated once on high reactor pressure.

O
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In response, a normal scram recovery was conducted in accordance

| with'O.P. 3100. Plant management was notified and a work party was
1 assembled to repair the indication on MSIV 80A. Upon completion

closure, data was taken for the valve. The "D" steam line

Bartons were checked and found to be operating satisfactorily.

1
.

[ To prevent reoccurrences, an administrative limit of 90% reactor

power was established for future MSlV functional tests. This
limit;will also apply when a functional test is required to

re-energize any relay which may inadvertently drop out during
the'twice weekly MSIV testing.

2.4.2.29 Zimmer

; Zimmer;is not yet in: operation.

2.4.2.30 Fermi - 2-

-

3

; Fermi - 2:is-not.yet in operation.-

2.4.2.31' Grand Gulf - 1

--"

i

Grand Gulf'- 1 is not'yet in operation.

j..

2.4.2.32f Grand Gulf - 2i

1 .

, . Grand Drafi : 2 is not yet'in operation.-

!

! -

2.4.2.33' Hanford'- 2--

' Hanford - 2 is'not yet:in operation..

n,

s2.4.2.34'_Suc,quehanna 1.
.

C : - Susquehanna 1 is not yet in operation.s .

E Fj. -

,

&
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I
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2.4.2.35 Susquehanna - 2 g

i Susquehanna - 2 is not yet in operation.
l
|

|

i

!

!
,

O
,

|
i

|
,
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3. ADDIT 10NAL INFORMATION - BULLETINS & ORDERS ANALYSIS GROUP

This chapter provides a complete response to the requests of the B&OTF Analysis

Group in References 2 and 3. The orriaization of this chapter does net exactly

follow the order of the NRC requests: rather, it is organized in five major

subsections: postulated accidents, operational transients, natural and forced

circulation, safety / relief valve operational performance, and detection and

mitigation of inadequate core cooling. This organization permits an easily

read se.ction which minimizes repetition of major points while responding fully

to the NRC requests.

One of the principal purposes of the B&OTF Analysis Group questions it co

strengthen the technical communication between the reactor designer and

safety analyst, and the power plant operator. There are two reasons for

pursuing this end. ;

(p,) First, emergency operi'ing procedures in the past have been based largely on
the results of FSAR sat ty analyses. These analyses, although demonstrably

conservative for licensi 3,.contain in some cases so many conservative and

boundir3 assumptions that the calculated results may not bear a close resemb-
lance to the expected outcome in an operating reactor. They may, therefore,
not be suitably typical of reactor performance to be effective for operator

training and event diagnosis.

Second, the reactor designer / analyst is uniquely able to predict reactor

responce (and therefore specify appropriate actions) under unusual circum-
! ' stances. The plant operator, while intimately familiar with the character-

istics of plant response under common transient conditions (e.g., turbine
trip) cannot of necessity have first-hand experience with unusual occurrences

|
(e.g., core uncovery). Many such conditions, however, are very familiar (by

| many analyses and regulatory questions) to the designer / analyst. Further,

the designer / analyst, sometimes with the aid of analytical models, can
specify the best corrective actions and cautions against ineffective (or

(n! undesirable) actionsby studying system response characteristics, comparing the
v

make-up capacities of various systems with postulated inventory loss rates, and
so forth.

3-1
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A separate report presents the BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines in response

to the B&O requirement.

The b&O Analysis group questions are listed in Reference 2 (Appendix B). This

section is organized as a free-standing report, rather than responding point-

by-point to the questions. For convenience, the following table shows the

report section in which the answer to each question will be found. The responses

satisfy the mutually agreed-upon scope documented in Ref. 3 (Appendix C).

P.ef. 2 (Appendix B)
Analysis Group Question Report Section

(1) 3.1.1.1 (SBA)
3.2.1.1 (Feedwater)

(2) 3.3.1

(3) 3.1.1.3

(4) 3.1.1.4

(5) 3.1.1.4

(6) 3.1.1.4

g(7) 3.1.1.1

(8) 3.1.1.1

(9) 3.2.1.1, 3.4

(10) 3.1.1.1

(11) 3.4

(12) 3.1.1.3

(13) 3.5.1

(14) 3.5.2

(15) 3.1.2, 3.2.2

(16) 3.1.1.5

0
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~) 3.1 POSTULATED ACCIDENTS

(%)

This section presents, as described in the introduction to Chapter 3, analyses
I

for postulated accidents.

3.1.1 Small Break LOCA

This subsection presents, as described in the introduction to Chapter 3, anal-
yses for postulated small breaches of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.
The guidelines are written to be generically applicable to all GE-BWR's, and
to apply to all classes of small pipe ruptures. The only major distinction

is between ruptures inside and outside the primary containment. Subsections

on small break model/ code verification and NRC audit calculations are also
included.

3.1.1.1 Analyses

('') The purpose of this section is to demonstrate for all postulated small break
~ accidents (SBA) that the opet:nor guidelines include information which encom-

passes all possible break scenarios. To accomplish this, the standard
Appendix K LOCA models (with exceptions noted in Section 3.1.1.3.3) were used
to more realistically predict system responses for all possible break scenarios.
Included within are: (1) justification for this approach; (2) sensitivity

studies; and (3) a complete description of the small break. These sensitivity

analyses include the effects of systems available, different BWR product lines,
break locations and size, and a possible stuck open relief valve.

It will be shown that all cases considered can be divided into three categories:

Class (I) cases-where the core power generation exceeds the energy loss

through the break and tends to pressurize the system,

Class (11) cases-where the core power generation roughly matches the

energy. loss through the break thus maintaining the reactor coolant

/s system at essentially a steady state condition, and
'

t
v

Class (III) cases-where'the vessel tends to depressurize.

3.1-1
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This last categocy includes a wide range of steam breaks which cause a high

loss of cr ergy f rom the system through the break. Also included are all

types of breaks large enough to deplete the vessel inventory despite the

capacity of the high pressure systems available. This last set of transients

tend te depressurize the vessel either through the break or with the help of

the automatic depressurization system and finally . ire terminated with the
low pressure systems maintaining long term core cooling.

This investigation will demonstrate that the system r- _s to a SBA are

similar for all BWR product lines where similar wate make up systens are

available. The differences in responses to different water make up systems

will also be addressed. It will also be shown that for all small break

scenarios the reactor system will reach a safe steady state condition with

no operator action for most cases and with minimal operator action for some

degraded conditions. In each area where operator action would enhance the

safe system response to a postulated small break LOCA, it will be clearly

designated. The effects of a stuck open relief valve will also be considered

as well as the unavailability of off-site power and other concerns which might

affect the expected system responses.

The predicted system responscs and operator actions were then reviewed to
support the information in the operating guidelines. All of these analyses

serve to demonstrate the completeness of the guidelines and designed capability

of the BWR to safely mitigate the consequences of a postulated small break
LOCA.

3.1.1.1.1 Description of a Small Break

A small break is a LOCA generally characterized by slow or no vessel depressuriza-
tion and a small inventory loss from the vessel. Unlike a larger break LOCA in
which the vessel depressurizes through the break and recovery is primarily by
the low pressure ECCS systems, the consequences of a small break can be com-

pletely mitigated by the normal or emergency high pressure coolant makeup
systems. In the event of the unavailability of the high pressure systems, the

O
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(I- vessel may be depressurized by the automatic depressurization system (ADS) to
enable the low pressure ECC systems to maintain long term core cooling. Other

:than response times and the need for possible ADS actuation, the small break

i. 'LOCA is fundamentally the same as a large break LOCA.
!

|
| 3.1.1.1.1.1 Accident Description

|.

|

| A detailed description of the LOCA calculation is provided in Reference 3.1.1.1-1.

For convenience, a short description of the major events during a small break

LOCA in a typical plant is included here .

3.1.1.1.1.1.1 Breaks Inside the inntainment

i

.Immediately af ter the postulated small break in a pipe connected to the reactor

_ pressure 1 vessel inside rne primary containment, the vessel pressure and water
~ level. tend to slowly decrease, with a corresponding increase in drywell pres-

sure. ._The increase in drywell prassure will signal the reactor.to scram and

.the standby' diesel generators to start, initiate the ECC systems, and provides
'the first of two signals necessary to activate the ADS. For most small breaks,

7

the excess capacity.of the feedwater system will compensate for the loss in
vessel. inventory due to 4 break. flow. Furthermore, the HPCI/HPCS systems

will- begin injecting water _ into the vessel within 30. seconds of the initiating
~

signal. .The operator will later take over manual-control of the water makeup
system to maintain the level and proceed to a cold shutdown state.

~

For the degraded condition:where the break flow exceeds the capacity of some
assumed complement of the high_ pressure systems available, the water level
outside the shroud will continue to fall and finally reach the low water lerel

trip _setpoint. This trip will closeLthe main steamline isolation valves (V3IV),.
~

trip the recirculation pumps, and initiate RCIC, if these events have not~

happened earlier. . The. recirculation pump coastdown maintains core _ flow since

the jet pump 1 suction remains covered. For small_ liquid breaks and very small

steam breaks,-there.is_~little.depressurization through thc| break. The MSIVs

,.

?close on -low water ' level (BWR/1-5) . . Once the MSIVs close, the' vessel pres-
a '\ - ir
'( j sure soon: rises;to the safety = relief valvef(SRV) setpoint. ~ The pressure

- 3.1-3
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1

then rema!ns at basically the setpoint pressure as the SRVs cycle open and

closed. The vessel pressure is naintained by steam generated by the decay

heat of the fuel. Vessel inventory continues to be lost through the break

and as steam through the SRVs. For some larger range of steam breaks the

pressure will continue to decrease despite the closure of the MSIVs due to

energy being removed from the vessel by the break flow. On BWR/6 reactor

pressure is maintained by the turbine control valve, decreasing turbine load

to maintain total steam flow.

For this degraded condition where some complement of the high pressure sys-

tems are unavailable, the water level will continue to drop. When the low-low

level trip is reached the MSIVs close (BWR/6) and the ADS receives the required |
low water level signal. After a delay time of approximately 120 seconds, the

ADS will open and blow down the vessel. When the vessel pressure drops below
the shutoff head of the low pressure ECC systems, these systems begin injecting

coolant into the vessel and rapidly reflood it. Once the vessel is reflooded

and in a stable state, the operator can then proceed to place the reactor in

cold shutdown.

O
Very high heat transfe_ ates on the fuel cladding are maintained by the core

flow provided by tt ;irculation pump coast-down during the early part of

the transient. Nucleate boiling is maintained beyond the coastdown period

until the core uncovers. If the core uncovers, convective heat transfer is

greatly reduced. During the time the core la uncovered, heat transfer is

provided by spray cooling and steam cooling from the lower plenum, keeping
the core relatively cool. High heat transfer is restored and the core

quenched when the core is reflooded by the accumulation of ECCS water.

3.1.1.1.1.1.2 Breaks Outside the Containment

For breaks in locations outside the containment the affected systems will be

isolated and in most cases the reactor will continue to function as before.
A few breaks outside the containment (e.g. the outside steamline break (OSLB))

will cause a transient to the reactor system. Thus the OSLB is considered in

investigating breaks outside the containment.

O
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A break outside the primary containment (specifically the OSLB) is similar to

() a brer.x inside the containment. The major dif ference is that no high drywell

pressure signal is available to produce initiation signals. The initiating

signals will be based on MSIV closure or closure of other isolation valves

and low water level. The break is isolated when the containment isolates.

The only inventory loss after isolation is through the SRVs. In the degraded

case where njl high pressure systems are available, the operator must eventually
depressurize the vessel, to enable the low pressure systems to terminate the

transients.

3.1.1.1.1.1.3 Process Variable Information Available to the Operator

During the small break LOCA, several alarms and indicators give the operator

the current status of the reactor and auxiliary systems. Indication of the

reactor vessel water level, temperature, and pressure are continuously dis-

played, as are the ECCS flows and the parameters affecting the performance of
the ECC systems. Indication is given for the positions of all manually

activated, automatic, and isolation valves affecting the ECCS or containment
Ch
(_,! integrity. Alarms notify the operator when parameters such as drywell pressure

approach or exceed predefined limits.

The kinds of process signals an operator might receive indicating a small break
would be abnormal flows through process piping systems. pressure and temperature

changes in the containment, abnormal temperatures in areas containing equip-
ment and piping systems, and increasing drain sump levels. Iligh atmospheric
pressure and temperature in the drywell, increased drain sump and containment
ventilation activity, and increased drywell equipment cooling flow are all
annunciated by alarms in the control room. If present, the high drywell

pressure signal also initiates a reactor scram, the ECCS system begins the
ADS initiation sequence, and starts the standby diesel generators. These
actions are displayed by appropriate signals showing the progress of the
scram and diesel startup. The reactor vessel pressure and water level instru-
mentation would track the transient. Examples of the important indications
displayed on these instruments for various small breaks as predicted by analysis
are shown in Section 3.1.1.1.2.

(''h
t/ -
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Additional alarms and annunciations occur if the water level in the vessel ereaches the first low water level trip. This trip is annunciated in the con-

trol room, and would result in the isolation of the primary containment (for

BWR/6, Isolation occurs at the low-low water level trip). Containment isola-

tion is displayed to the operator by means of indicators showing the position

of the isolation valves. Operation of the RCIC on low water level, and HPCI

(or HPCS) on low water level signal or high drywell pressure, is reflected in

flow indications for each system and the display of parameters affecting the

operation of each system's power source. Additionally, the core flow instru-

mentation would reflect the decrease in core flow as a result of the recircu-

lation pumps being tripped on the low level signal for the degraded case.

If the high pressure coolant maxeup systems can maintain the vessel water

level, the operator can then take manual control of the high pressure systems

and take steps to attain cold shutdown condition and cool the containment.

If the high pressure systems are unavailable, the water level would continue

to fall, reaching the law-low water level trip. This trip initiates the LPCI

|9and LPCS systems, closes the MSIV's (BWR/6) and completes the automatic ADS

initiating sequence. These signals are all displayed in the control room and

annunciated. For the automatic ADS, after the two minute time delay, the ADS

depressurizes the vessel and the low pressure ECC systems begin injecting cool-
ant and reflood the vessel. This is indicated in the control room by a sudden

decrease in vessel pressure coincident with the ADS actuation alarm. The water

level indication would show an initial increase in level due to swell, then a

decrease in level as the vessel blows down, and an increase in level as the ECCS

refloods the vessel. The ECCS operation is monitored by flow instrumentation

and displays of the pumping system parameters. A stable condition is then indi-

cated by maintained water level in the vessel and low vessel pressure. The

operator can then proceed to put the system in cold shutdown.

A similar sequence of events and control room indications follows a break in a

line outs!de the containment. Isolation and scram signals are triggered by

high flow rates on differences in inlet and outlet flows in process piping,

high sump levels, or high temperature in equipment rooms. These signals are

all annunciated in the control room. The sequence of events is then similar

to the small breaks inside the containment with the exception of a possible

3.1-6
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manual blowdown by the operator in the event of the unavailability of the

(n,,) high pressure systems.

3.1.1.1.1.2 Standard Small Break LOCA Analysis

For the standard licensing analysis of the small break LOCA several

conservative assumptions are made about systems operations and operator actions.

These assumptions exaggerate the severity of the predicted consequence of a
small break to conservatively bound the expected results. The most limiting

single active failure is assumed to occur in conjunction with the pipe break.

For small breaks, this limiting failure is usually the failure that leads to

the loss of the high pressure ECC system, depending on the specific plant

design, this single failure may also af fect the performance of additional ECC

systems. The single failure analysis performed in detail for each plant iden-

tifies the limiting failures. The reactor is assened to scram and the contain-

ment to isolate on the low water level signal. By conservatively neglecting

the scram signals generated by the higm drywell pressure alarm, the analysis

assumes a minimum amount of vessel inventory at the start of the transient.

) The unavailability of of fsite power is assumed for the duration of the transient,

as well as the unavailability of the normal high pressure coolant makeup sys-

tems, feedwater and control rod drive flow. Furthermore, no credit is taken

for the RCIC system. These conservative assu=ptions, coupled with the failure
leading to the loss of the high pressure ECC system, disables all the available
hign pressure coolant systems. The vessel must then be depressurized to allow
the low pressure ECC systems to reficod the vessel. By relying on only low
p" essure ECC systems in the analysis, the calculated accident sequence is made
mu:h more severe. In this respect, the standard LOCA analysis is very con-

| servative when modeling small breaks. One further basic conservative assu=p-

tion is made in the LOCA analysis - no operator action is assumed for the first
ten minutes following the accident. Ey neglecting any operator action, no

credit is taken in the analysis t e any corrections or repairs to failed equip-
,

,

ment, or any actions the operator might take to lessen the severity of the
accident.

p)
iv
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All of these assumptions make the standard LOCA analysis extremel / conservative

for small breaks. As shown in Section 3.1.1.1.2 where more realistic assump-
tions are applied to the LOCA analysis, including realistic deca heat genera-

tion and heat transfer coef ficients, the normal high pressure coolant systems

are more than adequat3 to maintain the water level in the vessel. Because of

the number of ECC systems available to mitigate the consequences of a small

break LOCA, the small break does not represent a threat to the integrity of the

Bb1 system. The Bk1 is designed in depth with respect to a small break LOCA

and can easily mitigate the consequences automatically without operator action.,

G

|

|

[
,

|
,

O:
:
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3.1.1.1.2 Analysis and Resultsfs

b
3.1.1.1.2.1 Description of Available Systems

In a BWR there are a wide variety of systems which can supply cooling water to

the vessel during a LOCA. The following paragraphs briefly describe the oper-

ation of cack of these systems. Some systems may not be available for all pro-

duct lines but all plants have some combination of high pressure and low pressure

systems. Table 2.1-1, " Systems Applicsble to Plants," shows in detail the
compicment of normal and emergency inventory-related systems in each plant

covered by this report.

3.1.1.1.2.1.1 Feedwater System

The feedwater system returns condensed steam to the vessel from the turbine.
The feedwater controller varies the feedwater flow based on the water levsl in
the vessel and the steam flow. The feedwater system has an excess capacity to

__ maintain the water level in the event of a small break. In some plants th(

\j feedwater pumps are turbine driven, in other cases they are electrically dri. n,
and in some cases both. For the steam-driven cases feedwater is unavailable
following main steamline isolation while in the electrically-driven cases feed-
water is usually unavailable during the loss of offsite power. The loss of the
feedwater system is considered in Section 3.1.1.1.2.2, "Small Break Rest. tits."
For the standard Appendix K ECCS analysis the feedwater flow is conservatively
assumed to ramp to zero in 1 second.

3.1.1.1.2.1.2 High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) System

The HPCI system is present on all BWR/3* and BWR/4 plants and is the only high
pressure system which is considered in the standard Appendix K ECCS analysis
for these plants. It is designed to depressurize the vessel and to provide

* NOTE: Some BWR/3 plants have a Feedwater Coolant Injection (CWCI) System
instead of an.HPCI. This system provides essentially the same function
as the HPCI by supplying emergency power to part of the feedwater systems.

/m

% f
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makeup water in the event of a loss of reactor coolant inventory. It initiates

on low vessel water level or high drywell pressure and delivers rated flow to

the vessel within 30 seconds after initiation. The HPCI pump is turbine

driven and supplies water to the vessel over the high pressure range through

either the feedwater or core spray spargers. Initially the pump draws water

f rom the condensate storage tank and automatically switches to the suppression

pool when a low level is reached in the condensate storage tank. Upon reaching

high vessel water level the HPCI system shuts of f automat ically, but will

restart on low water level.

3.1.1.1.2.1.3 High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) System

The HPCS system is present on all BWR/5 and 6 plants. It is also designed to |
depressurize the vessel and to provide makeup water in the event of a ' ass of

reactor coolant inventory. In addition, the HPCS system prevents fuel cladding

heatup in the event the core becomes uncovered during a LOCA by directing this
make up water into the area of the fuel assemblies from nozzles mout.ted in a
sparger ring located inside the reactor vessel above the fuel assemblics.

Operation of the system is automatically initiated from signals indicating

low reactor vessel water level or high drywell pressure. The HPCS pump

initially draws water from the condensate storage tank and automatically switches
to the suppression pool when the condensate tank low water level is reached.
The HPCS injection valve will close on a high water level signal (in the absence

of a high drywell pressure signal on BWR/6) and reopen if another low water
level signal is received.

3.1.1.1.2.1.4 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System

The RCIC system is a high pressure system which operates similarly to the HPCI
system but has a smaller capacity and is present on most BWR/3 plants and on
all BWR/4, 5, and 6 plants. It is primarily designed to maintain sufficient |
water in the reactor pressure vessel to cool the core and then maintain the

reactor in the standby condition in the event the vessel becomes isolated and
feedwater is not available. During a LOCA the RCIC system Initiates on low
vessel water level and delivers rated flow to the vessel through a connection

in the vessel head or the feedwater line within 30 seconds. The turbine driven

3.1-10
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pump supplies water to the vessel from either the condensate storage tank,
, _ .

( the suppression pool, or the steam condensed in the RHR heat exchangers.s

Upon reaching high vessel water level the RCIC system shuts aff automatically
and must be manually reset to restart on low water level. The RCIC system
also shuts off on low reactor pressure. In the standard Appendix K ECCS

analysis no credit is taken for the RCIC system.

3.1.1.1.2.1.5 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Hydraulic Supply System

The CRD hydraulic system supplies pressurized demineralized water to the control
rod drive system to provide hydraulic operating pressure and cooling water for
the drive mechanism. The system is made up of high-head, low-flow pumps and

the necessary piping, filters, control valves, and instrumentation. The pumps
take suction from the condensate storage tank or condensate demineralizer system

and discharge excess water (not used for drive operation or cooling) directly
into the reactor vessel. Since the pump motors are usually driven by offsite

power, the CRD is usually unavailable when offsite power is not available, unless
,

manual transfer to emergency power is accomplished. In the standard Appendix K

ECCS analysis no credit is taken for CRD flow.

3.1.1.1.2.1.6 Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) System

The function of the LPCS system is to prevent fuel cladding heatup in the event
the core is uncovered by a loss of coolant. The cooling is accomplished by
directing jets of water down into the fuel assemblies from spray nozzles

i

mounted in a sparger ring located above the reactor core or from an overhead
nozzle in some plants. The LPCS system is initiated on low reactor water level
and/or high drywell pressure (plus low reactor pressure in some cases) and sup-
plies water to the vessel from the suppression pool or from other sources. The
system begins injecting water into the vessel only af ter the reactor vessel pres-
sure has been significantly reduced. 'For small breaks this reduction in pressure

-is usually caused by the break itself, or by the initiation of the Automatic-
_

Depressurization System (ADS) (see 3.1.1.1.2.1.9), or a combination of both.

O,

' %)
!
:
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The system continues to operate until it is manually stopped by the operator.
For some plants the systems must ba throttled to rated flow to assure adequate
NPSil.

3.1.1.1.2.1.7 Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) System

The LPCI function of the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system is designed to

restore and mai.tain the water level in the reactor vessel after a LOCA so that
the core is sufficiently cooled to prevent fuel cladding heatup. The LPCI pumps
are initiated on low reactor water icvel and/or high drywell pressure and supply
water to the vessel from the suppression pool or from other sources. As in the

case of LPCS, the LPCI system begins injecting water into the vessel only after
the reactor vessel pressure has been significantly reduced. Again for small

breaks this reduction in pressure is usually caused by the break itself, by the

initiation of the ADS, oc a combination of both. For all BUR /3 and most
BWR/4 plants the LPCI flow enters the vessel through the recirculation
system lines. For some BWR/4 and all BWR/5,6 plants the LPCI flow is deliv-
cred inside the shroud through separate penetrations for each pump. For

some plants the systems must be throttled to rated flow to assure adequate
NPSH.

3.1.1.1.2.1.8 Isolation Condenser (IC) System

The emergency (or isolation) condenser system is present on all BWR 1/2 plants
and some BWR/3 plants. It is initiated on high reactor pressure and/or low

vessel water level. Steam from the vessel is condensed in a heat exchanger
and then returned to the vessel. As a minimum it is designed to remove the
decay heat generated in the vessel, from approximately 5 minutes after shutdown
when the reactor is in an isolated condition.

3.1.1.1.2.1.9 Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)

The automatic depressurization system, through selected safety / relief valves
(or in some cases through ADS dedicated valves) and in conjunction with the

O
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'
low pressure ECC systems, functions as a backup to the operation of the high

pressure systems i r protection against fuel cladding heatup upon loss of

j coolant, over a range of steam or liquid line breaks. The ADS deprescurizes
|

the vessel, permitting the operation of the low pressure ECC systems. The ADS'

is typically activated automatically upon coincident signals of low water level
.

! in the vessel and high drywell pressure. Some plants do not require coincident
i

signals. A time delay ci approximately 2 minutes after receipt of the signals
'

allows the operator time to bypass the automatic blowdown if the signals are

; ~ erroneous or the condition has corrected itself. The operator also has the

; flexibility to manually initiate the ADS system as the situation warrants.
,

;

3.1.1.1.2.2 Small Break Results
,

.

j The small break analysis .was divided into two major sections, the normal
>

case where all systems worked and degraded cases where one or more systems
!' failed. Several break locations were examined including recirculation suction

and discharge breaks, steamline breaks inside and outside the containment,,

core spray line breaks, and feedwater line breaks. Most of.the analysis was+

performed for a BWR/4-218 plant to demonstrate typical plant responses as
predicted by the GE LOCA analytical model for the cases described above. Where
appropriate, representative plaats for.the other classes of BWRs were used to

investigate typical plant responses, assuming other types of ECC systems avail-

able, not covered by the BWR/4 cases.

For the purpose of this report,_the break sizes considered were grouped into

three categories. The three break group classifications are:

Claes (I)-relatively small breaks where the core power generation exceeds-
the-energy loss through the break, thus causing the system to pressurize

-

,

i
- up to the safety relief valve setpoint;

~

~ Class (II)-breaks where the core power generation roughly matches the

; energy loss through .the break,. thus maintaining the reactor coolant system-
.

at essentially a-steady state condition; and~
,

.( ) Class-(III)-cases where.the vessel tends to depressurize.
'

1
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This includes a wide range of steam breaks which cause a high loss of energy

from the system due to the break flow. Also ircluded are all types of breaks

large enough to deplete the vessel inventory despite the capacity of the high

pressure systems available. Table 3.1.1.1-1 gives a summary of the cases pre-

sented in the rest of this section.

3.1.1.1.2.2.1 All Systems Operable

In the event of a small break, the most likely situation would be the case where

both normal and emerhency makeup systems would function as designed. For all

BWRs the normal makeup systems of feedwater and CRD flow would automatically

compensate for the inventory being lost out the break, until the feedwater shuts

off due to isolation on low reactor pressure.( Then where available the HPCI/
HPCS would maintain the level. This would apply to all breaks approximately

.1 ft2 or less. Figure Group (FG) #3.1.1.1-19 through FG #3.1.1.1-21
2represenc the system responses to a 0.1 ft break for a variety of BWR types.

FG #3.1.1.1-19 is representative of the BWR/l and 2 class of plants,
'gFG #3.1.1.1-20 is representative of BWR/3 and 4 and FG #3.1.1.1-21 represents

a BWR/5 or BWR/6.( |

A comparison between the three different figure groups clearly shows the system

response to be similar in all BWRs. This response begins with a reactor

scram on high drywell pressure. Before this time the feedwater system has

increased flow to maintain the water level within the normal range and except

for the increased feedwater flow all responses remain normal. Once scrammed

the reactot pressure will decrease. The turbine controls will attempt to

maintain pre.'sure and will eventually stop the flow of low pressure steam to

the condenser (Pigures 3.1.1.1-19.1 through 3.1.1.1-21.1). The feedwater flow

will continue to maintain the water level. For breaks inside the containment

a high drywell pressure will start the HPCl or HPCS. The IC or RCIC will initiate

on a low water level, if appropriate. About 30 seconds after receiving the signal

(1)This assumes turbine driven feedwater pumps. For plants uith electrically
driven pumps the feedwater system would contir.ae to run and maintain the
level until the feedwater system inventory is depleted.

(2)For cases involving HPCS, the 218 Bkl/6 was used. The.e calculations are
representative of BWR/S and in addition will facilitate the NRC in their
audit calculations.
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to start, these systems begin injecting into the vessel and further help to

() depressurize the system. Figures 3.1.1.1-19.1 through 3.1.1.1-19.8 show the

system responses to FW and IC as they combine to maintain the level and

depressurize the reactor. FW and IC will continue to depressurize the reactor

until the vessel isolates on low reactor pressure (Figure 3.1.1.1-19.1).

The feedwater flow then ceases (Figure 3.1.1.1-19.3), and the level begins to

drop (Figure 3.1.1.1-19.2). Two minutes after the water level reaches level 1

the ADS valves open (Figure 3.1.1.1-19.4) to depressurize the reactor below

the shutoff head of the core spray pumps. The core spray system then begins

injecting water into the vessel and will soon restore the level. Once one

water level is restored the core spray system will continue to fill the vessel

until manually controlled by the operator. Figures 3.1.1.1-19.5 through

3.1.1.1-19.8 show the variation of other variables.

Figures 3.1.1.1-20.1 through 3.1.1.1-20.8 show the response of HPCI + RCIC +

FW if the operator does not take manual control. The level will rise to level 8

following initiation of HPCl and RCIC (Figure 3.1.1.1-20.2) and trip off all

three systems (Figure 3.1.1.1-20.3). The level then begins to drop, and upon
("%
(_,) reaching the low water level the HPCI system will automatically restart. If

the break is small enough the HPCl will maintain the level. Refer to

Section 3.1.1.1.2.2.2.2 for further details. For this break as the level

drops the vessel continues to depressurize. The low pressure systems will
begin injecting water to the vessel once the pressure falls below the shutoff

head of the' low pressure pumps. The HPCI system soon trips off on low reactor
pressure while the low pressure systems continue filling the vessel until

manually controlled by the operator.

The response for a BWR/5 will be similar to that shown in FC #3.1.1.1-20 where
the HPCS pumps trip off.on high water level (but not on low reactor pressure).
However, Figures 3.1.1.1-21.1 through 3.1.1.1-21.8 show a BWR/6 with HPCS +
RCIC + FW where the HPCS does not trip off on high water level if the drytell

pressure is high. For this case the water level rises to level 8 and trips

off the RCIC + FW. Once the RCIC and FW have tripped out on IcVel 8 the

transient becomes essentially a HPCS only case which is further discussed in
Section 3.1.1.1.2.2.2.2. For this break the HPCS can no longer maintain the

O
U
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water level so it begins to drop. The pressure is also dropping and is soon
below the shutoff head of the LPCS pump which begins injecting into the vessel.
At this time all regions in the vessel are subcooled and the increase in mass

(with the consequent increase in pressure) exceeds the depressurizing effect
of decreasing system enthalpy. The HPCS continues to fill the vessel until

manually controlled by the operator.

FG #3.1.1.1-22 through FG #3.1.1.1-24 show the system responses to an inside
steamline break for a BRR/l and 2, BWR/3 and 4, and a BWR/5 respectively.
These responses are essentially the same as those of recirculation break except
for a more rapid decrease in pressure due to depressurization through the
break. Apart f rom this an examination of the figures yields no appreciable
difference in the expected system responses.

For steamline breaks outside the containment the break will become isolated by
the closure of the MSIVs. The system response for this type of break is demon-

strated in Section 3.1.1.1.2.2.4 where the no break case is analyzed. Breaks

at other locations were considered in Section 3.1.1.1.2.2.2 where fewer systems
available would more clearly demonstrate any dif ferences in system responses.

3.1.1.1.2.2.2 Degraded Cases

Degraded cases are those for which one or more of the systems described in.

Section 3.1.1.1.2.1 are unavailable. The four major degraded cases examined

were feedwater availabic, HPCI/HPCS available, RCIC plus CRD available, and
only low pressure systems available.

3.1.1.1.2.2.2.1 RCIC and CRD Available

This section provides the response of the reactor system to a small break
LOCA with only the high pressure RCIC and CRD systems available. This combina-

tion of high pressure systems available yields the smallest capacity for main-
taining the vessel inventory. However, the RCIC and CRD can mitigate the

consequences of a range of break sizes and types. In the standard Appendix K

ECCS analysis no credit is taken for either of these systems.

O
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3.1.1.1.2.2.2.1.1 Breaks Inside the Containment

O
For these cases it was assumed that the break occurs at time zero, the

feedwater flor ramps to zero in 1 second, and HPCI does not function. The
various break locations were divided into two basic classifications, liquid

and steam breaks. FG #3.1.1.1-25 through #3.1.1.1-27 give the response of a

representative BWR/4 plant to suction breaks ranging in size starting from
0.0001 ft ; FG #3.3.1.1-28 through #3.1.1.1-30 show the aystem responses at
other locations; and FG #3.1.1.1-31 through #3.1.1.1-33 deal with steam
breaks. FG #3.1.1.1-59 gives the response of a BWR/6 to a 0.005 ft suction
break. All these show that the system response is similar.

2
| The 0.0001 ft suction break is representative of the Class I group of breaks

{ where the the break flow rates are small compared to the capacity of the high

[ pressure systems available. Once isolation has occurred, the system pressure
rises to the safety / relief valve (SRV) set point and oscillates there
(Figure 3.1.1.1-25.1) as the SRV valves cycle open and closed (Figure 3.1.1.1-25.3).
These SRV actuations are reflected in the water level as momentary spikes

| q
(Figure 3.1.1.1-25.2). During this time the RCIC + CRD slowly recover the

water levels both inside and outside the shroud. As the water inside the
|

! shroud rises to the spillover level of the steam separators, this mass of
i

water becomes subcooled. Once subcooled, steam is no longer being generated'

and the pressure 'n the vessel begins to decrease as the RCIC continues toi
'

remove the decay heat.
i

!

j The water level continues to rise, if the RCIC is allowed to run at full

capacity,'until the RCIC is tripped by the high water icvel signal. After this
,

,

time, the pressure will begin to rise until the SRV setpoint is reached and
!

| again:the. system pressure will oscillate there as the SRV valves cycle open
.

and closed. The mass loss through the SRV's causes the level in the vessel
to begin to fall. 'The RCIC'would be manually reset to restart on low water
level. Figures 3.1.1.1-25.4 through. 3.1.1.1-25.8 show the response of other

,

variables.

i

o

-

'
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2The loss of vessel inventory through the bigger suction break of 0.705 ft

more equally matches the capacity of the RCIC and CRD systems. This case there-

fore is a reprecentat. ion of the Class Il group of breaks where the reactor

system reaches ba.... ally a steady state. As in the cas of the 0.0001 ft break,

once isolation has occurred, the system pressure rises to the SRV setpoint and

oscillates there (Figure 3.1.1.1-26.1) with the SRVs cycling open and closed
'

(Figure 3.1.1.1-26.3). Due to the increased break flow, the water level

remains essentially constant. As the decay heat decreases with time the

intervals between SRV actuation becomes longer. Eventually the break flow

and the RCIC subcooling will remove all of the decay heat being generated and

the SRV actuations will cease. Figures 3.1.1.1-2t 1 through 3.1.1.1-26.8 show
,

the response of the other major variables. Though the 0.0001 ft' break is 50

times smaller than the 0.005 ft2 break the systems responses, as expected,
are basically the same as would be true for any break size in this range.

9
Ilowever, for the 0.1 ft' suction break the system response is slighm y different.

This break size is representative of the Class III group of breaks where the

break flow exceeds the capacity of the high pressure syrtems available. In

this case, despite the availability of both the RCIC and the CRD, the water

level continues to drop. Once the low level trip of the ADS is reached, the

ADS timer will start. After approximately another 120 seconds the ADS timer will

run out and the ADS system will be automatically actuated (Figure 3.1.1.1-27.4).

Due to this rapid depressurization, the vessel water level froths up as a voided

mixture (Figure 3.1.1.1-27.2 and Figure 3.1.1,1-27.8). As the rate of

depressurization decreases the level will collapse down to an even lower point

than before due to the amount of vessel inventory lost as a result 01 ADS

actuation. When the vessel pressure decreases to below the shutoff head of

the LPCS and LPCI systems, these low pressure systems will inject ECC water

into the vessel. Once the low pressure systems begin injecting ECC water they

rapidly refill the vessel and keep injecting until secured by the operator.

Figures 3.1.1.1-27.1 through 3.1.1.1-27.8 show the response of the other major

2variables. For all breaks in the 0.1 ft range and larger, the system responses

will be similar to those demonstrated by the 0.1 ft2 break. The size of the
break will vary the rate at which the water Icvel drops (i.e., the bigger the

O
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break, the more rapid the decrease in water level due to a higher break,

flow).

The effcct on the system response to breaks in otber locations, with only the

RCIC and CRD high pressure systems available, is shown in FG #3.1.1.1-28
2

through #3.'.1.1-30 for a break size of 0.005 ft FC #3.1.1.1-28 represents,
,

a break in the recirculation discharge line, FG #3.1.1.1-29 represents a

break in the core spray line (which directly removes inventory from inside

1 the shroud) and FG #3.1.1.1-30 represents a break in the feedwater line. A

2comparison of these breaks with the 0.005 ft suction break (see FG #3.1.1.1-25)
demonstrates the similarities in the system responses for the dif ferent break

locations. For each break location the RCIC and CRD are able to maintain the
;

| vater level in the vessel. The system pressure oscillates at the SitV set

point as the SRV valves cycle open and closed. In all cases no immediate

' operator action is required from a core cooling viewpoint.

2The 0.005 ft feedwater line break, discussed above, essentially demonstrates

- the response of a corresponding steam line break since it is uncovered for
most of the transient. This, however, did not alter the major system responses

to the break which nearly match those of a corresponding recirculation suction
,

break. The system response to two other steam break sizes were investigated.
The results of these analyses are presented in FG #3.1.1.1-31 and #3.1.1.1-32.

.
Figures 3.1.1.1-31.1 through 3.1.1.1-31.8 are for a 0.0001 ft steam line break.
The system response is almost identical to the 0.0001 ft recirculation suction
line break (see Figures 3.1.1.1-29.1 through 3.1.1.1-29.8). The variations

,

in the system parameters as discussed in detail for the suction break apply
directly to the 0.0001 ft steam break.

r

2It is only for the break sizes in the range of 0.05 ft and larger that the dif-
I 'ference between a liquid and steam break becomes apparent. These breaks are also

representative of the Class III types where the reactor system is depressurized
due to the energy being removed by the steam break flow (Figure 3.1.1.1-32.1).
Figures 3.1.1.1-32.1 through 3.1.1.1-32.8 demonstrate that the RCIC + CRD can

2handle this bigger' break area relative to the 0.005 ft liquid break. This is
O
Q because of two factors: 1) A steam break removes less mass through the break

than a corresponding liquid break, and 2) the depressurization of the system
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reduces the break flow (Figure 3.1.1.1-32.4). If the operator does not take

over manual control of the RCIC, the level will continue to rise until the high
water level trip is reached and the RCIC is automatically tripped off (Figure
3.1.1.1-32.3). In this example the low pressure systems would have injected
near the end of this transient once the system pressure went below the shutoff

head of the low pressure systems.

,
FG #3.1.1.1-33 shows the system response of a 0.5 ft' steamline break. This

break demonstrates that a large enough steam break will deplete the vessel

inventory f aster than RCIC + CRD c:in make it up. There is a rapid blowdown

(Figure 3.1.1.1-33.1) as expected for the larger break. The water level

drops due t.o the mass loss through the break. The vessel pressure drops

below the shutof f head of the low pressure pumps and both the LPCI and LPCS

inject into the vessel (Figure 3.1.1.1-33.3) rapidly reflooding the vessel

(Figure 3.1.1.1-33.2). The RCIC trips off on low reactor pressure, but the low

pressure systems will continue to run until the operator takes manual control.

IThe response of a BWR/6 to a small suction break with the RCIC and CRD high
Opressure systems available differs from that of other product lines because

,

the MSIV's close on level 1 instead of on level 2. For a 0.005 ft' suction
break the pressure drops to the pressure controller setpoint (Figure

3.1.1.1-59.1) and remains there while the cont roller valves regulate the

steam flow (Figure 3.1.1.1-59.4). The water level outside the shroud drops

(Figure 3.1.1.1-59.2) due to the flow out the break. Shortly after the level

reaches level 2 the RCIC system initiates (Figure 3.1.1.1-59.3) and begins

subcooling the system. Af ter about 3600 seconds the system is completely sub-

cooled and the water level begins increasing. The RCIC shuts off on high

water level after 4500 seconds assuming the operator does not take manual

control. The MSIV's close on low pressure at about the same time which

cauwes the vessel to begin pressurizing to the SRV setpoint (Figure

3.1.1.1-59.1) where the pressure cycles as the valves open and close. Due

to the loss of mass out the break and the SRV's the water level would con-
tinue to drop slowly and would eventually activate the ADS system to depres-

surize the vessel and allow the low pressure systems to begin restoring the

water level.

O
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3.1.1.1.2.2.2.1.2 Breaks Outcide the Containment

Breaks outside the primary containment have two basic dif ferences f rom those

inside the containment: 1) The breaks can be isolated from the vessel by

valves and 2) there will be no increase in drywell pressure. A break in the

main steam line outside the containment is representative of these types of

breaks. FG #3.1.1.1-34 and #3.1.1.1-35 show the systems responses for breaks

2in the main steamline of 0.001 ft and 0.1 ft2 respectively.

These breaks are part of the Class I group of breaks where the reactor system

pressure hangs up. Once the main steamline isolation valves close, the break

is isolated from the vessel and the loss of coolant ceases. Therefore the

system response for both breaks are quite similar though the break areas

dif fer by a factor of 100. Once the MS1Vs close, the system pressure will

increase to the safety relief valve setting (Figures 3.1.1.1-34.1 and

3.1.1.1-35.1) and will remain there cycling the SRV valves open and closed

(see Figure 3.1.1.1-34.3 and 3.1.1.1-35.3). This cycling of the SRVs can

also be seen in the water level as spikes (see Figure 3.1.1.1-34.2 and

3.1.1.1-35.2) due to increased quality (see Figure 3.1.1.1-34.8 and

3.1.1.1-35.8). Once isolated the RCIC + CRD flow can maintain the level and
will slowly increase it until shut off, automatically, by the high water

level signal unless the operator takes manual control of the RCIC.

For plants with low-low SRV setpoint logic the pressure response to an

outside steamline break will be different than that shown in Figures

3.1.1.1-34 and 3.1.1.1-35. The low-low SRV setpoint logic causes the open-

ing and closing pressures of selected valves to be lowered once the sec-
ond group of SRV's opens. The SRV's would then continue to cycle open and
closed over a lower pressure range, but the water level responses are not
significantly changed.

3.1.1.1.2.2.2.1.3 Applicability of Results to Other BWR Product Lines

All BWR/6, 5, and 4 and most 3 have an RCIC. Thus the results presented on
the previous pages for RCIC + CRD are fully applicable to all these plants.

_,

k,,) BWR/1, 2 and some 3s have an IC instead. These systems work similarly to an
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RCIC by removing steam from the vessel but the IC return flow to the vessel

is significantly smaller than the RCIC. Thus an IC + CRD case can only

maintain the level for very small breaks.

3.1.1.1.2.2.2.2 HPCi/HPCS Available

This section provides the response of the reactor system to a small break LOCA

when the HPCI (or HPCS) high pressure systems are available. These systems

are capable of mitigating the consequences of a range of break sizes and

types. The CRD flow was not considered since it is small conpared to the HPCI/

HPCS systems and would not chanye the system response. In the standard

Appendix K analysis the llPCI (or HPCS) system is assumed f ailed for small

breaks to fulfill the most limiting single failure criterion.

3.1.1.1.2.2.2.2.1 Breaks Inside the Containment

For these cases it was assumed that the break occurs at time zero, the feed-

water flow ramps to zero in 1 second, and that the RCIC system fails. In

these analyses only the llPCI (or llPCS depending on product line) vas assumed

available. Both liquid (recirculation suction line) and steam (main steam line)

breaks were considered. In the previous section 3.1.1.1. 2 . 2. 2.1, i t was

demonstrated that the system responses to breaks at these two locations encom-

passed all the responses that the operator might encounter for breaks at

any other location. Cases are presented here to demonstrate the dif ferences

in the system responses due to the HPCI (or HPCS) being available.

The response of a BNR/4 plant to suction breaks ranging in size from
? 2

0.005 ft' to 0.2 ft is shown in FG #3.1.1.1-36 through #3.1.1.1-38 when

the HPCI system is available. These responses are typical for all plants

with an HPCI. FC #3.1.1.1-39, #3.1.1.1-40, and #3.1.1.1-60 show the

response of BWR/S and BWR/6 to suction breaks when the llPCS system is

available. Steam break responses are shown in FG #3.1.1.1-41 through
#3.1.1.1-45.

O
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2
The 0.005 ft suction break (FG #3.1.1.1-36) is representative of the Class I

group of breaks where the break flow rate is small compared to the capacity

of the available high pressure systems. Following isolation the s, stem

pressure rises to the SRV setpoint and oscillates there (see Figure 3.1.1.1-36.1)

as the valves cycle open and closed (see Figure 3.1.1.1-36.3) until the water

inside the shroud rises to the spillover level of the steam separators and

becomes subcooled. These SRV actuations are reflected in the water level as

momentary spikes (Figure 3.1.1.1-36.2).

Once the water inside the core becomes subcooled, steam is no longer being

geT, crated in the core and the pressure begins to drop as the HPCI system

continues to remove the decay heat. The water level keeps rising until the

HPC1 is tripped by the high water icvel signal. The nressure then begins

rising until the SRV setpoint is reached and then oscillates again as the

SRVs cycle open and closed. The mass loss through the SRVs causes the vessel

water level to start dropping again and will cause the HPCI system to auto-

matica11y restart on low water level. Figures 3.1.1.1-36.1 through

3.1.1.1-36.8 show the response of other major variables.

2The 0.08 ft suction break (FG #3.1.1.1-37) is representative of the Class 11
,i

group of breaks where the break flow is approximately equal to the capacity

of the available high pressure systems. Following isolation the pressure

drops to approximately 400 psia and then begins oscillating about this

value (see Figure 3.1.1.1-37.1). As the regions in the reactor become subcooled

and the break flow decreases, the increase in system mass exceeds the depres-

surizing effeet of decreasing system enthalpy. Thus the system pressure

increases. Subsequent oscillations occur due to a trade of f of these two

effects as determined by the break flow compared to the HPCI flow. The flow

from the HPCI is sufficient to maintain the water levels for the entire transient
'

(see Figure 3.1.1.1-37.2) and just enough to keep the HPCI from tripping off on

high water level (see Figure 3.1.1.1-37.3). Figures 3.1.1.1-37.1 through

3.1.1.1-37.8 show the response of other major variables.
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2The 0.2 ft suction break is typical of the Class III group of breaks where

the break flow is greater than the capacity of the high pressure systems.

The vessel depressurizes due to the mass lost through the break and the opening

of the ADS valves (Figure 3.1.1.1-38.1). This drop in pressure causes the

llPCI system to shut off on low reactor pressure and initiates the low pressure

systems (Figure 3.1.1.1-38.3) which rapidly restore the vessel water icvel

(see Figure 3.1.1.1-38.2). These cases are representative of all plants with

an llPCI.

The behavior of a BUR with an llPCS system is somewhat different than for one

with an IIPCI system. The IIPCS system injects water inside the shroud while the

llPCI system injects water into the feedwater line. At high pressures the

flow rates of the two systems are about the same, but as the pressure drops

the llPCS flow rate increases while the HPCI flow rate remains constant. In

addition, the HPCI system shuts off on low reactor pressure but the llPCS does

not.

FG #3.1.1.1'-39, #3.1.1.1-40, and #3.1.1.1-60 depict the response of BWR/5,6
to suction breaks of 0.001 ft and 0.1 ft when the llPCS system is available. h

,

The 0.001 f t' break is another Class I break in which the break flow is much
less than the flow available from the high pressure systems. The response

depicted in FG #3.1.1.1-39 is for a BWR/6 with vessel isolation at level 2,

and is thus typical of the response expected for BWR/5. FG #3.1.1.1-60 depicts

the response for a BWR/6 with isolation at level 1. In the case typical of

BWR/5, the pressure (Figure 3.1.1.1-39.1) rises to the SRV set point and oscil-

lates as the valves cycles open and closed (see Figure 3.1.1.1-39.3).

The flow rate from the HPCS system rapidly exceeds the break flow and water

level quickly rises (see Figure 3.1.1.1-39.2). For BWR/5 the llPCS will

automatically trip off on high water level and thus the system will cycle as

in the case of the HPCI.

The oscillation cf the water level inside the shroud results from uv eter

effect between the inside and outside levels which is alternately f1111ng and

emptying the steam separator standpipes. The volume of the standpipes is

|||small so it only takes a little mass to raise the level from the bottom to

the top of them. A similar oscillation can be seen in the recirculation flow
(Figure 3.1.1.1-39.5).
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2The 0.1 ft break shown in FG #3.1.1.1-40 is an example of a case where the

' ADS is tripped before the HPCS initiates. This results in a depressurization
C's)

' of the vessel (see Figure 3.1.1.1-40.1) and allows the low pressure systems to

come on (see Figure 3.1.1.1-40.3). Once the low pressure systems have come on

together with the HPCS they rapidly refill the vessel. Figures 3.1.1.1-40.1

throuCh 3.1.1.1-40.8 give the response of other major variables.

The steamline bre ik response is shown in FG #3.1.1.1-41 and #3.1.1.1-42 for a

20.05 ft break and a 0.2 ft2 break. For the 0.05 ft2 break the vessel initially

depressurizes as steam escapes through the break (see Figure 3.1.1.1-41.1) and
then begins cyclic oscillations, increasing as the core quality increases while

the HPCI system is off and decreasing while the HPCI is on (see
Figures 3.1.1.1-41.3 and 3.1.1.1-41.8). This cyclic oscillation can also be

seen in the response of the water levels (Figure 3.1.1.1-41.2) and of the other

major variables (Figures 3.1.1.1-41.4 to 3.1.1.1-41.7).

2The 0.2 ft break is representative of the Class III group of steam breaks for

which the vessel depressurizes as steam escapes out the break (see

/"'3 Figure 3.1.1.1-42.1) and eventually trips the HPCI system off due to low
r s

~' reactor pressure (see Figure 3.1.1.1-42.3). Once depressurized the low

pressure systems initiate, quickly refill the vessel (see Figure 3.1.1.1-42.2),
and continue running until secured by the operator.

FG #3.1.1.1-43 and 3.1.1.1-44 depict the response of the HPCS to a 0.2 f t
steamline break. The first case gives the response when only the HPCS system

is available while the second also includes the LPCS and LPCI systems. For,

!
'

both cases the vessel depressurizes due to the loss of steam out the break

! (Figures 3.1.1.1-43.1 and 3.1.1.1-44.1). The core remains covered throughout

the transient-(Figures 3.1.1.1-43.2 and 3.1.1.1-44.2) and the level outside

the shroud is also maintained. At around 600 seconds with the HPCS system !

Ionly and at 500 seconds with the low pressure systems the vessel has been

| filled to the steamlines and water begins flowing out the break, resulting in

a jump in the break flow rate (see Figures 3.1.1.1-43.4 and 3.1.1.1-44.4).
Since these systems do not automatically shut off on high water level (except
for the HPCS on a BWR/5) the operator would take over manual control of the

systems before the water level reached the elevation of the steamline.f3
r i

V
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The response of a BWR/6 (Figure 3.1.1.1-60) to small suction breaks w.th the

HPCS aval.lable differs from that of a BWR/5 (Figure 3.1.1.1-39) because the

vessel isolates at level 1 instead of level 2. For a 0.001 ft suction break,

the pressure drops to the pressure controller setpoint (Figure 3.1.1.1-60.1)

and remains there while the controller valves regulate the steam flow

(Figure 3.1.1.1-60.4). The flow rate f rom the llPCS system rapidly restores

the water level (Figure 3.1.1.1-60.2) and continues running until the operator

takes manual control.

The 0.1 ft break for a BWR/6 shown in Figure 3.1.1.1-40 is an example of a
case where the ADS is tripped before the llPCS can stabilize the level This

results in a depressurization of the vessel (see Figure 3.1.1.1-40.1) and

allows the low pressure systems to come on (see Figure 3.1.1.1-40.3). Once

the low pressure systems have come on together with the !!PCS they rapidly

refill the vessel. Figures 3.1.1.1-40.1 through 3.1.1.1-40.8 give the response

of other major variables.

All these cases clearly demonstrate that the HPCI (or IIPCS) can maintain the

hwater level for a large range of breaks automatically. >

3.1.1.1.2.2.2.2.2 Breaks outside the Containment

The response to a small outside steamline break with IIPCI available is shown
in Figure group 3.1.1.1-45. For this case the transient was assa.aed to begin
when an isolation signal was received due to the break flow. Between the

time of the break and the time of isolation the feedwater system has sufficient
capacity to make up for any loss of inventory out t'he break so the reactor
will not have any response until the isolation signal is received.

For the 0.05 ft2 break the pressure initially decreases (see Figure 3.1.1.1-45.1)
as the llPCI system fills the vessel with subcooled water to the high water
level and then shuts off (Figures 3.1.1.1-45.2 and -45.3). The pressure then

begins rising until the SRV setpoint is reached where it oscillates as the

valves cycle until the HPCI system reinitiates on low water 1- el.

Figures 3.1.1.1-45.4 through 3.1.1.1-45.8 provide the response of other major

hvariables.
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The response for BWR/S and 6 would be very similar since the HPCS system would

cycle on and off as the water level went up and down just as the HPCI doe- in
O
V this case.

3.1.1.1.2.2.2.3 Feedwater Available

This section. provides the response of the reactor system to a small break LOCA

when the feedwater system is available. This system is capable of mitigating

the consequences of a range of break sizes and types. In the standard

Appendix K ECCS analysis the feedwater flow is ramped to zero in 1 second. It

was also assumed that the other high pressure systems (IC, RCIC, HPCI and

HPCS) fail to operate.

3.1.1.1.2.2.2.3.1 Breaks Inside the Containment

2FC #3.1.1.1-46 depicts the response to a suction break of 0.1 ft which is

representative of the Class II group of breaks until the feedwater flow ceases

because of the isolation on low reactor pressure (Figure 3.1.1.1-46.1). Before

isolation the feedwater system maintains the vessel water level as the pressure

(~] slowly decreases (Figure 3.1.1.1-46.3). Fcilowing the isolation the depres-

\_J surization rate increases and the level begins dropping due to the loss of

feedwater (Figure 3.1.1.1-46.2). Two minutes after the water level reaches

level 1 the ADS valves open (Figure 3.1.1.1-46.4) to reduce the pressure

below the shutoff head of the low pressura systems, allowing them to inject

water into the vessel. The low pressure systems continue filling the vessel

even after the water level is restored until the operator takes manual control

of them. Other major variables are shown in Figures 3.1.1.1-46.5 through

3.1.1.1-46.8.

FG #3.1.1.1-47 shows the response for an inside steamline break. Thia response

is essentially the same as for the recirculation suction break except ior a
more rapid drop in pressure due to depressurization through the break. This
increased depressurization rate allowed the low pressure systems to inject
into the vessel without the actuation of the ADS system. Apart from this

there is no appreciable difference in the expected system respon e.

A
V
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3.1.1.1.2.2.2.3.2 Breaks outside the Containment

For the steamline breaks outside the containment the break will become isolated

by the closure of the MSIV's. For turbine driven feedwater pumps this isolation

will stop feedwater flow. The system response for this type of break is

demonstrated in Section 3.1.1.1.2.2.4 whcre the no break case is analyzed.

3.1.1.1.2.2.2.4 Low Pressure Systems Available

This section provides the response of the reactor system to a small break LOCA

when the low pressure systems (LPCI and LPCS) are the only ones that are

available. These are the same systems which are assumed to be available in the

standard Appendix K ECCS analysis for small breaks because loss of high pres-

sure systems is the most limiting single failure for a small break.

3.1.1.1.2.2.2.4.1 Breaks Inside the Containment

For these cases it was assumed that the break occurs at time zero, the feedwater

flow ramps to zero in 1 second, and that the high pressure systems fail to

operate. Figure groups 3.1.1.1-48 through 3.1.1.1-50 show the response of

recirculation suction breaks and Figure group 3.1.1.1-51 shows the response for

a steamline break.

With a 0.0']l f t euction break the vessel pressurizes to tl a SR'l set point

(see Figure 3.1.1.1-48.1) once the MSIV's close on low water level and

oscillates there while the valves cycle open and closed (Figure 3.1.1.1-48.3)

until the ADS valves c aen automatically on low water level (Figure 3.1.1.1-48.4)

to depressurize the reactor. The spikes in the water level response are due

to the SRV cycling (Figure 3.1.1.1-48.2). During the depressurization the

vessel level increases as the quality in the core increases due to the flashing

of liquia to steam (Figure 3.1.1.1-48.8). The vessel water level then drops

again as the low pressore systems subccal the water in the core. Once sub-

cooled, the vessel water level rises rapidly. Once the vessel waler level is

restored the opecator would take manual control of tha pumps to keep the

vessel from filling up to the steamlines.
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The response for the 0.1 ft suction break is similar but happens over a shorter

period of time. The pressure rises to the SRV set point once the MSIV's close
on low water level (Figure 3.1.1.1-49.1) for a few cycles. The pressure quickly

decreases when the ADS valves open on low water level (Figure '.1.1.1-49.4).

Once the vessel is depressurized, the low pressure systems begin injecting into

the vessel (Figure 3.1.1.1-49.3) and : apidly refill the vessel. Again the pumps

would be manually controlled by the operator once the vessel water level is,

restored to keep the vessel from becomir.g overfilled with ECC water.

The response shown here for a BWR/4 is typical of all BWd/3-5 plants which have
both an LPCI and an LPCS system. BWR/1-2 plants do not have an LPCI system but

their respcnse is not significantly different for small breaks. Figure group

3.1.1.1-50 depicts the response of a BWR/2 plant to a 0.1 ft suction break

with only the core spray system operating. Following icolation ou low water

level the vessel pressure begins rising (see Figure 3.1.1.1-50.1) but the ADS

valves open (see Figure 3.1.1.1-50.4) due to a low water level before the SRV
setpoint is reached. The wate. levels continue dropping (see Figure 3.1.1.1-50.2)
until the core spray system initiates (see Figure 3.1.1.1-50.3) and begins

(3 restoring the vessel water level. Once the level is restored the operator
V

would take manual control of the core spray pumps.

The 0.1 ft steamline break response is shown in Figure group 3.1.1.1-51. The

vessel depressurizes (see Figure 3.1.1.1-51.1) due to the energy being removed
from the system as steam out the break and the opening of the ADS valves at
approximately 450 seconds. Once the vessel starts depressurizing the response
is similar to that of the suction breaks. The low pressure systems initiate

(see Figure 3.1.1.1-51.3) and the vessel water level rapidly recovers (see
Figure 3.1.1.1-51.2). The operator wou1J then take manual control of the low

thi ugh 3.1.1.1-51.8 give the response ofpressure pumps. Figures 3.1.1.1-51.4 i

other major variables.

2The response of a BWR/6 to a 0.1 ft suction break differs slightly from :. hat
for BWR/3-5 plants due to the lower isolation setpoint for a BWR/6. The prea-
sure drops to the turbine control valve setpoint arid remains there until isola-
tion occurs (Figure 3.1.1.1-61.1). The vessel pressurizes once the MSIV's
close on low water level (Level 1) until the ADS valves open automatically to

,

depressurize the reactor. Following ADS actuation the response is similar to
that for.other product lines.
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3.1.1.1.2.2.2.4.2 Breaks outside the Containment

For outside steamline breaks with only low pressure systems available it was

assumed that tne operator would manually initiate ADS ten minutes after the

start of the transient (manual or automatic ADS at level I would provide the same

system responses). The break analyzed had an area of 0.5 ft and the response is
shown in Figure group 3.1.1.1-52. After isolation (here, on low water level

but similarly v;th isolation from other causes) the pressure rises to the SRV

set point (see Figure 3.1.1.1-52.1) and oscillates there as the valves cycle
open and closed (see Figure 3.1.1.1-52.3) until the ADS valves are manually
opened (see Figure 3.1.1.1-52.4). Once the vessel is depressurized, the low

pressure systems come on and rapidly restore the watec level in the vessel (see
Figure 3.1.1.1-52.2). Once the level is restored the operator would take

manual control of the low pressure pumps. Figures 3.1.1.1-52.5 through

3.1.1.1-52.8 give the response of other major variables.

3.1.1.1.2.2.3 Stuck Open Relief Valve

@
This section describes the differences in the system responses to a small break

LOCA when a relief valve sticks open during the transient. For a relief valve

to stick open the system pressure must reach the relief valve sctpoint during
the transient. A stuck open relief valve is essentially adding a steam

2break of approximately 0.1 ft to the initiating small break.

3.1.1.1.2.2.3.1 All Systems Available

For all systems available turbine driven feedwater pumps will trip out if main
steam line isolation occurs. As shown in Section 3.1.1.1.1.2.2.3 when the
feedwater is available for a small break the system pressure never reaches

the relief valve setpoint. Thus with all systems available it is unlikely that

a relief velve will open and stick open. The cases where the feedwater trips

out are covered in the next section.

O
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3.1.1.1.2.2.3.2 liigh Pressure Systems Available

For a small suction break (0.005 ft2) with high pressure systems available
(except for feedwater) the vessel pressurizes quickly to the SRV setpoint follow-

ing isolation on low water level. If a relief valve sticks open at this point

the reactor begins depressurizing due to the loss of steam out the relief valve.

FG #3.1.1.1-53 shows the response of a typical BWR to a SORV. It was demon-

strated in an earlier section that the RCIC + CRD system could maintain the

level. In this case with the added mass loss due to the SORV the RCIC + CRD
cannot quite maintain the level. As the vessel depressurizes the water level

begins dropping (see Figure 3.1.1.1-53.2) and activates ADS upon reaching the ,

ADS setpoint. The depressurization rate increases once the ADS valves open

and soon the low pressure systems inject. The RCIC then trips off on low

; reactor pressure while the low pressure systems continue filling the vessel

until the operator takes manual control.

For steamline brecks inside the containment a stuck open relief valve essen-
*

tially increases the break area by about 0.1 ft The results presented in.

Section 3.1.1.1.2.2.2 provide an approximate representation of the response

when a relief valve sticks open during a steamline break.

For a BWR/6 it is unlikely that a relief valve will stick open as a result of

isolation due to a low water level trip when the high pressure systems are

available'because of the lower isolation setpoint. The only situation analyzed

in which the pressure reached the SRV setpoint was for suction breaks with an

area of up.to 0.005 ft when the RCIC + CRD systems are available (Fig-

ure 3.1.1.1-59). This case isolated on low pressure after about 4500 seconds

and then pressurized to the SRV setpoint once the RCIC system tripped off on

high water level. If the operator takes manual control of the RCIC system to

prevent it from shutting off on high water level.or if he takes the reactor

MODE switch out of the RUN position to prevent MSIV closure on low vessel pres-

sure the SRV setpoint would not have been reached for this case.

(3
U.
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3.1.1.1.2.2.3.3 Low Pressure Systems Available

The response of a BWR/4 to a 0.001 ft suction break with a stuck open relief
valve is shown in FG #3.1.1.1-54 when the low pressure systems are available.
The pressure rises to the SRV set point and then begins deprecautizing (see

Figure 3.1.1.1-54.1) due to the steam flow out the relief valve (see

Figure 3.1.1.1-54.3). The water levels drop (see Figure 3.1.1.1-54.1)

until the ADS valves open (see Figure 3.1.1.1-54.4), causing an increase in

core quality (see Figure 3.1.1.1-54.8) and a momentary spike in the water
levels. Once the vessel has depressurized the low pressure systems come on,
restore the water level, and continue pumping until secured by the operator.

The response of a BWR/6 to a small suction break with a stuck open relief valve
when the low pressure systems are available is very similar to the response

with no SORV. This is because both vessel isolation and the ADS timer start

when level 1 is reached. The pressure begins increasing following isolation,

and if the break is small enough the ressure can reach the SRV setpoint and

cause a relief valve to stick open. , wever, the ADS actuation will occur a

few seconds later to depressarize the actor and allow the low pressure ||g
systems to come on and restore the wat evel.

3. 2 .1.1. 2 . 2. 3. 4 Breaks Outside the Contt. ient

For an outside steamline break with a stuck c en relief valve the situation is

similar to 32 inside steamline break except cl : no high drywell pressure signal

will be received to automatically trip ADS. 1. is the only case where manual

operator action is required. FC #3.1.1.1-55 dep..ts the response to a 0.1 ft

outside steamline break with a stuck open relief valve for a typical BWR when

the low pressure systems are the only ones available. Following isolation the

vessel pressurizes to the SRV setpoint, causing a relief valve to stick open.

The vessel then begins depressurizing (see Figure 3.1.1.1-55.1) and the water

level starts dropping (see Figure 3.1.1.1-55.2). It is assumed that when the

water level reaches the ADS setpoint the operator will manually open the ADS

valves. Once the ADS valves open, the depressurization rate increases and the

pressure is soon below the shutoff head of the low pressure systems. The low

pressure systems then begin injecting water into the vessel and continue tc fill

the vessel until manually controlled by the operator.
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'

Figure Group #3.1.1.1-62 depicts the response of a BWR/6 to a aeram and
isolation with a stuck open relief valve when the RCIC + CRD systems are avail-

f)\ able. This is a no break case, but the response is very similar to that for ansm

outside steamline break. Following isolation the pressure quickly increases

to the SRV setpoint (Figure 3.1.1.1-62.1). If a relief valve sticks open at

this point the reactor begins depressurizing due to the flow of steam out the

relief valve. For this case the RCIC + CRD systens can maintain the water

level for the first two hours of the transient (Figure 3.1.1.1-62.2). The

RCIC system shuts aff on low reactor pressure around 3800 seconds (Figure
3.1.1.1-62.3) leaving only the CRD flow to maintain the level. The amount of

steam being lost out the SORV is greater than the flow being supplied by the

CRD system so the level begins to drop slowly. Once the level reaches

Level 1 the low pressure systems would automatically initiate to refill the

vessel.

3.1.1.1.2.2.4 No Break Cases

This section provides the response of the reactor system to a scram and isolation

when no break is present. For these cases it was assumed that the scram occurred
( at time zero, the isolation begins at time zero, and that the feedwater ramps

to zero in one second. This event was analyzed with the assumptien that the

high pressure systems were available and also with the assumption that the

high pressure systems fail.

3.1.1.1.2.2.4.1 High Pressure Systems Available

The response of a BWR/4 to a scram and isolation with no break is shown in
FG #3.1.1.15-6 for a case where the HPCI system is available. It is very

similar to the response for a small suction break and for an outside steamline

break. Following isolation the pressure rises to the SRV setpoint

(Figure 3.1.1.1-56.1) and oscillates there as the valves cycle open and closed

(Figure 3.1.1.1-56.3). The pressure then begins dropping as the HPCI system

subcools the core (Figure 3.1.1.1-56.8) and then shuts off on high water

level. Once the HPCI shuts off the water level starts dropping again (see

C
\
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Figure 3.1.1.1-56.2) and the pressure y;ain rises to the SRV setpoint. With

the loss of steam out of the relief valves the water level eventually drops,

reinitiates the lirCI, and the setiuence of events described above is repeated,

s.1.1.1.2.2.4.2 Low Pressure Systems Available

'

The response of a BWR/4 to a scram and isolation with no break is shown in

FC #3.1.1.1-57 and FG #3.1.1.1-58 when the low pressure systems are the only
ones available. FC #3.1.1.1-57 gives the response assuming manual ADS at

10 minutes while FG #3.1.1.1-58 is for manual ADS at th ADS low level setpoint.

Both of these cases have similar responses, pressurizir.g to the SRV set point

following isolation and oscillating there until the manual initiation of ADS

(Figures 3.1.1.1-57.1 and 3.1.1.1-58.1). The vessel then depressurizes rapidly

and the low pressure systems come on to restore the water levnl. In botn c.tses

the core becomes partially uncovered af ter the depressurization, but only for

a few seconds.

Another case was analyzed assuming the operator was abic to depressurize to the

main condenser at ten minutes. Results for this case were found to be very

similar to those shown in FG #3.1.1.1-57 for a manual ADS.

3.1.1.1.2.2.5 Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP)
i

The analyses performed in this section assumed that offsite power was available

throughout the transienc. This is the most likely case and is the basis for

these realistic calculations. Ilowever, the variety of systems available present

| cases which demonstrate the system responses to the loss of offsite power

(LOOP). The LOOP would affect the availabil'ay of CRD flow which is relatively

small and the feedwater flow for some piants with electrically driven feedpumps

and no FWCI. The unavailability of both these systems is covered in the pre-

vious analyses.

O
.
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If LOOP is combined with a DC power source failure, the availability of both

high pressure and some low pressure ECC systems may be affected for some plants.

The system respenses for these cases are covered by the " low pressure systems
only" cases in Section 3.1.1.1.2.2.2.4, since the results would not be sig-

nificantly altered by reducing the number of low pressure systems available.

In most cases for small breaks only 1 1cw pressure system is required to main-

tain core cooling.

3.1.1.1.3 Conclusions of Analyses

The cases presented demonstrate the complete spectrum of realistic system

responses for a small break LOCA. Representative smell break calculations for

all BWR's are included which cover variations in break location, break sizes,

and systems available. Despite this vast variety, all cases can be grouped

into 3 categories:

Class (I): Cases where the core power generation exceeds the energy loss
through the break and tends to pressuri::e the system,

O
Class (II): Cases whera the core power generation roughly matches the
energy loss through the break thus maintaining the reactor coolant system.

in essentially a steady state condition, and

i

Class (III): Cases where the vessel tends to depressurize.

, ,

{ This last category includes a wide range of steam breaks which cause a high

loss of energy from the system due to the break flow. Also included are all

! types of br uks large enough to reduce the vessel inventory despite the capacity

of the high pressure systems available. These breaks usually require the low
pressure systems to reflood the core.

i

The analyses presented lead-to a number of conclusions about the adequacy and

completeness of the standard licensing analysis; and about the desirable and

| O.
:
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mandatory operator actions. The conclusions about t'.e standard licensing

analyses are:

1) The current licensing analyses provides enough details about the

break size spectrum and system availability to determine the most

limiting small breaks.

2) Breaks smaller than the range normally analyzed in licensing calc la-

tions show a less severe response than those currently analyzed.

3) The basic trends and system response are essentially the same,

except for slight variations in the timing of events, for all the

different breaks studied.

4) The only significant dif ference between very small, small and large

breaks is that for breaks in the smaller end of the spectrun, any

high pressure system can mitigate the consequence; on the larger end

of the spectrum it req ires either all the high pressure systems or

additional low pressure systems to mitigate the consequences of a

break.

5) For most breaks the low pressure systems will not inject into the

vessel, when the high pressure systems are available. The only small

breaks where the vessel depressurizes to the low pressure system

shutoff head is a steamline break.

6) The water level in the core region is generally higher than the water

level in the downcomer region, which is the one that the operator sees.

The analysis provides information on desired and mandatory operator actions
as follows:

For the normal operation of all systems:

1) No operator action is required to keep the core cooled.

2) If the operator does not take manual control of the high pressure sys-
tems, the vesse' level rises to 'b i high level trip points (or above

for BWR/6 if HPC.3 is injecting).
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( This then results (except for BWR/6 with IIPCS injecting) in the !

vessel water level varying between the low level start and high

level trip off point of the high pressure systems and the need

to restart RCIC and feedwater manually.

For the degraded conditions - no high pressure systems:

1) For breaks inside the primary containment, ADS is automatically
initiated on low water level and then the core is reflooded by the
low pressure systems. No operator action is required to keep the
core cooled.

2) The low pressure systems reflood the core very rapidly and maintain
a 1cvel above the core for ts11 small breaks.

3) For breaks outside the primary containment ADS has to be initiated

manually. The operator has time (10 minutes or greater in the case

q of no SORV) before he has to manually initiate ADS, to keep the core
cooled.

For all the cases discussed detailed plots of major process variables available

which might be monitored by the operator are provided. These variables should

provide guidance in instructing the operator as to the trend of important

variables. Finally, ti.ese calculations demonstrate the BWR protection in depth

against the small break accident. Even in the extremely degraded case of no

high pressure syster.s available the transient can be terminated by depressurizing

through the ADS and reflooding by low pressure systems.

rh
-
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3.1.1.2 Operator Guidelines

O The operator guidelines for the small break loss-of-coolant accident are

integral to the BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines, published separately.

3.1.1.3 Justification of Analysis Methods

3.1.1.3.1 Small Breaks V.msus Large Breaks

In a BWR, the major difference in the reactor system 'tesponse to a large

break LOCA versus a small break LOCA is the timing of events. No new phenom-

ena are introduced as the break size decreases. This enables the same LOCA
computer codes with essentially the same assumptions to be applied for analyz-
ing the full spectrum of break sizes and locatior:s.

3.1.1.3.2 SAFE Computer Code

3.1.1.3.2.1 Background

The analyses in Section 3.1.1.1.2 have utilized the SAFE computer program to
support the development of operator guidelines and e=crgency procedures for
operator training and action during a small break LOCA. The justification
for using SAFE and not SAFE /REFLOOD is presented below.

| The major difference between the SAFE and REFLGOD codes is the lack of modeling
counter current flow limiting (CCFL) effects in the SAFE code. SAFE also has

j

a less detailed modeling of the reactor geometric regions inside the core
shroud than the REFLOOD code. These two effects, as shown below, are of

secondary importance for developing operator guidelines because of their small
effects on reactor response to a small break LOCA. Thus, SAFE by itself is
adequate for performing the analyses in Section 3.1.1.1.2. Also, REFLOOD does

not model the downcomer region, which is the level menitored by the operator.
i

i

|

O
| L:

l
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3.1.1.3.2.2 Bypass Region

The normal procedure in running SAFE is to lump the mass and volume of the

bypass region into Region 2 which also contains the active core. As the void

fractions in the two regions are different, the effect of this lumping pro-

cedure was considered.

A sensitivity study was performed by altering the level-volume table such that

the bypass region was lumped with the subcooled mass in the lower plenum, while

the core region was left sepatately as Region 2. This change is shown sche-

matica11y below:

_

| 2

d 2

4
/ % fV l

8
1

|

O
STANDARD CASE MOD!FIED CASE

The results are compared in the attached figures (3.1.1.3 -1, 3.1.1.3 -2) and
show very little sensitivity to the bypass modeling. The test case = a 0.1

ft break in the recirculation line for a BWR/6 with LPCI, LPCS, HPCS and ADS

systems available.

Other effects such as leakage flows and internal recirculation are not modeled

in SAFE. These should not affect the inventory calculation inside the shroud.

3.1.1.3.2.3 CCFL Effects

Background

When either the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system or the high
pressure core spray (HPCS) system is available, the core remains covered and

O
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well cooled at a high pressure equal to or above 400 psia for breaks up to

0.08 ft (see Section 3.1.1.1.2). At these high pressures, CCFL effects are

i negligible due to the low steam volumetric flow rates and SAFE adequately

represents the system response including the core water level.

For larger breaks when the high pressure systuns cannot maintain a level, the

automatic depressurization system (ADS) will be activated by the low water
i'

level trip to depressurize the reactor and activate the low pressure cooling
'

systems. Following ADS initiation, the increased steam flow at the top of

the core due to flashing may introduce CCFL effects to uncover the core.

; The SAFE code does not explicitly model this effect. However, once the ADS

is activated the reactor rapidly depressurizes and the low pressure coolant

injection system (LPCI) and the low pressure core spray system (LPCS) rapidly [

reflood the core.

As stated above, CCFL can occur tinder certain conditions at the core exit

if the liquid and steam flow at the exit is counter current and the evaporation /
flashing rate is large. However, if the liquid downflow into the bundle is :>

sufficiently large at the CCFL condition the bundle can remain well cooled

7
at a relatively high power level. This was demonstrated with steady state

,

ATLAS critical power tests which show that for zero inlet flow the critical

power for a prototypical 8x8 bundle is 400 kW at 1000 psia. For a 6 MW
'

bundle (approximately the highest bundle power in a BWR) the decay power
falls below this value in 10 seconds after a scram. This implies that below

this power level water draining back at .the top of the core is able to'

replenish the evaporation loss, and the bundle will not be limited by CCFL
as long as rapid depressurization does not occur. Actually, positive core

ir.let flow would be expected due to leakage from the bypass, making CCFL
even more unlikely.

If ADS is activated, rapid depressurization will swell the fluid mixture

out of the bundle. As depressurization subsides,.CCFL may limit water
drainage back into-the bundle,4-
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To explore this possibility, some test cases were run with a developmental

version of REFLOOD which models the upper plenum in conjunction with SAFE.

The same plant and event as in the previous section were used. Case 1 was

run in the normal manner, i.e. , REFLOOD initiated based on llPCS initiation.

Case 2 was run by artificially initiating REFLOOD at 29 seconds (at which

time the natural circulation flow had essentially stopped). Both cases show

no CCFL cven after HPCS initiation at 167 sec., until ADS initiated at

230 sec. Figure 3.1.1.3 -3 shows the system pressure response and the ADS

initiation at approximately 230 seconds.

Following ADS actuation, the IcVel swelled into the upper plenum. However,

wl"n the depressurization rate dropped CCFL occurred and a level formed in

the core, which was not indicated in the SAFE run. Figure 3.1.1.3 -4 shows

the levels calculated by SAFE outside and inside the siroud and the core

level calculated by REFLOOD (labeled " Lower Plenum") f Case 1. Note thatt

the level predicted by SAFE inside the shroud is valid for 250 secs. Note

also that at this time the level outside the shroud is also below the top of

the core. Thus, the operator would assume that the top of the core has been

uncovered. No further operator action is required as LPCI and LPCS is

initiated and refloods the core at 400 sec.

Rapid System Depressurization

Although SAFE does not explicitly model CCFL during a rapid depressurization,
this would not influence the operator action or the parameters the operator

sees. This is because the low pressure systems would rapidly reflood the

core and keep it well cooled.

This section provides further studies to justify that the operator guidelines

do not have to be concerned with CCFL cffects and that SAFE is applicable for

the analyses in Section 3.1.1.1.2.

Figures (3.1.1.3 -5, -6) show the results for a 0.2 f t recirculation break
with the HPCI + ADS + LPCI + LPCS. The water level inside the shroud is

O
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{}
essentially the same for SAFE and REFLOOD up to 200 seconds. From 200 to

240 seconds the level in REFLOOD uncovers the entire core due to CCFL effects
while in SAFE the uncovery is restricted to the top of the core. At 240 seconds

the core rapidly refloods with the LPCI and LPCS nystems. The overall effect
is a negligible difference in the core level response and subsequent core
heatup due to CCFL cffects.

The conclusions from this and the previous studies for a small break LOCA are:

1. CCFL phenomena have a small impact on the core cooling performance.

2. Operator guidelines do not have to consider CCFL effects.

3. SAFE alone is valid for supporting the development of operator
gwidelines.

3.1.1.3.3 Model and System Assumptions
,

D(J The most appropriate analyses for developing operator guidelines and emergency
procedures are best estimate predictions of the system performance. Thus, the
currently approved Appendix K models and system assumptions have been changed

as appropriate, to perform best estimate analyses. The specific changes which
are applied to all the analyses in Section 3.1.1.1.2 are outlined below.

|

| 3.1.1.3.3.1 Model and System Assumption Changes
I

|

! Decay Heat

l
I The.best estimate decay heat was modeled with the mean value of the 1978 ANS
,

I decay heat. This is judged to be the most appropriate decay heat for these
studies. A sensitivity study was performed with the Appendix K (1971 ANS + 20%)

decay heat which is a conservative upper bound. The study was performed for a
20.2 ft recirculation suction break with LPCI + LPCS + ADS. This degraded

case was selected because it results in core uncovery and will be a bounding

- ' f^')s-
case for decay heat effects.

'

s.
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2When all systems are operating or the break is less than 0.08 ft and the llPCI

is available, the core remains covered and the decay heat has essentially no
effect on the system or core response.

Figures (3.1.1.3 -7, -8 and -9) show that a 20% increase in the decay heat
has a small effect on the system response with no change on the recommendai

operator guidelines.

Core Spray lleat Transfer Coefficient

Recent experiments in the Two-Loop Test Apparatus (TLTA) have demonstrated

highet heat transfer coefficients following the LOCA than are presently used
in licensing evaluation models. Accordingly, the core heat transfer coefficient

in SAFE has been increased from h=4 to h=12 BTU /hr-ft2 F following core spray

initiation. Sensitivity studies (following paragraph) were performed with

the Appendix K model (h=4) and the decreased heat transfer has a negligible
effect on the system response with no change on the recommended operator
gu id e lines .

Nucleate Boiling Until Core Uncovery

Recent TLTA tests have demonstrated that the core remains in nucleate boiling

prior to core uncovery. Accordingly, the core heat transfer coefficient in

SAFE has been modified to keep the core in nucleate boiling until the local

void fraction equals 0.99. A combined sensitivity study was performed for

the base case with the Appendix K SAFE model of h=4 following core spray
initiation and h as a function of the void fraction below the two phase level

in accordance with the Appendix K model, i.e. , page I-49 of Reference 3.1.1.1 -1.

Figure (3.1.1.3 -10, -11, and -12) show a negligible effect on the system

response with no change on the recommended operator guidelines.

Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)

In Section 3.1.1.1.2 the analyses were performed with the assumption that all

the ADS valves were operational. This section presents a sensitivity study
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;

;

() on the system response when one or two (out of 7) ADS valves are assumed
inoperable.

,

*

The base case assumed a 0.10 ft recirculation suction break. The available

{ systems were the RCIC, LPCI and LPCS.

,

|The 'results for the base case and one ADS valve inoperable are shown in,

Figures-(3.1.1.3 -13, -14 and -15). The results with two ADS valves inop-
erable are shown in' Figures (3.1.1.3 -16, -17 and -18) .

,

The general results are similar for all cases. As the number of inoperable
-

valves increases from zero, to one, to two the pressure decay rate after ADS
is slightly reduced, the period of core uncovery is slightly increased and the

cladding temperature increases by less than 100 F.

In summary, the loss of ADS capacity has a small effect on the system

.

>

response but no effect.on the recommended operator guidelines.

! ~
.

j

Feedwater Modeling
.

In the Appendix K model, the feedwater flow is conservatively ramped to zero
in.one second. This 'same model was applied in the Section 3.1.1.1.2 analyses

! for-those cases when the feedwater flow was assumed lost early in the
accident.

.

t

t
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When feedwater flow was not assumed to be lost at time zero, the feedwater

enthalpy was assumed constant and the flow was modeled as shown below:

FEEDWATER FLOW RATE

130

p 100
-

U
$
3
3
w

|
0

>||c~1 ft ~2 ft
SHROUD WATER LEVEL NOMINAL

LEVEL

9
The criteria used in determining the feedwater trip time were either:

(a) High water level (level 8). This level was assumed to be the same

as the high water level trip for the HPCI system.

(b) MSIV closure. The criteria used for MSIV closure were:

(i) Low water level (level 2)

(ii) Turbine inlet pressure falls below 850 psia

After the feedwater pump was assumed to receive one of the above signals, the
feedwater flow was then linearly ramped to zero flow in 5 seconds.

The feedwater enthalpy was kept constant for the first 1500 seconds, then
ramped to a value corresponding to 100 F between 1500 and 2000 seconds, then

gheld constant.
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3.1.1.4 Model/ Code Verification'

3.1.1.4.1 Introduction

The SAFE model is used for evaluating BWR LOCA response and ECCS performance

over.the entire spectrum of breaks. It is also used in conjunction with other

models for evaluating BWR transients such as loss of feedwater vnd safety /
relief valve transients. The code has been extensively qualified against

experimental data (Ref. 3.1.1.4-1). The purpose of this report is to sum-

marize the previous qualification studies and, in particular, to address the
following items:

1. Provide experimental justification for the break flow model used
for each break flow location;

2. Provide experimental justification for the level swell model; and

3. Discuss plans for integral experimental qualification of SAFE.

3.1.1.4.2 . SAFE Model=

~ SAFE is described in detail elsewhere.(Refs. 3.1.1.4-1, 3.1.1.4-2) . It will

suf fice: herein to give only a- brief summary of. the models related to the
--objectives listed above.

-SAFE models the' reactor pressure vessel assuming spatially uniform thermo-
~

dynamic pressure throughout. ' Heat. addition from the core and vessel internals
is' included. .Both-forced and natural circulation flow are modelled. The-

~

elevation head of'the fluid in the'various fluid regions determines the flow-~

,

rate and ' direction for natural circulation within the. system. The blowdown
,

ms
tj
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flow rate, and critical discharge rate through the ADS or safety / relief

valves, is obtained from the Moody slip flow model (Re f . 3.1.1. 4 -3) . The

fluid within the system is assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium,

although subcooled liquid, saturated liquid, and saturated steam are allowed

to exist. Flashing within a two phase region is assumed to uniformly dis-

tribute the vapor voids, however, the free separation of vapor is modelled

to allow for tracking the two-phase mixture level. The phase separation

is based on the Wilson bubble rise model (Ref. 3.1.1.4-4) which allows for
vapor separation from the level utilizing the vapor sweep time concept

(Ref. 3.1.1.4-1). The sweep time is the average time for a bubble to tr.iverse

the mixture region. The ECC Systems, reactor level measurement instruments,

and other normal operating systems, together with their initiating trips and

controls, are included.

3.1.1.4.3 SAFE Comparison With Experimental Results

A number of blowdown tests, conducted by GE and others, have been utilized to

provide experimental qualification of the adequacy of the SAFE model. Many
of these studies have been previously documented (Ref. 3.1.1.4-1) and are

summarized below. Other comparisons are presented below to demonstrate SAFE's (

ability to predict a range of transients of particular interest for realistic

evaluation of small break BWR transients.

Experimental Data Bases

Elowdown tests were conducted in a 14 foot long, 12 inch diameter pressure

vessel. Figure 3.1.1.4-1 is a schematic showing the vessel, its penetrations,
the blowdown line, and a suppression tank where the blowdown effluents were

discharged. Orifice plates of various sizes were mounted in the blowdown line
to limit the flow rate and vary the system depressurization rate.

The tests were conducted by filling the vessel with demineralized water
which was boiled in the vessel ac atmospheric pressure to eliminate any dis-

solved gas from the supply water. The vessel was then heated to the initial
conditions which were normally 1000 psia, 545*F. The measurements consisted
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O\(_j of pressure, temperature and differential pressure. The test parameters
varied include: 1) break size and location (top vs. bottom), 2) initial fluid
conditions (saturated vs. subcooled liquid), 3) initial mixture level, and
4) fluid heat addition. The range of test conditions were varied to simulate
the pressure vessel blowdown response for both the small and large break
range in a BWR.

Comparisons of Top Break Blowdown Response

Figures 3.1.1.4-2 to 3.1.1.4-5 show typical comparisons of small, top break
blowdown-level swell tests (results shown in Figures 3.1.1.4-2 and 3.1.1.4-3
originally appeared in Ref erence 3.1.1.4-1) . These comparisons indicate very
good agreement in the SAFE prediction of pressure, mass inventory and two-
phase mixture level. Similar agreement for bottom break tests and for other
test variables, including larger breaks, has also been obtained. (See

Ref. 3.1.1.4-1 and the discussion on bottom breaks that follows.) The sig-

7-. nificance of the examples shown herein are that they represent results from a
(~_) small top or steam break test with and without heat addition, and with and

without initial fluid subcooling.

The small break test, shown in Figure 3.1.1.4-2, was conducted with a rela-
tively high initial mixture level in the vessel with the fluid initially
saturated. As such, the depressurization induced flashing and caused the two-
phase mixture level to swell to the elevation of the break (12.9 feet) shortly

| after the blowdown transient was initiated. The mixture level remained there
; for about seconds and then slowly receded thereafter. SAFE predicts this-

level swell response and together with the break flow model produces an ade--

| quate prediction of both the mixture level and system pressure response
throughout the transient. It is important to note that for postulated large

steam line breaks in BWR's there is a potential for two-phase carryover into
the steam lines. This comparison shows the adequacy of the SAFE model in
predicting such a transient.

g
'

_

|
t
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The results shown in Figure 3.1.1.4-3 represent a smaller top b w k with

50 KW of heat addition to the fluid in the lower portion of the vessel. This

heat generation rate represents approximately 70% of the BWR decay heat rate

based on a volume average. This comparison indicates that SAFE produces good

agreement for this case also.

The comparisons shown in Figure 3.1.1.4-4 and 3.1.1.4-5 are for two tests

conducted from the same initial pressure and mixture level, except that one

test contained a stratified region of subcooled liquid below the mixture

level. (The comparisons are also shown on an expanded scale in Figure

3.1.1.4-6A and B.) The proportions of each fluid region, i.e., saturated

steam, saturated liquid and subcooled liquid, are approximately the same as

those in a BWR at normal operating condition. The initial subcooling is

also representative of BWR subcooling. The SAFE predictions are also in

close agreement with the data, including the fluid mass. The comparisons of

the level swell are expanded in Figure 6B. For the test with the initial sub-

cooled liquid layer, an initial two-phase level swell is observed as the

initially saturated liquid region flashes - between 0 to 6 seconds. As the

saturation pressure of the initially subcooled fluid is reached (approxi-

mately 800 psia for the initial 520*F fluid - which occurs at about 6 sec-

onds) a second level swell is observed. SAFE predicts this response and

produces good agreement with the mixture level prediction.

Comparisons of Bottom Break Blowdown Response

Figure 3.1.1.4-7 shows a comparison of a bottom break blowdown test in the

same vessel. The SAFE calculations are in a very good agreement with the

experimental results. The system depressurizes very slowly for the test

because the break flow was predominately liquid uischarge. The liquid dis-

charge results in the large rate of inventory loss from the system. As shown,

SAFE predicts a slightly higher inventory loss than measured due to the higher

calculated (Moody Slip Model) break flow. Other comparisons for both larger

liquid breaks and for larger vessel blowdown tests are shown in Reference

3.1.1.4-1.

O
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I

Sensitivity Studies>

!

! Detailed sensitivity studies have been performed with SAFE to demonstrate
that the models conservatively predict BWR LOCA response which leads to con-

r

servative predictions of BWR peak cladding temperatures. These studies are
''

. well documented in Reference 3.1.1.4-1. One additional sensitivity study
| (not included in Reference 3.1.1.4-1) is shown in Figure 3.1.1.4-8. This

- comparison shows the sensitivity in the prediction of two-phase mixture level
to variations in the bubble rise velocity and demonstrates that the Wilson

4

-bubble rise model, used in SAFE, produces very good agreement with the
I . experimental'results.

Plans for Future SAFE Qualification Studies

The SAFE code has recently been applied to the TLTA integral system ef fects
tests. "While the comparisons of the integral system response to date have
been primarily for large', liquid break transients, the results do demonstrate

.a conservative prediction of the system blowdown response. Also, when

.() utilized in conjunction with ' other GE LOCA evaluation models, a conservative
margin of 1000*F in peak cladding temperature is predicted. The next integral
system TLTA test series will include a'small break test. While detailed plans
or schedules have not been completely formulated for this test, it will pro-

: vide a - further. basis from which to evaluate the adequacy of the SAFE model
for small break conditions.

.

3.1.1.4.4 Conclusions

~ SAFE is_shown to adequately predict the system pressure, mass inventory and

two-phase mixture . level- response for a wide ~ range. of blowdown ' parameters,

-0 ''F g break size and location. The ability of SAFE to predict mixture
*

2arryover into the break demonstrates the:adequaev-of both the break flow
'

and leve11 swell models. The comparisons'to date'hav been' limited to simple
. vessel. blowdown: system-tests. ;However, for the small break transients of

~

. interest, these tests. include the controlling BWR phenomena'. Hence the SAFE
.

., model '.s an appropriate tool for' realistic Analysis of BWR'small break response.
~

..

v
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3.1.1.5 Information for NRC Audit of Small Break LOCA Calculations
O

The most appropriate analysis for developing operator guidelines and emergency
procedures are best estimate calculations of the system performance. Thus,

the currently approved Appendix K models and system assumptions have been

modified appropriately to perform best estimate analyses. Table 3.1.1.5-1
lists these model and system assumptions. The first five assumptions are
described in Section 3.1.1.3. The safety relief valve modeling is discussed

in the following paragraph and the remaining assumptions are self-explanatory.

Model assumption number six states that the safety relief valves (SRV's) were
modelled in three groups. This modification better simulates reactor perform-
ance since the SRV's are in fact grouped in the reactor. The following table
shows the setpoint pressures for the three groups as modelled and indicates
whether or not each group is dedicated to the automatic depressurization sys-
tem (ADS).

SAFETY RELIEF VALVE MODELLING

% j)

Opening Closing Dedicated
Group Set Point (psia) Set Point (psia) to ADS

I 1191.7 1144.75 Yes

II 1206.7 1159.3 ho

III 1216.7 1169.0 No

For the purpose of these analyses, the break sizes considered were grouped

into three categories. The three break group classifications are:

Class I: relatively small breaks where the core power generation exceeds

the energy loss through the break. The emergency core _ cooling

system (ECCS) flow is typically much greater than the break flow,

thus causing the system to pressurize up to the safety relief

valve setpoint after isolation.4

/~N
()
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Class II: breaks where the core power genecation roughly matches the energy

loss through the break with t he break flow and ECCS flow approxi-

mately equal, thus in the long term maintaining the reactor

coolant system at essentially a steady state condition.

Class III: relatively larger breaks where the system depressurizes.

Several cases are presented showing the response of a B'4R/6 218 standard plant
to a small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA) which are representative of

the three c1c.4ses of breaks previously mentioned. These analyses assume no

operator control of systems.

3.1.1.5.1 Class I Break

A 0.10 ft break in a steamline outside the containment with the control rod

drive (CRD) flow and the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system assumed

available is representative of the Class 1 group of breaks. The system response

is displayed in Figure Group (FG) #3.1.1.5-1 (Figure 3.1.1.5-1.1 through

3.1.1.5-1.8). The detection of a steamline break outside the containment auto-

matica11y causes the main steam isolation valves (MSIV's) to close (sce Fig-
ure 3.1.1.5-1.4), thereby essentially rendering this a no break case. After

isolation the pressure (Figure 3.1.1.5-1.1) rises rather quickly to the safety

relief valve (SRV) opening setpoint and subsequently cycles between this and

the closing setpoint as the valves cycle open and closed (see Figure 3.1.1.5-1.3).

The water level inside the shroud remains well above the top of the core (see

Figure 3.1.1.5-1.2), while the outside level drops initially and initiates the

RCIC system (see Figure 3.1.1.5-1.3) which quickly stabilizes the level and

eventually refills the vessel. The RCIC system shuts off automatically when

the water level reaches Level 8.

3.1.1.5.? Class II Break

The 0.001 ft break in the suction line of one of the recirculation pumps

with only the high pressure core spray (HPCS) system assumed available is

ha typical Class II break and the response to it is shown in FG #3.1.1.5-2.
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The system in this case is maintained at essentially a steady pressure con-

sistent with the definition of a Class II break. The pressure (Figure

3.1.1.5-2.1) drops initially to the pressure controller or turbine stop valve

setpoint whre it remains as the e'ntroller valves regulate the steam flow (see

Figure 3.1.1.5-2.4). The oscillations in the natural circulation flow (Fig-

ure 3.1.1.5-2.5) are also caused by the pressure controller valve cycling.

The water levels (Figure 3.1.1.5-2.2) drop slightly due to the loss of inventory

through the steamline and out the break until the HPCS initiates (see Fig-

ure 3.1.1.5-2.3) to refill the vessel. Since the core remains completely

covered, the temperature (Figure 3.1.1.5-2.6) continually decreases.

Another representative Class II m 'e is a 0.05 ft break in a steamline inside

the containment with the CRD flow and the RCIC system assu:ned available. The

system response to these conditions is shown in FG #3.1.1.5-3. Once again the

core remains cove: ed so the core temperature (Figure 3.1.1.5-3.6) quickly

decreases to a semewhat constant value Jess than 500*F. The water level

(Figure 3.1.1. 5- 3. 2 ) inside the shroud remains well above the top of the core

while the outside level drops initially due to the break flow and subsequently

recovers due to the flow from the RCIC and CRD systems. Upon reaching Level 8

at approximately 2900 seconds, the RCIC system shuts off (see Figure 3.1.1.5-3.3),

1 caving only the CRD flow which is almost enough to maintain the level. The

pressure (Figure 3.1.1.5-3.1) respo- is to this transient by initially decreas-

ing to the pressure controller setpoint where it remains until the RCIC system

begins subcooling the vessel. Once the RCIC system shuts off on high water

l level, the pressure is maintained near 400 psia.

|
3.1.1.5.3 Class III Break

2
,.

ihe 0.20 ft steamline break inside the containment with the HPCS, LPCI and
|

! LPCS syatems assumed available displayed in FG (13.1.1.5-4 is typical-of the

j Class III group of breaks. In this case the system depressurizes due to the

loss of steam out the break (Figure 3.1.1.5-4.1) while the core remains

covered (Figure 3.1.1.5-4.2) and the temperature continually decreases through-

out the transient (Figure 3.1.1.5-4.6). The depressurization ellows the low

pressure systems to come on and these along with the HPCS refill the vessel.

Ou,
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Several additional cases, all falling into the Class III categorv are presented

for further information. Two cases where all the B'a'R/6 ECC systems we re
,

assumed available were analyzed, a 0.10 ft" suction break shown in FG "3.1.1.5-5
92

and a 0.10 ft steamline break shown in FC 23.1.1.5-6. A 0.10 ft' suction

break with the HPCS, LPCI and LPCS systems available is dispicyed in FG v3.1.1.5-7
9

and a 0.20 f!' steamline break with only the HPCS system available is presented

in FG #3.1.1.5-8.

For the 0.10 ft suction break with all systems on in FG d3.1.1.5-5, the HPCS

and RCIC systems (Figure 3.1.1.5-5.3) mairtain the water levels such that the
core remains covered (see Figure 3.1.1.5-5.2) throughout the transient and

hence the temperature (Figure 3.1.1.5-5.6) continually decreases. The LPCS
comes on momentarily in addition to the HPCS and RCIC systems at approximately

650 seconds but is quickly shut off by the subsequent slight pressure rise.

The RCIC system would eventually be shut of f on a high water level signal but
the HPCS would remain on due to the continuing high drywell pressure signal.

The HPCS would then continue to fill the vessel.

The other case where all systems are assumed operating, shown in FC #3.1.1.5-6
, ,

for a 0.10 ft' stea=line break, is quite similar to the previous 0.10 ft'
suction break case except that the water level (Figure 3.1.1.5-6.2) never
drops enough to initiate the RCIC system since the break flow is less and
the system depressurizes faster (Figure 3.1.1.5-6.1) due to steam flowing
out the break. The HPCS is more than adequate to maintain the water leve_ in

this case.

The 0.10 ft suction break with the HPCS, LPCI and LPCS systems assumed

available shown in FG #3.1.1.5-7 is an example of the use of the ADS, which is

initiated by coincident high drywell pressure and low water level signals with
a 120 second delay. This results in a rather quick depressurization (Fig-

1.1.5-7.1) allowing the low pressure systems to initiate (see Fig-t

ure 3.1.1.5-7.3) and refill the vessel. The core rencins covered (see Fig-

ure 3.1.1.5-7.2) and the core temperature (Figure 3.1.1.5-7.6) continually

decreases throughout the transient.

O
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The 0.20 ft steamline break inside the containment with only the HPCS system
(-'g- ' ~

assumed available, shown in FG #3.1.1.5-8, is very similar to the case where

tne LPCI and LPCS systems are also available, shown in FG #3.1.1.5-4. In

this case the system depressurizes (Figure 3.1.1.5-8.1) and the HPCS (Fig-

ure 3.1.1.5-8.3) quickly refills the vessel (Figure 3.1.1.5-8.2) in much the

same way as the previous case. For this case, the core temperature decreases

(Figure 3.1.1.5-8.6) slower than the previous HPCS + LPCI + LPCS case because
there is less subcooled water entering the vessel.

3.1.1.5.4 Conclusion

These cases presented span the three classes of breaks previously described

and also show the system response to various combinations of available syste.ms

and break sizes. These should provide a representative set of cases for com-

parison to calculations performed with a different set of models and codes.

b

n,

v

u
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3.1.2 OTHER POSTULATED ACCIDENTS

The applicability of the analyses in this report, and of the Eme rge n<:y

Procedure Guidelir.as, to other postulated accidents is discussed ir Sec-

tion 3.2.2, "Other Operational Transients."

!
t

t

O

;

,

'l

O
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r~5 3.2 Operational Transients
b

This section presents, as described in the introduction to Chapter 3, analyses
for operational transients.

3.2.1 Loss of Feedwater

This subsection presents, as described in the int roduction to Chapter 3,

analyses for a complete loss of feedwater.

The Loss of Feedwater (LOF) event is an operational transient which occurs with

a frequency of approximately 1-2 times per plant-year. The LOF event is a mild

transient with respect to maintaining acceptable fuel thermal and pressure

margins. However, the LOF event is the most challenging abnormal operational

transient with respect to coolant inventory control since it results in the

most rapid reactor coolant inventory loss. Unlike operational transients in

which feedwater remains available, the LOF relies on the successful operation

[''} of other makeup systems (e.g., HPCI) for core cooling. General Electric Boiling-

%/
Water Reactors are designed so that the"high pressure makeup and inventory

maintenance systems (RCIC, HPCI, and isolation condensers) are independently

capable of maintaining the water level above the top of the active fuel given

a loss of feedwater. Redundancy of systems and components is provided in the

BRR design to provide margin against core uncovery and a high probability that

core uncovery will be avoided.

The adequacy of-the mitigating systems in providing core cooling has been con-

servatively demonstrated in SAR analysis. However, as pointed out in the

introduction to- Chapter 3, the SAR analysis may dif fer from the expected reactor

response by the operator due to the excessive conservatisms assumed in SAR

analyses. Therefore analyses have been performed using more realistic assump-

tions, covering normal and degraded conditions to provide guidance to operators

and support fnr the operator guidelines.

/O
V
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3.2.1.1 Analysis - Loss of reedwater Flow Event

This section supports the Emergency Procedure Guidelines as they relate to the
Loss of Feedwater event. It covers all BWR/1-6 plants and a range of reactor

operation from normal cases to extreme degradations.

3.2.1.1.1 Description of the LOF Tran.ient

Feedwater serves two fundamental purposes:

1. It repler.ishes the reactor coolant inventory loss due to steam flow

to the turbine and other paths;

2. It mixes with the relatively hot steam separator return flow to

provide proper core inlet subcooling so that the void reactivity

control is rchieved.

A LOF may occur as a result of loss of AC power, feedwater pump failures, con-

densate pump failures, feedwater controller failures, operator errors, or t rip
on reactor high water level. The following is a description of reactor behavior

following LOF iait iat ion. A standard BWR/4-251 plant is described.

3.2.1.1.1.1 Short Term Phenomena (Before Scram)

This paragraph provides a description of the LOF event for a typical BRR/4.

l?pon a Loss of Feedwater, vessel water level starts to decrease due to the mis-

match between coolant inventory loss (steam) and supply (feedwater). The rate

of level decrease depends on the initial power level: higher initial power will

cause faster level decrease. Because of diminishing injection of relatively

celd feedwater, core inlet flow becomes warmer. This causes more vuid genera-

tion in the core. hence neutron flux decreases. When the plant is in the auto-

matic flow control mode, control sytems will function to attempt to maintain

the core power by increasing the recirculation pump speed (hence, the core flew).
When the level decreases to the low level alarm setpoint (L4), a vessel low

level annunciator comes en and runback of the recirculation pump is initiated

3.2-2
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() to protect tL- recirculation pumps from cavitation. Runback will cause a rapid
increase of void fraction in the core, which in turn will cause a rapid reduc-
tion in neutron flux (hence thermal power). The increase of core void fraction
leads to redistribution : f some liquid from the core to the vessel downcomer.
This causes a temporary slowdown of sensed vessel level (level indication in
the control room and on trip instruments) decrease. The level will continue

to decrease and reach the low level scram setpoint L3) where reactor scram is
initiated.

3.2.1.1.1.2 Long Term Phenomena (Af ter Scram)

At the low level scram setpoint (L3) most of the primary containment isolation
valves (except MSIV) are closed. Scram will cause a further rapid level reduc-

tion due to the redistribution of vessel downcomer water to fill the collapsed
voids inalde the core. The amount of water redistribution depends on the
initial void fraction of the core: for a given recirculation flo;., higher

ini.ial power leads to a larger level reduction after scram.

O
V

Once the voids in the core have collapsed, level continoes decreasing due to
steaming _to the main condenser through the turbine. Level eventually

decreases to the low-low (L2) trip setpoint.

The low-low trip will close the MSIVs (Level 1 for BWR/6) and valves not
closed at L3, trip the recirculation pumps, and initiate HPCl and RCIC.
Recirculation pump coastdown maintains higher than natural circulation core
flow for a period of time. The vessel pressure soon rises to the safety relief
valve (SRV) setpoint. The pressure then remains at approximately the setpoint
pressures as one or more SRVs cycle open and closed to maintain pressure con-
trol. The vessel pressure is maintained by steam generated by the decay heat
of the fuel. Vessel inventory continues to be lost as steam through the SRVs.

Under normal conditions, the high pressure makeup water systems will provide
sufficient water to restore the level to the normal range. Plant shutdown or
restart can then be accomplished. For degraded conditions where all of the

( ) high pressure systems are unavailable, the water level will continue to drop.
Under these conditions, depressurization of the reactor to the range where the

low pressure systems can inject water into the reactor is necessary.

3.2-3
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Due to the large capacity of the low pressure systems, they will rapidly

reflood the reactor. Once the vessel is reflooded, the operator can then

proceed to place the reactor in cold shutdown.

Under some of the degraded conditions analyzed here, core uncovery is calculated

to occur. Core uncovery in itself is not a critical safety factor as long as

the cladding temperature is minimized during the event. This is accomplished

through timely injection of low pressure ECCS for such degraded conditions.

3.2.1.1.2 Models

In licensing basis transient analysis the main concerns are:

1. Fuel thermal margin (MCPR); and

2. Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB).

The LOF transient is categorized as a pressure increase event in FSAR Chapter 15 g
analyses. However, it does not become a pressurization event until after scram

and MSIV closure. Consequently, reactor pressure rises moderately, (e.g.,
compared with turbine trip) and actuates only the Croup 1 relief valves, well

below the RCPB limiting pressure. Typically, the peak pressure is reached

30 seconds into the event. Having demonstrated meeting the RCPB pressure

margin requirement, the licensing analysis usually terminates slightly af ter

the time of peak pressure (typically, 50 seconds into the event). By this time,

tne S/RVs have cycled a few tit.ea, and the vessel level has stabilized below L2

but well above L1 for BWR/2 through BWR/5. The actuation and injection of high

pressure ECCS is not included in the licensing analysis, because the subsequent

reactor behavior is of little significance as far as thermal margins and pressure

margins are concerned.

Thermal and pressure margins are very fine-scale parameters. Local ef fects

as well as the dynamic behavior of rea-tor systems are very critical to these

parameters. The REDY code is utilized in licensing analyses, due to its fine.
nodalization represc 'ation of the NSSS and BOP systems and its comprehensive

thermal-hydraulic ano tutronics models.

3.2-4
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(~] Analysis to support Emergency Procedure Guidelines, on the other hand, demands
wi

an analytical model designed for simulating long term inventory behavior.

Local and short term effects are of little significance to an operator in an

emergency. The SAFE code is suitable for long-term inventory modeling, and

is used in the analyses of this section. Its use is more thoroughly described

in Section 3.2.1.3.

.3.2.1.1.3 Determination of System Configuration to be Analyzed

In this section, the specific system configurations to be analyzed are determined.

The reactor systems which are available for providing makeup water and removing

decay heat are described in Section 3.1.1.1.2.1.

Due to the large injection capacity and redundant loop features of the low

pressure injection systems, low pressure injection systems provide ultimate

assurance of core cooling.

/ \
('q)i

However,,high pressure injection systems are preferable for the following reasons:

1. If af ter scram the reactor is in a high pressure condition, the high

pressure systems can immediately provide makeup water;

2. If the reactor is maintained at high pressure, the plant can he

restarted immediately:

3. Avoidance of depressurization eliminates a further reactor and

containment system transient.

4. High-pressure systems take suction from high-quality water sources.

Principal emphasis, therefore, is given-to high pressure systems in the

analyses and in the guidelines,

p
' % ,I
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gAfter scram and MSIV closure, inventory maintenance and decay heat removal are

the major objectives to be accomplished by the operator and the mitigating

systems. Hence, the spectrum of realistic LOF cases is determined by the

various combinations of inventory maintenance and decay heat removal systems

assumed to be available. The case of a stuck-open relief valve (SORV) is also

considered.

The various combinations of mitigating systems under norual and degraded condi-

tions are illustrated in Figure 3.2.1.1.3-1 and 3.2.1.1.3-2 respectively for

Bb7/1, 2, 3 with Isolation Condensers (IC) and BWR/3, 4, 5, and 6 with RCIC.

The combinations of assumed degradations lead to system configurations labeled

by (A), (B), (C), etc. The cases to be aaalyzed are based on the severity of

the systems configurations. For example, for the most severe cases where com-

plete loss of high pressure makeup water systems occur, analyses are performed
for each product line. M r the less severe cases where at least one mitigating

system is capable of maintaining core cooling, analysis is performed for a
representative product line instead of every product line. For example, when

IC and FWCI are both available, BkP/2 response is very similar to BWR/3, and g
analysis is only performed for BWR/3. When only IC is available, BWR/3 response
is very similar to BWR/2, and analysis is only performed for BWR/2. These cases

also cover BWR/2 with FWC1. The essential point is that each system configura-

tion is covered by at least one analysis.

The specific system configurations analyzed are summarized below.

Bb7/1, 2, 3 with IC

Fefer to Figure 3.2.1.1.3-1. The BWR/l is covered in more detail in
Section 3.2.1.3.3.

Configuration (A), (E): Reactor responses for BkT/2 and 3 are very

similar. Analysis is performed for BWR/3.

Configuration (B), (F): Reactor responso is very similar to BWR/4. These

configurations are covered by BWR/4 analysis.

3.2-6
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, ; Configuation (C): Reactor response for BWR/2 and 3 are very similar.
Analysis is performed for Bh'R/2.

Configuration (D), (H): Analysis is performed for BWR/2 and 3.

Configuration (G): Reactor response is very similar to (H). This con-

figuration is covered by (H).

BWR/3, 4, 5, 6 with RCIC

For BWR/3 and 4 equipped aith RCIC and HPCI, the reactor responses are very
similar. Hence analyses are performed for a Bkm/4 reference plant, and BUR /5
and 6 analyses are performed where appropriate.

Refer to Figure 3.2.1.1.3-2.

IConfiguration (A), (C), (E), (H). Analyses are performed for BWR/4, 5,

( ) and 6.
v

Configuration (F). Analyses are performed for BWR/4 and 5.

Configuration (B), (G). When HPCI/HPCS is on, the incremental injection
flow from RCIC is negligible. Hence (B), (G) are c. overed by (A), (H).

Configuration (D). When SORV is not present, RCIC alone can maintain

level according to the design basis for RCIC. Reactor responses are
very similar for BWR/3, 4, 5, and 6. Analyses are performed for BWR/6.

In performing the above analyses, automatic initiation of mitigating systems

is assumed. Reactor responses following manual initiation are very similar

to auto-initiation. Hence they are covered by the above analyses.

3.2.1.1.4 Analysis Assumptions

(''') The most appropriate analyses for developing operator guidelines and emergency
"

procedures are best estimate predictions of the system performance. Noninal

3.2-7
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(or best estimate) input data and conditions are assumed in the analyses of
this section. These assumptions include:

Assumption Rationale

1. Reactor is initially at 105% It realistically bounds other

steam flow and 100% core flow, reactor conditions.

Other reactor parameters are at

nominal value.

2. 1978 ANS Standard decay heat This is the most realistic decay

model is used. heat model.

3. h=12 Btu /hr-ft F is assumed Recent experiments in the Two-Loop

for core spray heat transfer Test Ap,.aratus (TLTA) have demon-

coefficient. strated higher heat transfer coef-

ficients than the presently used

ECCS licensing model value of

4 Btu /hr-ft *F.

4. Nucleate boiling is assumed when Recent TLTA tests have demonstrated

the core is covered, that the core remains in nucleate
boiling as long as the core is

covered.

5. Simultaneous trip of all the This leads to the most rapid 1cvel

feedwater pumps is assumed at reduction, and the subsequent events

t = 0. encompass a complete spectrum of

phenomena pertaining to the LOF

event. Realistically, this can

correspond to a spurious high level
trip signal.

6. Feedwater flow coastdown time This is a realistic value for motor-

is 5 seconds. driven feed pumps and conservative

g(although not unduly so) for steam-
turbine-driven feed pumps.

3.2-8
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f- Assumption Rationale

%J
7. CRD flow is r glected. Due ta the small CRD flow rate, it

has a small effect by comparison

with feedwater flow. This assumption

does not alter the conclusions of

this section.

8. When SORV is postulated, it is In some plants, the ADF valves are

assumed not to occur to an ADS higher pressure group relief valves.

valve. The effect of this assumption will

be discussed.

The effects of inputs differing from the ones listed above are examined.

In performing the analysis, the following approach is adopted.

1. A representative plant is used for each product line.

O
tj

2. BWR/1 results are inferred from BWR/2, 3 analysis. This is explained

in Section 3.2.1.3.

3. The SAFE code is used for predicting the long term thermal hydraulic

behavior. Tnis is explained in Section 3.2.1.3.

4. Analyses for cases requiring low-pressure ECCS extend only to the

time when injection is assured. Subsequent behavior is covered by

the SBA analyses of 3.1.1.1.

3.2.1.1.5 Analysis and Results

3.2.1.1.5.1 All Systems Operable

In the event of a total Loss of Feedwater Flow, the most likely. situation is

that all the mitigating systems function as designed. The high pressure
>x
(v) systems are initiated automatically to mitigate the consequence of the event.

3.2-9
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Figure Groups 3.2.1.1.5-1 to 3.2.1.1.5-4A illustrate the reactor systems responses

|for BWR/2, BWR/3 with IC, BWR/3 and 4 with RCIC, and BWR/5 and 6. In each

figure group, the time histories of the key variables are plotted. They include:

Vessel pressuree

e Steam line flow

e Total SRV flow

e ADS flow

a Total recirculation flow

e Actual level inside shroud

e Actual level outside shroud

Fuel temperaturee

e Reactor power

e Total heat to coolant

e Feedwater flow
e ECCS flow

To aid in interpretation of these figure groups, event sequences are surrarized g
in Tables 3.2.1.1.5-1 and 3.2.1.1.5-4A.

With respect to the level outside the shroud, note that the actual level outside

shroud is plotted. The actual level differs from the sensed level in that the

actual level corresponds to a two-phase mixture level while the latter corres-

ponds to a collapsed level (the two-phase mixture is collapsed into an equivalent
liquid-only level). Usually, there is little steam present in the liquid inside

the annulus, hence the actual level is approximateiy equal to the sensed level.

Figure Group 3.2.1.1.5-1 is for BUR /2 with two ICs in operation without makeup
water. Due to the large heat removal capacity of two ICs, SRVs are not actuated

and the system experience no inventory loss after MSIV closure. Reactor water

level remains well above the top of active fuel (TAF) throughout the event.

Figure Group 3.2.1.1.5-2 is for BWR/3 with one IC in operation and with FWCI

providing makeup water. The initial decay heat exceeds the heat removal capacity
of one IC, hence SRVs are actuated a few times. However, the inventory loss

3.2-10
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(~} through SRV actuation is made up by FWCI. After the decay power is selow the
'

capacity of IC, SRV actuation ceases. Water level is recovered to the normal

range by FWCI.

Figure Groups 3.2.1.1.5-3, 4, and 4A are very similar. They are for BWR/3,

4 with RCIC ar.d BWR/5 and 6. Inventory is lost after MSIV closure (except

BWR/6, for which MSIVs close at Ll) through SRV actuations and RCIC/HPCI steam

extraction. However the injection capacity of the high pressure systems (RCIC

|& HPCI for BWR/3, 4 and RCIC & HPCS for BWR/5 and 6) is so large that reactor
1evel is quickly recovered. The high pressure injection systems are tripped
off on high water level (L8). HPCI and HPCS will restart automatically if a

subsequent low water level is reached.

These figure groups demonstrate ti.at under design conditions BWRs are capable
of mitigating the consequences of LOF event automatically without the operator's
assistance. This is achieved through the automatic functioninw of various

mitigating systems.

' ~ '

3.2.1.1.5.2 Degraded Conditions - Partial Failure of High Pressure Systems
1

3.2.1.1.5.2.1 BWR/2

3.2.1.1.5.2.1.1 Failure of One IC

The reactor behavior with only one IC in operation is illustrated in Figure

Group 3.2.1.1.5-5. The sequence of events is summarized in Table 3.2.1.1.5-5.

The initial decay heat exceeds the heat removal capacity of one IC, hence SRVs

are actuated. However, shortly afterwards, decay heat falls below the capacity

of one IC, SRV actuation ceases, and the reactor no longer experiences inventory

loss. Water level remains high above the TAF. Adequate core cooling is

provided throughout the eveat.

3.2.1.1.5.2.1.2 Failure of One IC, SORV

'

The condition is very similar to failure of both ICs with SORV, which is analyzed,

in Section 3.2.1.1.5.3.

3.2-11
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3.2.1.1.5.2.2 BWR/3 with IC

3.2.1.1.5.2.2.1 FWCI and IC On, SORV

The reactor response is illustrated in Figure Group 3.2.1.1.5-6. The sequence

of events is surmnarized in Table 3.2.1.1.5-6. With inventory makeup due to

FWCI, reactor water level is recovered to the normal range. The SORV and IC

depressurize the reactor without operator action to where shutdown cooling can

be put into operation.

3. 2.1.1. 5. 2. 2. 2 IC Only, SORV

This condition is very similar to the failure of IC and FWCI with SORV, which

is analyzed in Section 3.2.1.1.5.3.

3.2.1.1.5.2.3 BWR/3, 4 with RCIC, BWR/5, and BWR/6

3.2.1.1.5.2.3.1 RCIC, HPCI/HPCS On, SORV

The results are depicted in Figure Groups 3.2.1.1.5-7, 8, and 8A for BWR/3-4,
BWR/5, and BWR/6 respectively. The sequence of events are summarized in
Tables 3.2.1.1.5-7, 8, and 8A. For BWR/3, 4, and 5, the MSIVs would close at

L2 and S/RV operation would result. Therefore, a SORV is postulated. For
BW9/6, the capacity of HPCS and RCIC is sufficient to keep the level from falling
to the MSIV low level setpoint. The MSIVs on BWR/6 would close on low steam

line pressure rather than low water level. Pressurization due to MSIV closure

would then result in opening of SRVs. Therefore, a SORV is also postulated

for BWR/6. With the large injection capacity of FCIC and HPCI/HPCS, reactor
water level is quickly recovered beyond normal range. RCIC and HPC1/HPCS are
tripped off on L8. The reactor depressurizes to where shutdown cooling can
be put into operation via steam discharge through the SORV, through the HPCI/
RCIC turbines, or through manually opened S/RVs.

O
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3.2.1.1.5.2.3.2 RCIC Only, with SORV for BWR/3, 4, 5 and without SORV for
BWR/6

. The results are-depicted in Figure Groups 3.2.1.1.5-9 and 3.2.1.1.5-10 for

BWR/3, 4 and BWR/5, respectively. The sequence of events are summarized in

Tables 3.2.1.1.5-9 and 3.2.1.1.5-10. The injection capacity of RCIC is

' nitially below the 50RV steam discharge, and water level decreases at a slowi

rate. As the reactor depressurizes, steam discharge decreases. The reactor

reaches a quasi-steady state where steam discharge approximately equals RCIC
flow and the energy efflux approximately equals decay heat. Reactor pressure
decreases and level increases, both at very slow rates. This quasi-steady
condition will persist for a relatively long time. The pressure will eventually
decrease to the low pressure ECCS or condensate pump shutoff head, and low

pressure systems can quickly restore level to normal range. (Low pressure ECCS

are either automatically initiated on L1 or manually actuated by the operator.)
The operator can enhance response by manually depressurizing through one or
more S/RVs.

(~%. Figure Group 3.2.1.1.5-9 illustrates the BWR/4 response under the RCIC only,
%.)

SORV condition, with enhancement by manual depressurization (BWR/S response

would be similar). When the quasi-steady state is reached, the operator is
assumed to manually open one SRV (at 1900 seconds). The low pressure ECCS are

enabled, and the_ reactor level is quickly restored to the normal range. (The

plot is shown to the time slightly before LP ECCS reaching full injection
capacity. The water level will quickly recover. In-shroud level remains well

above the TAF throughout the event.

~

' Figure Group 3.2.1.1.'5-10 illustrates the'BWR/5 responses under the RCIC only,
SORV condition without operator action (BWR/4 response would be similar). During
'the quasi-steady condition, the reactor pressure <lecreases to the low pressure

_ .

.ECCS _ inj ection point. However, L the : injection of low pressure ECCS is not simu-

lated'to. demonstrate the capability of RCIC to turn the water level.around.

-Figure 3.2.1.1.5-10.4 clearly indicates that the in-shroud level reaches a mini-

mum of 31.4 ftT(which is approximately'2_ feet above the_TAF), then starts to
< increase.

D' '
U
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Figure Group 3.2.1.1.5-10 indicates that for the reference plant studied here

RCIC alone can maintain the reactor in a safe and stable condition for a pro-

longed period (>l hour) even with the presence of an SORV. This leaves the

operator abundant time to either attempt to reclose the SORV, to restart the

high-pressure ECCS or feedwater, or to establish a low-pressure cooling system.

For BWR/6 with only RCIC on, the capacity of RCIC is sufficient to recover

the water level before reaching the low water level setpoint for MSIV closure

(level 1). Further, the depressurization by RCIC flow is relatively small, so

that the vessel pressure would remain above the low vessel pressure setpoint for

MSIV closure. Therefore, no opening of S/RVs would occur. Figure Group

3.2.1.1.5-10A illustrates the BWR/6 response with only RCIC operating. The

sequence of events is summarized in Table 3.2.1.1-5-10A. With the inj ec t ion

of RCIC and no SORV, reactor water would be slowly recovered with minimum water

level being 10.8 ft above the TA,F. When water level approaches normal water

level, the operator would take manual control of IIPCS and RCIC to maintain normal

water level.

3.2.1.1.5.2.3.3 Manual HPCS/RCIC and SORV for BWR/6

Because of the lower water level setpoint for -!SIV closure in BWR/6, the effect
of one SORV originated from MS1V closure at low water level is studied. This
analysis assumes failure of automatic HPCS and RCIC systems and manual initiation
of HPCS and RCIC while water level is approaching Ll. MSIV closure at L1

results in S/RVs cycling with one SORV postulated. Figure Group 3.2.1.1.5-10B

shows that the water level would soon be recovered after the HPCS and RCIC
flow enters the reactor vessel. The sequence of events is summarized in

Table 3.2.1.1.5-10B.

O
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{} 3.2.1.1.5.3 Degraded Conditions, Failure of All liigh Pressure Systc7s

Under the postulated conditions where failure of all high pressure systems

occurs, the reactor experierces a quasi-steady inventory loss through repetitive

actuation of SRVs. Inventory loss will be increased if a relief valve sticks

open. The level transients are depicted in Figure 3.2.1.1.5-11 to 3.2.1.1 5-14

for BWR/2 to 5 with and without SORV and Figure 3.2.1.1.5-14A for BWR/6
without SORV. These figures indicate

1. Without operator action, core uncovery will occur. The need for

operator action to assure adequate core cooling under these conditions

is addressed in Section 3.5.2.1.

2. With a SORV, the initial flashing causes the swollen level to decrease

more slowly than without a SORV, even though there is more mass lost
from the RPV. As the flashing subsides, water level decreases more

rapidly than without a SORV.

,q
Q

3. A SORV will eventually depressurize the reactor to where the low
pressure ECCS can inject water. Without an SORV, reactor pressure

will cycle between the opening and reclosing setpoints of the SRVs
until the reactor is manually depressurized.

It is clear that in the event of allure of all high pressure systems, core

cooling relies on timely operator action and low pressure ECCS injection. Due

to the lack of containment high pressure, ADS will not be initiated automatically.

With manual depressurization of the reactor, low pressure ECCS systems can
inject. As soon as they inject, the reactor is quickly reflooded.

Figure Groups 3.2.1.1.5-19 to 3.2.1.1.5-26 depict typical BWR response with no

high pressure systems available and with manual ADS, Figure Groups 3.2.1.1.5-19

to 3.2.1.1.5-22A are for BWR/2-6 without SORV and Figure Groups 3.2.1.1.5-23 to

3.2.1.1.5-26 are for BWR/2-5 with SORV. The corresponding sequence of events

y'5 tables are provided in Table 3.2.1.1.5-11 to 3.2.1.1.5-14A and Table 3.3.1.1.5-15
\' ~ '

to 3.2.1.1.5-18. In these figure groups, except for the BWR/3 analysis manual

3.2-14a/3.2-14b
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ADS is arbitrarily assumed to be accomplished when the vessel level descends to
):

5 ft above the TAF. In the representative BWR/3 analysis vessel level descends
to 5 ft above the TAF before the pressure reaches the lowest S/RV setpoint.

Therefore, for consistency with the other analyses, manual ADS in this case

is taken with 120-second delay after level reaches 5 ft above th' TAF.

These figure groups illustrate that BWRs behave similarly under the same degraded

conditions. They also demonstrate the BRR's in-depth protection to mitigate thej

consequences of highly degraded multiple failure conditions with minimal operator

actions.

3.2.1.1.5.4 Summary and Conclusions

The analyses performed in this section have encompassed a complete spectrum of
LOF events analyzed with realistic assumptions, ranging from all mitigating

systems available through the very degraded case of no high-pressure systems

(HPCI,llPCS, RCIC, CRD, FWCI, ICi available. The results are summarized below

{
according to available mitigating systems:

,

1. All Mitigating Systen,s Available

This is the most likely situation to be encountered. For all product

lines, the reactor reaches a safe and stable condition automatically

without operator assistance. Operator actions are limited to verify-

ing and confirming the initiat.'on and completion of automatic actions.

2. Partial Failure of Mitigating System

a. BWR/2, 3 with IC

When a SORV is nat-present, the operation of one IC or the

operation of FWCI (if so equipped) suffices to mitigate the

consequences of an LOF event. No operator action is required.

f3
V
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When SORV is present for BWR/2 or 3, FWCI (if so equipped) can
mitigate the consequences of an LOF event, but IC by itself

cannot. IIence if FWCI is unavailable, the operator must manually
depressurize to nitigate the consequence of the LOF event.

b. BWR/ 3, 4, 5, and 6 with RCIC and !!PCI/IIPCS

'The operation of either RCIC or llPCI/IIPCS can mitigate the con-
sequences of an LOF event whether SORV is present or not.

3. Complete Failure of All liigh Pressure Injection and Inventory
Maintenance Systems

This is a highly improbable condition. Should it occur, the conse-

quences can be mitigated by timely manual depressurization if necessary,
to enable the injection of the low pressure ECCS.

Based on the above, it can be concluded that:

1. The BWRs covered in this report are adequately equipped to mitigate
the consequence of the LOF event as it relates to core cooling without
operator assistutet under all conditions within the design basis, with
or without a stuck-open relief valve.

2. Operator actions are required only under the highly improbable condi-
tions where complete loss of high pressure injection and inventory
maintenance systems occurs. In such an event, timely manual depres-
surization followed by injection of low-pressure systems suffices to

mitigate the consequences.

3. A stuck-open relief valve, even with a complete loss of feedwater, is
a controllable event. The consequences of a SORV can be mitigated by
the injection of either FWCI, RCIC,11PCI, or !!PCS. If none of these

injection systems are available, the consequences can be mitigated by
the injection of low pressure systems following manual reactor
depressurization.
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3.2.1.2 Loss of Feedwater Operator Guidelines( )1

The operator guidelines for the loss-of-feedwater event are included in the
'

Emergency Procedure Guidelines.

3.2.1.3 Model Justification and Sensitivity Studies

This section justifies the analytical model used in the analyses of
Section 3.2.1.1, and investigates the sensitivity of the results to certain

important parameters.

3.2.1.3.1 SAFE Analytical Model,

L

.

The analyses in Section 3.2.1.1 utilize the SAFC code to predict system thermal-
hydraulic response. The use of the SAFE code instead of the transient code REDY
(which is used in licensing analyses of LOF) is justified below.

(} Die licensing basis LOF analysis employs the transient mode REDY. REDY is
,

designed for analyzing situations ehere short term thermal margins (MCPR) and
'

presuure margins are of primary concern. In general, these concerns exist only

when the core-power and core flow are at relatively high levels (from the
initiation of the event to shortly after scram).4

REDY is not intended to handle very low power and low flow conditions (which

are typical of long term LOF behavior). REDY also lacks the capability to simu-
late the various combinations of core cooling systems because their performance-

.is not required for evaluating thermal margin and pressure margin. Thus, while
REDY is most suitable for simulating short-term LOF behavior, it is not suitable
for developing operator guidelines because the guideline development is
dominated by the long term behavior of the reactor system.

The SAFE code is judged to be the most suitable analysis tool for the develop-
ment of LOF Operator Guidelines. The SAFE model is a flexible tool for the
evaluation of emergency core cooling systems. lie lumped parameter model can

f} accurately predict the long term reactor vessel pressure transient and water
,

N./
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inventory over the eatire range of credible break sives and locations, down to

and including a "zero break" (loss of feedwater only). Any combination of core

cooling sytems can be simulated.

Because SAFE is intended to predict long term transients. short-term and local

effects are generally ignored. During t'ie first few seconds after an initiating

event, local effects dominate reactor reiponse. However, after an initial

period of rapid change, t ressure traces f rom SAFE agree very well with those

from codes which allow spatial pressure variation based on more detailed models

of the internal structure.

As stated in Section 3.2.1.1, the initial transient of an LOF event elapses in

a very short period of time (< 30 seconds) . The LOF analyses in this report, on

the other hand, are intended to provide guidance for operator action during

the longer-term decay heat removal and level recovery stage. While SAFE lacks

details in simulating the initial transient of LOF event, the lack of detail

has minimal impact on the long term behavior. This has been discussed in

Section 3.1.1.3 and 3.1.1.4, and discussed below in greater detail. g
Table 3.2.1.3.1 is a comparison of the modeling assumptions incorporated in

REDY and SAFE.

The major differences between REDY and SAFE predictions are as follows:

1. REDY employs a neutronics model to simulate the effect of decreasing

core inlet subcooling and recirculation flow runback. Hence, REDY

realistically predicts the reduction of neutron flux prior to scram.

SAFE treats the power generation pr'ior to scram more simply, assuming

initial power until scram. After scram, the heat generation models

are compatible: the standard ANS decay heat model can be input into

both codes. These differences have practically no effect on the

longer-term level and pressure transients of interest to operator
i

action.

O
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2. Because SAFE's main steam flow model is simplified compared to REDY,
7-
\~- the timing of the L3 and L2 trips predicted by SAFE is slightly dif fer-

ent from that by MEDY. However, due to the rapidity of level decrease,
the difference in timing is on the order of only a few seconds. Again,
the differences have practically no effect on t ne lor.ger-term pressure
and level transients.

To demonstrate the above, a comparison of REDY and SAFE for BWR/4-251 LOF condi-

tion is presented in Figures 3.2.1.3.1-1 and 3.2.1.3.1-2. Figure 3.2.1.3.1-1 is

for level comparison and Figure 3.2.1.3.1-2 is for vessel pressure comparison.
Figure 3. 2.1. 3.1-1 shows that the two codes predict almost identical timing for
low level (L3) scram. The isolation time (time corresponding to L2) predicted

low level (L3) scram. The isolation time (time corresponding to L2) predicted

by SAFE is approximately 9 seconds later than that predicted by REDY. Both

codes predict almost identical level.

The pressure comparison (Figure 3.2.1.3.1-2) shows that the two codes predict
almost identical minimum pressures reached within a difference of approximatelyfx

i a
\~/ 9 seconds (corresponding to the difference in reaching L2 isolation). Both

codes predict the reactor pressure cycling between the opening and reclosing
- setpoint of SRVs with a difference of approximately 30 seconds in reaching the

first SRV actuation.

REDY will not run beyond the time domain shown in these figures due to the nearly
vanishing core flow. However for the short-term comparison presented here, it
can be concluded that while SAFE lacks certain details in simulating the initial

LOF transient behavior, it reasonably well simulates the initial critical events
which are important to the long term behavior.

3.2.1.3.2 Sensitivity-to System Parameters

The analyses of Section 3.2.1.1 included various coroinations of mitigating
systems degradations. This section demonst rates that over the realistic range
of the critical parameters used in the analyses, the predicted event sequence
will not differ significantly. .While there will he variations in details, the,cs

\_/ . , major trends remain the same,'and the variations have no significance to an
operator in an emergency, except for riming.
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3.2.1.3.2.1 Effect of Initial Power / Flow Condition

In Section 3.2.1.1.5.1 to 3. 2.1.1. 5. 3, t he initial conditions were 105% steam

flow and 100% core flow. In this sect ion, the effect of different reactor

conditions are studied for a standard BUR /4-251 plant. Refer to Figure 3.2.1.3.2-1,

the power-flow map. Reactor conditions are selected from the 105% load line,

Points A, B, and the minimum pump speed line, Points C, D, E, F. The corres-

ponding power /tiow are conditions summarized in Table 3.2.1.3-2.

Analyses are performed for the most severe failure combination, all high pres ure

systems unavailable (without SORV). Manual ADS was arbitrarily assumed to take

place at 5 feet above TAF. The results for Points A, B, C are presented in

Figure Groups 3.2.1.3.2-2 to 3.2.1.3.2-4 It can be seen that the reactor

behavior depicted la these figure groups is very similar to that for the 105%

steam flow analysis (Figure Group 3.2.1.1.5-21). No new phenomena are intro-

duced as a consequence of changing the power / flow condition. The different
initial conditions affect only the timing of manual ADS and the minimum in-shroud

level achieved, as summarized in Table 3.2.1.3-2 for Paint A to F.

Table 3.2.1.3-2 shows that an initial power decreases, the operator gains more

time for manual depressurization.

Table 3.2.1.3-2 also indicates that Points A, B, C, D, and E result in upproxi-

mately the same minimum in-shroid level. Point F results in a higher minimum

value. Minimum in-shroud levels for Point s A, B, C, D, and E are achieved just

before the low pressure systems start to inject. For Point F, the minimum level

is achieved slightly before manual ADS. The different behavior of the lower-

power case is simply explained. When manual depressurization is accomplished,

the rapid depressurization causes a strong flashing inside the core. The entire

core is covered with a two-phs4e mixture. As depressurization subsides, so does

the flashing. For higher power, flashing subsides before the injection of low

pressure ECCS. Hence ri-fr.um level is achieved during depressurization. For

very low power, such as Point F, flashing is still underway when the low pressure

systems start to inject. Hence minimum level is achieved at the moment of

initiation of depressurization for the low-power cene.
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From the above discussions, it can be concluded that the analyses performed in
)

Section 3.2.1.1.5.1 to 3.2.1.1.5.3 are sufficient to enconpass the entire range

of power / flow conditions.

3.2.1.3.2.2 Effect of Decay Power

,

! The 1978 ANS Standard decay heat is assumed in all the analyses. To investigate
the effect of decay heat on r? actor response, an analysis is performed using
ANS Standard + 20% decay heat far a standard BWR/4-251 plant. The initial con-
dition is 105% steam flow and 100% core flow. Failure of all high pressure

4

systems and no SORV is assu=ed for the system configuration. Figure
Group 3.2.1.3.2-5 depicts the reactor response for manual ADS at 5 ft above
TAF. It can be seen that the reactor response is very al=ilar to that for ANS

Standard decay heat (Figure Group 3.2.1.1.5-21). Due to higher decay heat, the

time se which the level reaches 5 feet above TAF is earlier than in the base
analysis. The minimum in-shroud level is about the same.

The increase in the duration of core uncover 3 due to 20% greater decay heat is
[) at most on the order of 20 seconds, so the impact on fuel performance is mini =al.

Hence, an increase of 20% decay heat over ANS Standard value has no impact on

the essential operator actions.
,

,

3.2.1.3.2.3 Effect of Number of TDS Valves

In the preceding sections, the stuck-open valve (when assumed) is taken to be
,

a non-ADS valve. Hence when canual ADS is initiated there is one more than-
the number of ADS valves contributing to.the depressurization. In so=e plants

it is possible that the SORV will be oce of the ADS valves. The number of

valves, however, vill not affect the basic event-sequence. It only affects

theldepressurization rate, hence the minimum in-ehroud level.

O
.

m
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3.2.1.3.2.4 Power Sourc, Availability

With the exception of plants with FWCT, the analyses are not sensitive to a

loss of offsite rower (LOOP) during the transie because CRD flow was not

simulated in the analyses. Reactor response for FWCI-equipped plants with

FUCI unavailiole has been analyzed in Section 3.2.1.1.

If LOOP is combined with a DC power source f ailure in one division, the avail--

ability of both high pressure and some a v pressure ECC systems may be affected
for some plants. The system responses for these cases are covered by the com-

plete loss of high pressure systems analysis performed in Section 3.2.1.1.

Section 3.5.2.1 covers such degraded casec in more detail.

3.2.1.3.3 BWR/1 Evaluation

No specific BWR/l analyses were made in Section 3.2.1.1. However it will be

demonstrated below that the BWR/l response under all LOF conditions are quali-
tatively covered by the analyses performed in Section 3.2.1.1 for BWR/2 through g
5, and tt'erefore that they support the Emergency Procedure Guidelines as applied
to BWR/1.

For BWR/l there are two high pressure auxiliary systems available for use in

the event of loss of feedwater: (a) the isolation condenser (IC) which has
a capacity greater than 71. of nuclear-boiler-rated power, and (b) the control

rod drive (CRD) system which provides make-up water of similar capacity.

For some plants, MSIV closure occurs at the same time of reactor low level

; scram. The IC acts to remove decay heat. The reactor no longer experiences

inventory loss after the auto-initiation of IC, and the reactcr automatically

reaches a safe and stabic condition. This is very similar to the "All Systems

Operable" analysis performed in Section 3.2.1.1.5.1 for BWR/2.

For some plants, the MSIV closure setpoint is much lower than the low level

scram setpoint. Steam continuously flows to the main condenser after scram.

However, in these plants the steam flow (which is equal to the steam flow g
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I

() generated by the decay heat) can be made up by the CRD flow. The reactor also
reaches a safe and stable condition automatically. It has been estimated in the

I

absence of CRD flow, approximately one hour will elapse before the level descends
to the MSIV closure setpoint for this class of reactors. Once this occurs, the
operation of IC terminates the event. The entire event is automatic; no operator
action is required.

For the degraded condition where the IC fails to operate, safety valves will be
actuated due to the pressure rise. If the safety valves function properly,

(i.e. , no SORV is present), manual depressurization (which could be accomplished
with power operated relief valves in plants so equipped) is required to depres-
surize the reactor so that the low-pressure ECCS can inject. A stuck-open valve,
if present, would depressurize the reactor to the low-pressure ECCS injection
point due to the large capacity of the safety valves in the BWR/1 units.

i

The design power for BWR/1s is considerably smaller than that for BWR/2-5.

However the volumes of the BWR/1 NSSS systems are not scaled-down proportionally.

() Qualitatively, this means that the steam-feedwater mismatch as well as decay
heat experienced per unit volume of BWR/l primary system is much smaller than
that for BWR/2-5. In that case, the rate of level decrease as well as the

pressurization rate will be slower for BWR/l than for BWR/2-5 given a LOF. The

slower response of the BWR/l will in general allow the operator more time to act.

Due to the similarities of the mitigating systems available for BWR/l and BWR/2,

the sequences of events presented in Section 3.2.1.1 are also applicable to
BWR/l except that the timing for BWR/1 events will be slower than the corres-
ponding BWR/2 timing.

3.2.1.4 Response to NRC Questions

This section specifically addresses the NRC questions to the BWR Owners'

Group dated September 28, 1979 (Ref. 1). These questions were answered in

v
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f
part b:. Ref. 2. The questions dealt with Section 3.2.1 of the Aur.st, 1971 -

hversion of NEDO-24703, which is entirel:. superse ed b:. this version <fd

Section 3.2.1.

3. Provide a detal'ed discussion of hev the SAFE code sirulates a
1

transient such as loss of feedwater (LOFW). Describe al' input

parareters and output parareters used for deterrining the Sequence i
fof Events tables in NEDo-24708. Provide a co narison of the results !

of a SAFE code s tucilation with the nornal transient code (REDY/nDYN; !

for each reactor class Describe all radifving assunptions rade !

when using the SAFE code to sisulate transients. f
r
i

,

Fesponse to Question 1

i

(i) The adequacy of utilizing SAFE in analyzinz the LOF '

events for the develonnent of orerator guidelines has

been discu; sed in Section 3.2.1.1.2 and Section 3.2.1.3.1. I

(ii) Corparison of LOF transients predicted by REDY and SAFE

is provided in Section 3.2.1.3.1.

(iii) The assumptions adopted for the sirulation of LCF event f
by utilizing SAFE are provided in Section 3.2.1.1.4.

(iv) Level setpoints are the cost irnortant input parareters

used for deterrining the sequence-of-events tables. These

include the L3 scran setpoint, L2 MSIV closure etpoint

(also for HP systens auto-initiation, trip of recircula- ;

tion purps etc.) and L1 iP systers auto-initiation setpoint.

In some cases, pressure setpoints, such as SRY openinz and

reclosing setpoint, are also in;ortant paraneters for

deternining the sequence-of-events. I

:
i

The reactor pressure and the dif ferential pressure of the water inven- |

'
tory above the pressure instrument tap are the irportant SAFE output

hparareters used for determining the sequence-of-events table.

3.2-24
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) 2. Provide details on how BWR/l transients were derived from the BWR/2
analyses.

.

Response to Question 2

In the August 1979 LOF ana ysis, the BWR/l LOF sequence-of-events

tables were derived from BWR,'? analyses since there was a great
deal of similarity between the mitigating systems on these
two designs. The sequence of events was inferred from BWR/2

analysis for illustrative purpose only, taking into consideration

certain BWR/l unique characteristics (e.g. see response to
question 5). As discussed previously, the exact timings are not

required for the development of operator guidelines. In

Section 3.2.1.3.3, a discussion has been presented which des-
cribes why a BWR/l response is similar to a BWR/2, and a unique
BWR/l analysis is not necessary for the development of LOF
operator guidelines.

l'')
%)'

3. Provide a complete set of curves for the BWR/4 LOFW analyses. These
should include: vessel level, vessel pressure, steam and feedwater

flow, safety relief valve flow, ECC flows, steam line pcessure, peak
fuel temperature, bypass valve flow, wide range and narrow range
sensed level, core inlet flow, drive flow neutron flux. For other

reactor classes provide vessel pressure, vessel level, SRV flow,

ECCS flows, steam flow, feedwater flow.

,

Response to Question 3
4

Complete sets of curves for BWR/2-5-LOF events are provided in'

Section 3.2.1.1.5.1.

4. Identify the representative plant in each reactor class and the

' rationale for selection. Describe how representative plants provide
.

plant specific transient response when systems characteristics of

(''') plants ' differ within each reactor class.
%.)
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Response to Question 4

O
The representative plant selected for LOF anatysis in each

reactor class is as follows:

BWR/2 (EC/FWCI): Nine Mile Point

BWR/3 (EC/FWCI or HPCI): Millstone
BWR/3, 4 (RCIC/HPCI): Browns Ferry

BVR/S (RCIC/HPCS): Zimmer

It has been demonstrated in Sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.3 that
BWRs of different product lines behave very similarly under

normal and degraded conditions. This is to be expected since

common design philosophy and technology has been implemented

in all the GE BWRs. This is demonstrated when the results between

different product lines (e.g., BWR/4 versus BWR/5) are compared.
Creater similarity is of course expected for plants in the same

reactor class.

O
5. For the BWR/l reactor with LCFW and no control rod drive (CRD) flow,

show that the operator has one hour to manually isolate the reactor

before core uncovery.

Response to Question 5

For the steam drum-equipped BWR/l reactor which does not ieolate

automatically during a high-power LOF event with CRD available

(i.e., the low-level isola-lon setpoint is considerably below the

low-level scram setpoint), the liquid inventory between the

two level setpoints is approximately 30,000 lbn. Based on this and

the ANS-5 decay heat, it was estimated that it would take about

one hour (after scram) for the water level to drop to the isolation

setpoint due to loss of feedwater and CRD. Therefore, the operator

has at least one hour to manually isolate the teactor before it

isolates automatically.

O
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(} 6. It is not apparent that additional failure in shutdown methods would

not aggravate or change the course of a simulated transient as stated

in NEDO-24708. Clarify.

Response to Question 6

The event descriptions have been modified in Section 3.2.1.1. The

shutdown process is addressed in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines.

7. For BWR/l with no emergency condenser (EC) or CRD flow, provide the
system response when the SRV recloses instead of remaining open. The

pressure will rise again to the SRV setpoint and continue this cycling

at high pressure while inventory is being depleted. If manual action

is required, provide the instrumentation available to alert the

operator and what actions are required to maintain acceptable core

inventory.

(}- Response to Question 7

This condition is covered in Section 3.2.1.3.3.

8. For the BWR classes whiere the SRV cycle before decay heat is removed by

ECCS, what happens to the vessel invectory. Provide plots.of level,

pressure, ECCS,-and SRV flows.

Response to Question 8

These cases have been analyzed in Section 3.2.1.1.5. The corres-

ponding curves are provided.

19 . It appears that a stuck open relief valve (SORV) combined with a LOFW

and failure of high pressure systems is not as severe as a properly

operating SRV or one that-is partially stuck open. In determining the

course of a LOFW transient a sensitivity study should be performed for

("')y determining operator action times for event recgonition and proper
%

mitigation.
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|
|

1
|Response to Question 9

|
These cases have been analyzed 2, Section 3.2.1.1.5. j

10. Justify the assumptions used in the analyses to show operator action
|

times as provided in the sequence of events. For example, justify the |
selection used for decay heat which varied for reactor class. How

sensitive is the analysis to your assumptions.
|

|

Response to Question 10

The assumptions adopted for the analyses of Section 3.2.1.1 and the |

associated rationales have been provided in Section 3.2.1.1.4.

Sensitivity studies have been done in Section 3.2.1.3.2. These

results show that the guidelines are fundamentally insensitive to

the variation of system parameters and are solely dependent on

the actual experienced sequence of events.

11. It appears that operationally it is desired to manually restart a

failed high pressure system prior to using the automatic depres-

surization system (ADS) for the low pressure (LPCI/LPCS) ECCS. How-

ever, the core inventory recovery is faster with ADS (no high pressure

ECCS) and LPCI/LPCS. What will the guidelines suggest to the operator?

Response to Question 11

This area is specifically addressed in the Emergency Procedure

Guidelines.

12. Supply curves to show the differences in SRV opening times and level
recovery times for BWR/4 and BWR/S reactors.

Response to Question 12

See response to Question 3.

O
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/-') 13. Provide the analyses and sequence of events for the LOF'd ccupled with
%) a stuck open SRV and the following: loss of offsite power; loss of

all A-C power; and loss of one train of D-C power with loss of offsite
power. Provide the following time-dependent variables: SRV flow;

vessel pressure; ECCS flova; vessel water level; and fuel cladding, and
coolant temperatures. The initial conditions assumed in the analyses
should be provided and the time at which stable esnditions are

reached. If core uncovery results, provide the basis for assessing
core damage (duration, extent).

Response to Question 13

The effect of power source availability on the LOF event has been
discussed in Section 3.2.1.3.2.4.

References:

(-] (1) Letter, D. F. Ross to T. D. Keenan, Additional Information Required
''' to Evaluate NED0-24708, September 28, 1979.

(2) Letter, R. H. Buchholz to D. F. Ross, Additional Information on

Loss of Feedwater Transient Analysis, Dccember 28, 1979.

3.2.1.2 Operator Guidelines - Loss of Feedwater

The operator guidelines for a loss of feedwater are integral to the Emergency
Procedure Guidelines, published separately.

3.2.2 Other Operational Transients

Chaptes 15 of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for a nuclear power plant
includes analyses of several events expected to occur during the lift of an
individual plant.. Limiting faults, not expected to occur during a plant lifetime,
are also considered. These events are analyzed'to demonstrate the acceptable

7g performance of the reactor and balance of plant systems during transients and
%Y accidents. Bounding assumptions are made with respect to such variables as

3.2-29
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initial plant conditions and the performance of mitigating systems. As a result,

each event description in the FSAR is of ten applicahic to only one of several
sequences of events which can follow fret single initiating disturbance,a

and the calculated results may be atypicelly severe.

In the standard (Reg. Guide 1.70 Rev. 2) PSAR, " operator actions" are c cified
for each event. An FSAR Chapter 15 Event Review was conducted to assess the

validity of the specified act' ions with respect to reactor safety, making realistic
assessments of plant conditions and responses for each event. As agreed in
the September 6,1979, meeting between the BWR Owners' Group and the Bulletins
and Orders Task Force staff, this study comprised the following:

1. Consideration of each Chapter 15 event which results in a reactor
transient (excluding AWS) for a typical BWR/4;

2. Determination of ef fects of best-estimate assumptions on predicted
symptoms or anticipated operator actions;

3. Identification of events where effects are significant;

4. Revision of symptoms and operat r actions (if appropriate).

The results of this study are documented in this section.

This study is not intended to cover all BWR product lines in complete detail
(although most of its conclusions have generic applicability). Generic actions
to respond to emergencies are specified in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines.
Further, the results of this study are not appropriate for use in training

(even for the sample plant from which it was developed) due to the inherent

narrow definition of each Chapter 15 event. The usefulness of this study lies

in its conclusion that even within the narrow definitions of Chapter 15 events

and the conservative assumptions used in their analysis, there is nothing inherent
in the analyses or specified actions of the FSAR which would mislead the operator
or procedure writer.

O
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!

It is there fore concluded that there are no specific safety deficiencies in the |
[)

" operator actions" specified in the sample plant's FS AR. However , de finitions

of the events chosen for safety analysis purposes are narrow, and the FSAR
analyses characteristically assume minimal operator actions. Further, most
of the events are in fact not emergencies; they become so only if accompanied

by further equipment failures or operator errors. These facts make the /SAR
less than ideally useful as a training guide (a purpose for which it was not
intended but for which it has sometimes been used). As explained in each fol-

loaing section, the Emergency Procedure Guidelines will serve this function.

3.2.2.1 Decrease in Reactor Coolant Temperature

3.2.2.1.1 Loss of Feedwater Heating

3.2.2.1.1.1 Event Description
,

3.2.2.1.1.1.1 FSAR Overview

O The reactor vessel receives cooler feedwater which causes an increase in core
inlet subcooling. This increases core power due to the negative void reactivity
coe f ficient . The maximum number of feedwater heaters which can be tripped

or bypassed by a single event represents the most severe transient for analysis
considerations. This event has been conservatively estimated to incur a loss -

of up to 1000F of the feedwater. heating capability of the plant. The event
can occur with the reactor in either the automatic or manual flow control mode.

In the automatic flow control made, the recirculation flow control system responds

to the power increase by reducing core flow so that steam flow from the reactor
vessel to the turbine remains essentially constant. In order to maintain the
initial steam flow with the reduced inlet temperature, reactor thermal power

increases above the initial value and settles at about 120% NBR (115% of initial
*

power), below the flow-referenced ATRM thermal power scram setting, and core
flow is reduced to approximately 9?% of rated flow. The sequence of events

is listed in Table 3.2.2.1.1-1. ihe smaller power increase makes this event

less severe than the manual flow control case given below. Nuclear system

4 .
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pressure does not change and consequently the reactor coolant pressure boundary

is not threatened. If scram occurs, the results become very similar to the

manual flow control :ase.

In manual flow control mode, no compensation is provided by core flow and thus

the power increese is gceater than in the automatic mode. A scram on high APRM

thernal pcwer occurs. The sequence of events is listed in Table 3.2.2.1.1-2.

Vessel steam flow increases and the initial system pressure increase is slightly

larger. Peak heat flux is 116% of its initial value and peak fuel center

temperature increases 5440F. The increased core inlet subcooling aids core

thermal margins and minimum MCPR reaches 1.06.

3.2.2.1.1.1.2 Cr_cique

1. >bthematical Model

The FSAR analyses were performed using the REDY code in which the neutron
kinetics is represented by a point kinetic model which assumes that the
axial power shape of the core remains unchanged throughout the transient.
Recent studies have demonstrated that the consideration of axial power

shape in the analysis of this event is important. The increase in the
core inlet subcooling due to loss of feedwater heating will shift the

axial power shape toward more bottom peaked which acts to mitigate the
extent of the decrease in MCPR. Therefore, the transient is expected

te be less severe than predicted in the FSAR, under most expected

conditions.

2. Exposure Condition

The FSAR analyses were performed at the end of equilibrium cycle exposure
condition in which the scram and void characteristics would be the worst.
In general, for a given cycle, the event will be most severe at the
point in the cycle at which the void coefficient is most negative since
doppler and void reactivity coefficients have a stronger impact on
severity of the transient than do scram characteristics. Therefore,
for reload licensing evaluations, the event is analyzed as a function

of exposure.

O
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3. Initial Power Level

The FSAR analyses were performed assuming the reactor was initially [
* <

operating at the 105% steamflow condition. The event could produce :

a larger thermal power increase if the reactor were initially operating
;

j at other power / flow conditions. However, because of limitations on
i

i initial operating MCPRs the event initiated from a lower power / flow
condition will not produce the minimum MCPR. I

, i
! ;

2 4. Loss of Feedwater Heating Capability '

The maximum loss of feedwater heating capability of a plant was assumed I,

to be 100 F in the FSAR analyses, which was consistent with the GE,

,

specification. Results of startup tests performed on various plants
at full power indicate that this is plant dependent and ranges from

030 to 70 F. For reload licensing evaluations, the utility confirms
the validity of this assumption.

4

5. ~Feedwater' Heater Time Constant

[ The feedwater heater time constant was assumed to be 30 seconds in the
*

FSAR analyses. The actual time constant is expected to be in the order
of a cinute, which would produce a slower transient than analyzed.

~

3.2.2.1.1.2 Operator Actions

.

3.2.2.1.1.2.1- FSAR' Identified Actions
.

.

In the automatic flow control mode, the reactor settles out at a lower recircu-~ '

'

'lation flow with no change in steam output. ki average power range monitor
(APRM) neutron flux or thermal power alarm will alert the operator that he must -

. insert " control ' rods- to get back down to the rated flow control line, or that
he must reduce flow if.in the manual mode.1 The operator must determine fromo

-existisg| tables the maximca allowable turbine generator output with feedwater
"

' heaters 'out of service. If reactor scram occurs,' as;it would ~in manual flow
control mode, the operator must monitor:the reactor water level and. pressure.

controls and tho T-G auxiliaries during coastdown.-
..

- s<
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3.2.2.1.1.2.2 Critique

&
The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.

3.2.2.1.1.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The loss-of-feedwater heating event by itself requires no unique operator actions
to assure adequate core cooling. Should this event be accompanied or followed
by some inventory-threatening event or operator error, the loss of feedwater
analyses (including analyses with degradations) adequately represent the event,
and the steps in the Energency Procedure Guidelines are appropriate, as discussed
below.

3.2.2.1.1.3.1 Applicability of Analyses

The system response for a loss-of-feedwa.er heating if accompanied or followed
by an inventory-threatening evens is bounded by the LOF analysis. Table 3.2.2.-
1.1.3-1 compares the principal reactor system parameters for this event with
those for the LOF event. Af ter 100 seconds the reactor has scrammed an i isolated
with decay heat removal through the SRVs for both cases. The rara of reactor
level decrease is not as rapid for this event as for the LOF: the HPCL/RCIC

low-level initiation set point is reached at 100 sec, compared to 16 see for
the LOF. Except for the differences in timing, the system water level and pres-
sure response are the same after the low-level initiation set point is reached.
That is, after the event unique short-term transient, the reactor response and
the required operator actions are the same as for the LOF event. A unique analy-
sis of this event to support the Emergency Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.1.1.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

If this event is accompanied or followed by an inventory-threatening event,
the principal symptom will be low reactor water level, which is an entry condi-
tion to the Lavel Control Guideline. An additional symptom, MSIV isolation, is
also an entry condition. The subsequent transient is similar to the LOF event.
Therefore, the steps in the Level Con *.rol Guideline apply and the operator
actions specified therein are appropriate to respond to this event.
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3.2.2.1.2 Feedwater Control Failure - Maximum Demand

3.2.2.1.2.1 Event Description

3.2.2.1.2.1.1 FSAR Overview

This event is postulated on the basis of a sir.tle failure of a control device,
specifically one which can directly cause an incre.sse in coolant inventory by
increasing the feedwater flow. The most severe appita. le event is a feedwater*

controller failure with maximum flow demand. he feedwater controller is forced
to its upper limit at the beginning of the event.

With excess feedwater flow the water level rises to the high-level trip point
at which time the' feedwater pumps and the main turbine are tripped and a scram
is initiated. Table 3.2.2.1.2-1 lists the sequence of events. The MCPR reacheo

1.10 and peak fuel center temperature increases 2180F. The peak vessel bottom
pressure is 1183 psig and the nuclear system process barrier pressure limit
is not endangered. The bypass valves subsequently close to reestablish pressure

O. control in the vessel during shutdown.

3.2.2.1.2.1.2 Critique

1. Mathematical Model

.The FSAR analysis was performed using the REDY code. REDY does not

consider the effects of steamline pressure wave transmission and core
axial power shape. However, these two ef fects tend to compensate each
other to some degree. Als o, the FSAR analysis utilized conservative
multipliers on both void reactivity coefficients and scram characteristics.
Therefore, the transient is expected to be less severe than predicted
in the FSAR, tc Jer cost expected conditions.

2. Initial Power Level

The FSAR analysis was performed assuming the reactor was initially

ip operating at the 105% steamflow condition. The event could be more

.

severe if the reactor were initially operating at a lower power level.<.

l ' his -was due , to .the fact that the initial feedwater flow at a lower
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power level would be smaller. Therefore, with a given feedwater flow

runout capacity, the magnitude of feedwater/ steam mismatch would be
greater if the initial feedwater flow were smaller. However, because

of limitations on initial operating MCPRs the event initiated from

a lower power / flow condition will not produce the minimum MCPR.

3. Initial k'ater Level

In the FSAR analysis the initial water level was assumed to be at the

low end of the normal range of water level. This would make the tran-

sient results more severe since it allows a longer time, and there-
fore a larger thermal power increase, before feedwater pumps are
tripped on L8.

4. Maximum Feedwater Runout Flow

In the FSAR analysis the feedwater flow was assumed to run out to its
maximum capacity instantly. This gave rise to a larger thermal power
increase and, therefore, more severe transient results. The maximum
runout capacity assumed, 129% of rated, was also conservative.

3.2.2.1.2.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.1.2.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

a. Observe that high-level feedwater pump trip has terminated the failure
event.

b. Switch the feedwater controller from auto to manual control in order
to try to egain a correct output signal,

Identify causts of the failure and report all key plant parametersc.

during the event.

3.2.2.1.2.2.2 Critique

The FSAR-Fpecified operator actions are not inappropriate for the OVent.

O
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3.2.2.1.2.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The feedwater controller failure-maximum demand event by itself requires no
unique operator actions to assure adequate core cooling. This event may result
in a loss of feedwater. If this occurs, or if the event is accompanied or fol-
lowed by some other inventory-threatening event or operator error, the loss
of feedwater analyses (including analyses with degradations) adequately repre-
sent the event, and the steps in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are appropriate,
as discussed below.

3.2.2.1.2.3.1 Applicability of Analyses

*Ihe system response for a feedwater controller failure - maximum demand event is

bounded by the LOF analysis. Table 3.2.2.1.2.3-1 compares the principal reactor
system parameters for this event with those for the LOF event. Af ter 50 seconds

the reactor has scrammed and isolated with decay heat removal through the SRVs
for both cases. Although SRV actuation occurs sooner, the rate of reactor level

p
decrease is not as rapid for this event as for the LOF: the HPCI/RCIC low-level
initiatica set point is reached at greater than 50 sec, compared to 16 see for
the LOF. Except for the differences in timing, the system water level and pressure
response are the same af ter the low-level initiation set point is reached.
That is, af ter the event unique short-term transient, the reactor response and
the required operator actions are the same as for the LOF event. A unique analysis
of this event to support the Fmergency Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.1.2.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

Because of the high-level feedwater trip, the principal symptom will be low reac-
tor water level, which is an entry condition to the Level Control Guideline. An

additional symptom, MSIV isolation, is also an entry condition. The subsequent
transient is similar to the LOF event. Therefore, the steps in the Level Control
Guideline apply and the operator actions specified therein a .*e appropriate to

respond to this event.

f%
~

.
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3.2.2.1.3 Pressure Regulator Failure - Open

3.2.2.1.3.1 Event Description

3. 2. 2.1. 3.1.1 FSAR Overview

This event assumes that either the controlling pressure regulator or the backup
regulator fails to the open position. When this happens, the turbine admission
valves can be fully opened and the turbine bypass valves can be partially opened
until the maximum steam flow is established. The total steam flow rate to the
main turbine resulting from a pressure regulator malfunction is limited by a
maximum flow limiter impnad at the turbine controls. This limiter is set to

limit maximum steam flow to approximately 110% NBR.

The increase of steam flow to a maximum value causes rapid vessel depressuriza-

tion and water level swell. The water level rises to the high level trip set
point end initiates trip of the main turbine and feedwater pumps. Closure of

hthe turbine stop valves initiates scram and recirculation pump trip (RPT). Since

the pressure regulator failure will now signal the bypass to open to 115% steam
flow, the turbine inlet pressure will drop below the low pressure isolation
set point and cause an isolation of the main steam lines. The sequence of events
is listed in Table 3.2.2.1.3-1. Because the rapid portion of the transient

results in only momentary depressurization of the nuclear system, the nuclear
system process barrier is not threatened by high internal pressure.

3.2.2.1.3.1.2 Critique

The major uncertainty in the FSAR analysis was in the maximum flow limiter setting
assumed (115% of rated). If the maximum flow limiter were set higher or lower than

normal, there would result a faster or slower vessel depressurization rate. The

vessel depressurization rate and the initial water level would determine whether

the L8 vessel level set point or the low turbine inlet pressure set point would be

reached first. Therefore, main steamline isolation could precede L8 turbine trip.

O
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:

I
'

3.2.2.1.3.2 Operator Actions

i C) i

3.2.2.1.3.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions |

When regulator trouble is preceded by spurious or erratic behavior of the con- !

trolling device, it may be possible for the operator to transfer operation to the

backup controller in time to prevent the full transient. If the reactor scrams

! as a result of the isolation caused by the low pressure at the turbine inlet

(825 psig) in the run mode, the following is the sequence of operator actions
expected during the course of the event. Once isolation occurs the pressure
will increase to a point where the relief valves open. The operator should:

a. Monitor that all rods are in.

:

b. Monitor reactor water level and pressure.

! c. Observe turbine coastdown and break vacuum before the loss of steam
i seals. Check turbine auxiliaries.

O,

d. Observe that the reactor pressure relief valves open at their set point.

e. Observe that RCIC and HPCI initiate on low-water level.
,

f. Secure both HPCI and RCIC when reactor pressure and level are under control.
,

g. Monitor reactor water level and continue cooldown per the normal
,

procedure.

'

h. Complete the scram report and initiate a maintenance survey of pressure
regulator before. reactor restart.

4

3.2.2.1.3.2.2. Critique
,

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.
.

O
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3.2.2.1.3.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The pressure regulator failure-open event by itself requires no unique operator
cetions to assure adequate core cooling. This event may result in a loss of
feedwater. If this occurs, or if the event is accompanied or followed by some
other inventory-threatening event or operator error, the loss of feedwater
analyses (including analyses with degradations) adequately represent the event,
ar,d the steps in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are appropriate, as dis-
cussed below.

3. 2. 2.1. 3. 3.1 Applicability of Analyses

The system response for a pressure regulator failure - open event under the most
severe condition is bounded by the LOF analysis. Table 3.2.2.1.3.3-1 co= pares
the principal reactor system parameters for this event with those for the LCr

After 50 seconds the reactor has scra=med and isolated with decay heatevent.

removal through the SRVs for both cases. The rate cf reactor level decrease
is not as rapid for this event as for the LOF: the HPCI/RCIC low-level initiation
set point is reached at 50 sec, cocpared to 16 sec for the LOF. Except for

the differences in timing, the system water level and pressure response are
the same after the low-level initiation set point is reached. That is, after

the event unique short-term transient, the reactor response and the required
operator actions are the same as for the LOF event. A unique analysis of this
event to support the Emergency Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.1.3.? 2 Applicability of Guidelines

Because of the high-level feedwater trip, the principal symptom will be low
reactor water level, which is an entry condition to the Level Control
Guideline. An additional symptom, MSIV isolatica, is also an entry condition.
The subsequent transient is similar to the LOF event. The. efore, the steps
in the Level Control Guideline apply and the operator actions specified
therein are appropriate to respond to this event.

O
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4

3.2.2.2 Increase in Reactor Pressure

O'

3.2.2.2.1 Pressure Regulator Failure - Closed

i

3.2.2.2.1.1 Event Description
'

;

3.2.2.2.1.1.1 FSAR Overview

It is assumed for purposes of this transient that a single failure occurs which
' erroneously causes the controlling regulator to close the main turbine control

valves and thereby increases reactor pressure. If this occurs, the backup
regulator is ready to take control. Postulating a failure of the primary or
controlling pressure regulator in the closed mode will cause the turbine control

' valves to close momentarily. The pressure will .ucrease, because the reactor
is still generating the initial steam flow. The backup regulator will reopen
the turbine control valves and reestablish steady-state operation above the
initial pressure equal to the difference of 5 psi in the set point of the primary
and backup regulators. The pressure disturbance in the vessel is rot expected

() to exceed flux or pressure scram trip set points.,

<

3.2.2.2.1.1.2 Critique,

i

!

The FSAR event description is appropriate.

3.2.2.2.1.2- Operator Actions
,

i

i

f 3.2.2.2.1.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

The operator will verify that the backup regulator assumes proper control.

3.2.2.2.1.2.2 Critique

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.

.

-\_)
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3.2.2.2.1.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

O
The pressure regulator failure - closed event is a minor perturbation to reactor

operation since the reactor would settle into a new steady state after a small

disturbance. There would be no entry into the Emergency Procedure Guidelines
unless there were a subsequent loss of feedwater, in which case the reactor

response would be identical to the LOF event. There is therefore no need for

a unique analysis of this event to support the Emergency Procedure Guidelines,
and no guideline steps unique to this event are required.

3.2.2.2.2 Generator Load Rejection

3.2.2.2.2.1 Event Description

3.2.2.2.2.1.1 FSAR Overview

Fast closure of the turbine control valves is initiated whenever electrical grid

disturbances occur which result in significaat loss of electrical load on the

generator. The turbine control valves and the combined intermediate valves are
required to close as rapidly as possible to prevent overspeed of the turbine-
generator.

1. Generator Load Rejection

A loss of generator electrical load from high power conditions produces
the sequence of events listed in Table 3.2.2.2.2-1. Peak neutron flux

rises to 163% NBR. The average surface heat flux peaks at 102% of its
initial value and MCPR reaches 1.13.

2. Generator Load Rejection with Failure of Bynass

A loss of generator electrical load at high power with these conditions
produces the sequence of events listed in Table 3.2.2.2.2-2. Peak neu-

tron flux reaches about 257% of rated, average surface heat flux reaches

107% of its initial vale. Sh ce this event is classified as an infre->

mit is permitted to fall below the safetyquent incident, tha *?? -

limit for incident. et . .rw e frequency. MCPR reaches 1.03 for this

hevent. The peak ntalear systen pressure reaches 1209 psig at the bottom
of the vessel, well below the transient pressure limit of 1375 psig.
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3.2.2.2.2.1.2 Critique

O
The FSAR analyses were performed using the REDY code. REDY does not consider

the +tfects of steamline pressure wave transmission and core axial power shape.
However, these two effects tend to compensate each other to some degree. Also,
the FSAR analysis untilizes conservative multipliers on both void reactivity
coefficients and scram characteristics. Therefore, the transient is expected

to be less severe than predicted in the FSAR, under most expected conditions.

3.2.2.2.2.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.2.2.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

a. Verify proper bypass valve performance.

b. Observe that the feedwater/ level controls have maintained the reactor,

water level at a satisfactory value.

. c. Observe that the pressure regulator is controlling reactor pressure at
the desired value.

d. Record peak power and pressure.

e. Verify relief . valve operation.

-3.2.2.2.2.2.2 Critique

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.

3.2.2.2.2.3- Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The generator load rejection event by'itself requires no unique operator actions
4to assure adequate core cooling. Should this event be accompanied or.followed by
-some inventory-threatening event or operator error, the loss of feedwater analyses
(including analyses with degradations)' adequately represent.the event, and the

_

' ;O steps in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are_ appropriate, as discussed below.
LJ

' *
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3.2.2.2.2.3.1 Applicability of Analyses
. .

The system response for a generator load rejection if accompanied or 'c.' lowed

by an inventory-threatening event is bounded by the LOF analysis. Table 3.2.-
2. 2.2.3-1 compares the principal reactor system parameters for this event with
those for the LOF event. Af ter 47 seconds (32 with bypass failure) the reactor
has scrammed and isolated with decay heat removal through the SRVs 'or both

Although SRV actuation occurs sooner, the rate of reactor level decreasecases.

is not as rapid for this event as for the LOF: the HPCI/RCIC low-level initia-
tion set point is reached at 47 see (32 with bypass failure), compared to 16
see for the LOF. Except for the dif ferences in timing, the system water level
and pressure response are the same af ter the low-level initiation set point
is reached. That is , a f ter the event-unique short-term t ransient , the reactor
response and the required operator actions are the same as for the LOF event.
A unique analysis of this event to support the Emergency Procedure Guidelines
is not needed.

3.2.2.2.2.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

9
If this event is accompanied or followed by an inventory-threatening event,
the principal symptom will be low reactor water level, which is an entry condi-
tion to the Level Control Guideline. An additional symptom, MSIV isolation, is
aise an entry condition. The subsequent transient is similar to the LOF event.
There fore, the steps in the Level Control Guideline apply and the operator actions
specified are appropriate to respond to this event.

3.2.2 2.3 Turbine Trip

3.2.2.2.3.1 Event Description

3.2.2.2.3.1.1 FSAR Overview

A variety of turbine or nuclear system malfunction will initiate a turbine trip.
Sene examples are moisture separator and heater drain tank high levels, large
vibrations , operator lock on t , loss of control fluid pressure, low condenser
vacuum, and reactor high water level.
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1. Turbine Trip

'"
. Turbine trip at high power produces the sequence of events listed

in Table 3.2.2.2.3-1.

Neutron flux increases rapidly because of the void reduction caused by
the pressure increase. However, the flux increase is Ibaited to 144%
of rated by the stop valve scram and the RPT system. Peak fuel surface

!

heat flux does not exceed 100% of its initial value. Peak pressure
in the bottom of the vessel reaches 1182 psig, which is below the

ASME code. limit of 137) psig for the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

2. : Turbine Trip with Failure of Bypass

Turbine trip at high power with bypass failure produces the sequence
of events listed in Table 3.2.2.2.3-2.

Peak neutron flux reaches 231%..of its ' rated value, and peak fuel center
temperature increases approximately 175 F. MCPR for the transient is

/'' 1.05. Peak nuclear system pressure reaches 1209.psig at the vesselV) .
bottom. ~ This event is classified as an infrequent incident.

3. . Turbine Trip with Bypcss Valve Failure, Low Power

.

This transient is less~ severe than a similar one at.high power. Below
30% of rated power, the~ turbine stop valve closure and turbine control
valve closure scrams are automatically bypassed. At these lower power

| 1evels,: turbine-first stage pressure is used to initiate the scram
logic bypass. The-scram which terminates the transient is initiated
by high vessel pressure. The bypass-valves are assumed to fail; there-

,

fore,1 system ' pressure will increase until the pressure relief set
points are reached. At this time, because of the relatively low power -

.of this' transient event, relatively few relief valves will open tot-

-limit reactor pressure. Peak. pressures are'not expected to greatly
< exceed the -pressure relief valve set points and'will be significantly

~

below the'RCPB transient limit of 1375 psig.. Peak surface heat ' flux+

and peak fuel center | temperature remain at relatively low values and
'MCPR[is expected to remain well above the safety limit.

.

?
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3.2.2.2.3.1.2 Critique

O
The FSAR analyses were performed using the REDY code. REDY does not consider

the effects of steamline pressure wave transmission and core axial power shape.
Ilowever, these two effects tend to compensate each other to some degree. Also,

the FSAR analysis utilizes conservative multipliers on both void reactivity

coefficients and scram characteristics. Therefore, the transient is expected
to be less severe than predicted in the FSAR, under most expected conditions.

3.2.2.2.3.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.2.3.2.1 FSAR Identified Action

The operator must:

a. Verify auto transfer of buses supplied by generator to incoming power -

if automatic transfer does not occur, manual transfer must be made,

b. Monitor and maintain reactor water level at required level. h
c. Check turbine for proper operation of all auxiliaries during coastdown.

d. Depending on conditions, initiate normal operating procedures for cool-
down, or maintain pressure for restart purposes.

e. Put the mode switch in the startup position before the reactor pressure

decays to <850 psig.

f. Secure the RCIC operation if auto initiation occurred due to low water

level,

g. Monitor control rod drive positions and insert both the IRMs and SRMs.

h. Investigate the cause of the trip, make repairs as necessary, and complete
the scram report.

O
i. Cool down the reactor per standard procedure if a restart is not intended.
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3.2.2.2.3.2.2 Critique
O
V'

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.

3.2.2.2.3.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The turbine trip event by itself require s no unique operator actions to assure

adequate core cooling. Should this event be accompanied or followed by some
inventory-threatening event or operator error, the loss of feedwater analyses
(including analyses with degradations) adequately represent the event, and the
steps in the Emergency-Procedure Guidelines are appropriate, as discussed below.

3.2.2.2.3.3.1 Applicability of Analyses
~

The system response for a turbine trip if accompanied or followed by an .it ven-

tory-threatening event is bounded by the LOF analysis. Table 3.2.2.2.3.3-1 com-
pares the principal reactor system parameters for this event with those for the

LOF event. Af ter 48 seconds (33 with bypass failure) the reactor has scrammed
OV- and isolated with decay heat removal through the SRVs for both' cases. Although

SRV actuation occurs sooner, the rate of reactor level decrease is not as rapid
for this event as for the LOF: the HPCI/RCIC low-level initiation set point is-

reached. at 48 see (33 with bypass failure) compared to 16 see for the LOF.
uxcept foe the differences in timing, the system water level and pressure response
are the same after the low-level initiation set point is reached. That is, after

the event-unique short-term transient, the reactor response and the required
operator actions are the same as for the LOF event. A unique analysis of this
event.to support the Emergency Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.2.3.3.2 . Applicability of Guidelines

If this event is accompanied or followed by-an inventory-threatening event, the
principal symptom will be low reactor water . level, which 'is an entry condition
to the Level Control Guideline. An additional. symptom, MSIV isolation, is also
an entry condition.- The subsequent transient is similar to the LOF event.
Therefore, - the steps in the Level Control Guideline apply and the operator actions
specified therein.are appropriate to respond to this event.
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3.2.2.2.4 MSIV Closure

O
3.2.2.2.4.1 Event Description

3.2.2.2.4.1.1 FSAR Overview

Various steam line and nuclear system malfunctions, or operator actions, can
initiate main steam isolation valve (MSIV) closure. Examples are low steam line
pressure, high steam line flow, high steam line radiation, low water level or
manual action.

1. Closure of all Main Steam Line Isolation Valves
The sequence of events is listed in Table 3.2.2.2.4-1. Position switches
on the valves are less than 90% open. Peak neutron flux reaches 175% of
rated af ter approximately 2.4 seconds. The nuclear syst em relief valves
begin to open at approximately 2.5 seconds after the start of isolation.
The valves close sequentially as the stored heat is dissipated but con-
tinue to discharge the decay heat intermittently. Peak pressure at the
vessel bottom reaches 1210 psig, well below the pressure limits of the |h
reactor coolant pressure boundary. Peak pressure in the main steam line

is 1173 psig.

2. Closure of one Main Steam Line Isolation Valve
One MSIV may be manually closed at a time for testing purposes. Opera-
tor error or equipment malfunction may cause a single MSIV to be closed
inadvertently. If reactor power is greater than about 80% when this

occurs, a high APRM flux scram or high steam line flow isolation may result.

No significant effect is imposed on the RCPB, since if closure of the valve occurs
at an unacceptably high operating power level, a flux or pressure scram will
result. TFe main turbine bypass system will continue to regulate system pressure
via the other three " live" steam lines.

O
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3.2.2.2.4.1.2 Critique

.O
1. Mathematical Model

The FSAR analyses were performed using the REDY code. REDY does not

consider the eff :s of steamline pressure wave transmission and core
axial power shape. However, these two effects tend to compensate
each other to some degree. Also, the FSAR analysis utilizes conservative
multipliers on both void reactivity coefficients and scram characteristics.
Therefore, the transient is expected to be less severe thaa predicted
in the FSAR, under most expected conditions.

2. Feedwater Flow

In the FSAR analysis it was conservatively assumed that feedwater

flow was terminated within 5 seconds due to MSIV closure. Results
of startup ' tests at several plants with turbine-driven feed pumps
have demonstrated-that feedwater flow actually remained near rated
for a least 20 seconds, and was sufficient to bring the vessel water
level back'to normal.before HPCI/RCIC flow was injected into the vessel.

.

3.2.2.2.4.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.2.4.2.1 . FSAR Identified Actions

The following is the sequence of operator actions expected during the course of
-the event a'ssuming no-restart of the reactor. The operator should:

a. Observe that all rods have inserted.

b. Observe that the relief valves have opened for reactor pressure control.

c. ' Check-that RCIC auto. starts-on the impending low reactor water level
condition.

'd. Switch the. feedwater controller to the. manual position.

Initiate operation of the RHR system in the : steam condensing mode only.p. e.
b
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f. k' hen the reactor vessel level has recovered to a satisfactory level,
switch RCIC controller to manual and secure when level is under control.

g. khen the reactor has cooled suf ficiently for RHR operation, put it into

service per procedure.

h. Before resetting the MSIV isolation, determine the cause of valve closure.

'

i. Observe turbine coastdown and break vacuu= before the loss of sealing
steam. Check T-G auxiliaries for proper operatien,

j. Not reset and open MSIVs unless conditions warrant and be sure the
pressure regulator set point is above vessel pressure.

k. Survey maintenance requirements and complete the scram report.

3.2.2.2.4.2.2 Critique

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event. g
3.2.2.2.4.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The MSIV closure event by itself requires no unique operator actions to assure
adequate core cooling. This event may result in a loss of feedwater. If this

occurs, or if the event is accompanied or followed by some other inventory-

threatening event or operator error, the loss of feedwater analyses (including

analyses with degradations) adequately represent the event, and the steps in

the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are appropriate, as dicussed below.

3.2.2.2.4.3.1 Applicability of Analyses

ne system response for the MSIV closure event is bounded by the LOF analysis.
Table 3.2.2.2.4.3-1 coc: pares the principal reactor system parameters for this
event with those for the LOF event. Af ter 30 seconds the reactor has scracx: red
and isolated with decay heat removal through the SRVs for both cases. Although
SRV actuation occurs sooner, the rate of reactor level decrease is not as rapid
for this event as for the LOF: the HPCI/RCIC low-level initiation set point
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is reached at 29 sec. .ompared to 16 sec for the LOF. Except for the differences,

in timing, the system water level and pressure response are the same after the
low-level initiation set point is reached. That is, af ter the event-unique short-

term transient, the reactor response and the required operator actions are
the same as for the LOF event. A unique analysis of this event to support the

Emergency Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.2.4.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

MSIV isolation will cause an immediate entry to the Level Control Guideline.
There will also be a low reactor level, which is an entry condition to the Level
Control Guideline. The subsequent transient is similar to the LOF event. There-

fore, the steps in the Level Control Guideline apply and the operator actions
specified therein are appropriata to respond to this event.

3.2.2.2.5 Loss of Condenser Vacuum

3.2.2.2.5.1 Event Description

3.2.2.2.5.1.1 FSAR Overview

Various system malfunctions which can cause a loss of condenser vacuum are des-
ignated in Table 3.2.2.2.5-1. Trip signals associated with loss of condenser

vacuum are desingated in Table 3.2.2.2.5-2.

The event presented here is a hypothetical case with a conservative 2 inches

Hg per second vacuum decay rate. Under this hypothetical 2 inches Hg per
second vacuum decay condition, the turbine bypass valve and main steam line
isolation valve closure would follow main turbine and feedwater turbine trips

by about 5- seconds af ter they initiate the tran'sient. This transient, there-
fore, is similar to a normal turbine trip with bypass. The effect of main

steam line isolation valve closure tends to be minimal since the-closure of
main turbine stop valves and subsequently the bypass valves have already shut
off the main steam line flow. Table 3.2.2.2.5-3 lists the sequence of events.

Peak neutron. flux reaches 112% of NB rated power while average fuel surface
%

.

heat flux remains at the initial value.- Safety / relief valves open to limit
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the pressure rise, then sequentially reclose as the stored energy is dissipated.
Peak nuclear system pressure is 1174 psig at the vessel bottom. The over-
pressure transient is below the reactor coolant pressure boundary transient
pressure limit of 1375 psig. Vessel dome pressure does not exceed 1155 psig.
A comparison of these values to those for the turbine trip with bypass failure
at higher power shows the similarities between these two transients. The prime
differences are the loss of feedwater and main steam line isolation.

3.2.2.2.5.1.2 Critique

Because the protective actions are actuated at various levels of condenser vaccum,
the severity of the transient is directly dependent upon the rate at which vacuum
is lost. Normal loss of vacuum due to loss of cooling water pumps or steam jet
air ejector problems produces a very slow rate of loss of vacuum (minutes, not
seconds). See Table 3.2.2.2.5-1. If corrective actions by the reactor operators

are not successful, the simultaneous trips of the main and feedwater turbines,
and ultimately complete isolation by closing the bypass valves (opened with the
main turbine trip) and the MSIVs, will occur. A faster rate of loss of the

condenser vacuum would reduce the anticipatory action of the scram and the overall
effectiveness of the bypass valves since they would be closed more quickly.

3.2.2.2.5.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.2.5.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

The operator must:

Verify auto transfer of buses supplied by generator to incominga.

power - if automatic transfer does not occur, manual transfer must

be made,

b. Monitor and maintain reactor water le.d at required level.

c. Check turbine for proper operation of all auxiliaries during coastdown,

d. Depending on conditions, initiate normal operating procedures for
cooldown, or maintain pressure for restart purposes.
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e. Put the mode switch in the startup position before the reactorO
(_,/ pressure decays to <850 psig.

f. Secure the RCIC operation if auto initiation occurred due to low

water level.

g. Monitor control rod drive positions and insert both the IRMs and SRMs.

h. Investigate the cause of the trip, make repairs as necessary, and
complete the scram reoort.

i. Cool down the reactor per standard procedure if a restart is not intended.

3.2.2.2.5.2.2 Critique

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.

3.2.2.2.5.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines
A
V

The loss-of-condenser vacuum event by itself requires no uaique operator actions
to assure adequate core cooli.g. This event may result in a loss of feedwater.
If this occurs, or if the event is accompanied.or followed by some other inven-
tory-threatening event or operator error, the loss of feedwater analyses (in-
cluding analyses with degradations) adequately represent the event, and the steps
in the Energency Procedure Guidelines-are appropriate, as discussed below.

3.2.2.2.5.3.1 AppIicability of Analyses

The system response'for a loss of condenser vacuum event is bounded by the LOF

analysis. . Table 3.2.2.2.5.3-l' compares the principal reactor system parameters
for this event.with those for the LOF event. Af ter 30 seconds the reactor has
scrammed and isolated with decay heat removal through the SRVs for both cases.
Although SRV actuation occurs sooner, the rate of reactor level decrease is-

'not as rapid for this~ event as for the-LOF: the HPCI/RCIC low-level initiation
set point is reached at 26 sec, compareJ to 16 see for the LOF. Except for

-

)' the differences in timing, the system water level and pressure response are
the same after the low-level initiation set point is reached.- That is, after
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the event-unique short-term transient, the reactor respcar and the require (
operator actions are the same as for the LOF event. A unique analysis of this
event to support the Emergency Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.2.5.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

MSIV isolation will cause an immediate entry to the Level Control Guideline.
Because of the feedwater pump trip, there will also be low reactor water level,
which is also an entry condition to the Level Control Guideline. The sub sequent
transient is similar to the LOF event. Therefore the steps in the Level Control
Guideline apply and the operator actions specified therein are appropriate to
respond to this event.

3.2.2.2.6 Loss of AC Power

3.2.2.2.6.1 Event Description

3.2.2.2.6.1.1 FSAR Overview

1. Loss of Auxiliary Potter Transformer

Causes for interruption of the auxiliary power transformer can arise

from normal operation or malfunctioning of transformer protection
circuitry. These can include high transformer oil temperature, reverse

or high current operation as well as opere. tor error which tripe the

transformer breakers.

The reactor is subjected to a complex sequence of events when the
plant loses all auxiliary pcwer. Estimates of the responses of the

various reactor systems (assuming loss of the auxiliary transformer)
provide the following simulation sequence:

a. The recirculation pumps are tripped at a reference time, t=0,

with normal coastdown times.

b. At approximately 2 seconds, independent main steam line isola-
tior. valve closure and scram are initiated due to loss of power

to the respective solenoids.
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c. At approximately 4 seconds, feedwater pump trips are initiated.

The sequence of events is listed in Table 3.2.2.2.6-1.

The initial portion of the transient is similar to the loss of recircu-

lation pumps. At approximately 2.0 seconds, turbine trip and scram
occur. There is no significant increase in fuel temperature or decrease

in MCPR,- fuel thermal margins are not threatened, and the design
basis is satisfied.

P

2. Loss of All Grid Connections

Ioss of all grid connections can result from major shif ts in electrical

loads, loss of load, lightning, storms, wind, etc. , which contribute

to electrical grid instabilities. Bese instabilities will cause

equipment damage -if unchecked. Protective relay schemes automatically
disconnect electrical sources and loads to mitigate damage and regain

electrical grid stability.

'1he sequence of ' events is the same :as that for loss of auxiliary power
transformer except that this event would add a generator load rejection
to the above - sequence at time t=0. The load rejection immediately
forces the turbine control valvoa Ased, causing a scram. The sequence

of events is listed in . Table 3.2.2.2.6-2.

3.2.2.2.6.1.2 Critism

-The FSAR event description is appropriate.
;

3.2.2.2.6.2- ' Operator Actions

3.2.2.2.6.2.1 ~ FSAR Identified Actions

The operator should mantain the reactor water level by use of the RCIC- system,-

_

control reactor. pressure by use of the relief valves and steam condensing mode of,

the RHR. Verify that the turbine'd-c~ oil pump is operating satisfactorily to

< fm
\._ 2
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prevent turbine bearing damage. Also, he should verify prope switching and
loading of the emergency diesel genera tors.

'Ihe following is the sequence of operator actions expected during the c ot t r s e

of the events when no immediate restart is assumed. The operator should:

a. Fo llowing the sc ram , v er i fy a ll rod s in.

b. Check that diesel generators start and carry the vital loads.

c. Check that relays on the reactor protection system (RPS) drop out.

d. Check that both RCIC and HPCI start when reactor vessel level drops
to the initiation point after the relief opens.

e. Break vacuum before the loss of sealing steam occurs.

f. Check T-G auxiliaries during coastdown.

O
g. When both the reactor pressure and '.~rel are under control, secure

both HPCI and RCIC as necessary.

h. Continue cooldown per the normal procedure.

i. Complete the scram report and survey the maintenance requirements.

3.2.2.2.6.2.2 Critique

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.

3.2.2.2.6.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The loss of AC power event by itself requires no unique operator actions to
assure adequate core cooling. This event may result in a loss of feedwater.
If this occurs, or if the event is accompanied or followed by some other

inventory-threatening event or operator error, the loss of feedwater analyses h
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L

(including analyFPF with degradations) adequately represent the event, and the
stens in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are appropriate, as discussed below.

3.2.2.2.6.3.1 Applicability of Analysesz

,

The system response for a loss of AC power event is bounded by the LOF analysis.
Table 3.2.2.2.6.3-1 compares the principal reactor system parameters for this
event with those for the LOF event. After 30 seconds the reactor has scrammed
and isolated with decay heat removal through the SRVs for both cases. Although
SRV actuation occurs cooner, the rate of reactor level decrease is not as rapid
for this event as far the LOF: the HPCI/RCIC low-level initiation set point
is. reached at about 42 sec, compared to 16 sec for the LOF. Except for the

differences in timing, the system water level and pressure response are the
-same after the low-level initiation set point is reached. 'Iha t is, af ter the

.

event-unique short-term transient, the reactor response and the required operator
actions are the same as for the-LOF event. A unique analysis of this event

~

to support the Emergency. Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

- 3.2.2.2.6.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

;

MSIV isolation will cause an immediate entry to the Level Control Guideline.
Because of the- feedwater pump trip, there will also be low reactor water level,
which is -also an entry condition to the Level Control Guideline. The subsequent
transient is sis-flar. to the LOF event. Therefore, the' steps in the Level. Con-
trol Guideline apply arrl the' operator actions specified therein are appropriate
to respond to this event.

-3.2.2.2.7 Loss of'All Feedwater Flow

This event 'is explicitly covered in- detail by :the analyses of Sections 3.2 and
3.5 of this report, and by the Emergency Procedure Guidelines.

3.2.2.2.8' 'Feedwater'Line Break
'

Refer to'Section-3.2.2.6'.4.

O
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3.2.2.3 Decrease in Reactor Coolant Syster rlow Rate

O
3.2.2.3.1 Recirculation Pump Trip

3.2.2.3.1.1 Event Description

3.2.2.3.1.1.1 FSAR Overview

Recirculation pump motor operation can be tripped off by design for intended objec-
tives as well as randomly by unpredictable operational failures. Intentional

tripping will occur in response to:

a. Reactor vessel water level L2 set point trip.

b. High pressure set point trip.

Motor branch circuit over-current protection.c.

d. Motor overload protection,

e. Suction block valve not fully open.

f. Main turbine trip.

Random tripping will occur in response * :
.

a. Operator error,

b. Loss of electrical power source to the pumps.

c. Equipment or sensor failures and malfunctions which initia?e the

above intended trip response.

O
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1. . Trip of One Recirculation Pump
The vessel water level swell due to rapid flow coastdown may reach the
high level trip thereby shutting down the main turbine and the feed pump
turbines, and indirectly initiating scrams as a result of the main turbine
trip. Recirculation pump trip action is initiated by tripping of the main

turbine. The sequence of events is listed in Table 3.2.2.3.1-1.

2. Trip of Two Recirculation Pumps
The vessel water level swell due to rapid flow coastdown may reach the

high level trip thereby shutting devn the main turbine and the feed pump
turbines, and indirectly initiating scrams as a result of the main turbine

trip. The sequence of events is listed in Table 3.2.2.3.1-2.

3.2.2.3.1.1.2 Critique

The major uncertainity in the FSAR analysis lies in the prediction of L8 vessel
water level trip. Should the water level swell due to a rapid flow coastdown

be less than predicted, the reactor could settle into a new steady state without
L8 trip. If this happened with both recirculation pumps tripped, the reactor
would be operating at the intersection of the natural circulation and rated
rod lines, on the power flow map, which are conditions of minimum core flow
and core power stability.

3.2.2.3.1.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.3.1.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

-As soon as possible, the operator must verify that no operating limits are
being exceeded. If they are, corrective actions must be initiated. Also,

the operator must determine the cause of the trip. prior to returning the
system to normal.

-3.2.2.3.1.2.2 Critique

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.
M.
'wi
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3.2.2.3.1.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

e
The recirculation pump trip event by itself requires no unique operator actions
to assure adequate core cooling. Should this event be accompanied or followed

by some inventory-threatening event or operator error, the loss of feedwater
analyses (including analyses with degradations) adequately represent the event ,
and the steps in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are appropriate, as discussed
below.

3.2.2.3.1.3.1 Applicability of Analyses

The system response for a recirculation pump trip if accompanied or followed by an
inventory-chreatening event is bounded by the LOF analysis. Table 3.2.2.3.1.3-1
compares the principal reactor system parameters for this event with those for
the LOF event. Af ter 48 seconds the reactor has scrammed and isolated with
decay heat removal through the SRVs for both cases. Although SRV actuation
occurs sooner, tl e rate of reactor level decrease is not as rapid for this event
as for the LOF: the HPCI/RCIC low-level initiation set point is reached at

48 sec, compared to 16 see for the LOF. Except for the dif ferences in timing, g
the system water level and pressure response are the same after the low-level

initiation set point is reached. That is, af ter the event-unique short-term

transient, the reactor response and the required operator actions are the same
as for the LOF event. A unique analysis of this event to support the Emergency

Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.3.1.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

If this event is accompanied or followed by an inventory-threatening event ,
the principal symptom will be low reactor water level, which is an entry condi-
dition to the Level Control Guideline. An additional symptom, }GIV isolation,

is also an entry condition. The subsequent transient is similar to the LOF event.
There fore , the steps in the Level Control Guideline apply and the operator
actions specified therein are appropriate to respond to this event.

O
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. 3.2.2.3.2 Recirculation Flow Control Failure - Decreasing Flow

3.2.2.3.2.1 Event Description

3.2.2.3.2.1.1 FSAR Overview

Recirculation flow controller malfunctions can be due to:

a. Failure of an individual recirculation M/G set speed controller (one
per-loop) or the positioning control of an individual scoop tube

actuator which can result in a rapid flow decrease in only one
recirculation loop.

b. A'downscale.' failure of-the master flow ontroller or an excessive
manual speed demand set point change which can generate a zero flow
demand signal to both ' recirculation flow control loops.

. 1. Individual Speed Controller-Failure - Closed

The sequence of . events for this transient is similar to, and can never

'be more than,Ethat' listed in Table.3.2.2.3.1-1 for the trip of

Jone' recirculation pump.

._

.2. . Master. Controller. Failure - Closed--
The sequence of. events.for this transient is.similar-to and can'never

.be more severe:than that listed in Table 3.2.2.3.1-2 for the trip'of

.both recirculation pumps.

3.2.2.3.2.1.2 - Critique

I ame as'Seetion- 3.2.2.3.1.1.2.S

~

3.2.2.3.2.2 -Operator Actions

-Same|as-Section. 3;2.2.'3.1.2.

_.

!"fb

.
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3.2.2.3.2.3 Applicaulli+v of Analyses and Guidelines

O
Same as Section 3.2.2.3.1.3.

3.2.2.3.3 Recirculation Pump Seizure

3.2.2.3.3.1 Evest Description

3.2.2.3.3.1.1 FSAR Overview

The case of recirculation pump seizure represents the extremely unlikely event
of instantaneous stoppage of the pump motor shaft of one recirculation pump. This
produces a very rapid decrease of core flow as a result of the large hydraulic

resistance introduced by the stopped rotor.

The level swell produces a trip of the main and feedwater turbines, and stop valve

closure scram. The sequence of events is listed in Table 3.2.2.3.3-1. Since,

af ter the time at which MCPR occurs, heat flux decreases much more rapidly than

the rate at which heat is removed by the coolant, the scram conditions impose no h
threat to thermal limits. Additionally, the bypass valves and momentary opening
of some of the safety / relief valves limit the pressure well within the range

allowed by the ASME vessel code. Therefore, the reactor coolant pressure boundary

is not threatened by overpressure.

3.2.2.3.3.2 Critique

Same as Section 3.2.2.3.1.1.2.

3.2.2.3.3.2 Operator Actions

.

Same as Section 3.2.2.3.1.2.

3.2.2.3.3.3 Applicability of Aanlyses and Guidelines

Same as Section 3.2.2.3.1.3.

O
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3.2.2.4 ' ractivity and Power Distribution Anocali:s-

3.2.2.4.1 Rod Withdrawal Error - Low Power

3.2.2.4.1.1 Control Rod Removal Error During Refueling

,

3.2.2.4.1.1.1 Event Description

3.2.2.4.1.1.1.1 FSAR Overview

The event considered here is inadvertent criticality due to the complete with-

drawal or removal of the most rear.tive rod during refueling. The probability
'

of the initial causes alone is considered low encugh to warrant its being.

categorizad as an infrequent incident, since thare is no postulated set of

circumstances which results in an inadvertent Rod Withdrawal Error (RWE) while
in the REFUEL mode based on single equipecat failure or single operator error
under the assumption that refueling interlocks are not bypassed.

( ); ' A. Initial Control Rod Removal or Withdrawal

During refueling operations safety system interlocks provide assurap e that
inadvertent criticality does not occur because a control rod has been removed
or is withdrawn in coincidence with another' control rod.

B. Fuel Insertion With Control Rod Withdrawn

To minimize the possibility of loading fuel into a cell containing no control
rod, it'is required that all control rods be fully inserted when fue?. is being
loaded into-the core. This requirement is backed up by refueling interlocks
on rod withdrawal and movement of- the refueling platform. When the mode switch
is ir the " REFUEL" position,- the interlocks prevent the platform from being -'

moved over the core if a control rod is withdrawn and fuel is on the hoist.
~

,

Likewise, if the refueling platform is over the' core and fuel is on the hoist,

control rod motion is blocked by the interlocks.

-s
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C. Second Control Rod Removal or Withdrawal

O
Rhen the platform is not over the core (or fuel is not on the hoist) and the
mode switch is in the " REFUEL" positio t, only one control rod can be withdrawn.

Any attempt to withdraw a second rod results in a rod block by the refueling
interlocks. Since the core is designed to meet shutdown requirements with
the highest worth rod withdrawn, the core remains subcritical even with one
rod withdrawn.

D. Control Rod Removal Without Fuel Removal

Finally, the design of the control rod, incorporating the velocity limiter,
does not physically nermit the upward removal of the control rod without the

simultaneous or prior removal of the four adjacent fuel bundles. This pre-
cludes any hazardous condition.

3.2.2.4.1.1.1.2 Critique

As stated, this event is precluded by plant design; therefore, consideration
of uncertainties is inappropriate for this event. However, it is assumed that
refueling interlocks are not bypassed for the FSAR analysis.

3.2.2.4.1.1.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.4.1.1.2.1 FSAR Identified Operator Actions

No operator actions are required to preclude this event since plant design
prevents its occurrence.

3.2.2.4.1.1.2.2 Critique of FSAR Identified Operator Actions

Not applicable.

O
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3.2.2.4.1.2 Continuous Rod Withdrawal During Reactor Startup
(nv)

3.2.2.4.1.2.1 Event Description

3.2.2.4.1.2.1.1 FSAR Overview

The probability of initiation of this event alone is considered low enough to
warrant its being categorized as an infrequent incident. The probability of
further development of this event makes the total event probability even lower
because it is contingent sa the simultaneous failure of two redundant systems,
the Rod Sequence Contral System (RSCS) and the Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM) systems,

concurrent with a high worth rod, out-of-sequence rod selection contrary to
procedures, plus operator nonacknowledgement of continuous alarm annunciations
prior to safety system actuation. A key assumption to the above argument is
that the control rod drive system is operational.

For the typical plant analyzed in this study, which has Bank Position RSCS,
control rod withdrawal errors are not considered credible in the startup and
low power ranges. The RSCS and RWM prevent the operator from selecting and
withdrawing an out-of-sequence control rod.

Continuous control rod withdrawal errors during reactor startup are precluded
by the RSCS. The RSCS prevents withdrawal of an out-of-sequence control rod
in the 100% to 75% control rod density range and limits rod movement to the
banked position mode of rod withdrawal from the 75% rod density to the preset
power level. Since only in-sequence control rods can be withdrawn in the 100%
to 75% control rod density and control rods are withdrawn in the banked position
mode from the 75% control rod density point to the preset power level, there
is no basis for the continuous control rod withdrawal error in the i,tartup

and low power range. The low power range is defined as zero power to the RSCS
low power set point, i.e. , 20% of rated core power. For RWE above the low

power set point see Section 3.2.2.4.2.

3.2.2.4.1.2.1.2 Critique

) The FSAR text is appropriate. However, even if the RWM and RSCS fail to block
the continuous withdrawal of an out-of-sequence rod, the licensing basis criteria
with ~ respect- to fuel failure are still satis fied.
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3.2.2.4.1.2.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.4.1.2.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

No operator actions are required to prec1ide this event since the plant design
prevents its occurrence.

3.2.2.4.1.2.2.2 Critique

Not applicable.

3.2.2.4.1.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The RWE at low power event, once it has occurred, requires no unique operator
actions to assure adequate core cooling. Should this event be accompanied or
followed by some inventory-threatening event or operator error, the loss of
feedwater analyses (including analyses with degradations) adequately represent
the event, and the steps in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are appropriate,
as discussed below.

3.2.2.4.1.3.1 Applicability of Analyses

Subsequent to the RWE at low power, the core thermal-hydraulic conditions would
not be significantly different from those if the RWE had not occurred. Core

damage is prevented by maintaining RPV water inventory. The system response
if this event is accompanied by an inventory-threatening event, would be similar

to the LOF, although the timing will be much slower, or the CRD pumps would
maintain inventory, since the event is at low reactor power. A unique analysis
of this event to support the Emergency Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.4.1.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

lf this event is accompanied or followed by an inventory-threatening event, the
principal symptom will be low reactor water level, which is an entry condition
to the Level Control Guideline. An additional symptom, MSlV isolation, is also
an entry condition. The subsequent transient is similar to the LOF event.
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The steps in the Level Control Guideline apply and the operator actions speci-es

\/ fled therein are appropriate to respond to this event.

3.2.2.4.2 Rod Withdrawal Error - At Power

I

3.2.2.4.2.1 Event Description

3.2.2.4.2.1.1 FSAR Overview1

While operating in the power range in a normal mode of operation the reactor
operator makes a procedural error and continuously withdraws the maximum worth,

control rod until the Rod Block Monitor (RBM) System inhibits further withdrawal.
A key assumption is that the control rod drive system is operational.

The sequence of events for this transient, as calculated with conservative
assumptions, is presented in Table 3.2.2.4.2-1. No operator actions are

required during this event. However, operator procedural actions expected-

to occur are shown.

j-
.

.
-

The focal point of this event is localized to a small portion of the core.
Therefore, although reactor control and instrumentation is assumed to function

j normally, credit is taken only for the ABM system. A discussion of the event
follows below.-

; While operating in_the' power range in a normal ~ mode of operation the reactor-

operator makes a procedural error and withdraws the maximum worth control

j. rod until the RBM system inhibits further withdrawal.

i
|

| Under'most normal operating conditions no operator action'is required since
'

the transient. which would occur would be very mi1d. Should the peak' linear

| power design limits' be exceeded, the nearest Local Power Range Monitor (LPRM)

t. 'would detect this and sound an alarm.- The operator should' acknowledge-this
! alarm and _take appropriate action to rectify the situation.

F - (~') -i s_

jt
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If the rod withdrawal error is severe enough, the Rod Block Monitor (RBM)

hsystem would sound alarms, at which time the operator would acknowledge the
alarm and take corrective action. Even for extremely severe conditions (i .e. ,

for highly abnormal control rod patterns, operating conditions, and assuming
that the operator ignores all alarms and warnings and continues to withdraw
the control rod), the RBM system will block further withdrawal of the control

rod before the fuel reaches tre point of boiling transition or the 1% plastic
strain limit imposed on the clad.

3.2.2.4.2.1.2 Critique

1. Mathematical Model

For this transient the reactivity insertion rate is very slow; therefore, it
is adequate to assume that the core has sufficient time to equilibriate (i.e.,
that both the neutron flux and the heat flux are in phase). The transient is

calculated using a steady-state, three-dimensional, coupled nuclear-thermal-
hydraulics computer program.

O
The primary output from this code, in addition to the basic nuclear parameters,
is: The variation of the Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHCR); the variation of
the Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR); the total reactor power; and the vari-
ation of the incore instruments during the transient. A detector response code
uses the instrument responses to predict the Rod Block Monitor action under the
specified condition for the Rod Withdrawal Error.

2. Input Parameters and Initial Conditions

The number of possible RWE transients is extremely large due to the number
of control rods and the vide range or exposures and power levels. In order
to encompas all of the possible RWEs which could conceivably occ.2r, a limiting
analysis is defined such that conservative assessment of the consequences is
provided.

O
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The assumptions are:
OV

a. It is assumed that the operator has fully inserted the maximum worth
rod prior to its removal and selected the remaining control rod pattern
in such a way as to approach thermal limits in the fuel bundles in
the vicinity of the rod to be withdrawn. It should be emphasized
that this control rod configuration would be highly abnormal and
could only be achieved by oeliberate operation action or by numerous
operator errors,

b. The operator is assumed to ignore all warnings during the transient.

Of the four '.PRM strings nearest to the control rod being withdrawn,c.

the two highest reading LPRM strings during the transient are assumed
to have failed.

d. One' of the two instrument channels is assumed to be bypassed and
out-of-service. The A and C LPRM chambers input to one channel

_ while the B and D chambers input to the other. The channel with
the greatest response is assumed to be bypassed.

3. RBM System Operation

The RBM System minimizes the consequences of a RWE by blocking the motion of
the control rod before the safety limits are exceeded.

1

The RBM has three trip levels (rod withdrawal permissive removed). The trip
levels may be adjusted and are nominally 8% of reactor power apart. He highest
trip level is set so that the safety limit is not exceeded, he 1:

_

two-

trip levels are intended to provide a warning'to the operator. Setttuas (typical)
~

are 107%, 99%, and 91% of--initial, steady-state, operating -power at 100% flow.
The trip levels are automatically varied with reactor _ coolant flow to protect
against fuel damage at lower flows. The' operator may encounter any number of

4

trip points (up to'three) dapending on the starting power of a given control rod
withdrawal. The lower two points |may be passed up (reset) by manual operation

- of a pushbutton.- The reset permissive is actuated (and indicated by a light)
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when the RBM reaches 2% power less than the trip point. The operator should

then assess his local power and either reset or select a new rod. The highest

power trip point may not be reset.

3.2.2.4.2.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.4.2.2. FSAR Identified Actions

No operator actions are required to mitigate this event, as analyzed. However
as outlined in Table 3.2.2.4.2-1, the operator is assumed to ignore two warnings.
Though credit is not taken for action, the following operator actions will
reduce the severity of this event.

1. When withdrawing control rods in the power range, monitor the local
LPRM readings and terminate the withdrawal if excessive localized

peaking occurs (quantification of " excessive" is lef t to operator
discretion as no credit is taken for operator action).

2. When withdrawing control rods in the power range, monitor the RBM
response and terminate withdrawal if excessive RBM response occurs
(quantification of " excessive" is left to operator discretion as
no credit is takea for operator action).

3.2.2.4.2.2.2 Critique

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.

3.2.2.4.2.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

Following the RWE at power there would be a relatively small change in core
thermal-hydraulic conditions (i.e. , pressure, flow, average power, inlet enthalpy).
Loss of feedwater or main steam isolation is not expected. The core will settle
out at a new steady-state condition with the required makeup systems operational.
There would be no entry into the Emergency Procedure Guidelines unless there

were a subsequent loss of feedwater, in which case the reactor response would
O
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be identical to the LOF event.
O' There is therefore no need for a unique analysis

of this event to support the Emergency Procedure Guidelines, and no guideline
steps unique to this event are required.

,

'

3.2.2.4.3 Abnormal Startup of Idle Recriculation Pump3

3.2.2.4.3.1 Event Description

3.2.2.4.3.1.1 FSAR Overview

This event results directly from the operator's manual action to initiate
pump operation. (The idle recirculation pump suction valve is open, but the
pump discharge valve is closed.) It is assumed that the remaining loop is
already in operation.

Shortly af ter the pump begins to move, a surge in flow f rom the started jet
pump diffusers causes the core inlet flow to rise sharply. A short-duration

(3 _ neutron flux peak reaches the flow referenced APRM flux set point and initiates
(' '/

reactor scram. The sequence of events is listed in Table 3.2.2.4.3-1. The

neutron flux peaks at 206% of NB rated. Surface heat flux follows the slower
response of the fuel and peaks at 71% of NB rated. Nuclear system pressures
do not increase significantly above initial. The water level does not reach
either the . high or low level set points.

,

3.2.2.4.3.1.2 Critique

.

The major uncertainties in the FSAR analysis are in the init.a1 power level
(55% of rated) and the initial idle recirculation loop temperature (100'F)
assumed. Normal procedures require startup of an idle recirculation loop at
a lower power and also require heatier recirculation loops within 500F of

,

. core inlet temperature prior to loop startup. There fore , the severi ty of the
transient could be much less than predicted, and the reactor might settle out
without scram.

r3
%,,/
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3.2.2.4.3.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.4.3.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

It is assumed that the transient will be over before the operator can insert
the control rods to limit tl.e flux peak.

Key operator action is required before the startup to choose proper procedures
with minimize the transient.

3.2.2.4.3.2.2 Critique

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.

3.2.2.4.3.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The abnormal startup of a rec i: c il atior: pump event by itself requires no unique
operator actions to assure adequate core cooling. Should this event be accompa-
nied or followed by some inventory-threatening even; ar operator error, the loss
of feedwater analyses (including analyses with degradations) adequately represent
the event, and the steps in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are appropriate,
as discussed below.

3.2.2.4.3.3.1 Applicability of Analyses

The system response for an abnormal startup of an idle recirculation pump if accom-
panied or followed by an inventory-threatening event is bounded by the LOF analysis.
Except for the differences in timing, the system water level and pressure response

the same a f ter the HPCI/RCIC low-level initiation set point is reached.are

That is, after th7 event-unique short-term transient , the reactor response and
the required operator actions are the same as for the LOF event. A unique analysis
of this event to support the Emergency Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

O
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3.2.2.4.3.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

O
If this event is accompanied or followed by an inventory-threatening event, a

low reactor water level will occur, which is an entry condition to the Level
Control Guideline. The subsequent transient is similar to the LOF event.
The re fore , the steps in the Level Control Guideline would apply and the opera-
tor actions specified therein are appropriate to respond to this event.

3.2.2.4.4 Recirculation Flow Control Failure with Increasing Flow

3.2.2.4.4.1 Event Description

3.2.2.4.4.1.1 FSAR Overview

Failure of the master flow controller can cause a speed increase for both recircu-
lation pumps. However, both individual speed controllers have error limiters so
that this case is less severe than the failure (maximum demand) of one of the
M/G set speed contro11ern. A rapid swing of the coupler is simulated at its

r maximum rate of 25%/sec.id

The rapid increase in core coolant flow causes an increase in neutron flux which
initiates a reactor APRM high flux scram. The sequence of events is listed in

Table 3.2.2.4.4-1. The peak neutron flux rise reaches 279% of NBR flux, and
the accompanying transient fuel surf ace heat flux reaches 88% of rated. MCPR
remains above the safety limit of 1.06 and fuel center temperature increases

only 503 F. The changes in nuclear system pressure are not significant with0

regard to overpressure. The water level does not reach either the high or low
level set point.

3.2.2.4.4.1.2 Critique

The major uncertainties in the FSAR analysis are in the initial power level
(65% of rated) and the maximum rate of coupler swing (25%/second) assumed.

However, these are expected to have no impact on the sequence of events and

operator actions.
/~T
i:
GI
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3.2.2.4.4.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.4.4.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

|

Initial action by the operator will include:

a. Transfers flow control to manual and reduces flow to minimum.
i

b. Identify cause of failure.

I
1

Reactor pressure will be controlled as required, depending on whether a restart |

or cooldown is planned. In general, the corrective action would be to hold
reactor pressure and condenser vacuum for restart af ter the malfunctioning flow
controller has been repaired. The following is the sequence of cperator actions
expected during the course of the event, assuming restart. The operator should:

a. Ob serve tha t all rods are in.

b. Check the reac tor water level and maintain between low-low and high h
leve l,

c. Switch the reactor mode switch to the "startup" position to prevent I

MSIVs from isolating.

d. Continue to maintain vacuum and turbine seals.

Transfer the recirculation flow controller to the manual position and je.

reduce set point to zero.

f. Survey maintenance requirements and complete the scram report.

Monitor the turbine coastdown and auxiliary systems.g.

h. Establish a restart of the reactor per the normal procedure.

O
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3.2.2.4.4.2.2 Critique
o
N..]

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.

1.2.2.4.4.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The recirculation flow control failure-increasing flow event by itself requires
no unique operator actions to assure adequate core cooling. Should this event

be accompanied or followed by some inventory-threatening event or operator error,
the loss of feedwater analyses (including analyses with degradations) adequately
represent the event, and the steps in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are
appropriate, as discussed below.

3.2.2.4.4.3.1 Applicability of Analyses

The system response for a recirculation flow control failure with increasing
fl ow, if accompanied or followed by an inventory-threatening event, is bounded
by the LOF analysis. Excep t for the differences in timing, the system water

f'') level and pressure response are the same af ter the HPCI/RCIC low-levelv
initiation set point is reached. That is, after the event-unique short-term
transient, the reactor response and the required operator actions are the same

as for the LOF event. A unique analysis of this event to support the Emergency
Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.4.4.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

If this event is accompanied or followed by an inventory-threatening event, a

low reactor water level will occur, which is an entry condition to the Level
Control Guideline. The subsequent transient is similar to the LOF event. There-
fore, the steps in the Level Control Guideline apply and the operator actions
specified therein are appropriate to respond to this event.

s

Q ,Y
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3.2.2.4.5 CON 1ROL ROD DROP ACCIDENT (CRDA)

O
3.2.2.4.5.1 Event Description

3.2.2.4.5.1.1 FSAR Overview

The control rod drop accident is the result of a postulated event in which a
high worth control rod, within the constraints of the banked position RSCS,

drops from the fully inserted or intermediate position in the core. The highest
worth rod becomes decoupled from its drive mechanism. The mechanism is with-
drawn but the decoupled control rod is assumed to be stuck in place. At a later
moment, the control rod suddenly falls free and drops to the control rod drive
position. This results in the removal of a large negative reactivity from the
core and results in a localized power excursion.

Before the control rod drop accident (CRDA) is possible, the ?equence of events
presented in Table 3.2.2.4.5-1 must occur. No operator actions are required
to terminate this transient.

O
The unlikely set of circumstances referenced above makes possible the rapid
removal of a control rod. The dropping of tha rod results in high reactivity
addition from changes in a small region of the core. For large, loosely coupled
cores this would result in a highly peaked power distribution and subsequent
operation of shutdown mechanisms. Significant shift s in the spatial power genera-
tion would occur during the course of the excursion.

The Rod Sequence Control System (RSCS) limits the worth of any control rod which
could be dropped by regulating the withdrawal sequence. This system prevents
the movement of an out-of-sequence rod in the 100% to 75% rod density range,
and f rom the 75% rod density point to the preset power level the RSCS will
only allow banked position mode rod withdrawals or insertions.

The RSCS is assumed to operate throughout the event. The RW would provide the
same pcotection as the RSCS if the RSCS was not functioning and the RW was.

The termination of this excursion is accomplished by inherent shutdownmechanisms.g
Therefore, no operator action during the excursion is required. Although other
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normal plant instrumentation and controls are assumed to function, no credit
for their operation is taken in the analysis of this event.

3.2.2.4.5.1.2 Critique

1. Mathematical Model
,

As justified in the FSAR, the mathematical mode, initial parameters,
and initial conditions used to analyze the postulated CRDA are chosen
to be conservative and bounding with respect to the event results. If
a CRDA were to occur, the event results would most likely be much less
severe.

1

The sequence of events would be essentially the same for a realistic
CRDA except at low power an Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM) scram trip
would occur prior to the APRM trip. Also, if the rod that drops is

of very low worth or drops only a short distance, a scram might not
occur and the reactor would undergo a mild transient, eventually leveling
off at a slightly higher power level.

-

2. Input Parameters and Initial conditions

The core at the time of the rod drop accident is assumed to be at the
. point in cycle which results in the highest incremental control rod
worth, to contain no xenon, to be in a hot-startup condition, and to
have the control' rods in sequence A at 50% ~ rod density (groups 1-4
withdrawn). Removing xenon, which competes well for neutron absorptions,
increases the fractional absorptions, or worth, of the control rods.

The 50% control rod density (" black and white" rod pattern), which
nominally occurs at the hot-startup condition, ensures that withdrawal
of the next rod results in the maximum increment of reactivity.

Since the maximum incremental rod worth is maintained at very low values,
the postulated CRDA cannot result in peak enthalpies in excess of 280
calories per gram for any plant cond ition.

3. Results

The radiological evaluations are based on the assumed failure of 770
fuel rods. The number. of rods which exceed the damage . threshold is
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less than 770 for all plant operating conditions or core exposure pro-

vided the peak enthalpy is less than the 280 cal /gm design limit.

The results of the compliance check calc 21stion ind icate that the
maxinum incremental rod worth is well below the worth required to
cause a CREA which would result in 280 cal /gm peak fuel enthalpy.
The conclusion is that the 280 cal /gm design is not exceeded and the
assumed failure of 770 pins for the radiological evaluation is con-

servative.

3.2.2.4.5.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.4.5.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

The termination of this excursion is accomplished by inherent shutdown mechanism.
There fore , no operator action is required.

3.2.2.4.5.2.2 Critique

O
Not applicable.

3.2.2.4.5.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The control rod drop accident (CRDA) by itself requires no unique operator ac-
tions to assure adequate core cooling. Should this event be accompanied or fol-
loved by some inventory-threatening event or operator error, the loss of feed-
water analyses (including analyses with degradations) adequately represent the
event, and the steps in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are appropriate,

as discussed below.

3.2.2.4.5.3.1 Applicability of Analyses

The CRDA is a design basis event which is significant only in the startup range
(i.e., rod worths are relatively low when the reactor is in the power range).
Af ter the CRDA event occurs, the core would not be in a condition significantly
different from that prior to the event. Core damage beyond that resulting direct- h
ly from the CRDA is prevented by maintaining RPV water inventory. For even the
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licensing-basis CRDA (peak fuel enthalpy of 280 cal /am), the energy added to
the core is only the equivalent of approximately two full power seconds. If the

energy from the CRDA event were transferred directly to the water in the vessel,
a relatively small water temperature riae would occur. Thus no additional cool-
ing systems or operator actions are required specifically to prevent further
core damage subasquent to the CRDA.

Core damage beyond that as a direct result of the CRDA is prevented by maintain-
ing RPV inventory. Af ter the event-unique short-term transient, the system
response would be similar to the LOF event if accompanied or fc11 owed by an
inventory-threatening event, although the timing would be much slower for a
severe CRDA, or the CRD pumps would maintain inventory, since the event will
be severe only at low reactor power. A unique analysis of this event to support

the Emergency Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.4.5.3.2 Applicability of Guidelines

'

If this event is accompanied or 'followed by an inventory-threatening event,
the principal symptom will be low reactor water level, which is an entry condi-
tion to the Level Control Guideline. De initiating transient will be over be-

fore the operator can respond, and the subsequent transient is similar to the
LOF event. H ere fore , since maintenance of RPV inventory is all that is required
to prevent further core damage, the steps in the Level Control Guideline would
apply and the operator actions specified therein are appropriate to respond
to this- event.

3.2.2.5 Increase in Reactor Coolant Inventary

3.2.2.5.1 Inadvertent HPCI F * tart

.3.2.2.5.1.1 Event' Description

3.2.2.5.1.1.1 FSAR. Overview

Manual startup of the' HPC'. system is postulated ' for this analysis, i.e. , operator
'

-error.
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The event begins with the introduction of cold water into the feedwater sparger.
Within 1 second the full HPCI flow is established at approximately 207. of the h
rated feedwater flow rate . Addition of cooler water to the core cau se s the
neutron flux to increase to the APRM scram set point at approximately 16 seconds.
The water level reaches the high level trip set point at approximately 20 seconds
initiating turbine trip, trip of feedwater pumps, and HPCI. The sequence of
events is listed in Table 3.2.2.5.1-1.

3.2.2.5.1.1.2 Critique

The FSAR analyses were performed assuming the reactor was initially operating at
the 105% steam flow condition. The event could produce a larger themal power
increase if the reactor were initially operating at other power / flow conditions.
However, because of limitations on initial operating MCPRs the event initiated
from a lower power / flow condition will not produce the minimum MCPR.

3.2.2.5.1.2 operator Actions

3.2.2.5.1.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

With the recirculation system in either the automatic or manual mode, relatively
small changes would be experienced in plant conditions. The operator should,
af ter hearing the alarm that the HPCI has commenced operation, eneck reactor
water level and drywell pressure. If conditions are normal, the operator should
shut down the system.

3.2.2.5.1.2.2 Critique

The FSAR-specified operator actions are not inappropriate for the event.

3.2.2.5.1.3 Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

The inadvertant HPCI pump event by itself requires no unique operator actions
to assure adequate core cooling. This event may result in a loss of feedwater.
If this occurs, or if the event is accompanied or followed by some other inven-
tory-threatening event or operator error, the loss of feedwater analyses (including
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analyses with degradations) adequately represent the event, and the steps in
ks the Emergency Procedure Guidelines are appropriate, as discussed below.

3.2.2.5.1.3.1 Applicability of Analyses

The system response for the inadvertent HPCI pump start event is bounded by the
LOF analysis. Table 3. 2.2.5.1.3-1 compares the principal reactor system param-
eters for this event with those for the LOF event. Af ter greater than 50 seconds
the reactor has scrammed and isolated with decay heat removal through the SRVs
for both cases. The rate of reactor level decrease is not as rapid for this
event as for the LOF: the HPCI/RCIC low-level initiation set point is reached
at greater than 50 sec, compared to 16 see for the LOF. Except for the dif fer-

in timing, the system water level and pressure response are the same af terences

the low-level initiation set point is reached. That is, af ter the event-unique
short-term transient, the reactor response and the required operator actions
are the same as for the LOF event. A unique analysis of this event to support
the Emergency Procedure Guidelines is not needed.

3.2.2.5.1.3 ~ Applicability of Guidelines

Because of the high-level feedwater trip, the principal symptom will be low
reactor water level, which is an entry condition to the Level Control Guideline.

An additional symptom, MSIV isolation, is also an entry condition. The subsequent
transient is similar to the LOF event. Therefore, the steps in the Level Control
7uideline apply and the operator actions specified threin are appropriate

o respond to this event.

3.2.2.6 Decrease in Reactor Coolant Inventory

3.2.2.6.1 Instrument Line Break

3.2.2.6.1.1 Event Description

'3.2.2.6.1.1.1 FSAR Overview

A circumferential rupture of an instrument line which is connected to the primary

(N coolant system is postulated to occur outside the' primarf containment but inside
V

the secondary containment. This failure results in the release of primary system
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coolant to the secondary containment, until the reactor is depressurized. Th i s

event coulu be postula:ad to occur in the drywell; how2ver , the effects would

not be as significant as those f rom a failure in the secondary containment. A

break in the drywell would result in a high drywell pressure signal and would
result in the initiation of the reactor safety systems (scram and ECCS). Table

3.2.2.6.1-1 is the sequence of events assumed in the FSAR analysis.

Nonnal plant instrumentation and controls are assumed to be fully operational

during the entire plant transient to ensure positive identification of the break

and safe shutdown of the plant. Minimum reactor and plant protection system
operations are assumed for the analysis, e.g. , minimum ECCS flow and suppres-

sion pool cooling capability. As a consequence of the accident, the reactor is

scrammed and the reactor vessel cooled and depressurized over a 5 hour period.

Instrument line breaks, because of their small size, are substantially less

limiting from a core and systems performance standpoint than the events
examined in Subsections 3. 2. 2. 6. 2, 3. 2. 2. 6. 3, and 3. 2. 2. 6. 4. Consequently

instrument line breaks are considered to be bounded by the steamline break,
Subsection 3.2.2.6.2.

3.2.2.6.1.1.2 Critique

The instruments affected by the broken line can give erroneous indications.
I f the instruments affected control reactor systems, such as feedwater flow

controls, the instrum. , ne break can adversely affect the automatic opera-
tion of those systen, Also the instrument line break can spuriously initiate.

safety systems as a result of the erroneous instrument response.

3.2.2.6.1.2 Operator Actions

3.2.2.6.1.2.1 FSAR Identified Actions

The operator shall, if possible, iso late the affected instrument line. Depend-
ing on which line is broken, the operator shall determine whether to continue
plant operation until a scheduled shutdown can be made or to proceed with an

O
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immediate, orderly plant shutdown, and initiate SGTS or other ventilations

effluent treatment sys tems .

Operator action can be initiated by any one or any combination of the following:

1. Operator comparing radiation, temperature, humidity, fluid and noise
readings with several instruments monitoring the same process variable
such as reactor level, jet pump flow, steam flow, and steam pressure-

2. By annunciation of the control function, either high or low in the
main control room.

3. By a half-channel scram if rupture occurred on a reactor protection
system instrument line.

4. By a general increase in the area radiation monitor readings.

5. By an increase in the ventilation process radiation monitor readings.OV
6. By increases in area temperature monitor readinge in the containment.

7. Leak detection system actuations. *

l'pon recognizing one or more of the above symptoms and having made the decision
to shut down the plant, the operator should proceed to shut down the reactor
in an orderly manner.

3.2.2.6.1.2.2 Critique

The FSAP-specified operator actions are not inap'propriate for the event.

3.2.2.6.1.3- Applicability of Analyses and Guidelines

Because the effects are bounded by the main steamline break, this event is com-
pletely covered by the analyses of Sections 3.1 and 3.5 of this report, and

O
.Q by the Emergency Procedure Guidelines.
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3.2.2.6.2 Steam System Piping Break Outside Containment

O
This event is explicitly covered in detail by the analyses of Sections 3.1 and
3.5 of this report, and by the Emergency Procedure Guide 1 * nes.

3.2.2.6.3 Loss-of-Coolant Accidents Inside Containment

This event is explicitly covered in detail by the analyses of Sections 3.1 and
3.5 of this report , and by the Emergency Procedure Guidelines.

3.2.2.6.4 Feedwater Line Break Outside the Containment

This event is covered by the analysis for a steamline break outside the contain-
ment presented in Secton 3.1.1. The conclusions from that analysis are appli-
cable to a feedwater line break outside the containment as both breaks are
isolated almost immediately. Once isolated, the system tesponses to both events
are very similar. Thus this event is explicitly covereil in detail by the analyses
of Sections 3.1 and 3.5 of this report, and by the Emergency Procedure Guidelines.

O

.

O
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3.3 BUR NATURAL AND FORCED CIRCULATION

This section presents responses to the B&O Task Force questions regarding
natural and forced circulation under abnormal conditions in the BWR. Sub-

section 3.3.1 describes those abnormal conditions under which natural circu-
lation is important to core cooling, and discusses the reasons why natural
circulation cooling will be effective under those conditions. Subsection

3.3.2 responds to the B&O Task Force que"' ion regarding the desirability of
reestablishing forced circulation under conditions when the recirculation

pumps have tripped.

3.3.1 Natural Circulation

3.3.1.1 Introduction

The BWR is designed to operate at high power under natural circulation condi-
tions. In fact, some early BWR plants were designed to operate without any

forced recirculation flow.f-~g
V

This section addresses various aspects of BWR natural circulation core cooling.
Included are the need for natural circulation in the bWR, disruption of natural

circulation, diagnosing loss of natural circulation, and the possible effects
of stratification and non-condensibles on natural circulation.

3.3.1.2 Discussion of BWR Natural Circulation

The primary natural circulation loop is between the downcomer and the core
(see Figure 3.3.1-1). Due to boiling in the core region, a large difference in

densities is available for driving natural circulation flow from the downcomer

through the jet pumps and into the shroud region. The natural circulation
operating curve ic generally discussed in FSAR/PSAR Section 4.4 and will not
be discussed in detail here. Tripping of both recirculation pumps from full
power can be accommodated by natural circulatien operation and a scram is not
required to preserve crit cal power ratio margins.

f^s0
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A second natural circulation loop will exist inside the shroud if the primary

natural circulation flow is reduced to a low value following an abnormal

transient or a postulated pipe break. Due 'a the difference in density

betwee the fluid in the bypass region and the boiling region within the

ac t ive fuel, a closed circulation loop is set up between these two regions

as long as water is available in the upper plenum region above the core (see

Figure 3.3.1-2). Water flows downward through the bypass and into the bottom

of the active fuel bundles through the normal bypass leakage paths. L'ne va p o r-

ated water is recirculated to the bypass region at the top and the difference

is made up from the water inventory in the upper plenum.

Thus, water circulation through the active core is maintained as long as water

inventory in the upper plenum is not depleted.

3.3.1.3 Need for Natural Circulation Flow

Natural circulation flow through the core is necessary before the reactor

scrams and for approximately 10 seconds after the scram to preserve critical
power margins. Tests with prototypical bundles have established that at
1000 psi, a bundle power of less than 400 kw will not lead to dryout conditions
even at zero inlet flow provided water is available in the upper plenum. For

a bundle operating at 6 MW, which is approximately the maximum expected bundle

power, the decay power will be less than 400 KW in 10 seconds following a scram.

In the event of a small break, forced circulation through coastdown of the

recirculation pumps will be available for this short period of time in addition
to natural circulation.

Thus, for a small break, the primary requirement is simply that the core be
covered to assure cooling: the flow is not important.

Even with zero natural circulation flow, the initial inventory in the upper

plenum inside the shroud should allow the core to remain covered several
minutes following a scram (i.e., with zero net flow into the shroud). Control

rod cooling flow would normally be available to supplement the inventory inside
O
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the shroud. (For large breaks, of course, the inventory would be depleted
(-s\

%) faster due to reverse flow out through the jet pumps.) Other measures (SRV

opening, RCIC/HFCI, HPCS, ADS) would take over before this interval elapsed.

3.3.1.4 Disruption of Natural Circulation

Lack of communication between the downcomer and the core could result in

disruption of the major natural circulation flow. This could lead to erroneous

interpretation of the level inside the shroud and depiction of the inventory

in the upper plenum unless preventive measures (such as ADS or ECCS initiation)

are taken. This situation cannot occur in jet pump plants because of the open

communication between the regions. In some non-jet pump plants, it is possible

to partially isolate the two regions by manually isolating the recirculation

lines. It has been established that for these plants, at least one recircula-

tion line (of five) must remain open to obtain sufficient communication between

the downcomer and the core.

x As a transient progresses, the static heads in the downcomer and inside the

\- shroud may tend to equalize or the difference may reverse. Whether this will

occur depends on the relative loss of inventory from the break outside the

shroud versus the boiloff inside the shroud. As stated earlier, this will

result in a natural circulation loop between the core and the bypass region.

Also, the inventory above the fuel (inside the shroud) will not be depleted

for several minutes following the stoppage of natural circulation in-flow,

allowing sufficient time for the emergency systems to mitigate any adverse
consequence. Thus, reduction or stoppage of the natural circulation flow
does not jeopardize the cooling of the core,

f

f 3.3.1.5 Water Level Inside the Shroud vs. Outside the Shroud

i

After the first few seconds following recirculation pump trip, the dynamic

pressure losses around the flow loop will be small. For a small (or zero)
break, the static heads inside and outside the shroud will be close as long
as communication between the two regions is not impaired. Because of the voids

inside the shroud, the swollen level inside the shroud will generally be higher-,_

k_ / than the level outside.

3.3-3
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3.3.1.6 Effect of Counter-Current Flow Limiting (CCFL)

For a small (or zero) break, CCFL will not exist at the top of the core prior

to rapid depressurization. As long as the core is covered, leakage flow from

the bypass region will maintain the core in co-current upward flow at the exit.

If ADS is initiated, rapid depressurization will cause a level swell in the

core, bypass and upper plenum regions. As the depressurization subsides, the

liquid in the upper plenum may not be able to drain immediately back into the

core, thus uncovering the top of the core. Since ADS is initiated at Level 1,

the operator should realize that some degree of "uncovery" may have occurred.

However, no operator action is required since the low pressure ECCS (including

LPCI injection which is not affected by CCFL) will be activated and flood the

core shortly thereafter.

In summary, the level inside the shroud will be higher than that outside the

shroud prior to ADS. Following ADS, the level inside the core could be

lower than indicated outside the shroud for a short period. When the level

outside the shroud is restored to normal position, the level inside the

shroud will alsc have been restored.

3.3.1.7 Diagnosing Loss of Natural Circulation

For a BWR, there is no need for the operator to attempt to determine the loss

of normal nstural circulation. The important quantity to monitor for a small

break and/or loss of feedwater is the inventory inside the shroud. This is

conservatively represented by the water level outside the shroud. As long as

the water level outside the shroud is above the low water level (L1), the

operator is assured that the core is covered.

3.3.1.8 other Aspects of the Natural Circulation Phenomenon

3.3.1.8.1 Stratification

The major source of fluid stratification in the BWR is cold control rod drive

(CRD) system flow which tends, through mass and heat transfer, to build up a

O
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!

layer of cold water in the bottom head of the vessel. Normal recirculation

system operation prevents this stratification. When recirculation pump flow
is not available, the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system can act as a mini-
recirculation system (drawing water from the bottom head and recirculation

lines and injecting into the feedwater line) and mitigate stratification.

During an abnormal event where water inventory is lost, such as a small break
LOCA, the RWCU system is isolated on low water level and stratification may
tend to occur in the bottom head. The stratified layer would have no effect

; on communication between the inside and outside of the shroud. At worst, it

vould take over an hour for the stratified level to reach the bottom of the;

jet pumps. The entry of the colder water into the core at this time would

slightly decrease but would not stop normal natural circulation. In any event,
'

by this time other modes of core cooling (internal circulation loop flow, ECCS
flow, RHR cooling mode, etc.) would have supplanted the normal natural circu-
lation mode during an abnormal event.

3.3.1.8.2 Non-Condensibles

Any non-condensibles formed in the BWR rise to the top of the vessel by virtue
!

of the same phenomena and by the same route as the steam that is generated in
the core. In normal operation, these are swept to the turbine with the main

steam (a vent line at the top of the vessel, communicating with one main steam

line, is also provided to remove any noncondensibles which may accumulate at

the very top). During reactor shutdown (whether normal or emergency), non-

condensibles are swept with the main steam either to the condenser (via the

turbine bypass) or to the suppression pool (via the S/RVs). The reactor vessel

head can also be vented to the drywell remotely from the control room if

; necessary.

However, it should be noted that vapor-is present in the core during both nor-

mal operation and natural circulation conditions. Thus, non-condensibles may

change the composition of the vapor but would have an insignificant effect on

the circulation itself, since they would rise with the steam to the top of the

vessel after leaving the steam separators. Whether or not non-condensibles~_

v.
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are vented from the top of the vessel, the f ormat ion of non-condensibles

would not hinder natural circulation during an abnorral event; nor would it

result in a blockage condition that could hamper eventual recovery of the

core.

3.3.2 Forced Circulation

3.3.2.1 Introduction

Core flow circulation in the BWR is inherent without the use of recirculation
pumps. Fbst safety evaluations assume early loss of forced core flow. In the

event of the SBA, the recirculation pumps are tripped on low water level soon

after reactor scram and natural circulation provides core cooling as long as

the core is covered with water (see Section 3.3.1).

This section contains an investigation of the usefulness of recirculation pump

forced flow under LOF and SBA conditions. The availability of the recirculation

system to restart and operate under these conditions is addressed. Adverse

consequences are considered. It is concluded that practical considerations

show recirculation pump restart to be undesirable from an overall plant per-
formance standpoint and it is not reco=cended.

3.3.2.2 Usefulness of Recirculation Pump Forced Flow During LOF and SBA
Conditions

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, under LOF and SBA conditions, the prime need
is to keep the core covered, thereby assuring core cooling. After 10 seconds

following a scram, no forced flow is needed to prevent cladding heatup. High

pressure make-up systems alone are sufficient for very small and "zero" breaks

to keep the active core covered. For larger breaks, which depresssurize the

RPV, low pressure make-up systems provide adequate inventory makeup. Depres-

surization of the vessel under SBA conditions is accomplished by the high

pressure make-up systems and/or by ADS. The ADS allows for injection of

make-up water from the low pressure systems. Depressurization also has the

advantage of decreasing the flow out of the postulated break. When these

3.3-6
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systems function as designed, there is no core uncovery throughout the small
Ox break range evaluated in this report and no conceivable need for forced core

flow.

Core uncovery could conceivably occur during the SBA if degradations in the
make-up systems or depressurization system are assumed. Even then, in all
but extremely degraded cases, the remaining systems are capable of effecting
eventual recovery of the core with little or no clad heatup. For example,
even if all high pressure make-up systems were to fail, the ADS along with a

low pressure make-up system is sufficient to maintain low cladding temperature

following the SBA.

An assessment of the effect of recirculation pump forced flow during degraded

cases is presented below. Forced flow (by either continuing or restarting

recirculation pumps) has the potential for delaying core uncovery should it
he imminent. The benefit is achieved by using the recirculation pumps to

transport the available water in the downcomer region. (outside shroud) inta
the core region (inside shroud) prior to core uncovery. The amount of benefit

7s
\~- would depend on the time of pump restart.

This application of forced core flow is illustrated in Figure 3.3.2-1. The

water level in the downcomer region is at or very near the jet pump suction
at the time of postulated core uncovery during degraded SBA conditions. The
recirculation pump drive flow draws saturated steam through the jet pump
su: tion inlet into the core region along with the saturated drive flow water.

j

Thus, two phase flow would then circulate through the core region. Closed
loop flow would be attained in that two phase flow would be forced from the
reparators. In any case, because of higher void fraction throughout the region'

within the shroud, the water level above the core would be higher than that
attained by the addition of saturated water only, as long as both pumps remain'

in operation. Cessation of pump flow would produce a U-tube effect and the
benefit would be lost, or partially lost, depending upon the time of cessation.
If only one pump is operable, some flow from the active pump would tend to bypass
the core (through the inactive jet pumps).

3.3-7
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Using a BWR/4 plant as an example, an estimate of the potential delay in

uncovery time can be made as shown below.

The initial power level is 2531 WT. During a certain postulated

degraded SBA*, the core remains covered for about 600 seconds at

the end of which time the decay heat is about 2.2%. About 800

seconds later, the decay heat would be about 1.9%. The average

core heat rate during this time interval would be

g (0.022 + 0.019)
(2531 MWT) (950

0'"
""E)

2 MWT

Q = 49,000 Btu /sec

Assuming that there is saturated water in the downcomer to the elevation
of the jet pump suction (a valid assumption for all SBA cases at or

before fuel uncovery), the available volume from the recirculation

suction nozzle to the jet pump suction is about 900 ft3 The system

h3pressure is about 160 psia so that the density is about 55 lb/ft and
the latent heat of vaporization is about 860 Btu /lb. Thus, the core
vaporization potential of the added water is

Q = 900 ft3 (55 lb/ft3) (860 Btu /lb)

Q = 43,000,000 Btu

The potential delay of core uncovery during the degraded DBA is,
therefore

,000,000
at = 860 sec

UNC 49,000

* See Case No. 1, Table 3.3.2-1 0
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The potential delay in uncovery time for other postulated degraded SBA's iss

shown in Table 3.3.2-1.
,

The above analysis is based upon several simplifying assumptions: It assumes

fixed conditions for a transient condition; it neglects mass loss from the

break, as well as flashing of the liquid due to depressurization; also, mass

gain from any operating make-up system is neglected. It would be expected

that the pumps would be initially effective in moving the water inside the

shroud because, at minimum pump speed operation, the pump NPSH requirements

are low. However, as level decreases in the downcomer, recirculation pump

cavitation will occur with consequent decrease in flow.

The thermal-hydraulics of this application of recirculation pump flow would

obviously require more thorough study before a recommendation to restart the

pumps during a LOCA could be nade. There are a number of good reasons why

the pumps shculd not be restarted (see Section 3.3.2.5 and 3.1.1.2). However,

the evidence presented here indicates that recirculation pump flow, if effected

in time, could potentially delay core uncovery for several minutes during the-

degraded SBA.

There are two levels of usefulness of this mode of operation. The first level

has to do with degraded SBA's, where (without this mode of operation) fuel

uncovery is followed by eventual recovery with little or no fuel clad heatup.

In this case, it becomes apparent that by comparison with the predicted fuel

uncovery time, it may be demonstrated that for a few break sizes and postulated

failure combinations, recirculation pump operation prior to imminent core

uncovery would preclude any uncovery at all.

The second level of usefulness of this mode of operation has to do with extremely

degraded SBA's. The usefulness of recirculation pump flow in this case is more

-difficult to quantify. Much would depend on whether or not the delayed uncovery

time provides additional time for the operator to initiate or restore failed

make-up systems. It is possible that delayed uncovery time would allow any

operable system (s) to eventually effect recovery on their own because further

(v)
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depressurization would decrease break flow and increase take-up flew and

because decay heat is decreasing. In the extremel: degraded case, the bene-

fit to the total plant could overshadow the risk involved in operating the

recirculation syste= under conditions outside of its design specifications.

3.3.2.3 Continuous Recirculation System Operation

Continuous operation of the recirculation pueps under degraded small break

conditions would eliminate any need for operator action toward pump restart.

Continuous operation would require removal of the low water level recircu-

lation system trip designed to avoid system operation with low NPSH condi-

tions and other recirculation pump trips, i.e., ATWS. Continued operation of

the system in a hostile drywell environment (high pressure, temperature,

steam-water jets, etc.) under low NPSH conditions and without pump motor ecol-

ing water will undoubtedly produce equiptent damage that could well make the

system unavailable for subsequent long term operation. Since the system is

not needed during abnormal events, including LOF and SBA, risking equipment

damage in these events in order to mitigate a much less probable degraded

SBA event is not desirable. Consequently, it is concluded that continuous

operation capability is not justified. Therefore, only restarted pucp

operation will be considered for degraded SEA conditions.

3.3.2.4 Recirculation System Degraded SBA Operational Considerations

This section deals with operational aspects of restarted recirculation pumps

during degraded SBA conditions. The discussions are primarily based on

BWR/2/3/4 recirculation systems with the principal differences between BWR

plants noted. The following general differences should be noted prior to
this discussion.

BWR/2/3/4 BWR/5,6

1. Number of Recirc BWR/2:5 2

Loops BWR/3/4:2

2. Jet Pumps BWR/3/4 Only Yes

3. Recirc Pumps Centrifugal - Multiple Centrifugal - 2 Speeds -

Speed by Motor - Low Speed by Small Low
Generator (MG) Set Frequency Motor Generator

(LFMG) Set.

3.3-10
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BWR/2/3/4 BWR/5,6
.

4. Flow Control Pump Speed Variation Flow Control Valve (FCV)
Actuated by Hydraulic Power

Unit (HPU)

3.3.2.4.1 Recirculation System Design Discussion

The recirculation system user variable speed centrifugal pumps and jet pumps

b to provide forced circulation (see Figure 3.3.2-2). The pu=ps are operated at

minimum speed until feedwater subcooling in the downconer is sufficient to

allow higher speed operation. At minimum speed, system NPSH requirements

i are met by the water level elevation in the vecsel. Minimum speed operation
establishes approximately 20% of rated core flow. Higher specu and flow are
possible if available NPSH is increased by providing subcooling, increasing
water icvel, or increasing reactor pressure above the water saturation pres-

However, interlocks prevent speed increase until subcooled feedwatersure.

flow is approxima.*1y 25% of rated.

The recirculation system requires various service systems to provide cooling<

for the system components as follows:

Product
Service Component Component Location Line

Cooling 1. Recire Pump Seals Inside Drywell BWR/2 to /6
#'''* 2. Pump Motor Windings, Inside Drywell BWR/2 to /6

Bearings

3. MG Set Fluid, Coupler Outside Containment BWR/2/3/4
Lube Oil System

HVAC 1. MG. Set Motor & Generator Outside Containment BVR/2/3/4

2. LFMG Set Outside Containment BWR/5,6

3. FCV Hydraulic Power Unit Outside. Containment BWR/5,6

(Outside BWR/6
Drywell)

Some plants have air cooling 'using drywell HVAC -*

typically BWR/2,3 and early BWR/4 plants.

.The design pressure'and temperature of the primary pumping loop is of the
-

order of 1250 psig and 575*r. The' ambient dryvell design environment is
' ' . typically 20-90% relative humidity, less than 22 psig and less than 135'F.

3.3-11-
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3.3.2.4.2 Ability to Restart and Operate Under SBA Conditions

O
In most cases, during abnormal and energency conditions, the recirculation

system will trip and remain passive, since the only design requirement for

the system is to maintain primary pressure boundary integrity. The exception

is the BUR /3/4 with LPCI coolant injection into the recirculation loop; in

this case, the discharge valves in the loops are required to close to force

LPCI flow through the j2t pumps.

The degraded SBA event introduces "out of design" environmental conditions

with respect to pump operation in the drywell, isolates the cooling water

supplies to the drywell equipment, and can produce inadequate NPCH conditions

in the vessel for system operation. Under such conditions, it is conceivable

that the system could be started, but it is unlikely that continued operation

would be possible without significant equipment damage. The component capa-

bilities under these conditions would require further evaluation before any

coaclusion could be reached on system restart and operation. The areas of

concern are:

O
a. Ability of the pump motor to start and operate with or without

cooling water assuming 320*F and 25 psig drywell conditions

(especially for air cooled motors).

b. Potential failure of limit switches, valve operators and sensors

in the drywell needed to enable system startup and operation.

c. The effects of system cavitation on component operation and

integrity.

As noted previously, interlocks prevent system operation above minimum speed

until feedwater subcooling provides enough NPSH for higher speed operation.

At minimum speed, the system NPSH requirements are low and system power

requirements are less than 5% of those at rated speed. These factors make

cavitation less likely and the need for pump motor cooling much less at

minimum speed. Consequently, limited system operation at minimum speed

(20% flow) may be feasible under degraded SBA conditions. h
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1

In the event of loss of offsite power, the pumps would have to operate off

O-
i the emergency power supply. This feature is not currently available at

most plants and would require major electrical modifications. In most cases,

additional emergency power supply capacity would be needed to power the

| recirculation pumps in addition to the ECCS pumps and other vital loads.
,

3.3.2.4.3 System Conditions Required for Restart of the Recirculation Pumps

The following conditions are normally required for startup of the recirculation

system:

a. BWR/2-6: Service Systems available and operating.

b. BWR/2-6- Water level above the system Jow reactor water level
trip setpoint.

c. BWR/2-6: Proper electrical lineups for restart.

O
Q,

d. BWR/2-4: Suction valve open; discharge valve closed.
BWR/5,6: Suction, discharge valves open and FCV in minimum position.

c. BWR/2-4: MG Set fluid coupler scoop tube reset to the startup

position.

f. BWR/2-6: Vessel top head to bottom head temperature differential
and/or recirculation loop suction temperature within limits.

j Due to interlocks within the sys ns control logic, all of the above conditionse

except for service system operatioa are needed to start the sy., tem- However,

once started, any lack of service systems will lead to automatic protective

high temperature trips of the MG Set (BWR/2-4).

The recirculation pump and motor have alarms to indicate excessive temperature
conditions and lack of cooling water flow. However, none of these conditions

will cause a pump trip.

' In order to allow operation during degraded SBA conditions, it may be neces-
sary to bypass a number of interlocks to account for failed sensors and
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limit switches in the drywell, for low water level in the vessel and for

isolation of cooling water supplies. In the case of those BWR/3,4 plants

with LPCI injection to the recirculation loop, it would also be necessary

to bypass the LPCI recirc pump trip and discharge valve closure logic in

order to operate the system.

3.3.2.4.4 Operational Procedures for Establishing and Controlling
Recirculation Pump Flow

The procedures necessary for establishing and controlling recirculation pump

flow during the degraded SBA would be the same as the normal procedures,

except that the following situations would have to be addressed and satis-

factorily resolved.

a. Lack of Service Water - Guideline: Operate until temperature

exceeds alarm setpoints.

b. Cannot Close Discharge Valve (BWR/2-4) - Guideline: Bypass the

interlocks and start the system.

c. Water Level Below Trip Setpoint - Guideline: Bypass the water

level interlocks and start the system.

d. Loss of Offsite Power - Guideline: Switch to emergency powei sources.

Other situations such as an inability to close the FCV to the startup position

(BWR/5 and 6) and inability to open the suction and discharge valves would

preclude startup and operation.

3.3.2.4.5 Changes to Equipment or Instrumentation to Allow System Startup/
Operation from the Control Room

A panel to allow keylock switch bypass of interlocks would facilitate over-
riding these interlocks if necessary. The option to switch to emergency power
would have to be provided.

O
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3.3.2.4.6 Changes to Existing Technical Specifications or Additional() Technical Specifications to Allow Restart Operations

Existing technical specifications do not specifically preclude such operation.
It may be necessary to modify the limitation on pump starts due to top head
to bottom head vessel temperature requirements.

3.3.2.5 Adverse Consequences of Operation

The benefits to be gained from restarted recirculation pump flow during degraded
SBA conditions must be weighed against the adverse consequences associated with

such operation. Consideration would have to be given to the following:

1. Establishing forced circulation will compromise the currently
accepted method of basing water level inside the shroud on
measured water level outside the shroud.

2. Efforts at diagnosing the need for and impicmenting pump restart
/~%
(_) will detract operator attention from the primary mission to operate

the inventory makeup systems and maintain water level.

3. In the event of loss of offsite power, the reliability of the

emergency power systems would be decreased to some extent,

especially on initial load demand.

4. Recirculation' pump restart and operation in an "out-of-design"
mode condition would increase the risk of pump / motor failure.

The recirculation system may then be unavailable for subsequent
operations where ...rced circulation is desirable.

5. Efforts to restart BWR/5,6 recirculation pumps may be unsuccessful

if the FCV is inoperable.

6. In BWR/3 and /4 plants, the injection of LPCI flow through the
recirculation system would be more beneficial to plant perfor-

m

(s) mance than recirculation pump flow.
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7. The costs in plant modifications to allow operation for the improbable

degraded SBA event may be high with remote benefit making the cost

effectiveness of such modifications very low.

3.3.2.6 Conclusion

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that some core cooling benefit

by way of inside shroud inventory increase might be obtained by recirculation

pump restart for a few discrete degraded SBA events. It is unlikely, however,

that a significant improvement in reactor performance would result, simply

because in the BWR the effective performance of the inventory makeup systems

is the essential factor in maintaining core cooling. From a practical stand-

point, operator attention should be focused on those systems capable of

restoring vessel inventory rather than on returning the recirculation system

to service. Recirculation pump restart is not recommended.

O

O
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'

(vj 3.4 SAFETY / RELIEF VALVE PERFORMANCE

This section responds to the B&O Task Force questions regarding the performance

of BWR safety / relief valves under postulated transient and accident conditions.

3.4.1 Summary and Conclusions

Safety / relief valves are expected to lif t during many operational transients

and certain small break accidents on most BWR product lines to release stored

and decay heat. The steam discharge capacity of safety / relief valves is
determined according to methods and rules established by ASME. This capacity

serves as input to the SAFE computer model, which is generally used for

analyzing safety / relief valve performance. SAFE produces good agreement with
predictions of vessel blowdown tests conducted at GE (Section 3.1.1.3).
Therefore, SAFE analysis is expected to product adequate simulation of safety /
relief valve performance in a BWR.

fs
U) 3.4.2 Steam Discharge Capacity of Safety / Relief Valvesi

IDomestic operating BWR plants utilize "Electromatic" relief valves
(primarily BWR/2), unpiped discharge sa 2ty valves (primarily BUR 1/2/3/4
application), and " Target Rock" pilot operated dual function safety / relief
valves (primarily BWR 3/4 application) for reactor vessel overpressure protec-
tion. BWR plants currently in the construction phase will utilize " Target Rock"
pilot operated dual function safety / relief valves (BWR/4 application) and direct
acting safety valves with auxiliary actuating devices (primarily BWR/S and 6
application). The "Electromatic" relief valves and the " Target Rock"
saftty/ relief valves are selected to provide definition of how steam dis-
charge capacity was established for this equipment.

The capacity of each of these valves was determined by the methods defined in
the ASME Code and as further defined in this text. The ASME rules define that:

(a) capacity is determined at 103% of set pressure (referred to as accumulation
pressure); and (b) the ASME rated flow is 90% of the actual (extrapolated)

(~) flow. These rules arc applied when capacity " credit" for the equipment is~

LJ
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accounted in the overpressure protection analysis (this applies to unpiped h

discharge safety valves, piped discharge Target Rock safety / relief valves,
and safety valves with auxiliary actuating devices) . In the case of the

"Electromatic" valve no capacity credit is taken for this equipment in the

overpressure protection analysis and the derating to 90% of actual flow has,
therefore, not been applied.

3.4.2.1 Electromatic Relief Valves

The "Electromatic" relief valves installed in BWR plants are dependent upon

external electrical power to accomplish pressure relief. Although credit is

taken for the valves for normal transients (e.g., load rejections, turbine

trips, isolations, etc.), this equipment does not contribute to the steam

relieving capacity defined in the reactor vessel overpressure protection

analysis due to restriction of usage applied by the applicable ASME III Code.

The specified capacity of the valves is 600,000 lba per hour of saturated steam
at 1117 psig set pressure. The valves were furnished by Dresser Industries, h
Alexandria, Louisiana and are identified by the supplier as 6" Type 1525 VX.
The supplier confirms that the critical flow restriction in the valve occurs

at the nozzle throat which has a diameter of 3.86 inches.

Capacity of the valve was not established under ASME III rules because this
equipment is not acceptable for meeting these rules (due to the need of
external power to achieve actuation). Ilowever, capacity of the valve was
determined based on analysis and geometric similarity to Dresser "Electromatic"
type 1538 VXV valve which was qualified to ASME capacity rating under the rules
of ASME Section I - Power Boller (para. PG-59.3) . The results of these qualify-
ing tests are published in " Believing Capacities of Safety Valves and Relief
Valves approved by the National Board" by the National Board of Boiler &
Pressure Vessel Inspectors. A flow coefficient, K, was determined using the

.

O
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(^\s/ equation of ASME Sect. I, Para. PG-69.1.2 and the published relieving capacity
and valve data as follows:

(51.45 x AxP x K) 0.9W =

(51.45 x 1.8125 x n/4 x [(1000 x 1.03) + 14.7] x K) 0.9110,665 =

0.887K =

Using this factor of K the capacity of the 6" type 1525 VX Electromatic valve
was determined as follows:

2(51.45 x 3.86 x n/4 x [(1117 x 1.03) + 14.7] x 0.887W =

621,952 lbm/hr. @ 103% of 1117 psig set pressure.W =

(~') This capacity is slightly in excess of the specified capacity. The 0.9 derate
v of the ASME code was not applied to this non-Code valve.

3.4.2.2 Target Rock Dual. Function Safety / Relief Valves

The pilot operated " Target Rock" safety / relief valve is a dual function device
which can be actuated to open in the " power mode" on command by the application

of external electrical and pneumatic power and additionally will open auto-
matically in the " pressure mode" (no_ external power required) when inlet
pressure exceeds a pre-established setpoint. This " pressure mode" capa-
bility permits the equipment to be qualified under the rules of the applicable
ASME Section 111 Code and the steam relieving capacity of the device contributes

to the capability defined in the reactor vessel overpressure protection analysis.

The specified capacity of the. valve varies dependent upon specific plant
application. A representative specified capacity is 800,000 lbm/hr of
saturated steam at 1080 psig set pressure. .The valves were furnished by-.

Target Rock Corp. , F. Farmingdale, N.Y., and 'are identified by the supplier'''N
:
\/
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as 6" Model 67F. The supplier confirms that the critical flow restriction

occurs at the nozzle throat which has a diameter of 4.940 inches for the

above capacity.

Capacity of the valve was determined by the coefficient of discharge (K)

method which is defined in Para. N-914.6 (NB 7825 of later issues) of ASME III.
The results of these qualifying tests are published in " Relieving Capacities

of Safety and Relief Valves approved by the National Board." A flow coef-

f ic ient , K w s determined by test to be 0.8. This coef ficient is multiplied
D

by 0.9 (for ASME derate) to obtain the coefficient of K equal to 0.72, and

the rated capacity established by the equation:

51.5 x A x P x KW =

xfx [(1080 x 1.03) + 14.7] x 0.7251.5 x 4.94W =

= 801,026 lbm/hr 0 103% of 1080 psig

O
This capacity is slightly in excess of the specified capacity.

3.4.2.3 Other ASME Rated Safety & Safety / Relief Valves

Unpiped discharge safety valves and piped discharge, direct acting safety

valves with auxiliary actuating devices which are (or will be) installed in

BWR plants are capacity certified under the rules of the ASME III Code by

methods similar to those used with the Target Rock valves.

3.4.2.4 Plant Tests

During the startup test sequence performed at BWR plants which utilize

Target Rock Safety / Relief Valves the capacity of each valve is confirmed by

either of the following methods:

(a) A calibration curve of generator MWe vs. feedwater flow is established.

With the plant at stable operating conditions (all safety / relief

3.4-4
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O
k- valves closed), each safety / relief valve is sequentially opened and

then reclosed. With an individual valve open and discharging the

change in generator load with constant feedwater flow is used to

determine the equivalent steam flow through the valve based on the

assumption that feedwater flow is equivalent to steam flow.

(b) A calibration curve of turbine bypass of control valve position vs.

feedwater flow is established. With the plant at stable operating

conditions (all safety / relief valves closed), each safety / relief
valve is sequentially opened and then reclosed. With an individual

valve open and discharging, the amount of bypass or control valve

closure required to maintain constant reactor pressure is used to

determine the equivalent steam flow through the valve based on the

assumption that feedwater flow is equivalent to steam flow.

The results (all accumulated data) to date confirm that the mean of

(~w, the measured valve capacity is approximately 110% of the ASME rated
'' capacity. This tends to confirm the conservatism of the ASME

method of rating.

'3.4.3 ' Safety / Relief Valve Actuations

As previously mentioned, many operatiots.1 transients and certain small break
accidents,.where there is a potential to pressurize the reactor vessel, may
result in lifting of the safety / relief valves. Most of these occur as a con-

sequence of isolation of the reactor vessel.

A' list of transients which are expected to cause safety / relief valve lifting
is shown'in Table 3.4.1 for'BWR 4/5 plants and Table 3-4.la for BWR/6 plants.
The . list will be similar for other product lines with some modifications to
the number of valves. lifting. For those transients which result in reactor

isolation, one safety / relief 1 valve will cycle until some other system is
mada available to release the decay heat. For the remainder of.the

- : transients, safety / relief valves will lift only once.,3

k,j
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3.4.4 Modeling of Safety / Relief Valves in Reactor System Analyses

Safety / relief valve performance under transient or small liquid-break accident

cond it ions is generally analyr ed using the SAFE computer code. SAFE models the

flow through the relief valves using the Moody critical slip flow model.

The relief capacity for the valves, as obtained from the valve specifications

and as independently verified through experiments, is used in conjunction with

the Moody flow model to obtain an effective flow coefficient for input to

SAFE. This coefficient is assumed constant for all flow regimes.

Activation of relief valves can occur during transients or during small breaks

where there is a potential to pressurize the system. Calculations for transients

and small breaks show that the two phase level does not swell up to the steam

lines, so there is no potential for two-phase flow through these valves.

SAFE can accurately predict two phase level swell phenomena (Section 3.1.1.4).
Comparisons of top bres?. blowdown tests conducted at GE, shows that SAFE can

accurately calculat ne level swell and system blowdown response, even for

tests that included two-phase carryover through the break due to level swell

to the break elevation. These tests were conducted with an orifice in the
steam line and was limited by the orifice in the line. This flow path can be

viewed as an idealization of the flow path in a BWR for discharge through the

safety / relief valves. SAFE, in conjunction with the Moody slip flow model,

produces good agreement with predictions of the two-phase blowdown flow and
system response for these tests.

Verification of the relief capacity of BWR valves is obtained from scaled tests

on valves and further substantiated from actual BWR plar.t testing (see

Section 3.4.2). These tests are conducted with steam flow at typical BWR

operating pressure. These demonstration tests verify that the relief capacity
for a plant either meet or exceed the minimum specifications. SAFE analysis

uses either the nameplate specified or maximum expected relief capacity in
evaluating the flow for use with the critical flow model, depending on the
application. If the actual flow differs from that used in the SAFE analysis

O
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3.5.2 Inadequate Core Cooling

O
This section presents analyses to demonstrate the degraded conditions under

which adequate core cooling is assured under inventory-threatening condi-

tions, and a discussion of diverse reans of detecting adequate core cooling.

3.5.2.1 Analyses to Demonstrate Adequate Core Cooling

This section presents analyses performed to demonstrate adequate core cooling
in the event of a loss of reactor coolant inventory.

Adequate core cooling in the boiling water reactor is assured whenever the reactor

is shut down and one or more of the following conditions exists:

1. The active fuel is covered with liquid or a two phase mixture;

2. ECCS flow is cooling each fuel assembly in suf ficient quantity
to remove all heat generated in the assembly;

3. Steam flow is cooling each fuel assembly in suf ficient quantity to

remove all heat generated in the assembly.

These analyses cover multiple system failures and operator errors which go far
beyond the degraded system response assumed in the standard design basis of the
BWR. These analyses define what the operator is expected to see on the control
room instrumentation during these events and also show the system response to
possible mitigating actions the operator can take to assure adequate core cooling.

This section covers loss of inventory through a pipe break, a stuck-open relief
valve or following any isolation event with subsequent loss of inventory through
the relief valves (for example, as a result of a loss of feedwater transient com-

bined with a loss of high pressure water makeup systems). This section is essen-
tially an extension of the analyses presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, and the
assumptions defined in Section 3.1 are also applicable here. Justification for

the methods used is provided in Section 3.1.1.3. Additional changes made in the
assumptions to more realistically analyze some of the extremely degraded conditio
in this section are provided in Section 3.5.2.4.

3.5-2
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To be consistent with the analysis presented in Section 3.1.1, a typical BWR/2
is chosen to analyze the BWR/1-2 response and a 218 BWR/4 and 218 BWR/6 are

used to produce typical results for BWR/3-5. Also, to be consistent with the
2previous analysis, most of the pipe break analyses are performed using a 0.1 f t

break size. his break size is representative of the worst small break for most

plants and is large enough to cause a significant inventory loss. Furthermore,

2the 0.1 ft break is small enough to be within the capabilities of the high
pressure inventory makeup systems while being large enough to demonstrate the
differences.between various break locations and product lines. Analyses are

performed for steamline breaks and recirculation suction line breaks to bound
the expected system responses. Analyses to determine the system response to loss
of inventory through relief valves, either stuck open or due to normal operation
following isolation, are also performed.

'The inventory makeup systems available to mitigate the numerous event sequences

analyzed in this section are described in Section 3.1.1.1. he specific systems

available for each plant are covered in Section 2. h e analyses are presented in

terms of systems remaining available to mitigate the loss of inventory. There-
- O -- fore, these analyses can be extended to any. specific plant by determining what

combination of failures or operator errors can result in that particular comple-
ment of systems remaining operable. The systems that are assumed unavailable
could be unavailable as a result of any combination of power source failures
(of fsite , onsite , DC or AC), - f ailure of pumps , or injection valves , unavaila-
bility of water source, or errors of omission or commission by an operator.

Special emphasis is given to the process variable indications available to the
operator to assure adequate core cooling. The major. process variables monitored

-by the operator during the transient are vessel water level, vessel pressure,
and ECC system flow rates. . We. vessel pressure and ECCS flow rate indications,
as ' observed by the operator, are shown 'in the process variable figures. Vessel
water level, the primary indication of adequate- core _ cooling, is tracked by multiple
- s a fety-grade level indicators with overlapping ranges. he water 1evel-indications

~

available to the operator vary with the different product lines (see Section 2.3.2).
*

Generally, the nonjet pump plant level instrumentation covers a range from a few
feet above the- top of the active fuel (TAF) to the top of the vessel or steam

s); drum; and the jet pump plant instrumentation covers a range from .the bottom of
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the active fuel (RAF) to the top of the vessel. The water level Instrumentation

in the control room monitors the water level outside the shroud for most plant s ,
except for the fuel zone range indicator, which displays the water level inside

the shroud.

The variation of the process variables presented in this section show the responses
to highly degraded postulated loss of inventory events. Becau se the exact sequence
of events for such degraded cases can only be postulated, this section should be

taken as an indication of the trends of the process variables to be expected

following these events. The actual situation will determine the timing of auto-

matic system actuations and the time available for operator actions, as well as
the absolute values of the process variables.

The first subsections show the consequences of multiple inventory makeup system

failures and demonstrate the ability of one ECC system to provide adequate core
cooling in conjunction with the ADS or a pipe break that depressurizes the vessel.

The subsequent sub sec tions show the system response with failure to depressurize
the vessel and the response if no inventory makeup systems are available in the
short term; these sections also discuss the various mitigating actions the operato

can take. A summary of the cases analyzed is given in Table 3.5.2.1-1.

3.5.2.1.1 One LPCS System + ADS Available

Th is section provides the response of the reactor system to a small break LOCA
with only one LPCS system * available and the ADS functioning as designed.

3.5.2.1.1.1 Liquid Breaks

Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-1 through 3.5.2.1-7 show the system response for rec ircu la-
tion suction line breaks with one LPCS system available. The BWR/2 system re-

2sponse to a 0.001 f t rec irculation line break is shown in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-1.

9

*All analyses in Section 3.5.2.1 treating "one LPCS system" apply to full-capacity

operation (either one 100% capacity pump or both 50% capacity pumps) of one LPCS

system. They do not necessarily apply to operation of one 50% capacity pump in g
each of two redundant core spray systems; such cases would be more like the one-

LPCI pump cases.
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The vessel pressure (Figure 3.5.2.1-1.1) rises to the SRV setpoint, once the MSIVs

close on low water level, and oscillates there while the relief valves cycle open

and closed (Figure 3.5.2.1-1.3). This continues until the ADS (having previously

received the high drywell pressure signal) initiates automatically on low water
level (Figure 3.5.2.1-1.4) to depressurize the reactor. The spikes in the water

level response are due to the SRV cycling (Figure 3.5.2.1-1.2). During the de-

pressurization the vessel water level increases as the quality of the mixture
in the vessel increases due to the flashing of liquid into steam (Figure 3.5.2.1-
1.8). The vessel water level then drops as the low pressure system injects and
subcools the water in the vessel. Once subcooled, the vessel water level rises

2rapidly. The system response to a 0.001 f t suction break for a BWR/4 is shown
in' Figure Group 3.5.2.1-2 and is very similar to the BWR/2 case. The vessel
pressure rises to the SRV setpoint (Figure 3.5.2.1-2.1) once the MSIVs close and
remains at that pressure as the SRVs cycle open and closed (Figure 3.5.2.1-2.3).
The water level swells as the vessel depressurizes once the ADS inititates on
low' water level (Figure 3.5.2.1-2.2). Once the vessel has depressurized, the

LPCS injects into the vessel (Figure 3.5.2.1-2.3) and rapidly recovers the water
level.

The vessel pressure response displayed in the control room for the very small
break is shown in Figures ~ 3.5.2.1-1.1 and 3.5.2.1-2.1. The vessel water level~

response, both inside and outside the shroud, to a very small break is shown in
Figures 3.5.2.1-1.2 and 3.5.2.1-2.2. The vessel water level would quickly fall

below the range of the narrow range level instrumentation and would then be track-
ed by the wide range level instruments. - Once the ADS is actuated, the water level
would fall just .below the range of the wide range instrument for a brief period of~

time until the vessel begins to refill. During ADS cetuation, the indicated water
level may reflect' the level swell by showing some oscillation for a short period
of time.' : Fori jet pump plants the water level is w' hin the range of the : fuel
zone instrument during this time. As-the vessel refills, first the wide range,
then the narrow range instruments would come on scale, and the fuel zone instrument

' would reach its upper limit. The LPCS flow rates . displayed in the control room
are shown in Figures 3.5.2.1-1.3 and 3.5.2.1-2.3.

.

u).
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Comparison of the BWR/2 case and the BWR/4 case shows that the response to a very
small break is nearly the same regardless o f product line. Once the vessel is

depressurized, one LPCS provides sufficient flow to reflood the vessel for all

product lines. For the non jet pump plant, the ADS initiates sooner due to a

higher water level trip setpoint. We non jet pump plant requires a longer time
to reflood since the LPCS flow rate is relatively smaller than for the jet pump

plant (Figure 3.5.2.1-1.3 and Figure 3.5.2.1-2.3) and because the break location
for the non jet pump case is lower on the vessel due to differences in the recircu-

lation piping configurations. These d if ferences , however, are not significant when
considering the overall system response which is essentially the same.

2 recirculation line breaksComparison of the results of the following 0.1 f t

shows more clearly the differences in the system response between jet pump and
2 recir-non jet pump plants with forced recirculation. The response to a 0.1 ft

culation line break for a BWR/2 is shown in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-3. As in the

case of the 0.001 ft2 break the vessel pressure begins to rise, once the MSIV
close on low water leve l , then drops sharply (Figure 5.3.2.1-3.1) when the ADS
valves open (Figure 5.3.2.1-3.4). We water level swells (Figure 5.3.2.1-3.2)

when the vessel depressurizes as some liquid flashes into steam. Once the vessel
is depressurized, the LPCS injects into the vessel and restores the water level

(Figure 5.3.2.1-3.3). Figure 5.3.2.1-3.6 shows the cladding temperature response
for the transient. The cladding heatup is terminated quickly by steam and spray

cooling and the temperature decreases very soon af ter the LPCS initiates. Though
the initial blowdown occurs faster than for the 0.001 f t2 b re ak, the subsequent
reflooding is relatively slower. Hence the cladding temperature is turned over

by the ef fect of steam and spray cooling before reflooding occurs.

The BWR/4 response to a 0.1 f t2 suction break is similar to that for the 0.001
2ft break but uncovery and recovery happen over a shorter period of time. The

pressure rises to the SRV setpoint once the MSIVs close on low water level (Figure
3.5.2.1-4.1), and the SRVs cycle. he pressure quickly decreases when the ADS
opens (Figure 3.5.2.1-4.4). Once the vessel is depressurized, the LPCS begins
injecting (Figure 3.5.2.1-4.3) and rapidly refills the vessel. The LPCS initially

fills the core region with a highly voided mixture that quickly collapses as the

two phases separate, his is evidenced as a spike in the water level during the
reflooding phase (Figure 3.5.2.1-4.2), he water level quickly rises again, filli

the core with a voided mixture.
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2The BWR/6 response to a 0.1 ft suction break is very similar to that of the
3(V BWR/4 as demonstrated in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-5. He control room instrumenta-

tion response to the 0.1 f t2 suction break is similar for the various BWR pro-
duct lines. De water level instrumentation response follows the water level
responses shown in Figures 3.5.2.1-?.', 3.5.2.1-4.2, and 3.5.2.1-5.2 for the BWR/2,
BWR/4, and BWR/6 respectively. As the water level outside the shroud falls, first
the narrow range then the wide range level instruments would go off scale low. For

jet pump plants, the fuel zone range instruments would then track the water level
inside the shroud. ADS actuation may result in a brief period of level oscillation
in the fuel zone range instrument. The fuel zone range level instrument then
goes downscale for a short period of time when the water level inside the shroud
drops below the BAF. Soon af ter the vessel begins to re fill, the fuel zone level
instrument comes back on scale and tracks the rising level until the water level
in the downcomer rises to the range of the wide range instrumentation. The operator
then monitors the refilling of the vessel using the wide range instruments.

As can be seen by comparing the recirculation line break responses for the BWR/4
and BWR/6, with LPCS and ADS operating, the jet pump plant response to any small

V liquid break is very similar between product lines. The similarity arises from
the fact that relatively minor differences in vessel internal geometry and LPCS
design exist between the various jet pump plant product L aes. Since the basic

jet pump plant design is the same for BWR/3-6, the results for these plants are
very similar for the same relative break size and system combinations. The re-
circulation line break response for early BWRs designed with forced recirculation
with one LPCS available differs from the BWR/3-6 response (and early BWRs without

forced recirculation) with one LPCS available because the break location for the
former case is lower on the vessel due to dif ferences in the recirculation piping

configuration. The ECC water entering the lower plenum can flow out the break.
Thus reflooding takes a relatively longer time than for the jet pump plant case
since the ccre spray flow rate must overcome the break flow to reflood the core.
In either case the availability of one LPCS system plus ADS assures adequate core

cooling.

For completeness, the system response to a DBA recirculation suction line break
is discussed in the following paragraphs. The BWR/2 response to the DBA with one

,m

i ) LPCS operating is shown in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-6. The vessel pressure decreases
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rapidly due to inventory loss out the break (Figure 3.5.2.1-6.1). The water

level both inside and outside the shroud drops very quickly, then remains at the
break elevation for the rest of the transient (Figure 3.5.2.1-6.2). ne fuel

heatup terminates shortly af ter the LPCS initiates (Figure 3.5.2.1-6.5) as the

spray cools the fuel.

The BWR/4 response to a DBA with one LPCS available is shown in Figure Group

3.5.2.1-7. As with the BWR/2, the vessel pressure and water level decrease
rapidly due to inventory loss out the break (Figure 3.5.2.1-7.1 and Figure
3.5.2.1-7.2). Once the LPCS begins injecting (Figure 3.5.2.1-7.3) the equivalent

collapsed water level inside the sk ,ud rises to the top of the jet pumps and
remains at that height for the rema.nder of the transient (Figure 3.5.2.1-7.2).

At this level the excess core spray flow spills out the tops of the jet pumps
and flows out the break (Figure 3.5.2.1-7.4). During the time the core is un-

covered, the core is cooled by both steam and spray cooling (Figure 3.5.2.1-7.6).

Steam and spray cooling also provide long term cooling for the upper portion of

the core. During this event the operator sees the water level instrumentation

quick 1~ going offscale following the rapidly falling water level associated with
a DBA suction break (Figures 3.5.2.1-6.2 and 3.5.2.1-7.2). The vessel pressure h
instrumentation shows the rapid depressurization (Figures 3.5.?.1-6.1 and
3.5.2.1-7.1) and the LPCS flow instrumentacion shows an almost immediate rise
to rated flow (Figures 3.5.2.1-6.3 and 3.5.2.1-7.3). For jet pump plants, the

fuel zone range instrumentation comes on scale as the vessel slowly refills and

the equivalent collapsed water level stabilizes at an elevation corresponding
to the top of the jet pumps. For external-loop non jet pump plants, the vessel

does not reflood to the point where the water level instrumentation is on scale,

but LPCS flow instrumentation indicates rated LPCS flow, thus providing an assurance

of adequate core cooling.

3.5.2.1.1.2 Steam Breaks

Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-8 through 3.5.2.1-11 show the system response for steamline
breaks both inside and outside the containment. The BWR/2 system response to a

20.1 ft steamline brea's inside the containment is shown in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-8.

Since the steamline break is high on the vessel the LPCS will quickly reflood the

suction break.g2vessel up to the normal water level as in the case of the 0.001 f t

The vessel slowly depressurizes through the break (Figure 3.5.2.1-8.1) until the
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ADS is initiated on low water level (Figure 3.5.2.1-8.4) which rapid depressurizes

the system. The vessel water level swells (Figure 3.5.2.1-8.2) due to sudden
depressurization. Once th*; system is depressurized, the LPCS injects and refills
the vessel (Figure 3.5.2.1-8.3). The operator would then manually control the
LPCS to maintain the level. Figures 3.5.2.1-8.4 through -8.8 show the response
of the other major variables.

2Figure Group 3.5.2.1-9 shows the BWR/4 response to a 0.1 f t steamline break
inside the containment. This case is very similar to the BWR/2 case. As in the
BWR/2 case, the vessel depressurizes through the break until the ADS trips on
low water level (Figure 3.52.1-9.4). Once the ADS initiates, the vessel depress-

urizes rapidly (Figure 3.5.2.1-9.1), the LPCS injects (Figure 3.5.2.1-9.3) and
the vessel water level is ' restored (Figure 3.5.2.1-9.2).

The system response to a SORV with one LPCS and the ADS available would be similar
2to the responses presented here for the 0.1 f t steamline break since the two

flow areas are similar. The major difference between the two events is that the
steamline break produces a high dtywell pressure signal and the SORV does not.
Without the high drywell pressure signal, the ADS' will not automatically initiate
and the operator would manually depressurize the vessel when low water level is
reached.

Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-10 and 11 show the BWR response for steamline breaks out-

side containment. Since these breaks will be isolated from the vessel once
the MSIVs close, one LPCS is sufficient for all BWRs to restore the normal water

2level. Figure Group 3.5.2.1-10 shows the BWR/2 response to a 0.5 ft s teamline
break outside the containment. For this case the MSIVs would receive a ~ signal

to close shortly af ter the break occurs due to high steam flow, and high tempera-
tures outside the reactor system boundary. Once the isolation valves close, the
pressure rises to the SRV setpoint and oscillates there until the ADS is manually
actuated .when low water level is reached (Figure 3.5.2.1-10.1). The ADS quickly

depressurizes the reactor which causes the vessel water level to swell as some
of the water flashes into steam (Figure 3.5.21-10.2). Once the system is depres-

surized, the LPSC injects (Figures 3.5.2.1-10.3) and ~ quickly refills the vessel.-

- (O), v
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2The BWR/4 response to a 0.5 f t steamline break outside the containment is shown
in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-11. When compared to the previous BWR/2 case, it is
clear that the basic system responses are the same. ADS actuation for the BWR/2
case occurs slightly sooner relative to the SWR /4 case due to differences in the

trip setpoints, but the overall system responses are the same. For steamline
breaks both inside and outside the containment , the control room instrumentation

responds in the same manner as for a rec irculation line break. As shown in

Figures 3.5.2.1-8.2, 3.5.2.1-9.2, 3.5.2.1-10.2, and 3.5.2.1-11.2, the water

level outside the shroud is below the range of the wide range level instrumen-

tation for only a brief period of time. For jet pump plants the operator can

monitor the level on the fuel zone range inst.umentation.

Le system response to a loss of feedwater event with one LPCS and the ADS avail-

able would be similar to the responses for steamline breaks outside the contain-

ment just presented. For both events, inventory is lost only through SRVs once
the isolation valves close, and the transient response is similar. h e ADS must

then be manually actuated to depressurize the reactar and allow the LPCS to inject

into the vessel.

O
Thus based on the preceding analyses, it can be concluded that for breaks high
on the vessel, loss of feedwater, stuck open relief valve, or any other loss of

inventory event, all BWRs can terminate the transient and quickly restore normal

water level with one LPCS system plus ADS available.

3.5.2.1.2 One LPCI Pump + ADS Available

This section provides the response of the reactor system to a small break LOCA
with only one LPCI pump available and the ADS functioning as designed.

3.5.2.1.2.1 Liquid Breaks

Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-12 through 3.5.2.1-15 show the vessel response for recir-
culation suction line breaks with one LPCI pump available. De BWR/4 response
to a 0.001 ft2 recirculation suction line break with one LPCI pump operating is
shown in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-12. We initial isolation, pressurization and

blowdown phases of the transient are identical to that for the one LPCS case

(refer to Figure Group 3.5.2.1-2). Once the LPCI initiates (Figure 3.5.2.1-12.3),
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the vessel water level quickly recovers. The vessel initially refills with a

highly voided mixture that collapses as the two phases separate (Figure 3.5.2.1-12.2)
but quickly rises again. The overall system response af ter LPCI initiation is
very similar to the one LPCS case presented earlier.

2The BWR/4 response to a 0.1 f t suction break with one LPCI pump operating is
2similar to that for the 0.001 ft case but the uncovery and recovery occur over

a shorter time span. The pressure rises to the SRV setpoint once the MSIVs close
on low water level (Figure 3.5.2.1-13.1) and oscillates for a few cycles. De
pressure quickly decreases once the ADS valves open on low water level (Figure
3.5.2.1-13.4) and the vessel refills. A sharp spike in the water level occurs

when the core floods with a highly voided mixture (Figure 3.5.2.1-13.2). The

remaining spikes in the water level coincide with the cycling of the ADS ' valves
at low pressure (Figure 3.5.2.1-13.4).

2The BWR/6 response to a 0.1 ft suction break is shown in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-14.
Compared to the preceding analysis, this response is seen to be very close to that
of the BWR/4. The one small difference ' that can be observed is the absence of

- d some oscillations in the water level in the later part of the transient. his
is due to ' the direct-acting ADS valves in the BWR/6. The steam flow out the

. ADS valves steadily decreases with pressure and the water level rises more smoothly.

For completeness the BWR/4 response to a DBA with one LPCI pump operating is shown
~

in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-15. As: for the case with one LPCS system available, (refer

to Figure' Group 3.5.1-7), the vessel water _ level and pressure drop rapidly due
to the inventory loss out the break (Figure 3.5.2.1-15.2). After the LPCI startup

delay time and after the . system pressure is_ below the shutoff head of the pump,
the LPCI pump begins ' injecting (Figure 3.5.2.1-15.3) and rapidly refills the vessel.
A spike occurs .in the water level when the level reaches the core and swells up
in a highly voided mixture, then falls as the ' phases separate (Figure 3.5.2.1-15.2).
The LPCI continues filling the vessel with a voided mixture which covers the core.-

1

In the long term as .the' decay heat continues to decrease and the operator takes
~

manual control of the LPCI- system, . the equivalent collapsed level will stabilize
at the elevation equivalent to the top of the - jet pumps. Excess water will cause
reverse floa through the jet' pumps (Figure 3.5.2.1-15.8) which will spill into

- the annulus and out the : break. Figure 3.5.2.1-15.6 shows the fuel heatup for
this: case. During the time the core is uncovered, core cooling is provided by

,
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steam cooling, and the heatup is terminated once the core is reflooded. The system

responses to the spectrum of liquid breaks as demonstrated in the previous cases
are applicable to all BWRs with an LPCI pump available.

The control room instrumentation response to a suction break with one LPCI pump
available is essentially the same as tN response with one LPCS system available

(Section 3.5.2.1.1). For the time that the water level outside the shroud is

below the range of the wide range level instruments, the water level is indicated

by the fuel zone range level instruments. For BWR/3 and 4, the LPCI flow is in-
jected through the jet pumps. The fuel zone measurement is thus not an indica ~
tion of true leve l, but rather of the total developed head of the LPCI pumps in

the lower plenum. This is discussed in Section 3.5.2.3. In the case of BWR/3s

and BWR/4s with LPCI loop selection logic, where the LPCI pumps are injecting
through one recirculation loop, the fuel zone instrument associated with the other
recirculation loop would provide an accurate reading of the water level af ter

accounting for the difference between calibration and actual conditions. The
fuel zone level measurement, coupled with the LPCI pump flow indication, verifies
the LPCI is injecting into the vessel and that the core is being adequately cooled.

The fuel zone level measurement for BWR/5 and BWR/6 is not affected by the LPCI
flow since the LPCI is injected directly inside the shroud. The other process

variable indications show a response similar to that for the one LPCS cases.

3.5.2.1.2.2 Steam Breaks

Figure Group 3.5.2.1-16 shows the BWR/4 system response for a 0.1 f t2 steamline
break inside the containment. This response is typical for all BWRs with an

LPCI and ADS available since the LPCI will be able to reflood the vessel and

maintain the water level within the normal range.

The instrument response for a steamline break with the LPCI available is very
similar to a steamline break with the LPCS available (Section 3.5.2.1.1) .
As was the case for small breaks with the LPCS available, the wide range water

level instrumentation remains on scale for all but a very short period between

the ADS actuation and when the vessel begins to refill. During this time, the

fuel zone level and the ECCS flow rate indications assure the operator that

adequate core cooling is being maintained. For some plants the LPCI flow may
affect the fuel zone level measurement as previously discussed, but in that case

the LPCI flow is entering the vessel and assuring adequate core cooling.
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g3 When compared to the one LPCS case (refer to Figure Group 3.5.2.1-9) the system
( )'s resoonses to a steamline break inside the containment are seen to be very similar.

This comparison would also be true for steamline breaks outside the containment
(refer to Figure Group 3.5.2.1-11), stuck open relief valve, loss of feedwater,

or other such event.

The cases presented up to this point, i.e. , one LPCS system or LPCS pump avail-
able plus ADS (or any other means which would accomplish the same depressurization
and refilling of the system), demonstrate that adequate core cooling is achieved
for all break sizes and locations, loss of feedwater, stuck open relief valve,

or other inventory threatening event under such conditions.

3.5.2.1.3 Power Source Failure

For some plants (mainly BWR/3 and 4) the limiting failure in the small break re-
gion has been identified as a DC power source failure. With the limiting power
source failure the systems remaining comprise some number of low pressure systems.

gq The number and types of low pressure systems remaining varies from plant to plant.
\J This section, and the previous sections, are applicable to any power source failure-

such as loss of offsite power, DC power source failure, or emergency diesel genera-
tor failure.

Though the analyses in Section 3.5.2.1.1 are specifically donc assuming one LPCS
system available, the system responses are typical of all cases where only core
spray systems are available. Another LPCS system available would increase the
core spray flow into the vessel and consequently decrease the reflooding time
but there would be no other appreciable difference in the overall system response.

The same would be true for the analyses in Section 3.5.2.1.2 fer cases with only
LPCI systems available.

The combination of systems available that remain which are not directly covered
by the previous sections are those with both LPCS and LPCI and the ADS systems
operating. For this analysis, one LPCI and one LPCS were assumed to be available.
Thus these results are a continuation of the previous two sections in that they
show the effects of two low pressure ECC systems operating during the smally

( r
'

/ break LOCA.
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3.5.2.1.3.1 Liquid Breaks

9>
Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-17 and 3.5.2.1-18 show the system response to a 0.1 ft"
suctica break for a BWR/4 and a BWR/6 respectively.

The BWR/4 response to a 0.1 f t2 suction break with one LPCI pump and one LPCS
system operating is similar to the corresponding one LPCS and one LPCI cases shown

in Section 3.5.2.1.1 and 3.5.2.1.2, although reflooding occurs in a shorter period
of time due to the additional ECC flow from the second system. ne initial vessel

pressure and water level response (Figures 3.5.2.!-17.1 and -17.2) are identical

to those for the one system available cases. he pressure rises to the SRV set-

point following the MSIV closure and cycles there until the ADS valves open on
low water level (Figure 3.5.2.1-11.4) which depressurizes the vessel, ne water

level swells as some liquid flashes into steam due to the sudden depressurization.
Once the vessel depressurizes below the low pressure system shutoff heads, the
systems inject into the vessel (Figure 3.5.2.1-17.3) and quickly res tore the water
level. Figures 3.5.2.1-17.5 through -17.8 show the response of other major process
variables.

2 recirculation suc-Figure Group 3.5.2.1-18 shows the system response to a 0.1 f t
tion break for a BWR/6 with one LPCI, and LPCS, and the ADS available. Again,
the response is very similar to that for the one low pressure system available
cases, but the reflooding is quicker due to the additional ECC flow. The BWR/6

is very similar to the previous BWR/4 case. his clearly shows the applicabilitycase

of these system responses to all BWRs with LPCI and LPCS available.

3.5.2.1.3.2 Steam Breaks

2Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-19 and 3.5.2.1-20 show the system response to a 0.1 f t
steamline break inside the containment for a BWR/4 and a BWR/6 respectively.
These system responses with one LPCI, one LPCS, and the ADS operating are

similar to the corresponding one low pressure system available cases shown
in Sec tion 3.5.2.1.1 and 3.5.2.1.2. We main difference is an earlier reflood-
ing time due to the additional ECC flow from the second system.

O
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The BWR/4 and BWR/6 system responses are very similar. We vessel slowly de-
pressurizes through the break (Figure 3.5.2.1-19.1 and -20.1) and the water
level drops due to the inventory loss (Figure 3.5.2.1-19. 2 and -20.2) . When the
ADS valves actuate, the vessel depressurization increases and the water level
swells due to flashing of some of the liquid to steam. he LPCI and LPCS inject

into the vessel (Figure 3.5.2.1-19.3 and -20.3) once the system pressure is below
the shutoff heads of the pumps, and rapidly reflood the vessel.

The information displayed in the control room for the combination of one LPCI
and one LPCS is almost the same as that for only one low pressure system avail-
able (refer to Sections 3.5.2.1.1 and 3.5.2.1.2 for detailed descriptions of the

instrumentation response). he similarity of the system response to that shown

for one system available is reflected in the instrumentation response. %ese

responses are typical of all BWRs with some combination of LPCS and LPCI systems
avai'.able.

In summary, the ' expected system responses assuming a power source failure are
covered by the analyses presented in Sections 3.5.2.1.1, 3.5.2.1.2, and this

OQ section. For any combination of only low pressure systems plus ADS available
the system responses are similar. The only real difference is the calculated
time of reflooding due to the ECC capacity available.

3.5.2.1.4 LPCI Diversion

his section demonstrates the effect of diverting up to two RHR pumps from the
LPCI mode to the containment spray mode at approximately 10 minutes after the

I' - accident. This analysis shows that only very small breaks under degraded con-

; ditions are affected by' diversion (i.e. , breaks for which the core is not re flooded

| .before 10 minutes). The limiting break / failure combination-is a break in a core
spray line with only one LPCI' pump -remaining after diversion. he - results in Section

[ 3.5.2.1.2 demonstrate the system responses for the case of LPCI diversion following
a recirculation line break.

For completeness Figure Croup 3.5.2.1-21. shows the system response to a 0.022.

ft2 core spray line break with one LPCI available for a BWR/6. he water level
falls (Figure 3.5.2.1-21.2) as inventory is lost out the break (Figure 3.5.2.1-

|. .

He ADS actuation causes21.4) until. the ADS is actuated on low water level.
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the water level to swell up due to the sudden depressurization (Figure 3.5.2.1-

21.1). Once the vessel is depressurized, the LPCI injects (Figure 3.5.2.1-21.3)
and rapidly refills the vessel . The control r>om instrumentation response for
this case is essentially the same as that shown for a recirculation line break

I

of the same size (refer to Section 3.5.2.1.2).

When compared to the recirculation suction line breaks, it is seen that the sys tem
responses are very similar. Thus the previous cases with one LPCI available are
typical of the system responses expected given LPCI diversion to containment " pray
at 10 minutes.

3.5.2.1.5 Failure to Actuate ADS

The following cases are analyzed to demonstrate the system response for the case
where all high pressure injection systems were assumed unavailable and the ADS

system was assumed not to actuate (either by failure of the automatic function
or by operator error). For these cases the low pressure ECC systems are assumed
to be available but unable to inject initially because the vessel pressure is
above the shutoff head of the pumps. A sensitivity study is included on the effect
of running the recirculation pumps.

3.5.2.1.5.1 Liquid Breaks

Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-22 through 3.5.2.1-24 show the system response to a 0.1
ft2 recirculation suction line break for a BWR/2 and a BWR/6. Only one low

pressure system is assumed available and the ADS is assumed to have not been

actuated.

For the BWR/2 case the vessel pressure rises once the MSIVs close on low water
level (Figure 3.5.2.1-22.1) until the break uncovers (Figure 3.5.2.1-22.2).
Once the break uncovers, the vessel depressurization increases due to steam flow
through the break. When the vessel pressure drops below the shutoff head of the
low pressure pumps, ECC water is injected into the vessel (Figure 3.5.2.1-22.3).
The steaming increases as the core is reflooded causing the vessel pressure to
rise. The core spray flow rate decreases as the pressure increases. If the

system pressure eventually were to exceed the low pressure system shutoff head, 9
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the ECC flov would cease and the sequence of events would be repeated. Duringp
the time the core is uncovered, steam and spray cooling limit the fuel heatup

(Figure 3.5.2.1-22.6).

2 recirculation line break with no ADS avail-The BWR/6 response to a 0.1 ft
able is shown in Figure Group. 3.5.2.1-23. The results are similar to the BWR/2

Sc vessel pressure rises to the SRV set point once the MSIVs close oncase.

low water level (Figure 3.5.2.1-23.1). %e SRVs cycle open and closed (Figure
3.5.2.1-23.3) until the break uncovers. The vessel depressurization increases
due to steam lost through the break. When the vessel pressure drops below the
shutoff head of the low pressure pumps, the LPCI begins to inject into the vessel

.(Figure 3.5.2.1-23.3). When the water level rises in the core, the steaming in-

creases and the pressure rises above the shutoff head of the LPCI pump and the
flow ceases. De pressure then drops below the shutoff head and the LPCI flow
begins again. This sequence of events continues until the fuel temperature at
the bottom of the core has been significantly reduced. Due to the lower tempera-
ture subsequent reflooding produces less steam and the system pressure remains

f3 below the shutoff head of the LPCI. We LPCI flow continues to refill the vessel
to a level equivalent to a collapsed level at the jet pump suction elevation.
The water then spills out, the top of the jet pumps into the downcomer and out the
break. De system stabilizes at this point for long term cooling.

Figures 3.5.2.1-23.6A and B represent heatup calculations performed with the LOCA
analysis core heatup model. These calculations also include the effects of steam
cooling (refer to Section 3.5.2.4 for details) and fuel rod initial conditions
more realistic than those assumed in licensing analyses. These calculations are
presented here to more accurately reflect the core temperature transient.

Even for this very degraded condition the heatup calculations for the highest power
fuel assembly (Figures 3.5.2.1-23.6A and B) show that given the assumptions used
in analyzing this particular event, significant fuel cladding damage will not
occur for at least one-half hour. Circumstances unique to the event will determine
-the actual timing. Smaller breaks would increase this time. Larger breaks would
-be less severe because of depressurization of the vessel through the break.~

A
L

.
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In the previous cases of this analysis, it was assumed the recirculation pumps
were tripped off on low water level (Level 2). 'Ih e following case demonstrates

the effect of continued recirculation pump operation during a small break LOCA.

Figure Group 3.5.2.1-24 shows the ef fect o f the recirculation pumps remaining on
until they cavitate due to inadequate Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH). It is

the same case as Figure Group 3.5.2.1-23 (i .e. , a BWR/6 response to a 0.1 f t2
rec irculat ion line b reak with* no ADS available) except it simulates the rec ircu-
lation pumps running until the inventory in the annult s is depleted.

The pumped recirculation flow effectively stops when the tops of the jet pumps
uncover. However, recirculation pumps continue to keep the jet pumps full of
water until the pumps cavitate, at approximately the time the annulus empties.

Addition of the water from the annulus into the shroud tends to delay the core
uncovery time. On the other hand, due to the continued running of the rec ircula-
tion pumps the water omtside the shroud drops at a faster rate than in the stan-

dard case. This causes an earlier MSIV closure on low water level which in turn
causes the pressure to rise sooner and increases the overall mass lost through g
the break during the accident. This extra system mass Icss tends to cause an

earlier core uncovery. These competing effects compensate each other and pro-
duce little change in the uncovery time of the core for the case with the rec i rc'.-

lation pumps on.

The level instrumentation response to a liquid break with no ADS is similar to

the cases with ADS (see Sections 3.5.2.1.1 and 3.5.2.1.2). ' The level drops below

the range of the wide ruge and fuel zone iris t rumentat ion. The depressurization
rate, however, is slower and the low pressure systems do not initiate shortly
after the level instruments go downscale as was the case with the ADS available.

Once the pressure drops to the LPCI shutoff head, the LPCI flow instrumentation
would show the LPCI flow cycling as the pressure fluctuates at the shutof f pressure.
At about this time the fuel zone level instrumentation would come on scale and
track the slow rise of the water level in the core. As the vessel refills, the

wide range level instrumentation would come on scale. As previously noted, the
LPCI flow may af fect the fuel zone level measurement for some plants . Recircu-
lation pump flow would affect it similarly.
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3.5.2.1.5.2 Steam Breaks
O

2 steamline breakFigure Grov i ;.2.1-25 shows the system response to a 0.1 f t
for a BWR/6 wtth one LPCS system or LPCI pump available and no ADS. This case

is representative of all product lines and shows system responses similar to the
equivalent liquid breaks discussed previously. We one major difference is that
for a steamline break the loss of inventory is much slower than for an equivalent
liquid break. Therefore, the core uncovers later (approximately 600 seconds for
this case) than the liquid break case. Thus there is a significantly longer time
to significant fuel cladding damage for steamline breaks than for equivalent
liquid breaks. The control room instrumentation response is similar to that
shown in the previous section for a liquid break, except the water level falls
much more slowly in the case of a steamline break of the same size. As for liquid
b reak s , smaller breaks than this case will increase the time to significant fuel
cladding damage, while larger breaks will be less severe because of depressuri-
zation of the vessel through the break.

3.5.2.1.5.3 No Break with Isolation

.O
The BWR/6 response to an isolation event with only one LPCS system or one LPCI
pump available and no manual ADS actuation is shown in Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-26

and 27.-

In the first case the recirculation pumps are assumed to trip as intended on
low water level. The vessel pressure rises to the SRV setpoint due to closure
of the MSIVs (Figure -3.5.2.1-26.1) and remains at that point as the SRVs cycle

open and closed (Figure 3.5.2.1-26.3). The vessel water level both inside and'

outside the shroud gradually falls as the inventory is lost by steaming through
the SRVs (Figure 3.5.2.1-26.2). If the core becomes completely uncovered, the

steaming stops, the vessel pressure and water level remain constant, and the SRVs
stop cycling.

Figura 3.5.2.1-26.6 shows that given the assumptions used in analyzing this par-
,

ticular event, significant fuel cladding damage will not occur for at least three-'

quarters of an hour. Circumstances unique to the event will determine the actual
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timing. The operator would need to manually depresr.urize the vessel, which would

enable the low pressure systems to inject ECC water into the vessel and terminate
the transient.

In the second case (Figure Group 3.5.2.1-27) the response to the same event was
analyzed with the recirculation pumps running until cavitation due to inadequate

NPSH. he vessel pressure response (Figure 3.5.2.1-27.1) is nearly identical to

the case with the pumps off. He water level response (Figure 3.5.2.1-27.2) demon-
strates the ef fect of the recirculation pumps remaining on. h e water level inside

the shroud is maintained at the top of the steam separators for a longer period
of time as the inventory lost inside the shroud by steaming is replaced by water
from outside the shroud. The pumped recirculation flow effectively stops when the

top of the jet pumps uncover. However, the recirculation pumps continue to keep
the jet pumps full of water until the pumps cavitate, at approximately the time water

in the annulus is depleted, due to inadequate NPSH. We head of water in the jet
pump causes a flow of water into the shroud which delays hot node uncovery somewhat.

The ins trument response to an isolation event with no ADS is shown by the process
variable response in Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-26 and 3.5.2.1-27. De indicated pres- g
sure would emain near the SRV setpoint, the ECC systems would indicate no flow,
and the decreasing water level would be reflected in the level instrumentation

until that instrumentation went downscale. For non jet pump plants this occurs

a few feet above the TAF, and just below the BAF for jet pump plants. Recirculation
pump operation and , in BWR/3 and 4, LPCI operation will affect the fuel zone level
instrumentation as previously discussed.

Of all possible events, the isolation event yields the greatest difference in

response due to recirculation pump operation. his is because the mass of liquid

in the annulus is not depleted by flow out a break or by excess steaming due to
depressurization, and because the more rapid drop in water level outside the shroud
for the case with the recirculation pump on does not affect the time of MSIV closure

(since in the isolation case MSIV closure is the initiating event).

Even in this limiting comparison, there is only a 600 second delay i.. ,1culated

uncovery time of the core due to recirculation pump operation. The ovet.411 system
responses are the same for both cases and the operator actions would be the same

for both cases. For this highly degraded event there is at least three quarters
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of an hour before significant fuel cladding damage would occur. Circumstances

unique to the event will determine the actual timing. For more rapid cares (e.g. ,
recirculation suction breaks), the ef fect of recirculation pump operation on the
core uncovery time is small due to earlier MSIV closure and high break flows.
As explained in Section 3.5.2.1.5.1, there may in fact be cases in which leaving
the recirculation pumps on would be slightly detrimental.

In sunnary, leaving the recirculation pumps on until they cavitate due to inade-
quate NPSH: a) does not significantly alter the time available for operator action;
b) does not affect the overall system response; and c) does not alter the required
operator actions. These analyses justify the conclusion of Section 3.3.2 that
tV recirculation pumps should not be started, even for the extremely degraded

case of no high pressure injection (HPCI/RCIC/CRD unavailable) and only one low

pressure ECCS available.

3.5.2.1.5.4 Mitigating Actions

The possible mitigating actions to terminate the condition of being at high
pressure with a decreasing vessel water level are to manually initiate high
pressure makeup systems, or to manually depressurize the reactor.

3.5.2.1.5.4.1 High Pressure Injection

Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-28 and 29 demonstrate the system response for a BWR/6 iso-
lation event without ADS and with delayed HPCS initiation. In this ease the

,

HPCS is assumed to be manually initiated 1500 seconds into the transient (about
10 minutes after it should have automatically initiated on the water level reach-

ing level 1). he initial portion of the transient is the same as that shown
in Figure. Croup 3.5.2.1-26. At 1500 seconds, the HPCS injects (Figure 3.5.2.1-28.3)
the water level is rapidly restored (Figure 3.5.2.1-28.2), and fuel cladding heatup
is prevented. Once the vessel is refilled, as displayed on the level instru-
meni.a tion, the operator would take manual control of the HPCS pump to maintain
tr.i. level or the injection . valve would automatically close on high water level'

and prevent overfilling the vessel. He results would be similar for the initia-
tion of the HPCI or RCIC on plants so equipped.

6
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3.5.2.1.5.4.2 Isolation Condenser

O
An isolation event for a BWR/2 without the ADS is shown in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-29.

For this case, the isolation condensers and one core spray are assumed available.
The sooner into the transient the isolation condensers are initiated, either auto-

matically or manually, the sooner inventory loss through the safety relief valves
will be terminated. We vessel pressure quickly rises to the SRV setpoint due
to MSIV closure and remains there until the steam production decays to within
the capacity of the isolation condensers. Once the isolation condensers initiate,

SRV cycling is quickly terminated and the vessel slowly depressurizes as the decay
energy is removed by the isolation condensers (Figure 3.5.2.1-29.1.). We vessel

water level remains fairly constant during this time (Figure 3.5.2.1-29.2) since
there is no system inventory loss once the pressure is below the actuation point
o f the SRV's . Once the vessel pressure drops below the LPCS shutof f head, the
LPCS quickly restores the water level to the normal range. For this case, the
water level remains within the range of the level instrumentation. At this time
the operator would take manual control of the LPCS pump to prevent overfilling
the vessel. (Figure 3.5.2.1-29.3 shows the isolation condenser flow shutting
off at approximately 6000 seconds . In actuality, the isolation condensers remain h
operating once they are signalled to start and are manually controlled by the
operator, llowever, th is is a reasonable representation of the isolation condenser
performance as the condenser ef fectiveness at low vessel pressure is less than
at high pressure.) Therefore, plants equipped with isolation condensers have
a meant if depressurizing the system without the ADS.

We isolation condensers take a longer time than ADS to depressurize the reactor,
but they are suf ficient as long as there is no significant inventory loss through
a break. If there were a break, the operator may increase the system depressuri-
zation rate by ADS or SRV actuation. his is considered in the following section.

3.5.2.1.5.4.3 Manual ADS or SRV Actuation

Another operator action to mitigate the condition of being at high pressure with
a decreasing water level is to depressurize the reactor manually. Figure Groups
3.5.2.1-30 through -33 show the same isolation event as described in Section
3.5.2.1.5.3 with the cperator manually initiating 1, 3, 5, and 7 of the SRV's,
respectively. In all cases, one LPCI pump is assumed available. Rese cases
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also demonstrate the number of relief valves that need to be opened to provide

V a sufficient depressurization rate and prevent repressurization of the vessel

during re flooding.

For this event the operator is required to manually actuate ADS. It is assumed
that this required ADS actuation did not occur (either due to ADS failure or

operator error). he SRV actuation is assumed to occur ten minutes following

the time level I was reached. When the SRV's are opened, the pressure begins
dropping (Figures 3.5.2.1-30.1-31.-32.1, and -33.1 for 1, 3, 5 and 7 open

valves respectively) as the vessel blows down through the open valves. Figure
3.5.2.1-30.1 shows a very slow depressurization rate for one valve open since
the flow rate through the valve (Figure 3.5.2.1-30.4) is only slightly larger

than the steam production in the vessel. Figure 3.5.2.1-31.1 shows a significant

increase in the depressurization rate since the flow rate through the valves

(Figure 3.5.2.1-31.4) is triple that of the one valve case. De cases with 5
and 7 valves show a less significant incremental change in the depressurization

rate. (Figure 3.5.2.1-32.1 and -33.1) In all cases, the water level inside and

outside the shroud (Figures 3.5.2.1-30.2-31.2-32.2 and 33.2) reflect the blowdown
V rate with the water level falling faster for a higher depressurization rate. Once

the pressure falls below the shutoff head of the LPCI pump, LPCI flow is injected
into the vessel (Figures 3.5.2.1-30.3, 31.3,* -32.3 and -33.3) and the vessel quickly
refloods. For the cases with one SRV open (Figure Group 3.5.2.1-30), once the
water level reachcs the bottom of the core the vessel tends to repressurize re-

sulting in a reduction in LPCI flow and delayed flooding. he response with three
or more valves opened gives a more rapid blowdown rate and reflooding time, and
less core heatup. We vessel instrumentation responses are essentially the same
as those shown in Section 3.5.2.1.5.2 (for the case with one SRV opened) and Section

3.5.2.1.1.2 (for three or nore valves opened).

These results show that a full complement of ADS ' valves is not necessary to blow
down the reac tor. Approximately 50% of the design ADS capacity is sufficient
to depressurize the reactor. his conclusi,n applies to all plants since the
design ADS capacity of each plant accounts for differences in plant power and
vessel size.

V 1

|
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In summary, all analyses presented in Section 3.5.2.1.5 have demonstrated the

system responses to the f ailure to actuate the ADS automatically and the system
responses to the operator actions which mitigate the consequences of the ADS
failure. From these analyses the time before significant fuel cladding damage
would result in the event that _no water makeup system is working was determined
to vary f rom roughly half an hour to three quarters of an hour or longer, depending
on the type of inventory threatening event analyzed. Circumstances unique to
the event will determine the actual timing. Finally, thes6 analyses demonstrated
the effect of the recirculation pumps remaining in operation or being restarted
during the transient. The results showed a small benefit for some events and

the possibility of a negative effect for other events.

3.5.2.1.6 Failure of Low Pressure Systems to Inject

The following cases were analyzed to determine the system response to the condi-
tion where all low pressure systems were assumed not to be available eithar due
to failure of the systems or operator error.

3.5.2.1.6.1 Low Pressure Systems Unavailable g
The following analysis is representative of the system response to the condition
of all low pressure systems unavailable. Figure Group 3.5.2.1-34 shows the BWR/4
case for a 0.01 ft2 suction break with the HPCI available and failure of the low
pressure systems to inject once the ADS is actuated and the vessel is depressurized.
The HPCI maintains the level (Figure 3.5.2.1-34.2) until the ADS is assumed to be
manually actuated at 10 minutes . (In this analysis the HPCI had cycled off due to
high water level at the time o f ADS; it would have automatically restarted on

the low water level.) The vessel rapidly depressurizes (Figure 2.5.2.1-34.1) and

the water level drops as mass is lost, in addition to the break flow, through the

ADS valves (Figures 3.5.2.1-34.4). The HPCI is signalled to restart on low water

level, but is unable to operate due to low vessel pressure.

Figure 3.5.2.1-34.6 shows that with no makeup flow supplied to the vessel, and
given the assumptions used in analyzing this particular event, significant fuel

cladding damage will not occur for approximately three quarters of an hour.

O
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Circumstances unique to the event will determine the actual timing. During this

time steam cooling keeps the uncovered portion of the core cooled. Once ADS is
.

actuated, the water level quickly falls below the range of the wide range level
instrumentation. We continued low water level, and no ECCS flow indicated in
the control room, indicate that the core is inadequately cooled. 1

Figure Group 3.5.2.1-35 shows the differences in the system response to plants
which have an HPCS as compared to those with an HPCI. The BWR/6 response to a

0.05 ft2 suction break with only the HPCS available assuming depressurization of
the vessel at 600 seconds, is given in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-35. We pressure

slowly drops (Figure 3.5.2.1-35.1) as the HPCS flow subcools the water inside the
shroud (Figure 3.5.2.1-35.7). At 10 minutes into the transient, the ADS is actu-

ated (Figure 3.5.2.1-35.3) and the water level rises due to some of the water flash-
ing into steam as a result of the depressurization (Figure 3.5.2.1-35.8). The HPCS

flow increases as a result of the lower system pressure (Figure 3.5.2.1-35.3)
and the vessel water level (Figure 3.5.2.1-35.2) continues to rise. The operator
would take manual control of the system to prevent overfilling the vessel. The
HPCS is powered electrically and does not require high vessel pressure for opera-
tion as do the' HPCI or RCIC systems. Therefore, in the event of a depressurization,
adequate core cooling is provided by the HPCS, and the water level would remain
within the range 'of the level instrumentation for this transient.

3.5.2.1.6.2 Mitigating Actions

Once the vessel pressure is below the shutof f head of the low pressure injection
systems, one low pressure system injecting properly is suf ficient to cool the

If any operator actions result in the proper injection of at least onecore.

LPCS system or one LPCI pump, the system response will be similar to those pre-
sented earlier in sections 3.5.2.1.1 through 3.5.2.1.3. The main difference

will be a delay in the reflooding time corresponding to the amount of time it
took the operator to correct the _ problem with the low pressure systems. The
same conclusion holds if the operator is able to establish injection with conden--

sate pumps or with alternate low pressure systems (e.g. , RHR service water cross-
tie, -interconnections with other units, etc.). Another possible operator action

-is to manually initiate the HPCS or any other high pressure systems that will

V . operate in the low pressure range if - they are not already operating. The analysis
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of section 3.5.2.1.6.1 demonstrates the ability of the llPCS to maintain adequate

core cooling in the low pressure range and confirms the appropriateness of the
operator actions.

3.5.2.1.7 Stuck open Relief Valve (SORV)

This section describes the differences in the system responses when a relief
valve sticks open during any inventory threatening transient. For a relief

valve to stick open, the system pressure must reach the relief valve setpoint

during the transient. A stuck open relief valve essentially adds a steam break

2 to the initiating event.of approximately 0.1 f t

Figure Groups 3.5.2.1-36 and 3.5.2.1-37 show the BWR/4 response to a stuck open
relief valve resulting from an isolation event. In both cases it is assumed

the reactor scrammed and isolated at time zero. One relief valve is assumed to

stick open when the SRV's open on high vessel pressure. With no high drywell
pressure signal, the ADS does not automatically initiate to blow down the vessel.

gThe response to an isolation event with a SORV is shown in Figure Group 3.5.2.1-36
for the case where no high pressure or low pressure systems are available to make
up the inventory lost through the relief valve. This case is presented simply
to demonstrate the length of time before significant fuel cladding damage occurs.

The reactor isolates and scrams at time zero and the pressure quickly rises to the

SRV setpoint. At this time, one relief valve sticks open and the vessel slowly de-
pressurizes through the valve (Figure 3.5.1.1-36.1). The water level falls (Figure

3.5.2.1-36.2) as the vessel inventory is lost through the valve (Figure 3.5.2.1-36.3).
2 steam break and since there is no highSince the SORV is cpproximately a 0.1 f t

drywell pressure signal to initiate the ADS, the system and instrument response
2 steamline break with failureto this event is essentially the same as the 0.1 f t

of the ADS presented earlier in Section 3.5.2.1.5.2.

Figures 3.5.2.1-36.6A and B represent heatup calculations performed with the LOCA
analysis core heatup model. These calculations include the effects of steam cool-
ing (refer to Section 3.5.2.4 for details). These calculations are presented

O
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here to more accurately reflect the core temperature transient. Even for this
N

s_) very degraded condition the heatup calculations for the highest powered assembly
(Figure 3.5.2.1-36.6A and B) show that given the assumptions used in analyzing
this particular event, significant fuel cladding damage will not occur for at
least three-quarters of an hour. Circumstances unique to the event will determine
the actual timing.

Figure Group 3.5.2.1-37 shows the same event with one LPCI pump available to
inject into the vessel. The system responses are the same as the previous case
until approximately 5500 seconds. At about 'this time the vessel pressure drops
below the shutoff head of the LPCI (Figure 3.5.2.1-37.1), the LPCI injects (Figure
3.5.2.1-37.3), and rapidly refills the vessel (Figure 3.5.2.1-37.2). The operator

would then take manual control of the LPCI pump to maintain the water level within
the normal range.

2 steamline break with failureThis event is essentially the same as the 0.1 f t

of the ADS presented in Section 3.5.2.1.5.2.

(_) Figures 3.5.2.1-37.6A and B represent heatup calculations performed with the LOCA
analysis core heatup model using the same basis as the previous case. The results
show that for this case the vessel will probably not blow down rapi My enough
through a stuck open relief valve to allow the low pressure ECC systems to inject
before significant fuel damage occurs. However, given the assumptions used in
analyzing this particular event, significant fuel cladding damage will not occur
for almost an hour. The operator actions to assure adequate core cooling are
the same as those presented in Section 3.5.2.1.5, Failure to Actuate ADS.

3.5.2.1.8 Conclusions

The analyses presented in this section demonstrate the capability of the BWR to
maintain adequate core cooling, even under severely degraded conditions resulting
f rom multiple failures and operator errors, following a loss of inventory either
through a pipe break or through the safety relief valves. Results of the analyses
are summarized in Table 3.5.2.1-2.

.

\
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Based on the first group of analyses presented it has been concluded that for
any plant and any loss of inventory event, the availability of ADS and one low
pressure ECC system provides adequate core cooling if no high pressure injection
is available. These analyses cover the case of multiple mechanical or electrical

failures or operator errors that might have caused the failure of the systems
assumed to be unavailable. Specific calculations were also done to cover cases

of DC power failure and LPCI diversion.

The second set of analyses addressed the condition of the vessel being at high
pressure with a low water level. It was shown that operator actions either to

initiate high pressure systems or to depressurize the vessel and initiate at least
one low pressure system, terminate this condition and assure adequate core cool-
ing. These analyses show that even for such severely degraded transients there
is suf ficient time for operator action to mitigate the consequences. The effect
of leaving the recirculation pumps running during such an event was also considered
and was shown to be small. It provides a minimal benefit for some events and

possibly a detriment for others.

hThe third set of analyses addressed the condition of the vessel being at low
pressure with a low water level, but with the low pressure systems not injecting.

It was shown that operator actions either to start the low pressure systems in-

jecting into the vessel or to initiate the high pressure systems, terminate this

condition and assure adequate core cooling. Again, these analyses show that even
for such degraded events there is sufficient time for operator action to mitigate

the consequences.

For all analyses, it was shown that the process variable information available
to the operator in the control room is suf ficient to adequately warn of an in-

ventory threatening event and to present the information the operator needs to
assure that appropriate actions are taken to maintain adequate core cooling.

The control room indications will not mislead the operator when taking corrective
actions. Even under the extremely degraded conditions considered in these a: 'yses,.

the BWR requires only the most basic operator actions to mitigate the cor aces

of any inventory threatening event.

O
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3.5.2.2 Operator Cufdelines

The operator guidelines for conditions of inadequate core cooling are integral
to the BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines, published separately.

3.5.2.3 Diverse Methods of Detecting Adequate Core Cooling

Section 3.5.2.3 satisfies two objectives. First, as required by Bulletins

and Orders Task Force analysis questions (13) and (14) dated July 13, 1979,
this section provides supporting information for the analyses and operator

guidelines to assure adequate core cooling. Second, this section presents a
generic demonstration of the BWR's compliance with requirement 2.1.3b of
NUREC-0578, '! Instrumentation for Detection of Inadequate Core Cooling in

PWRs and BWRs."

The BWR normally operates under saturated conditions with approximately 70%
void fraction at the core exit and with saturated steam in the upper region

eg of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). Since the BWR fluid is essentially

b' saturated, it is not necessary to measure the transition from a subcooled to
a saturated condition (which might be sensed in a PWR as a means to indicate

an approach to inadequate core cooling). Therefore, the primary method to
assess adequate cooling in BWR's is to use a direct measurement of reactor
water level.

Analyses and measurements have confirmed that natural circulation capability
is an inherent BWR feature. There are no traps which might block the natural

circulation. Steam and noncondensibles all rise to the top even during normal

operation and during accident conditions. As long as there is adequate water
level, there is assurance of adequate core cooling. The reactor vessel water
level is, therefore, the indication of the adequacy of core cooling in the

BWR; conversely, an inadequate or' decreasing water level is the indication of
approach to inadequate core cooling. The BWR provides multiple, redundant,
single-failure proof, safety-grade reactor vessel water level indication.
-The reactor control, reactor protection, and operator safety actions are all
keyed to this safety-grade water level indication.f ~s

( )
s_/
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All events that threaten the ability to provide adequate core coolinn have

one cormnon factor: the reactor water level decreases. This is true whether

the event is the loss of makeup water as in Loss-of-Feedwater transients,

a sustained imbalance between feedwater flow and steam flow as in Feedwater

Control Failure transients, or an excessive loss of liquid or stean inventory

as in postulated Loss-of-Coolant accidents. Automatic action occurs to scram

and to run back the recirculation pumps at about 15 feet * above the top of the

active fuel (TAF). The recirculation pumps trip at a water level about

10 feet above TAF. Should water level continue to decrease despite the

resultant decrease in power, high pressure injection systems (Illgh Pressure

Coolant Injection or Core Spray and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling) initiate.

Finally, if necessary, the low pressure injection systems (Low pressure

Coolant Injection and Low Pressure Core Spray) initiate at 18 to 60 inches

above TAF, and restore water level before any significant heatup occurs.

Automatic depressurization occurs, if necessary, to ensure low pressure

injection in the event of a pipe break inside the containment. Operators are

trained to back up the above automatic actions, if necessary.

The principal method of confirming adequate core cooling, namely, the reactor

pressure vessel water level instrumentation, has been shown through analysis

and experience to be sufficient to assure detection of approach to inadequate

core cooling. Nevertheless, additional means of indicating adequate core

cooling are also discussed in this section. Indication of an operational ECC

system provides a diverse method of confirming core cooling, based on analysis

(Section 3.5.2.1) which shows that the operation of an ECC system assures no
significant core heatup. This is discussed further in Section 3.5.2.3.2.

Additional methods of indicating adequate core cooling that have been con-

sidered are the use of in-core radiation flux measurescents. Section 3.5.2.3.3

discusses in-core radiation flux measurements.

*All specific data are typical: there are differences from plant to plant, h
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1.5.2.3.1 Water Level Instrumentation

O
The BWR water level instrumentation has been described in depth in Section

2.3.2 and in plant specific safety anal, .s reports. It has been concluded,

as summarized below, that the reactor vessel water level measurement

technique provided on the General Electric BWR performs satisfactorily for
all modes of normal operation, anticipated transient conditions and credible
accident conditions. The current water level instrumentation is, therefore,

adequate both to confirm adequate core cooling and to detect an approach to
inadequate cooling.

Reactor vessel level is measured by differential pressure devices. Condens-

ing chambers connected to the steam space in the reactor vessel furnish
saturated water to the reference legs. Pressure taps located at different

levels in the water space of the reactor vessel are used as the variable leg
sensing taps for the water level instruments.

The differential pressure method of measuring vessel water level senses the
Os weight of fluid above the lower instrument tap in the downcomer region and

compares it to the weight of fluid in the reference column. The instrument
is calibrated in terms of water at a predetermined density. Therefore, the
reading is one of the collapsed liquid level (the equivalent level of a single

. phase liquid). The reading is thus a representation of the mass of water above
the sensing tap in the downcomer region rather than an indication of the actual
fluid surface, which would be higher than indicated if a two-phase mixture

i is present in the downcomer.

L 3.5.2.3.1.1 Ranges of Level Indication During Accident Conditions

The 1cvel instruments give readings during loss of inventory accident condi-
tions in the wide range and in most plants, the fuel-zone range.

For situations when all ECC systems are operating, or when only partial
degradation is postulated to occur in the high pressure systems, the water
level remains in the wide range and is indicated on these instruments. For a

7.s
(~ / severely degraded situation the water 1cvel nmy drop into the fuel zone
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range.

O
The results of the analysis discussed in Section 3.5.2.1 indicate that the

water level during the transient remains in the range of wide and fuel-zone

range instrumentation. In plants without fuel-zone instruments the operator

has less information; but his response to an indicated level below the range

of the wide range instruments is no dif ferent with or without the additional

information as to exactly where in the fuel zone the level is.

The fuel-zone range instruments are calibrated for saturated water conditions

at 0 psig with no jet pump flow. Under accident conditions these instruments

are subject to inaccuracies due to two effects: off-calibration pressure and

jet pump flow.

Off-calibration pressures that are higher result in an indicated level that is

lower than actually present. For example, at a S/RV set-point pressure of

1125 psia, a fuel-zone range instrument indication of a water level at the TAF

corresponds to a true Icvel of about 60 inches above the TAF. As further

examples, for vessel pressures up to 250 psia (the pressure condition at which ggg
LPCI pumps start to inject)*, the deviation from true level reading at the TAF

due to off-calibration pressure is about 25 inches or less, and for vessel

pressures up to 35 psia * (the pressure condition at which LPCI pumps operate
at or above rated flow), the deviation from true level reading at the TAF due

to off-calibration pressure is about 5 inches or less.

* Actual pressures for LPCI pump start and rated flow are plant dependent. The
values used in this example are typical.
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The off-calibration errors from jet pump flow occur due to natural circulation

() or ECCS flow. A difference in density between the water inside and outside

the core shroud results in a head causing natural circulation flow that results

in a indicated level reading that is several inches lower than the true level.

Calibration curves can be used to correct the readings to the true values; how-

ever, such corrections are unnecessary since the operator's response would be
no different given the corrected fuel-zone level readings; he will act to

restore level to that read by the wide-zone range instrument.

With LPCI flow through the jet pumps, the fuel-zone range instrument can give

, correct readings (if correction is made for the off-calibration pressures)
for situations when there is a relatively steady water level below the steam-

separator spillover point. The LPCI flow produces a dynamic pressure at the
lover pressure tap of the fuel-zone instrument that is not sensed but leads to
an increase in lower plenum pressure and so is contributory in supporting the '

vessel water level. The indicated level is conservatively lower than the actual

level by the amount of velocity head at the diffuser tap. For a relatively

steady in-shrcud level in the fuel zone, the LPCI flow into the vessel differs

() from the flow out of the break by the small amount of water boiled off by the

decay heat.

For BWR/3 and 4 the LPCl flow enters through the jet pumps, and the dynamic

pressure head at the lower tap is less than about 1 inch. For situations when

the water level is under the steam separator spillover elevation, the

irrecoverable pressure losses for the small core flow required to balance the
bolloff are negligible.

For BWR/5 and 6 the LPCI flow enters directly into the shroud (just under the

top guide) and moves in the reverse direction through the core and jet pumps.
The pressure losses experienced give a lower reading at the lower tap for
the elevation head, i.e. , indicated level is less than actual level. The

dynamic pressure at the lower tap is higher for BWk/5 and 6 than for BWR/3
and 4 since the flow past the tap equals the LPCI flow minus the amount of
boiloff. Once again the indicated level is conservatively lower than '.he

n
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actual level since the velocity head is independent of flow direction. The

magnitudes of these corrections depenu upon the number of LPCI pumps in

operation and are small.

3.5.2.3.1.2 Water Leml Inside the Shroud Vs outside the Shroud

For the first few seconds following a recirculation pump trip, the higher

static head outside the shrout1 is of fset by the frictional losses inside the

shroud. The two-phase icvel inside the shroud is at the spillover point of

the separators, Following this short transient period, the dynamic pressure

losses around the flow loop become small. For a small (or zero) break, the

static heads inside and outside the shroud nearly equalize, so long as

communication between the two regions is not impaired. (This is always true

in jet pump plants because of the open communication through the jet pumps.
It is also true for non-jet pump plants so long as at least one recirculation

line remains open).

Because of the presence of voids in the fluid inside the shroud, the swollen
level inside the shroud will be higher than the level outside the shroud until g
ECCS operation commences. Thus the level measurement in the annulus region
is a conservative measure of the two-phase level inside the shroud at this

time. ECCS injection (particularly the core spray systems in all units, and
the LPCI in BWR/5, all of which inject directly inside the shroud) will

subcool the liquid inside the shroud, leading to the possibility that the
level inside the shroud could be somewhat lower than the level outside the
shroud. However, since the core is adequately cooled whenever an ECCS is

inj ec ting, this discrepar.cy is of no concern.

O
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Blowdown Period

For a small (or zero) break, CCFL will not exist at the top of the core prior
to rapid depressurization. As long as the core is covered, leakage flow from

the bypass region will maintain the core in co-current upward flow at the top.
For larger breaks, some of this leakage flow will feed the break flow, and

the flow at the top of the core could become counter current. Under these

conditions, for small to intermediate breaks, the vapor velocities are low

enough that the liquid downflow is not limited. This has been confirmed by
'

full scele critical power tests with zero inlet flow, which demonstrate that

the liquid downflow is not restricted and can replenish the liquid evaporated

at vapor generation rates corresponding to 6% of the full power in a peak

power bundle.

Special studies made by initializing the REFLOOD computer code (Section 3.1.1.3)

early in the transient also show no evidence of CCFL prior to rapid depressur-

ization. If the Automatic Depressurization System is initiated, rapid

depressurization will cause a level swell in the core, bypass, and upper

plenum regions. As the depressurization subsides, the liquid in the upper,

plenum may not be able to drain immediately back into the core and the top of
'

the core may be partially uncovered. When ADS is initiated at the automatic

setpoint, the operator should realize that some degree of uncovery may occur.

However, operator action is no different with or without CCFL; he will act to

restore level to the normal range. Once the level reaches the separators,

CCFL is not present since the inside-shroud region then fills by forward flow

through the jet pumrs.

Refill Period

In the event of a very large pipe-break and/or 'an extremely degraded condition,
n' substantial part of the core may be uncovered before the ECC systems refill

the lower plenum and core region. If the refilling is primarily from the top

by the core spray systems, CCFL may limit the downflow resulting in water

accumulation in the upper plenum.

O'o
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When the core spray spargers are submerged, heat transfer to the above-core
inventory is primarily due to condensation of the updrafting vapor from the

core and condensatior. at the turbulent surface of the liquid above the core.

The rate of subcooling energy introduced by the spray water during this

period of the transient is equal to, or soaewhat greater than, the total power

generated in the core. An overall energy balance on the liquid above the core

thus shows the bulk average temperature to be near saturation. At the

periphery of the core, however, the liquid over the bundles is highly

subcooled due to the proximity of the core spray nozzles (the water tempera-

ture increases as it flows radially inward). Natural circulation above the

upper tie plates, together with high turbulence in the vicinity of the spray

nozzles, causes subcooled liquid to enter the active region of the lower-

powered peripheral bundles. As it does, it quenches the steam generated in

these bundles, thereby reducing the steam upflow at the upper tie plates.

Reduction of steam reduces the CCFL impedance, permitting an even greater

subcooled liquid flow. This positive feedback results in " breakdown" of CCFL
and establishment of an unimpeded flow of subcooled liquid in these lower-

powered bundles. This sequence of events has been demonstrated in parallel-
channel experiments.

Upper plenum inventory accumulation can be eliminated by " breakdown" of the
peripheral assemblies. The rate of subcooling introduced into these low-power

bundles is 12 to 14 times the power generated in them, so that the liquid

passing through them remains highly subcooled as it enters the lower plenum.
If the lower plenum is only partially full, the subcooled liquid quenches

steam in the lower plenum. The resulting depressurization of the lower plenum

adds positive feedback to further augment the downward flow of liquid.

Thus, accumulation of water in the upper plenum does not persist for any

appreciable length of time due to the injection of large quantities of highly

subcooled water into this region. During this short duration portion of the

refilling period, the outside level, if below the normal range, does not

directly indicate the extent of uncovery of the core. However, when the water

level outside the shroud is restored to the normal range the region inside

the shroud is totally covered by a balancing of static heads. A positive

O
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() natural circulation flow establishes itself, clininating any possibility of

CCFL. Thus, with outside level below the normal range, the operator again

acts no differently with or without CCFL; and with the outside level within

the normal range of the wide range instrumentation, the operator will not be

misled by the level indication.

Interpretation of Level for Ncn-Jet Pump Plants

In non-jet pump plants with external recirculation loops, it is physically

possible for the operator to isolate the region inside the shroud f rom the ;

downcomer by manually closing all recirculation and bypass valves. In such

an event the outside level cannot be directly related to the level inside the

shroud. Calculations have shown that at least one recirculation line valve

must be open to assure that static head differences between the two regions

remain acceptably small.

3.5.2.3.2 Indication of Operational ECCS

bv
High pressure systems are sufficient to keep the active core covered for

small (or zero) breaks. For larger breaks low pressure make-up systems

provide inventory replenishment.

For low pressure systems to inject following a small break, depressurization

of the vessel is required and can be accomplished via the ADS or manual SRV
-

operation. Depressurization not only permits injection of make-up water
from the low pressure systems, but also reduces the flow out of the
postulated break by decreasing the reactor pressure.

When the ECC systems function as designed, there is no core uncovery throughout
the small break range evaluated in this report. Core uncovery could occur

during the SBA is substantial degradations in the make-up systems or depres-
surization system are assumed. la.alysis has shown (Section 3.5.2.1) that

even with these degradations, in all but extremely degraded cases, the
,

remaining systems are capable of effecting eventual recovery of the core with
little or no cladding heatup. For example, even if all high pressure make-up

)
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systems were to fail, the ADS together with only one low pressure pump is

sufficient to maintain low cladding temperatures during the period of core

uncovery.

An additional means of assuring adequate core cooling is therefore indication

that e single ECCS pump is injecting. The thermal-hydraulic analysis dis-

cussed in Section 3.5.2.1 provides justification for this statement. Operation

of each ECCS is indicated in the control room. A positive flow reading can be

used to af firm the operation of the pump. The integrity of the ECCS piping

can be confirmed by the ECCS pump discharge pressure. When pump pressure is
not available in the control room, ECCS piping integrity may be confirmed by

comparing indicated flow to flow predicted by the system performance curves

for the indicated reactot pressure.

3.5.2.3.3 In-Core Radiation Flux Measurements

This sectisn evaluates the potential for using existing in-core instrumentation

(SRM, IRM, L L , APRM, thermal neutron TlP, gamma TIP) to indicate core

uncovery. Estimates of the thermal neutron flux and gamma flux, and the

changes in these parameters that could be expected with the core uncovered
under fully controlled shutdown conditions, are provided. These estimates are

used in conjunction with an assessment of the capability of each of the in-
core instrumentation systems to sense a change in flux level indicative of
core uncovery.

3.5.2.3.3.1 Summary

Neutron and Gamma Flux

a. Thermal neutron flux levels for shutdown conditions in covered core
regions should approximate those under typical normal shutdown-
startup conditions (assuming a significant core fraction is still
covered). For full core uncovery thermal flux levels would be
anomalously low. For partial uncovery, the thermal neutron flux
might show a dropoff in the uncovered region, but significant
uncer:.ainty precludes its use as a level measurement. h
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(~'s b. Gamma flux levels at shutdown expressed as a fraction of gamma
C/

flux levels at rated conditions are given by fy LOCA (t) in

Table 3.5.2.3.3-1 as a function of time, t, after reactor shutdown.

The change in shutdown gamma flux levels with core uncovery is

expected to be small (g 10%). It is expected that such changes

would be masked by variations in the real gamma source axial
distribution and are therefore not likely to indicate core uncovery.

Instrumentation Response

SRMs and gamma TIPS are the only nuclear instruments on scale under shutdown

conditions. Camma TIP response is not expected to indicate core uncovery.

Very low SRM signal response would be expected during full core un.every. It

is noted that since SRM count rates decrease with time after shutdown, a time

eventually occurs (of the order of months) when the absolute count rate with

the core covered is so low that the lower level corresponding to core uncovery

rT cannot be discerned.
b

3.5.2.3.3.2 Analysis

Estimates of. absolute neutron and gamma flux 1cvels during shutdown are made
to determine whether in-core nuclear instrumentation is sensitive at these

levels. Then estimates of neutron and gamma flux perturbations during core

- uncovery are made to determine whether in-core instrumentation would indicate

a significant anomaly indicating core uncovery.

When .the core is fully covered, . thermal neutron flux levels are typical of

those expected in the shutdown /startup range. Qualitatively, this is sufficient

to determine instrumentation sensitivity (i.e., on scale or not). To estimate

the order of magnitude of neutronL flux in a completely voided core, simple

point-model relationships for subcritical flux levels are examined for non-

voided and fully-voided situations.

,m

sj
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Gamma flux levels are determined as a fraction of the levels expected at

rated power. This is done since gamma TIPS are the only GE in-core instru-

mer 6 designed to measure gamma flux and they are part of the power range

instrumentation system. The shutdown gamma energy source rate can be
estimated knowing the decay heat as a fraction of power prior to shutdown,

the fraction of decay heat due to delayed gammas, and the fraction of power

prior to shutdown due to all gammas (prompt and delayed). It is then

assumed that the shutdown gamma flux level is approximately the product of

the rated gamma flux and the shutdown gamma energy source rate expressed as a

fraction of the rated gamma energy source rate. Estimates of the perturba-

tions in shutdown gamma flux levels due to water level changes are inferred
from Monte Carlo gamma photon transport calculations. The actual calculations
performed were for hot operating (at power) conditions. It was assumed that

the sensitivity of gamma flux levels to moderator density under operating

conditions reasonably approximates that under shutdown conditions.

Thermal Neutron Flux Evaluation

The following equation can be derived from two group (fast, thermal) diffusion
equations assuming negligible thermal leakage:

P P
fn1 res g,

th (1-Keff) Eath

where

t = core average thermal neutron fluxg

fast nonicakage probabilityP =
gg

P = r sonance escape probability
res

K = effe tive neutron multiplication factor
eff

I = thermal macroscopic absorption cross-section
h

S = volumetric fast neutron source rate

O
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Assuming equal sources the ratio of the thermal flux in a shutdown unvoided

core (index = 1) to that in a fully voided core (Index = 2) is given
approximately as:

4th( fn1(1) res(l) ath(2) |1-Keff(2)gP L
, , , .

4th( fn1(2) res(2) ach(1) |1-K ff(1)
P E

(%1.0) x (%50) x (s-0.9) x 1]
.M=
,9S

% 300.

The approximate nature of all of the values in the above equation is stressed.
The significance of this calculation to detection of inadequate cooling is
that the neutron flux in a completely unvoided core is a factor of the order
of magnitude of 100 times that in a completely voided core.

Gama Flux Evaluation
O_

The gamma energy source rate after shutdown can be shown to be approximately:

R(t)*y . *y
LOCA , LOCA

fyLOCA(
-Q'y

"

y
np

np

where:

R(t) = ratio of decay heat power to total power prior to shutdown
Y = fraction of decay power due to gammas under shutdown (LOCA)LOCA

conditions

y = fraction of total normal (operating) power due to all gammasp

Q = core average (recoverable) energy release rate per fission
D(t,=) = decay heat power at time, t, after shutdown for a nearly infinite

-irradiation time prior to shutdown (expressed as Mev/ fission)
fy = gama s urce energy ra e at time, t, after shutdown expressedLOC

_Q~ as a fraction of gamma source energy rate prior to shutdown
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It is assumed that fy ""*""" "" *" "" " " "# E " "" "* *
l.OCA

expressed as a fraction of the operating level prior to shutdown.

Monte Carlo photon transport calculations for an infinite lattice geometry

under hot operating conditions were performed for varying moderator densities.

The sensitivity to moderator density was assumed to be approximately the same

under shutdown conditions. The results of these calculations are summarized

in Table 3.5.2.3.3-2.

3.5.2.3.3.3 Results

Thermal Neutron Flux

Approximate calculations of the parameters determining shutdown thermal flux
indicate a decrease for the fully voided case by a factor of perhaps 100

relative to the unvoided core case.

Gamma Flux

0
Approximate calculations for shutdown gamma flux levels give the results in
Table 3.5.2.3.3-1. Approximate garmna flux sensitivity to moderator void
fraction is given in Table 3.5.2.3.3-2.

Instrumentation Response

General Electric in-core instrumentation response is relatively insensitive

to operating temperature. Therefore, it is concluded that true indications

of the thermal neutron and gamma flux levels will be indicated. However, only

the Source Range Monitor (SRM) and Gamma TIP systems are expected to be on-

scale after shutdown.

Gamma TIP response perturbation due to core uncovery is expected to be too
small to indicate core uncovery and is therefore expected to be of little use

in detection of inadequate core cooling.

O
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1

{}
SRM reduction in response is expected with complete core uncovery and could

J be used to indicate a lack of adequate core cooling, assuming the SRM signa!

would be at a significant value for the covered core. It is noted that SRM

detectors can be inserted to within about 5 feet of the top of active fuel, e o

below this eltvation, if they are still mechanically operable fol owing the j

f event, they also might be used qualitatively as an indication of water level {
!

in a partially covered core. This process would be subject to significant
t

| uncertainty and is not evaluated in this report.
4

i

i
! The major conclusions of using in-core radiation flux measurements to detect

6(
| adequate core cooling are summarized in Table 3.5.2.3.3-3.
i

3.5.2.3.4 Summary of Diverse Methods

|

A review of all existing reactor instrumentation has shown the safety-grade, |
multiple water level instrumentation to be a direct and unambiguous indicator [

t

of adequate core cooling in the BWR and to be a method for detection of ''
,

{} inadequate core cooling fully compliant with Requirement 2.1.3b of NUREG-0578.

The most important diverse means of assuring that adequate core cooling exists

j is indication that a single ECC system is injecting. Analysis supports this

I conclusion by showing that as long as an ECC system is injecting the core
remains adequately cooled, f

.

F

Other methods assessed in this study are the use of incore instrumentation to
,

measure incore radiation fluxes. A study of in-core instrumentation showed

that the SRMs could be used as a confirming indication of complete core
i

{uncovery.
;

t
P

\~

f
,

Ns| |
[
i

I
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! 3.5.2.3.5 liWR Compliance with Nt' REG-0578 Requirenent 2.1.35. i

|

! Sl:KEC-05 78 Requi remen t 2.1.3b., " Instrumentation for Detection of Inadequate
i Core Cooling in PWKs and BWRs," requires the ( tlowing actions:
1

1. Licensees shall develop procedures to be used by the operator to
|

recognize inadequate core cooling with currently available

j instrumentation. The licensee shall provide a description of

the existing instrumentation for the operators to use to recog-

nize these conditions. A detailed description of the analyses

needed to form the basis for operator training and procedure I

development shall be provided pursuant to another short-tern
!

j requirement, " Analysis of Of f-Normal Conditions, Including

! Natural Circulat ion. " {
l
:

j In addition, each pWR shall install a primary coolant saturation

! meter to provide on-line indication of coolant saturation condi- '

tion. Operator . instruction as to use of this neter shall include

consideration that is not to be used exclusive of other related
,

!plant parameters.

|

2. Licensees shall provide a description of any additional instrumen- I

tation or controls (primary or backup) proposed for the plant
,

'

to supplement those devices cited in the preceding section giving
i

an unambiguous, easy-to-interpret indication of inadequate core j

! cooling. A description of the functional design requirements

for the system shall also be included. A descriptian of the pro-

cedures to be used with the proposed equipment, tl.e analysis used

| in develc af.ng these procedures, and a schedule for installing the

! equipnent shall be provided.

With respect to requirement (1), familiar and unambiguous precedures to

recognize the approach to inadequate core cooling are explicitly given in the

operator guidelines. They rely primarily on decreasing reactor vessel water
g

k level as an indication of the approach to inadequate core cooling. Wide-

hf range instrumente offscale low are taken by the operator to indicate the

!
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approach to inadequate core cooling by definition. Fuel-zone level measurement

is an alternative method for detection of this condition, although the opera- .

tor's response to low fuel-zone water level is no different than his response

to low or downscale wide-range level measurements. Positive indication of I

injection of one ECC system is an alternative nethod for verifying adequate

core cooling. A primary coolant saturation meter is not required by NUREG-0578

for the BWR and, of course, would not be useful since the BWR always operates

under caturat ion conditions in the reactor vessel.

With respect to requirement (2), the BWR needs no additional instrumentation

to give "an unambiguous, easy-to-interpret indication of inadequate core

cooling." The Introduction of Section 2.1.3b of Appendix A of NUREG-0578
observes that during the TMI-2 accident, low reactor water level and inadequate
core cooling existed for an extended period of time due to "a combination of
factors including an insufficient range of existing instrumentation, inadequate

emergency procedures, inadequate operator training, unfavorable instrument
location (scattered information), and perhaps insufficient instrumentation." ,

!Direct level measurement in the BWR, and the use of reactor water level both

as a constantly-monitored process fariable and as a direct initiator of auto-

matic protective actions obviates each of these factors in the BWR. The BWR

instrumentation is thus already unambiguous and easy to interpret in the
sense intended in the requirement.

The discussion of the same section in NUREG-0578 proposed a two-stage approach

to implementation of the requirement. The first stage is " based on detection
of reduced coolant level or the existence of core voiding with the existing

plant instrumentation." Existing BWR instrumentation already satisfies the
intent of the first stage, althouf,n backup means have been studied and

described.

The second stage is to develop system modifications "to provide more direct
indication than that available with present instrumentation." No system
modifications are proposed; the existing water level measurement already
provides as direct a means of detecting an approach to inadequate core cooling
and confirming its mitigation as is necessary.

,
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The II'4R is therefore in full conformance with the letter and intent of

NUREG-0578 Require: vat 2.1.3b.

3.5.2.4 Justificat ion of Analysis !!cthods

The analyses in Section 3.5.2.1 have utilized the SAFE and CllASTE computer

codes (Re fe rence s 3.5.2.4-1 and 3.5.2.4-2) to demonstrate reactor system

performance under severely degraded conditions. The justification for using

SAFE is presented in Section 3.1.1.3 and the justification of the CHASTE

analyses is described below.

3.5.2.4.1 CilASTE Analyses

The purpose of Section 3.5.2.1 was to develop best estimate predictions of the

system performance under extremely degraded conditions. In order to perform

more realistic analysis, certain changes were made to the currently approved

Appendix K models. The specific changes which were applied to all CHASTE
analyses in Section 3.5.2.1 are outlined below.

O
Decay Heat

The best estimate decay heat was modeled with the mean value of the 1978 ANS

standard. This is judged to be the most appropriate decay heat for these

studies and is consistent with the decay heat used in the SAFE analyses

(see Section 3.1.1.3).

Cap Conductance

Best estimate gap conductance values as calculated by the GESTR computer code

(Reference 3.5.2.4.2) were used instead of the Appendix K gap conductances

which were calculated using the GEGAp computer ode.

Steam Cooling

In the Appendix K CHASTE calculations no credit is taken for steam cooling

heat transfer when the fuel is uncovered. To more accurately model core
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~('') heatup following uncovery, steam cooling heat transfer was considered in the
V

analyses of Section 3.5.2.1. The method used to determine the steal cooling

heat transfer coefficients is described below.

3.5.2.4.2 Steam Cooling Analysis

During a BWR LOCA, steam is generated in the reactor due to reactor

depressurization and/or due to heat transfer to the two-phase mixture in the

reactor core. The single phase convective steam cooling mechanism is

especially'important in the analysis of degraded conditions involving multiple

failures of water makeup systems.

To determine the fuel temperature response and its dependence on steam cooling,

core heatup calculations were performed in several cases discussed in Section

3.5.2.1 using a simpic steam cooling heat transfer model. The heat transfer

coefficient from the. fuel rods to steam, needed to quantify steam cooling, is

obtained - from the Dittus-Boelrar correlatior. and is referenced to saturation

('N temperature as follows:
.

%.

0.4
s ' O.023 [A pg /mgDh)0.8191

.

"~ EPrg (1)h
\ Dh Tw - Tsat

Equation (1) is applicabic for fully developed turbulent flow heat transfer in

a tube with . constant heat flux as boundary conditions. For laminar flow, a

Nusselt number of 4.36 is used as it defines the lower bound heat transfer
coefficient. Equation (1), for fully developed laminar flow, reducea to:

SII "~ 8 (2)-(h ) = 4.36
s Dh Tu - Tsatmin.

where

h = heat transfer coefficient from fuel rods to steam referenced to
saturation temperature,

X-
'(l ~ mg y steam' mass flow rate per fuel bundle,
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Dg = hydraulic diameter of fuel bundle

O
A = steam flow area per fuel bundle,

pg = dynamic viscosity of steam,

Prg = Prandt1 number of steam,

kg = thermal conductivity of steam,

Tw = fuel cladding temperature,

Tg = steam temperature, and

Tsat = saturation temperature of steam.

In using Equations (1) and (2) to determine the steam cooling heat transfer
coefficient, the steam flow area per fuel bundle and the hydraulic diameter of

the fuel bundle are determined from fuel bundle geometry and the core pressure

and the steam mass flow rate are obtained from the SAFE analysis. The

determination of convective heat transfer coefficient either from equation (1)

or equation (2) requires knowledge of the fuc1 cladding temperature which in
turn depdnds upon the value of heat transfer coefficient used in core heat up
models. Thus, an iterotive process is needed to obtain fuel cladding

temperatures and heat transfer coefficients consistent with one another. As
a first approximation, the fuel cladding temperature was obtained from the
SAFE analysis. It was then refined through an iterative process using the more

accurate CHASTE core heatup model and the appropriate steam cooling heat

transfer coefficients. The steam entering the bundle at the two phase level
was assumed to be saturated. The steam becomes superheated as it rises into

the core. The steam temperature at various axial location was calculated
from

0.8 0.4 Ph Kg'
- Tg ) A (3)Pr -

Dh (Tw1 i ZTg +1 = Tgi + 0.023 A Mg g mg Cpgi g g

O
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wheref-wg
O'

i = subscript for steam temperature and properties at elevation Z,

1+1 = subscript for steam temperature and properties at elevation Z+AZ,

Ph = heated perimeter of fuel bundle, and

Cpg = constant pressure specific heat of steam.

Figure 3.5.2.4-1 shows the steam cooling heat transfer coefficients at the high

pc.wer node as functions of steam flow rate, core pressure, and two-phase level

fc'r a typical set of nodal cladding temperatures.

A more realistic fuel temperature response to a BWR LOCA as calculated by

incorporating the approprf ate steam cooling heat transfer coefficients into

the CHASTE core heat-up model is shown in Figure 3.5.2.4-2. This figure

^} demonstrates the effectiveness of steam cooling in limiting fuel cladding

''# temperature even under extremely degraded conditions. In view of possible

urcertainties in the steam flow rates used in the determination of convective
single phase steam heat transfer coef ficients, sensitivity studies were

performed to assess the effect of this uncertainty on predicti 'n of peak
cladding temperature. A typical sensitivity study is shown in Figure

3.5.2.4-3 where the effect of reducing the steam flow rate by 20% on the

prediction of peak cladding temperature is demonstrated. As indicated
earlier, the prediction of peak cladding temperature, using steam cooling
heat transfer coefficients from either equation (1) or (2), is an iterative

process. The results of various iterations shown in Figure 3.5.2.4-4
demonstrate that the convergence is rapid. The~first iteration results are

presented in Section 3.5.2.1, predicting slightly higher PCT than the converged
solution.

,a
/s
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APPENDIX A

O
V UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

April 14,1979

IE Bulletin No. 79-03

EVENTS RELEVANT TO BOILING WATER POWER REACTORS IDENTIFIED DURING
THREE HILE ISLAND INCIDENT

Description of Circumstances:

On march 28, 1979 the Three Mlle Island Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2
experienced ' core damage which resulted from a series of events which -

" were initiated by a loss of feedwater transient. Several aspects of
the incident may have general applicability to operating boiling
water reactors. This bulietin requests certain actions of licensees
of operating. boiling water reactors.

Actions to be taken by licensees:

For all Boiling water reactor facilities with an operating license
O complete the actioas sPecified be'o :

'

1. Review the description of circumstances described in Enclosure 1
of IE Bulletin 79-05 and the preliminary chronology of the TiiI-2
3/28/79 accident included in Enclosure 1 to IE Bulletin 79-05A.

a. This review should be directed toward understanding: (1)the
extreme seriousness and consequences of the simultarAous blocking
of both trains of a safety system at the Three Mile Island
Unit 2 plant and other actions taken during the early phases
of the accident; (2) the apparent operational errors which
led to the eventual core damage; and (3) the necessity to
systematically analyze plant conditions and parameters and
take appropriate corrective action.

b. Operational personnel should be instructed to (I) not
override automatic action of engineered safety features
unless continued operation of engineered safety features
will result in unsafe plant conditions (see Section Ea'

of this bulletin); and (2) not make operational decisions
| based solely on a single plant parameter indication when

one or more confirmatory indications are available,

,

o
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IT Sulletin No. 79-08 April 14, 1979
Page 2 of 4

O
c, All ifcensed operators and plant management and supervisors

with operational responsibilities shall participate in th~is
review and such participation shall te documented in plant
records.

2.. Review the containment isolation initiation design and procedures,
and prepare and implement all changes necessary to initiate
conteinment isolation, whether manual or automatic, of all lines
whose isolation does not degrade needed safety features or cooling
capabiltty, upon automatic initiation of safety injection.

3. Describe the actions,' both automatic and manual, necessary for proper
functioning of the auxiliary heat removal systems (e.g., RCIC)
that are used when the main feedwater system is not operable. For
any manual action necessary, describe in summary form the procedure,
by which this action is taken in a timely sense.

4 Dr. scribe all uses and types of vessel -level indication for both
automatic and manual initiation of safety systems. Describe other
redundant instrumentation' which the operator might have to give the
same, information regarding plant status. Instruct operators to
uttiime other available information to initiate safety systems.

5. Review the action directed by the operating procedures and training $
instructions to ensure that:

,

a. Operators do not override automatic actions of engineered
safety features, unless continued operation of engineered
safety features will result in unsafe plan.t conditions

-(e.g. vessel integrity).

b. Operators are provided additional information and instructions
,

to not rely upon vessel level indicacion alone for manual
I actions, but to also examine other plant parameter indications
j in evaluating plant conditions.

6. Review all safety-related valve positions, positioning requirements
| and positive controls to assure that valves remain positioned

(open or closed) in o manner to ensure the proper operation of
engineered safety features. Also review related procedures, such
as those for maintenanco, testing, plant and system startup, and..

I

supervisory periodic (e.g., daily /shif t checks,) surveillance to| . to ensure that such valves are returned to Nir correct positions
. following necessary manipulations and are maintainca in their

| proper positions during all operational modes.
.

.

O
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O 7. Roview your operating modes and procedures for all systems
designed to transfer potentially radioactive gases and itquids
out of the primary containment to assure that undesired pumping,
venting or other release of radioactive liquids and gases will
not occur inadvertently.

In particular, ensure that such an occurrence would not be caused
by the resetting of engineered safety features instrumentation.
List all such systems and indicate:

a. Whether interlocks exist 'to prevent transfer when high
radiation indication exists, and

b. Whether such systems are isolated by the containment isolation
signal.

c. The basis on which continued operability of the above features
is assured.

8. Review and raodify as necessary your maintenance and test procedures
to ensure that they require:

a. Verification, by test or inspection, of the operability Of
redundant safety-related systems prior to the removal of

O any safety-related system from service.

b. Verification of the operability of all safety-related'
systems when they.are returned to service following
maintenance or testing.

c

Explicit notification of involved reactor operationalc.
personnel whenever a safety-related system is removed from
and returned to service.

9. Review your stompt reporting procedures for NRC notification to
assure that 3RC is notified within one hour of the time the reactor
is not in a controlled or expected condition of operation. Further,
at that time.an open continuous comunication channel shall be
established and maintained with HRC.

10. Review operating modes and procedures to deal with significant
amounts of hydrogen gas that may be- generated during a transient
or other accident that would either remain inside the primary
system or be released to the containment.

Ov
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11, Propose changes, as required, to those technical specificatiens
which must be modified as a result of your implementing the
1tems above.

,

For all boiling water reacter facilities with an operating license,
respond to Itecs 1-10 within 10 dhys of the receipt of this Bulletin.
Respond to item 11 (Technical Specification Change proposals) in
30 days.

Reports shculd be. submitted to the Director of the appropriate NRC
Regional Office and a copy should be fcrwarded to the NRC Office of
Inspection and Enforcement, Division of Reactor Operations Inspectien,
Washington, D.C. 20555.

For all other power reactors with an operati_ng license or construction
permit, this Bulletin is for information purposes and no written respense
is required,

Approved by GAO, B180225 (R0072),; clearance expires 7/31/80. Approval
was given under a blanket cicerance specif t: ally 'for identified generic
problems.

O
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Docket Hos. 50-249
50-254

and 50-265

Mr. C.. Reed
Assistant Vice President
Commonwealth Edison Company
P. O. Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

Dear Mr. Reed:
.

SUBJECT: .A0DITIONAL INFCRNATION REQJIRED FOR NRC STAFF GEhTRfC REPORT ON
BOILING WATER REACTORS

On June 28, 1979 the IRC staff met with representatives fron each of the
1 f censees of boiling water reactors (BWRs) as well as the applicants 3cr
near-term operating 1icenses for BWRs. At that meeting we discussed car
shcrt-term program for reviewing the implications of the Three Mile Island
Unit 2 accident on operating BWRs and near-term Operating License applica-

p tions for BWRs. At the meeting we held a discussion of our general
V information needs and noted that our review will concentrate on two basic

' areas, i.e., systems and analysis. We stated that we would provide you
with our formal requests fur iriformation at a later date.

' Enclosure I which consists of three attachnents contains our requests for
addit f onal infomation in the systems area. Enclosure 2 contains our
requests for additional information in the analysis area. In order for
us to maintain our schedule we request that you provide clear and cceplete
responses to the enclosed requests by Augua.t 17,1979. If you cannot
meet this schedule or if you require any clarification of these matters
please contact William F. Kane, (301) 492-7745 inned f ately.|

Sincerely,

>

t

|

Thoma Ippol to, Chief
DSerating Reae. tors Branch #3'

Division of Operating Rcattors

Enclosures:
1. Request for Additional Information

i (Systems Area)
2. Request for Additional Infonaation' p

j V (Analysis Area)

cc w/ enc 1osures:
See next page

B-1
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Attachment 1

_

O
i

Information on Systems Capable of Providing post-Accident and Transient i

_ Core Cooling ; |

!
*

Instructions -

Table i is intended to be an all inclusive litt of the systems that are
capable of p'roviding Mst-accident and transjent core cooling for all types
'of BWRs. However, if your plant has additiotal or alternate systems that
provide core cooling, that have not been specifically identified, they
should be included in your submittal.

I
Table II contains a if st,of information that.should be provided as applicable,
for the systems identified in Table I. 'The infomation that only requires a
yes/no answer has been identified. As noted on the table sorne of the information
may be provided by utilizing drawings, however, the drawings must be large
enough to be clearly legible, the systems and components niarked (~particular,Iy
if plant,P&It' drawings are used), and drawing legends provided where needed.

If questions arise pertaining to the interpretation of the type of information
requested contact Byron Siegel (301-492-7341) or Wayne Hod,ges (301-492-7588),

fl0TE: We are aware that much of the information we are requesting may have
already been submitted on your docket. However, in order to expedite
our review, we are requesting thatiyou compile and resubmit the
infor.r.ation in this attachment.

|

|
|

@
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Table I ! g
I

I
.

Systems for which infor; nation is requested i

}
,

1. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (R;IC)

'2. Isolation Concenser j

3. HighPressureCoreSpraySystem(HPCS) !
4. High Pressure Coolant Injection System (}4PCI)
5. Low P'ressure Core Spray System (LPCS)

6. Low Pressure Coolant Injection Systes (LPCI)

7. Automatic Depressurization System (ADS):

8. Safety Relief Valves
9. Residual Heat Removal System (RRR) thcluding

Shutdown Ccoling, Steam Condensing, Supp|ression

Pool cooling and Containment Spray Modes;- g
10. Standby Coolant Supply syste:n !

11. Reactor Closed Cooling Water System f
12. Control Red Drive System i

( 13. Condensate Storage Tank !

( 14. . Main Feedwater System :

15. Recircu1'ation Pump / Motor Cooling Systems
'

,

O
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Table II_

Infomation on Systees Caoable of Providing Post-Accident and Transient Core Cooling
. .

General System Design Information , ..
. . . ,

s -

b - Safety Classification & Selsmic Category :

r, - Piant Steam By-Pass Capacity i

t, y - Potential of Systems & Component Flooding .

(i.e., injection of water frcm CST in exces; of Technical Specification
min.) and separation of Trains

- Nomal Position of Yalves, Indication Location Directt s
Ior Indiregt Indication

l
- Failed Stdte of Each Valve( s I- Nomal Power Sources for System Operations v

1
- Normal Power Sources for Support System Ope' ration , e.g., lube oil,

lube oil c'coling, ventilation
- Systems and Components Shared 8e vren Onits.s

- Air Sources for Pneumatic Valves, Cycling Cppacity 1, Alternate Source:
Number of Safety & Relief Valves & Relieving Canecity

Q > *
Relief & Safety Valve SetpointsV - -

,

- System Tripst

ge - Methods of Cooling System, Components (i.e., pumps, valves)

i

System Activation _

h - Automatic Startup Logic (initiation signals) & power Source
- Automatic Sequencing Back on o Diesel Following Reset (Yes/No',t-4
- Auto Initiation Overriding Capabi11tyc

v - Auto Initiation Built in Time Delay
- Manual Initiation Capability, Procedure, Time Reg'd, Locations,

t

Manpower Reg'd
- Potential Coenonalities with Contml SystemsI s

- System Interlocks & Divdrsion0

- Operator Actions Required for System Opera) ion & Controle

|

O

:

s-5
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I

Water _ Sources !

: 9
- Safety Classification & Sel,smic Classification
- Prfr,ary Water Source, Total & De'djcateIcapacity, Time Available
- Secondary and Backup Water Sources, Atttomatic/ Manual, Procedure,

Time. Reg'd !
'

- Strainers in System and Location
.

-

.

Power Source
.

- Number of Trains
- Pumps C'onnected to Diesel Generators

'

- AC & DC Bus Arrangement for Trains
- Loss of Offsite Power - System Response. Operator Action,

'

Time Reg'd' -

- Loss of On-stte AC Power - System Response
Operator Action, Tiste Reg'd .

,

- 1.oss of All AC Power - System Response, :.
'

Operato(Actton, Time Reg'd $.

:

Jnstrumentation & Control;

|
- Safety Classification & Seismic Categoryt

- Automatic and Manual Control from Control Noon (Yes/No}
- Alarms Located in Control Room
- System Indications located in Control Room'.

(pump, valves, level etc.) -

| - Remote Control Panels .

- Methods of Detecting Leaking Safety / Relief Valves
(i.e., leaking bellows, unseated valve)|

|
| Testins/ Technical Specifications

- Limiting Conditions for Operation .

- Frequency of System & Component Tests
3 I- System Testing Lineups'

hI- System Bypass and/or Test Loops
- Method of Verification of Correct Test Liniup and

'

Restoration to Horinal Condition -

* s-6
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0 - Allowable System dutage Times. -

- System & Componentional Testing Following Maintenance
,

- Components Not Periodically, Tested. '. "~' '*
- Auto OYerride During Tests * *

.a

- Other Components or System Affected by Tests

1/ May be provided by a drawing

O
,

O

B7
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Attachment 2 , '

i G
Infomation Needed for Containmerit Isolation System

.

I. For each fluid ifne and fluid instrument lines penetrating the

containment, provide a table of design infomation regarding the

containment isolation provisions which include the following infomation:
-

,

a. Containment Penetration number;

b. System name;
'

c. Fluid contained;

d. Engineered safety featura system (yes or no);

e. Figure showing arrangement of containtnent isolation barriers;
i I
: f. Isolation valve nurser;
|

-

I g. Location of valve (inside or outside containment);
O

'

h. Yalve type and operation;
,

1. Prfrary mode of valve actuation;

j. S'econdary mode of valve actuation;

k. Nomal valve position;

1. Shutdovi valve position;

| m. Postaccident valve position;

i n. Power failure valve position;

Containment isolation signals,' including parameters sensed and theiro.

i set point;

p. Valve closure time; .

q. Power sourcel

r. Yalve position indication (direct or indirect)

O-

.

|

|
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II. Discuss the design requi,rements.for the containment isolation barrie'rs

regarding:

s. The extent to which the quality standards and sei;mic design'

classification of the containtnent isokation provlsions follow /the
'

recorsnendations of Regulatory Guides 1.26, " Quality Group Classi.fications

and Standards for Ater , Stem , and Padioactive-Water-Containing

toeponents of Nuclear Power Plarits," and 1.29, " Seismic Design

Classification";

b. Assura,nce of the' operability of valv,s and valve operators in the

containment abnosphere under nonnal plant operating conditions and

postulated accident conditions. !
'

c. Qualification of closed systems inside and outside the containment

as isolation barriers;

.

d. Qualification of a valva as an isolation barrier;
.

e. Required isolation valve closure times;
:

f. Mechanical and electrical redundancy to preclude cocrnon m6de -

failures;

g. Primary and secondary modes of valy'p actuation

O

,B-9
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III. Discuss the provisions for detecting leakage from a remote manually
|

- -

controlledsystem(suchas'ahyngid.ered sa'fety feature system or' essential
.. .

'

line) for the purpose of detemining when to isolate the affected system

or system train. Specify the parameters; sen' sed, their set peint, and

procedure for initiation of containment ksolation.

IV. Discuss the design provisions for testing the operab'ility of the isola. tion
. . . .

,
,

valves..
.

V. Identify the codes, standards, and guides applied in the design of the

containment isolation system and system. components.

VI. ' Discuss the nomal operating modes and containment isolation provision g
,

and procedures for lines that transfer potentially radioactive fluids out

' of the containment.

!

.

|

|

| O
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Attachment 3

Additional Systems and Operational Inf mation Rnouired

I. Provide copies of the procedures' for loss of f'eedwater and small break
LOCA.

I.I . Discuss the reactor water level measureme t system. In particular:

1. Provide a diagram showing location of pressure taps used in
measuring level. The diagram should 6e detailed enough to
show whether the measurement is insidh or outside the core
shroud.

'

.

2. Describe the instrument piping arrangements and types of
transducers used.

3. Which levels are monitored in the control, room and how are they

O indicated (< recorders =et rs)7

4. Wh'ich measurements provide signals for safety systems, which for
control systems, which for other systems?

5. Describe the dynamic response of each of the level measurement
~

and indicating instruments for conditions typical of a small
break LOCA.

|

| 6. Wha,t are the level measurement uncertaintiest
,

.

7. What level difference is expected between core and measurement
location for:

a '. nonnal operations,
b. reactor shutdown with decaf heat,and with recirculation'

peps running, .

c. reactor shutdown with decay heat and recirculation pumps not
running, and

d. moderate level transient as for a small break LOCA or
i stuck open $RV.

I

B-ll
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ENCLOSURE 2

REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL IhFOPFATION
.

BULLETINS & ORDERS MALYSIS GROUP

O

O

B-12
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Enclosu e 2

REQUEST FOR A00!TIONAL INF_0RMATION

_REGARDING SMALL BREAX LOCA AjNALYS!S

1. The response of the reactor system of g given plant to a small break

LOCA will differ greatly depending upon the break size, the location

of the break, mode of operation of the ; recirculation pumps, number of

ICCS systems functioning, and the availability of isolation condensers

or RCIC. In addition. this response m4y differ for different plants

designed by the same H5SS vendor because of differences in the recircu ,,
*'

lation loop c1nfiguration or different ECCS designs. In order for the

staff to complete its evaluation of the response of currently operating

BWR designs to postulated tma11 break LOCA's, the following information

is needed:

(1) Provide a qualitative description of expecte'd syste:n behavior for

(a) a range of postulated small break L.0CA's, including the zero'

break case, itnd (b) feedwater-related limiting transients combined

with a stuck-open safety / relief valve. These cases should include

situations where HPCI and RCIC (or isolation condenser) are assumed

available and not available. The cases considered should also include
'

' breaks large enough to (a) depressurize the reactor coolant system,

(b) raaintain the reactor coolant system at some intermediate pressure

and (c) repressurize the primary system to the safety / relief valve

setpoint pressure. Various break locations in the reactor coolant
.

I system should be considered.

(2) Provide a qualitative description of the various natural circulation
'

j

inades of expected system behavior following a small break LOCA. Discuss

V any ways in which natural circulation can be degraded, such as fluido

stratification in the lower plenum caused by inoperation of the ' cleanup

system. Assess the possible effects of non-condensible gases.

_, . _ _ . - ._. ... _- _ 33- _. _ _ _ . _ _ ___ ~ _
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II. The fo11 ewing questions pertain to your small break LOCA analysis methods: $
(3) Demonstrate that your current small break LOCA analysis methods are

appropriate for application to each of the cases identified in items

(7) through (10) below. This demonstration should include an assess-

ment of the adequacy of system noding potential counter current flow*

limitations,and water accumulation above the core.

If..as a result of the above assessment, you modify your analysis
'

methods '(e.g., system noding), provide Justification for any such

modification.

(4) Verify the break flow model used for each break flow location analyzed

in the response to Item (7) below.

(5) Verify the analytical calculation of fluid level in the reactor vessel g
for small break LOCA's and'feeddter transients.

(6) Provide integral verification of your srall break loss-of-accident

method through comparison with experimental data. TLTA and LOFT

, small break tests are possible examples.

III, For each of the analyses requested in Items (7) through (10) below.

(1) Provide plots of the output parameters specified in Table 1 of
.

this enclosure.
.

(11) Indicate when the System safety / relief valve would open. .

(iii) Include appropriate informa. tion about the role of control systems

in the course of the transI;ent. Describe how the system response

would be affected by control systems.

(iv) If the scenario is different for different classes of plants $
(,f et pump, non-jet pump, BWR 4, BWR 5), provide an example of

~

each kind.
B-14
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(7) Provide the results of a sample analysis of each type of srall break

behavior discussed in the response to item (1) (e.g.. depressurization.
I

pressurehangup,repressurization).

(8) Provide the results of an analysis of the worst small break size

and location [n t'erms of core uncpvering assuming a failure in the ECCS

and the RCIC (or isolation condenser). 'This may be a break which does

not result in HPCI initiation, This may require more than one calcu-

lation.

(g) Provide the results of an analysis for a single stuck open safety / relief

val.ve, and the maximum nunter of valves that could open following th's

worst single failure.

(10) Provide the results of'a small break LOCA analysis asstaning loss of

feedwater. The case with the worst break location which affords the
'

least amount of time for operator action should be analyzed. A single

failure in the ECCS and fatture of the RCIC (or isolation condenser)

should be considered.
.

(11) Provide a list of transients exphe d to lift the SRVs; identify the

assumed steam and two-phase flow'rs is through the valves for these
'

transients. Provide justification for your assumptions, including the

'ime at which two-phase discharge,1f it is calculated to occur,' would

be experienced.

O

.
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(12) Provide revised emergency procedu es or guidelines for the preparation $
of operational procedures for the, recovery of plants following small

'

LOCA's. This should include both short-term and long-tem situations

and follow through to a stable condition. The guidelines should include

recognition of the event, precautions, actions, and prohibited actions.

If recirculation pump operation i assumed under two-phase conditions,

a justification of pump operability should be provided. Discuss instra-

mentation available to the operator and any instructentation that might

not be relled upon during these events. What would be the effect of
{

this instrumentation on automatic; protection actions?

IL In addit, ion to the short tem requiremhnt identified above, it is requested

that the following infomation be provilded by November 1,1979.

(13) Provide an analysis of the symptoms of inadequate core cooling and
,

required operator actions to restore core cooling. These analyses
'

should include cases assuming thp recirculation pumps are both

operating and not operating. The calculation should include the

period of time during which inadequate core cooling is approached

as well as the period of time dyring which inadequate core cooling

exists . The calculations should be carried out far enough so that

all important phenocena and instrument indi. cations are included. Each
'

case should then be repeated taking credit for correct operator action.

(14) Provide emergency procedures origufdelines for the preparation of

emergency procedures for plant recovery from iaadeouate core cooling.

O
I

B-16
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(15) Provide revised emergency procedures or guidelines for the updating

of emergency procedures for accidents and transients unsidered in

Section 15 'of plant SAR's,

(16) Th'e NRC is planni.ng to perfom audit calculations of the BWR small

break LOCA. The necessary computer progTam input infortnTtion and

comparative calculations should be provided to facilitate this study.

To assist in the review of these cases, we will require computer
,

output infomation in excess of that specified in Table'l.

O
|

|
:

|

I

LO
|
|
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TABLE 1

O
Plotted Output Parameters

Coret 1. XAVG., N ' clad_

Reactor Vessel:

Lower Plenum: L, X - or TSUB. P.

'Downcomer: L, X or Tggg

teak:
-

$ RV, k', X '

or ,

Break,H,X,[Wdt

O
lbmenclative: P - Pressure

L - Hfxture Level
X - Quality
T - Temperature
W - Mass Flow Rate
H - Enthalpy;

1

l

1

i

|

: O
|
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APPENDIX C

.. na
UNITED STATESo"g

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION[N g
WASHINGTON D. C. 20555Eg ;

. . . . . . ' JUL ? 61979
'

NSSS VENDOR: General Electric Company

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF JULY 12, 1979 MEETING TO DISCUSS BWR
LOSS OF FEEDWATER AND SMALL BREAK LOCA

On July 12, 1979, representatives of the General Electric Company and
the GE BWR Owners Group met with representatives of the NRC staff's
Bulletins & Orders Task Force at GE's offices in San Jose, California.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the NRC staff's requests for
additional infomation that were being fomally transmitted to the BWR
operating reactors and which were discussed to a limited extent at the
June 28, 1979 meeting. A general meeting was convened and it later
broke up into two smaller meetings. One meeting dealt with the systems
area and the other with the analysis area.

A list of attendees for each of these meetings is contained in Enclosure

O 1. The major points discussed at the meeting are sununarized below.

1. General Meeting

The primary goal of the meeting was defined as the achievement of an
understanding of the staff requests for additional infonnation in
both the systems and analysis areas. As part of this effort, any
changes in the scope or timing would be defined at the meeting to
the extent practical.

One of. the matters that came up at the general meeting was the
question of the near-tenn operating license (0L) plants that would

- be involved in the program. We pointed ~out that only Zininer and
- LaSalle 1 & 2 were designated as such and therefore, included in the
B&O short-tenn program. Shoreham has not been designated a near-term
OL at this time and we would not plan to include that plant in this
program.

2. Systems Meeting

W. Hodges and B. Siegel of the NRC staff reviewed the B&O Systems Group
requests with the_ utility and GE representatives. There were a number
of agreements reached as to the scope-of infonnation to be provided
and the schedule. These agreements are set forth below:

q
N
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(1) The infomation requirements in Table II of Attachment 1 to the
formal Systems Group requests for additional infomation were
modified as to both schedule and scope. Enclosure 2 to this
summary defines the scope changes and lists that information in
Table II that is to be provided by August 17, 1979. The remaining
infomation in Tabit! II is to be provided no later than November
16, 1979.

(2) The infomation requirements in Attachment 2 to the fomal Systems
Group requests for additional infomation were modified as to
both schedule and scope as follows:

(a) Item I would be modified to require the identification of
those lines which could potentially transfer radioactive
liccids and gases out of containment and describe the diver-
sity of the containment isolation signals for these lines.
This information must be provided by August 17, 1979. The
remainder of the infomation in Item I is to be prosided
no later than November 16, 1979.

(b) The infomation requested in Item Ila is to be provided
no later than November 16, 1979 to the extent it was not
previously provided in response to IEB 79-01. A generic h
response on Item iib thru 9 will be provided by August 17,

(c) .. generic response to the infomation requested in Item III
will be provided by August 17, 1979.

(d) The infomation requested in Item IV thru VI will be provided
no later than November 16, 1979.

(3) The schedule for providing the infomation in Attachment 3 to the
fomal Systems Group requests for additional infomation remains
at August 17, 1979. However, an outline for a generic report
which is being prepared to address the staff request was presented
at the meeting. The staff agreed that this approach is acceptable.
The outline for the report is provided as Enclosure 3 to this
sumary.

(4) We also discussed infomation requests requiring yes or no answers.
It was agreed that "no" answers would be supplemented by an explan-
ation where appropriate.

(E) Item I of Attachment 3 to the formal Systems Grcup requests for
additional information has been restated as follows:

Do procedures exist for loss of feedwater and small break $
LOCA for the cases of (1) all a.c. power available, (2)
loss of offsite power and (3) loss of all a.c. power?

C-2
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3. Analysis Meeting

Z. Rosztoczy, P. Norian, R. Frahm and J. Guttman of the NRC staff reviewed
the B&O Analysis Group requests with the utility and GE representatives. A
presentation outlining the approach to responding to the NRC staff requests
was presented in a set of vugraphs. The vugraphs were marked up to reflect
the agreements reached regarding the scope of the responses. The marked-up
vugraphs are provioed as Enclosure 4 to this summary.

4. Sumary & Conclusions

It was agreed that the meeting accomplishea its primary goals which wereThe information which willto obtain agreements on scope and schedule.
be provided by August 17, 1979 will pennit the B&O Task Force to prepare
its generic report on BWR's.

y
,,,

C) William F. ane

Bulletins & Orders Task Force

N,_/
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ENCLOSURE 1

LIST OF ATTENDEES

1. Analysis Meeting

NRC Staff

R. Frahm
J. Guttman
W. Kane
P. Norian
Z. Rosztoczy

Owners Group Representatives

H. Jones Tennessee Valley Authority-

J. Domer " " "-

R. Meyer Iowa Electric-

R. Furia GPU Service-

B. Slifer Yankee Atomic-

M. Hills Northeast Utilities-

W. D'Angelo Niagara Mohawk-

S. Chan Jersey Central Power & Light-

K. Brienzo Consumers Power-

C. Solbrig - Commonwealth Edison
Carolina Power & Light ||gD. Waters -

T. Rogers Pacific Gas & Electric-

General Electric

R. Buchholz
R. Hill
J. Power
F. Paradiso
S. Rose
T. Craig
A. Burgess
G Sozzi
L. von Damm
L. Rodriguez
J. Duncan
A. Rao
P. Marriott
D. Rennels

O
.
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2, Systems Meeting7-
1

- NRC Staff

W. Hodges
W. Kane
B. Siegel

Owners Group Representatives

J. Pilant - Nebraska Public Power District
Yankee AtomicB. Canlon -

Commonwealth EdisonJ. Bitel -

Philadelphia ElectricA. Wasong -

H. Abercrombie - Tennessee Valley Authority
" " "J. Domar -

J. Glover -
" " "

S. Levy Inc. (representing Iowa Electric)E. Fuller -

Northeast UtilitiesW. Romberg -

Consumers PowerJ. Kuemin -

" "R. Huston -

P. McGuire Boston Edis6n-

General Electric

R. Davison
7_ x
( ) J. Diefenderfer'' C. Coggin

,,

%_s-

'
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EtJCLOSURE 2

TABLE II

SHORT-TERM

Infomation on Systems Capable of Providing Post-Accident and Transients
Core Cooling

General System Design Infomation

-
Are the instruments and equipment affected by cor.tainment flooding (Yes/fio)?

Nomal position of valves, indication location, direct or indirect-

indications.

Failed state of each.yalye.-

Power sources required for system operation (including support systems).-

Number of safety and relief valves, relieving capacity, cycling capability
(number of times without air supply). Are there alternate air supplies?

-

- Relief and safety valve setpoints.

System trips.-

Are auxiliary systems required for operation? (Yes/No) If yes, what
are they? g-

,

System Activation

Automatic startup logic (initiation signals) and power source (AC/DC).-

Auto initiation built-in time delay (Yes/No)? If yes, what is time
-

required?

- Can manual initiation of the system be done in the control room? (Yes/No)
if no, what actions are required and how long will they take?

- Do ECCS initiation signals override all other modes of operation? (Yes/No)
If no, identify;

Are actions perfomed by the operator for system operation and control-

after initiation of the system? (Yes/No)
If yes, explain (up to 2 hours)?

- Are there system interlocks and diversion for systems in Table I? (Yes/No)
If yes, explain.

O

C-6
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,
.

Water Sources _-

,

Primary water source, total and dedicated capacity.-

Secondary and backup water sources, auto / manual, are these proceduralized?-
.

(Yes/No). What is the time required for manual operation?

Are there strainers in system? (Yes/No) If yes, give location and size-

| (fine / coarse).

Power Source
.

Number of trains.-

4

For the following, assume a loss of feedwater, stuck-open relief valve, and ;i

explain the operator action necessary for core cooling considering multiple<

system failures.
.

All A-C available - operator action,- time required?-

,

! Loss of offsite power - operator action - time required?-

I Loss of all A-C - operator action - time required?-

(assume.both HPCI, RCIC or Iso. Cond. available)'

Instrumentation and Control

O . Automatic and manual. control from control room (Yes/No)?-

'%)
! Do the alanns in the control room give the operator the system status? (Yes/No)..

' Are system flow p'aths indicated in the control room (pump, valves, level,-
: flow,' press temp)? (Yes/No)
.

~ Remote control panels (Yes/No) If no, explain.-

>

Methods for detecting leaking safety / relief valves (i.e., leaking bellows,,

-

unseatedvalve)?

Testing / Technical Specifications

Limiting ' conditions for operation (Matrix showing systems out of service-

; with time)?
4

-Is the method of verification of correct test lineup and restoration to normal-

condition proceduralized? (Yes/No) Is there an independent _ verification?
-(Yes/No). By whom?-;

:

Is'there system and component' testing fol'10 wing maintenance? (Yes/No) !
-

Aside from.those systems normally in service, identify any component not--

,
.

-normally tested.

c-7
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ENCLOSURE 3

REACTOR WATER LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION

O SYSTEMS / EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

8 MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES

8 INSIDE/0UTSIDE SHROUD MEASUREMENTS ASPECTS

I STATIC / DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS

O

8 OPERATIONAL EFFECTS

S OPERATOR / CONTROL SYSTEM INFLUENCES

MRL

7/11/79$
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MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES

O . SINGLE PHASE LIQUID WEIGHT BASIS FOR CALIBRATION

CARRY UNDER-

CARRY OVER-

,

Sus COOLING-

PRESSURIZED WATER DENSITY EFFECTS-
.

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON DENSITY-

8 PROCESS-CONDITIONS EFFECTS

PRESSURE /IEMPERATURE EFFECT ON DENSITY-

LEVEL EFFECT ON INACCURACY-

- JET PUMP FLOW PAST LOWER IAP

STEAM. PLOW (DRYER D/P)-

Sus COOLING EFFECTS-

.O e m a11NT CONDITIONS
I

DRYWELL TEMPERATURE-

OUTSIDE DRYWELL TEMPERATURE' -

8 INSTRUMENT ERROR

CALIBRATION-

RESOLUTION-

MECHANICAL-

HYSTERESIS-

DRIFT-

O'
MRL

7/11/79
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O
TESTING AND VERIFICATION

O YARWAY CALIBRATION VERIFICATION TEST

I YARWAY DEPRESSURIZATION TESTS

O
8 ANALYSIS OF REACTOR VESSEL INVENTORY CONTROL

0 COMPUTERIZED LEVEL CALIBRATION PROGRN'i

e
c-lo MRL
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BWR RPV WATER LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION )
DESCRIPTION

O-

8 GENERAL

METHOD 05 .'lEASUREMENT-

- COMPOSITE SCHEMATIC OF LEVEL RAtjGES
- OPERATOR INTERFACE

SAFETY RELATED LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION-

POWER SUPPLY PROVISIONS-

e YARWAY (HEATED REFERENCE COLUMN SYSTEM)

INSTALLATION DRAWING-

REFERENCE COLUMN-

AP SWITCH UNIT-

PIPING-

- CONTROL ROOM READOUTS

SAFETY AND INFORMATION FUNCTIONS-

FACTORS AFFECTING ACCURACY-

O
O COLD REFERENCE COLUMN SYSTEMS

CONDENSING CHAMBER-

INSTRUMENT PIPING AND IAP LOCATIONS-

IRANSMITTERS OR SWITCHES-

SAFETY AND INFORM'ATION FUNCTIONS-

FACTORS AFFECTING ACCURACY-

0 CORE REGION LEVEL MEASUREMENT

JET PUMP PLANTS ONLY.-

INFORMATION FUNCTION-

ACCURACY AND CALIBRATION-

4 SHUTDOWN WIDE RANGE LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION

INFORMATION FUNCTION-

73
V ACCURACY AND CALIBRATION-

C-11 MRL
.rneinenra 3 - m aa 4- 7/11 f 7a
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INSIDE/0UTSIDE_ SHROUD MEASUREMENT

O

O CORE / ANNULUS REGIONS COMMUNICATION

VIA STEAM SEPARATORS-

VIA JET PUMPS-

VIA DRYERS-

0 ANALYSIS OF COMMUNICATION

STEAM SEPARATOR AP-

JET PUMP EFFECTS-

RECIRCULATIOf4 FLOW EFFECTS-

O

MRL

7/11/79
C-12
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STATIC / DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS
NEDO-24703A

0 CALIBRATION CONDITIONS

NOMINAL INACCURACIES-

S TIME CONSTANT OF INSTRUMENT AND PIPING

e SMALL BREAK ACCIDENT CONDITION - (SBA)

PRESSURE (DENSITY) CHANGE BEFORE ADS-

PRESSURE CHANGE DURING ADS-

DRYWELL AMBIENT IEMP. EFFECTS-

S DEPRESSURIZATION AND REPRESSURIZATION - (SBA)

DENSITY ERRORS-

REFERENCE COLUMN BOIL-OFF POTENTIAL-

REFILL OF REFERENCE CCLUMN BY CONDENSATION-

REFILL OF REFERENCE COLUMNS BY FLOODING-

OPERATIONAL EFFECTS

4 RPV PRESSURE VARIATIONS

S DRYWELL AMBIENT TEMP. CHANGES (BELOW 2 PSIG)-

0 RECIRC. FLOW VARIATION EFFECTS

S POWER LEVEL EFFECTS

-DRYER AND SEPARATOR AP
- SUBC00 LING-EFFECTS

V

Enclosure 3 - page 6 7/11/79c-13



INFLUENCES 0N OPERATOR / CONTROL SYSTEMS

NEDO-24708A

0 STARTUP FROM COLD CONDITION

INDICATED LEVEL VARIATION PROM ACTUAL
-

YARWAY/GEMAC DISAGREEMENT
-

YARWAY/GEMAC/ ACTUAL AGREEMENT AT CALIBRATED CONDITIONS
-

MANUAL CONTROL EVALUATION-

AUTOMATIC CONTROL NOT IN OPERATION
'-

8 OPEPATION CONDITIONS

WITHIN SPECIFIED LIMITS-

UPSET CONDITIONS-

AUTOMATIC CCNTROL EVALUATION

MANUAL CONTROL EVALUATION

O POST SMALL BREAK ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

OPERATING CONSTRAINTS-

HPCI

ADS

ECCS

I REACTOR SHUTDOWN WITH DECAY HEAT

RECIRCULATION PUMPS RUNNING
-

RECIRCULATION PUMPS NOT RUNNING
-

'
i
I

OMRL

7/11/79
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ENCLOSURE 4 !
:
i

; O SMALL BREAK ACCIDENT (SBA) ANALYSIS /

OPERATOR GUIDELINES
:

i

: 0 ORJECTIVE G) EdR - SBA AtMLYSIS APPROPRIATE?

(2) E OPERATOR GUIDELINESi

i

'

8 B C EQUEST
,

BWR - SM A'MLYSISj

DESCRIEESBASCEtMRIOS-

I AfMLYSIS METrODS FOR S3A-

STUCK OPEN S/fN
-

: o
ORRATOR GUIDELINES

OPERATORINFORMATION4 -

OPERATORGUIDELINES-

4

!

'

-ASRA0-1
7/12/79

O-,
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E ESKfE $
SRA A'MLYSIS

e QJALITATIVE ESCRIPT10t10F SBA SEMARIOS

PLNH IYPES WIU. COVER Au BES-

SYSTEM AVAILAEILHY ASSuxPTIONS-

BREAK Sizz/ LOCATION ASSureTIONS-

DESCRIPTION OF IMPORTMU IREPOS (E.G. L: VEL, PRESSURE)-

SmRT TERM RESPONSE NO STABLE Ero POINT-

e QUAVTITATIVE ESCRIPTION OF SBA

- LEVEL, PRESSURE PLOTS

fDSTOFTHOSERE0 JESTED-

e ANALYSIS ETHODS FOR SBA $
SAME Pasraea, ASSUMPTIWS NO CDDES FOR SPNLM-

REVIEW CWSERVAT?S4 VS BEST ESTituTE-

e QUAVTITATIVE IIPACT OF SORV Oil SEA

OPERATOR GUIDRilfES

e PR0vlDE EXPECTED RESPONSE OF OPERATOR INFOR% TION

e Pa0vlDE C1JIDELINES FOR OPERATOR A TIONS

AS RA0 - 2

7/.12/79

O
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O _E /PPRYo1

SBA #RYSIS

e SBA SEMRIOS

USE SAT WITH APPROPRIATE Asst <PriONS-

USE SAPLL PtmT ANALYSIS RESULTS-

PERFOP!4 SAPLE CALCULATIONS WITH ADDITICPAL OmuTS TO-

CCtFIRM STAovo SBA ASStrPTIONS

CALCU.ATIONS FOR FOUR BREAK SCENRIOS-

DEPRESSURIZATION-

PRESSUREHAFAP-

REPRESSURIZATION-

ZERo BREAK / ISOLATION-

O S m wits wi m uT sioH eaESsuRE SvSTEnS_

SBA WITWHITaur SORV-

DEFINE SCENARIOS WHICH REQUIRE M TOR ACTION-

DEFINE FIwdSTAR.E SITUATION-

i

M3 77 .perja //ef--

cayer,m A&c. = iz Vie 4-

<eGc-Mn/p.rhp ?Rymk M hem n-

ANc/<de dm iy // unwvq-

:.w/
_ w fr t_

AS pao - 3

7B2R9

O
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SBA #RYSIS (OTIT.)

O
e # R YSIS It RODS

COMPARE SBA/LBA IMPoRTA:n PHEtO S4A-

JUSTIFY US$ OF SAT ONLY VS SAFE /REFLD-

JUSTIFY WW lbDEU.Its OF SoME PHEtosa ibT IMPORTAtR-

JUSTIFY USE OF SAT ASSUMPTIC*4S - BEST ESTIt%TE VS OmER-

VS CURREf6

CcwARE ASSUMPTIONS IN SBA SCEfMRIO ATMLYSIS VS f'oST APPROPRIATE-

PERFORMSENSITIVITYSTUDIESWHEREIIEEDED-

9

,

i

J

I

AS pao 14

7a2/79

O
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'

|

,

!O
.

! . . -.
1

.' GE ESPWSE (m!T.)
,

OPERATOR'GuitELItES |

USE k ALYSIS TO DETERMINE IIMItG OF EVEtHS-

USE AW.YSIS OF M TO IDEtRIFY CofERADICTORY SYSTei RESPONSES
'

-

! KEEPGUIDELINESSIMPLE |-

4

RECOGNITION OF INITIATIrs EVEtU-

;

SUBSEQUErn OCCURRENCES /AIRONTIC-
j
i
'

PRECAUTIONS-

ACTIONS!
-

'

PROHIBITenACTIONS-

:
1

;

;

|*

!

.

ASPA0-5
762/79.

I'

*

.

C-19
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O

CH0 ICE OF PLANTS

BW2 NIIE MILE Pol!!T - 1
f0L'ET PJP PLAT

BW3
JET PJ.P UlE [PCI LO}?B

ECO
SELECTION LMIC

BhW4 g
JET PLIP WlEDUT LWP

FITZPATRICK
SF_LECTION LOGIC

BW5
ZlfTER

HPCS AT IN SHROUD INJECTION

AS Pm - 6
7/11B9

O
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f O, ABLE l. m -2/. mgpg
P1r . Output Parameter $

O Q
g|gcl WMii

Corei 1., X[yg, ,4 cla

*

geseter Vesiel
-

_

L wer Plenum: L, X - or g , .P
,,

Occ ccmer: le s

( bf 3 ro x.f av a ilMle. ','
Leak: M GAFG
SRV, W, X M/A

or ph
Break.E,1 Vdt

fr FA.M /dpd//c &a
h H:ee'n:letive: P - Pressure /! L - Mixture Level

| X - Quaitty
i T - ic: ;: era ture
'

I w - Hass Flow Rate'

H - Enthalpy

.

k fR g & W} W

-s-, s e x;,;~

l

C-21
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J.A. LOSS L.. _ R R TRANSIENT

GELLL... MF RESPONSE
G

EVALUATION OF FOUR EVENTS MADE FOR BWR 1-5*

EVENT SCENARIO FORMAT*

THREE SETS DEVELOPED COVERING DIFFEP.ENT BWR CLASSES
-

@ @ @
BWR 2/3 BWR 3/l4 BWR 5

MARK I MARK I MARK II

ICS HPCI HPCS

FWCI/HPCI RCIC RCIC

INFORMATION PRESENTED IN REG. GUIDE 1.70, REV. 2 FORMAT O-

SPECIFIC TRANSIENT ANALYSIS PRESENTED ONLY WHERE NECESSARY
-

TO ILLUSTRATE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES

GJS

7/79
O

C-22
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I.A. IOSS OF FFFDWATER TRANSIENT

O NRC REQUEST

e EVENT SCENARIOS

LOSS OF FEEDWATER (LOF) TRANSIENT WITH-

INCREASING DEGRADATION OF COOLANT INJECTION
* LoF w/Au7o HAcr/H/cs/Aczc /zc.

LOF + SORV WITH AUTO HPCIS/HPCS, RCICS/ICS*

AVAILABLE

LOF + SORV WITH AUTO RCICS/ICS ONLYe

LOF + SORV WITH MANUAL HPCIS/HPCS, RCICS/ICS ONLYe

LOF + SORV WITH HPCIS/HPCS, RCICS/ICS UNAVAILABLEe

i

GJS

7/79

O
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NEDO-24708A

REACTOR RECIRCULATION SYSTEM PUMP / FLOW

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS ||)

NRC REQUEST

* INVESTIGATE THE USEFULNESS OF CONTINUED OR RESTARTED

RECIRC PUMPS FOR ADDED CORE COOLING UNDER ABNORMAL

SITUATIONS

* PROVIDE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES FOR FORCED

CORE COOLING (IF APPROPRIATE)

GE RESPONSE

* PROVIDE THE EVALUATION AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FORCED

CORE COOLING (IF APPROPRIATE)

APPROXIMATELY 10 PAGES OF TEXT*

APPROACH

PICK A TYPICAL BWR/4 AND EXAMINE*

COMPARE DEPARTURES FOR BWR 2/3 AND 5*

DCR

7/12/79

O

C-24
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NEDO-24708A

O BWR NATURAL CIRCULATION CORE C0OLING

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

NRC REQUEST

' DggRl8E 14&J FWR'S DEPEM D ON_ NATURAL clRcutATl04 UNDER
.

AikERNh'L. co5DdloN$.~~05 ^E$ Ndid ^[f f NN du I'"'
""

* CAN WE. Ot AGNOSE. LOSS OF NATURAL CIRcuL AT/0M!
* EXAMINE OTHER ASPECTC (STRATIFICATION . NON-CDh|0EnstgLeg..)
GE RESPONSE

* PROVIDE A QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION ON BWR NATURAL CIRCULATION

........,_..m . _ . , , . . . .

- TRANSIENTS

O' ABN RMAL CONDITIONS-

e Otseverton Aspects ('ccA/CTEAM GINCING,.)
APPROXIMATELY 12 PAGES OF TEXT EXTRACTED*

MAINLY FROM EXISTING DOCUMENTATION

* 01%ER ASPECTS (STRArtRCATION/NQM-CONDENSIBLES..
APPROACH

PICK A TYPICAL BWR/l4 AND EXAMINEe

COMPARE DEPARTURES FOR BWR 2/3 AND 5*

O DCR

7/12/79
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||EDO-24703A

SMALL BREAK LOCA ANALYSIS VERIFICATION
4

NRC REQUEST
<

e PROVIDE EXPERIMENTAL BASES FOR MODEL
VERIFICATION (00AllFICATION)

GE RESPONSE

e COMPARISONS WITH BLOWDOWN TEST DATA

- PRESSURE

- TWO PHASE LEVEL

- MASS INVENTORY
-wvWo /f< t a d/ W an

e BREAK FLOW DATA BASE & ANALYSES
g

APPROACH

e SUMMARIZE PREVIOUS QUALIFICATION STUDIES

e COMPARISONS WILL SHOW HIGH TO LOWi

DEPRESSURIZATION TRANSIENTS (DBA TO SBA)

e COMPARISONS WILL SHOW TWO PHASE LEVEL|

RISING & FALLING IN PRESSURE VESSEL

d E w ,'// sdde<ss sn H*

Ar<* K 'n f< y <~/ n rt uw|f e, fin

GLS O
7/12/79
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fEDO-24708A

APPENDIX D

(} |
PLANTS COVERED BY NEDO-24708 REVISION 1

Utility Plants Included

Boston Edison Company Pilgrim

Carolina Power & Light Company Brunswick - 1
Brunswick - 2 ,

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Zimmer

Commonwealth Edison Company Dresden - 1
Dresden - 2
Dresden - 3
La Salle - 1
La Salle - 2

Quad Cities - 1
Quad Cities - 2

Consumers Power Company Big Rock Point

Detroit Edison Company Fermi-2 |

Georgia Power Company Hatch - 1
Hatch - 2

Iowa Electric Light & Power Duane Arnold

f~ Jersey Central Power & Light Co. Oyster Creek
b

- Long Island Lighting Company Shoreham

Mississippi Power & Light Company Grand Gulf - 1
Grand Gulf - 2

Nebraska Public Power District Cooper

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation Nine Mile Point - 1

Northeast Utilities Millstone - 1

Northern. States Power Company Monticello

Pacific Cas & Electric Company Humboldt Bay - 3

Pennsylvania Power & Light Company Susquehanna - 1
Susquehanna - 2

Philadelphia Electric Company Peach Bottom - 2
Peach Bottom - 3

Power Authority of the State of New York Fitzpatrick

Tennessee Valley Authority Browns Ferry - 1
Browns Ferry - 2
Browns Ferry - 3

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation Vermont Yankee

Washington Public Power Supply System Hanford - 2
<~

b

D-1/D-2
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